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Dear Readers:

THE
NORTH WOODS is latefour months late!

We make the statement with regret, but without

apology. The reasons why it is late are too numerous

and diverse to explain in detail. Among the minor

ones might be mentioned the fires in the North, the

absence of the editor from the city, and the rush of

business in the treasurer's office making out receipts

for subscriptions.

We are not going to try to make up these lost

months; we are going to use them to catch up with

ourselves. For the forester or anyone interested in the

forests it is impossible to attempt to ignore, even tem-

porarily, the fires of last month. They come across our

memory like a colored glass and change the hue of all

that occurred before them. We cannot forget those

fires even long enough to write up the lost issues as

though they had not been. Therefore this enlarged

issue is intended to put us square with the world and

with our readers.

The Editor.

JAY COOK PARK

HOW
many people are there in Minnesota who

know where Jay Cook Park is, what it is, or

even that such a place exists? You could not quite

count them on your fingers, but it would not require

much of a mathematician to sum them up. Ask the

same question about Como Park, and all St. Paul would



ii.i'i ,;> t!u -;i- hands -is'one man, and even a few people
in Minneapolis would admit having heard of it. It

would probably be safe to say that more people in

Duluth have seen Como than have seen Jay Cook Park.

And yet, if these two parks could be placed side by

side, poor old Como, with its well planned drives and

manicured lawns, its beautiful flower beds and pretty,

tame little lake would wither up and blow away from

lack of attention. Such is the power of advertising.

The attractions of Como are thrown in one's face by

every billboard; it takes a woodsman to ferret out the

beauties of Jay Cook. The woman who visits Jay Cook
Park raves over it only until she finds some better

cared-for grounds. The man who once finds Jay Cook
Park remembers it forever.

Just why this is I am going to try to tell you, but

the works of God are great, and the much vaunted

strength of the human pen is but a poor thing after all.

One great human truth lies at the bottom of it all.

The great bulk of mankind has no interest in a thing
until it has been discovered by thousands of others, or-

ganized and properly advertised. Till a few years ago
the beauties of Jay Cook Park could hardly have been

discovered by more than a single man. Through his

efforts others have come to see them. The ever-increas-

ing snowball of interest that he so laboriously formed

with loving hand has rolled through the gates of the

legislature and created a state park. Thus was it or-

ganized. Hundreds of pilgrims attracted by his en-

thusiasm have wandered through it. So will it be ad-

vertised.



With all the necessary rites thus properly performed,
the rising flood of summer travel will flow irresistably

toward it. Travelers from all parts of Minnesota and
travelers from many other states will be attracted by
its fame, and those who came to rave will stand awe-

struck. For nature here has staged a masterpiece.

Flowing past Carlton in an unpretentious rocky bed,

the St. Louis river shows its first attempt at grandeur
in a mighty fall at Thompson. A great dam here di-

verts a portion of the river's flood to supply the power
plant farther down the valley. Four great six-foot

tubes, built of redwood staves and bound with bands

of steel, lead the water down to the mighty turbines

360 feet below and several miles away. These turbines,

driven by the rushing tides, develop thousands of horse

power and convert it into electricity, which in turn

supplies Duluth, Superior and all the towns along the

Range with light and power.

This is in its way a wonderful thing, but after all

it is only an economic scheme to increase the growing

power of man, and sinks into insignificance beside the

untrammeled art of nature.

That first wild leap at Thompson is but the begin-

ning of a long wild revel. With a mighty roar the old

river rises in his springtime humor, and bursting over

the conventional bonds of the man-made dam returns

to the wilful course of his youth, and hurls himself

Bacchant-like through the deepening chasm of his old

age. Down through the rocky gorge he bounds in com-

plete abandonment. He casts his former dignity to the

winds, only to attain a new dignity greater yet in the

superb recklessness of his headlong course.



The narrow gorge, the sawtooth, the great rock

islands and the dizzying depths that nature has thrown

in his path enough to completely discourage a milder

stream but excite him to wilder hilarity. He tosses

whole trees about those jagged rocks like splinters. It

seems as though all old Neptune's famous "
hoary

locks" had been shorn for the nonce and given to this

crazy old river. Down, down he goes, leap after leap,

mile after mile, leaving his old shore lines great tower-

ing cliffs on either side.

The traveler who ventures into that narrow gorge is

bewildered by the mighty roar of the dashing flood.

Thousands of Minnesotans travel far to other lands to

see a less impressive sight, and know not what they
have at home.

Nor is all this beauty hard to see. An old railroad

embankment furnishes the basis for a first-class road.

The cuts and fills made years ago have lost their ugly
lines. Age has blotted out the last traces of construc-

tion, and the mossy banks running down to the very
borders of the driveway make it appear like a natural

valley, placed for some peculiar unknown purpose on a

steep side hill. The sound of the automobile is drowned
in the savage roar of the river, and the traveler floats

uncannily through that fairyland.

Hardwoods studded with spruce and pine, a maze of

color when the autumn artist has gotten in his work,

open up into vistas on either side, now showing the

raging river far below, and now a quiet fern-carpeted
dell right near at hand. Elysian little trails invite you
into this enchanted wood as though to lead you to some

fairy trysting place, only to surprise you with a sud-
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den burst of river viewed from some precarious van-

tage point.

Attractive picnic grounds are designated here and

there, and a thousand others are waiting to be found.

From Thompson through to Fond du Lac, one wild,

untainted gorge. Cut-over it is, and scarred with many
fires, but filled with unlimited possibilities. Even when
the river is low, and all its strength is sapped to run

our factories, the jagged rocks stand witness to the

fight that was and lead the imagination on to the strug-

gle that is to be.

And all this almost adjoins the city parks of Duluth.

The hill above Morgan Park overlooks the valley, and

from there the roar of the river can be plainly heard.

Some day Duluth will realize the treasure that lies at

her very door, and will advertise around the world this

paradise that she now fails to see beneath her nose.

FORESTRY IN GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND

By GENERAL C. C. ANDREWS, Secretary of the

Minnesota State Forestry Board

FOR
a very long period some of the large landhold-

ers in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland have maintained timber plantations. Mr.

Henry Coleman of Massachusetts, who visited the es-

tate of Lord Yarborough in Lincoln county on the

northeast coast of England, October, 1843, says in his
1 i

European Life and Manners," that he was informed

that Lord Yarborough and his father had planted over



thirteen million trees. Daniel Webster on his tour

through England in 1839, visited ''Sherwood Forest"

on the estate of the Duke of Portland in Nottingham

county, adjoining Lincoln county on the west; and in

an address on the agriculture of England at Boston,

January, 1840, he said :

' ' Sherwood Forest, at least in

its present state, is not like the pine forests of Maine,
the heavy hardwood forests of the unredeemed lands

of New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine, or the still

more heavily timbered lands of the West. It embraces

a large extent of country, with various soils, some of

them thin and light, with beautiful and venerable oaks

of unknown age, much open ground between them and

underneath their wide-spread branches, and this cov-

ered with heather, lichens and fern."

A forest school was established at Cooper's Hill,

England, in 1885, and one at Avondale county, Wick-

low, Ireland,' in 1904.

The area of England and Wales is 58,324 square

miles, being just about the same as the land area of

our state of Georgia; of Scotland 30,405 square miles,

being just a little more than that of South Carolina
;
of

Ireland 32,360 square miles, being 2,190 square miles

greater than the land area of South Carolina. Since

the middle ages less than three per cent of the area of

woods in the United Kingdom has remained under state

control.

One of the duties devolving on the Secretary of the

Minnesota State Forestry Board is to keep the board

informed of the situation of forestry in the various

countries of Europe and the different states of the

United States. Through the kindness of the Governor
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of Minnesota, the Department of State of the United

States, its Ambassador at London and British officials

I have been furnished with a copy of the report on for-

estry by a committee of fourteen members, consisting
of various officers and members of parliament and des-

ignated as the Forestry sub-committee, Ministry of

Reconstruction, and appointed by the Prime Minister,

which report, after thirty-one sittings of the commit-

tee, was made -to the Prime Minister May, 1917
; and

from that report the following facts are derived: The
committee estimate that, of the total area of 76,450,776

acres in the United Kingdom there were under wood at

the outbreak of the present war, in England and "Wales

and Scotland 2,752,500 acres, in Ireland 290,800 acres
;

total 3,043,300 or 4 per cent of the total area. The
annual yield from which is believed to have been

45,000,000 cubic feet or about one-third what it should

have been under proper management. Of this some

65,000 acres in England and Wales, 1,000 acres in Scot-

land, and 8,000 acres in Ireland, were under the control

of the Department of Agriculture and Technical In-

struction for Ireland.

The United Kingdom is dependent for more than 60

per cent of its timber on the virgin forests of foreign

countries which are being steadily depleted. "For-

ests," the report says, "are a national necessity; the

country must have them even though they yield less

than the current rate of interest on the capital in-

vested."

The committee estimate that "The area of land util-

ized for rough grazing, but capable of growing first-

class coniferous timber of the same character as that
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imported, is not less than three and probably more than

five million acres. Two million acres could be devoted

to timber production without decreasing the home pro-

duction of meat by more than 0.7 per cent, and if so

used would ultimately afford employment to at least

ten times the number of men now engaged on that

area." "In order," say the committee, "to render

the United Kingdom independent of imported timber

for three years in an emergency, it is necessary, while

making due allowance for an improved yield from ex-

isting woods, to afforest 1,770,000 acres. Taking 80

years as the average rotation we advise that two-thirds

of the whole should be planted in the first 40 years.

We consider that the quota to be planted in the first

10 years should, in view of the initial difficulties, be

limited to 200,000 acres, of which we advise 150,000

acres should be planted by the state and 50,000 acres

by public bodies and private individuals assisted by

grants, or by co-operation between them and the state.
' '

"It is not proposed," the committee say, "to plant

arable land, but a limited area of arable land should be

acquired with the forest sites, wherever possible, in

order to provide small holdings for forest workers.

Our proposals carry with them the important contin-

gent advantage that they will cause large areas of the

United Kingdom, now almost waste, to be put to their

best economic use."

Here is an important fact in forestry that does not

seem thus far to have made its proper impression in

Minnesota
; namely, that the development of our forest

resources will at the same time secure the development
of much, now idle, agricultural land. The thousands of
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respectable workmen, many of them heads of families,

that will need to be employed a part of the time in

afforestation, must have many little farms on which

they will raise subsistence for their families. Quite
often a "section" (640 acres) of our land, the most of

which could be classified as suitable for afforestation,

contains at least forty acres fairly arable, and it is

such tracts that would become permanently utilized in

agriculture in carrying out a scheme of afforestation.

Up to the beginning of the present war, in the state

forests of Germany, one workman, on an average, was

steadily employed for every one hundred acres. In

planting a forest, many more would, of course, be em-

ployed.

"We have estimated," say the committee, "that five

pounds, ten shillings will be expended per acre planted,

exclusive of local supervision and equipment, and of

that sum about five pounds per acre will represent la-

bor employed in raising plants, fencing, preparation of

the ground for planting and planting itself. For every

one hundred acres planted, therefore, five hundred

pounds will be spent in wages, representing a full

year's wages for rather less than eight men. The

scheme of state afforestation which we recommend be-

gins with the planting of 3,300 acres in the second year
and works up to 30,000 in the tenth year. Assuming
that on the average 10 men will be required for plant-

ing each 100-acre tract per annum, the number of men

permanently settled on the land will be 330 in the

second year and 3,000 in the tenth year.-
"
Timber," the committee say, "large enough for

sawing should begin to be produced about the 50th year
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(on account of the moister climate coniferous forest

grows more rapidly in the United Kingdom than in the

United States), and by the 80th year the forest should

be in full working order. It will then require about

one man per hundred acres for felling, replanting, re-

pairs to roads and miscellaneous work not including

the conversion of the timber. The last named operation

should give employment to about the same number of

men as the forest work itself."

The committee estimate "the yield for conifers at 70

cubic feet (of which 40 cubic feet is large timber and

30 cubic feet pitwood and pulpwood) per annum per

acre of afforested land."

"As our scheme provides for the ultimate afforesta-

tion of 1,770,000 acres it follows that the total amount

of labor required for running the forests will be about

17,700 men. Allowing for the displacement from sheep-

farming of 2,000 men at the outside, the net gain would

be 15,700 men. If account be taken of the conversion

and manufacture of the timber produced the net gain

is upwards of 33,000 men. If account be taken fur-

ther of the labor which will be required to supply the

wants of these forest workers we think it is not unrea-

sonable to assume that the scheme would result ulti-

mately in the settlement on the soil of not less than

25,000 families, or, on the basis of five persons per

family, of 125,000 persons in all. "We are of the opinion

that the increase of population under such healthy con-

ditions and with continuity of steady employment
would be a national asset of no mean value."

To manage and carry into effect their plan of affor-

estation, the committee recommend the appointment of
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a forestry commission of six members, three to serve

without pay and three to receive pay.

Those who are interested in forestry in the United

States will watch with deep interest the progress that

is being made in this most carefully considered and in^-

portant plan of afforestation in the United Kingdom.
It should awaken increased interest in the subject es-

pecially here in Minnesota, whose natural forest re-

sources are so great, and induce thoughtful and pa-

triotic citizens of influence to impress upon their repre-

sentatives and senators in the legislature the impor-
tance of starting afforestation on a proper scale.

THE OCTOBER FIRES

IN
1911 the legislature cut the estimate of the Forest

Service square in half and looked complacently upon
its generosity. The service was new. It took what it

could get without murmuring and set bravely and

hopefully to work to do the best it could. That best

was good : so good that the 1913 legislature was not

convinced that they really needed any more. Once

more they buckled to their job hopefully, conditions

were favorable, and they made a go of it.

This four-year experiment in economy had suc-

ceeded so well that the 1915 legislature was encour-

aged to proceed from economy to parsimony, and they
cut the half of former years in half again. The story

of the man who mixed the sawdust with his horse's

feed in ever larger proportions is too well known to

need repeating here, but it is none the less true. Both
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that and other parables were forcefully cited at the

time
' ' an ounce of prevention,

" ' '

pennywise,
" ' l

pride

goeth," etc., but to no avail.

The public raved while they remembered, but they

soon forgot. Those who knew the whims of the great

North woods trembled and prayed for rain. For two

years those prayers were heard, possibly on the basis

that the action of 1915 might have been an oversight.

The repetition in 1917 cleared up the doubt. "The
Lord help him who helps himself." The next two

years were dry.

This fall it happened. The great fires raged through
the unprotected woods, and the people perished miser-

ably.
' ' The Tyler cyclone ! The forest fires ! A year

of terrible and unforeseen calamities." Certainly that

produces rhetorical effect, but it is not the truth. A
calamity the fire was, but foreseen. It was rather the

natural acceptance of an invitation twice repeated.

There was no reason why this calamity should not

have come in 1917. The fires were there, the drouth

was there, the hurricane alone was lacking. The for-

est officers passed the season in a dread expectancy and

only with the coming of the autumn snows did they
heave a mighty sigh of relief. In 1918 the season was
even worse. For months there was scarcely a drop of

rain. The fires were multiplying in every direction.

The woods lay crackling in the summer heat. Again
the hurricane alone was lacking. On the 12th of Oc-

tober it came. That was all.

Investigations have certainly shown that those fires

were entirely preventable. Anyone who knows how
forest fires act, knows that in such a wind a fire can-
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not spread appreciably. It is simply driven ahead in a

narrow streak and cannot form a wide and dangerous
front. The fire that wrecked Lawler, Automba, Moose

Lake, Cloquet, East Duluth and other smaller towns

was not a single great conflagration. There were at

least five great, separate fires, and each of them was a

combination of many smaller fires joined to form that

dangerous widespread front from which there was no

escape.

Any one of those five fires was far too large to be con-

trolled, but the little fires which made them possible

were not. Any one of them could have been put out

with comparative ease. Many like them were put out,

but what can one man do with a million acres? One

ranger had a district as large as the state of Connec-

ticut. He did magnificent work and had there been

ten of him instead of one those larger fires had never

been.

For these small fires did not start in a day. Set by
the carelessness of settlers in clearing land, the sparks
from locomotives, the campfires of hunters, the clear-

ing up fires of land men, the owners of swamp land,

they had been burning for weeks. The rangers knew

they were there
;

it was simply a physical impossibility

to get around to them all. An adequate force would

have had plenty of time to work.

Yes, these fires were certainly preventable, as forest

fires always have been preventable. The question is,

are we going to insist that they be stopped? Or are

we going to let one thousand graves and the blackened

ruins of countless homes cry out to us in vain?
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The future fate of Northern Minnesota lies in the

hands of the legislature, as did the past.

A TRIBUTE TO THE RANGERS

PEOPLE
have been so appalled by the horrible loss

of Iffe and the enormous destruction of property in

the forest fires in the North that few have stopped to

think how much worse it might have been. What if

those fires had started in the western edge of the

Northern forests and swept from Bemidji to Port Ar-

thur on a wide unbroken front instead of starting as

they did on the eastern edge and running compara-

tively short distances in very narrow strips ? Who can

even imagine the losses then? And why didn't that

very thing happen ? The stage was set for it and Dame
Nature had seen to it that no detail was lacking. But

there was one obstacle on which she had not counted.

Perhaps she thought that little band of rangers and

patrolmen, pitifully few in numbers for the work in

hand, could be ignored? Perhaps, like so many of our

good citizens, she did not know that they existed? Be

that as it may, if she had planned to destroy the whole

North country, it was there that she made her fatal

mistake, for it was that little bunch of efficient, loyal

and determined men, neglected by the state and work-

ing against tremendous odds, who upset the plans for

state-wide destruction and converted it into a local

catastrophe.
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To the untiring efforts of those rangers in the west-

ern districts who drove their own cars night and day
on the state's business, suppressing incipient fires at

all costs and urging the careless people to more

thoughtfulness, belongs the glory of having prevented
the conflagration from starting there. Many and many
a family between the western prairies and the Bow-

string owe their lives, and everything else they have,

to the unselfish loyalty of those few men.

In the larger districts of the east the suppression of

all the fires was beyond the power of a single man, but

many a fire was put out so that when the dreaded wind

came there was no great unbroken front from which

there would have been no escape. The conflagration

ran in narrow strips and many a settler found safety

in the unburned lands between them.

To the ranger at Cloquet, working alone in a district

as large as the state of Connecticut, belongs a large

share of the credit the timely warning that enabled

hundreds of settlers in the back districts to make their

escape, and for the foresight which made it possible to

evacuate a city of 8,000 inhabitants in an hour and a

half without the loss of a single life.

Moose Lake burned, but no one knows how many
other towns in that same district might have shared

the same fate if the ranger there had not stuck to his

guns with almost superhuman efforts. No mention has

been made of the fact that twenty fire-fighters lost

their lives bravely fighting to protect the lives and

property of others.

As these men are civilians, it is not likely that Con-

gress will confer any distinguished service medals, and
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it is very certain that none of them will receive the

croix de guerre, but many a one of those emblems has

been conferred for less.

It is the people of Northern Minnesota who owe

them the most and it is to be hoped that they will duly

acknowledge the debt. The state would do well to

honor them. But whether these others do anything or

not the North Woods wants to extend to these men our

deepest appreciation of the glorious work they have

done, and to congratulate them most heartily on their

modest, efficient and unselfish manner of doing it.

THE DITCH AND THE FIRE

IN
past years the digging of ditches seems to have

been a rather incontinent pastime in Northern Min-

nesota, both for private individuals and political en-

tities. When a settler had a little time on his hands,
when a land company wanted to do a little advertising,

or when a politician desired to irrigate the fading
affections of his constituents, he dug a ditch. Just

what the ditch would accomplish or where the water

would go does not seem to have been at all important.

In fact a careful survey of the completed ditches would

show that quite a number of them have been dug up
hill. This is not said in a spirit of criticism; far from

it. Indeed those very uphill ditches have done the

least damage of any of them. There are some others

which have a quite regular downward trend. It is the

ditches of this latter type, out in the neighborhood of
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Traverse Lake, that have put the stink in Mustinka.

They are also in bad odor in many other districts.

There are a good many things about these ditches

besides the grades that do not appear to be understood

by the general public. The general impression seems

to be that a ditch leading from a tract of swamp must

inevitably 'drain that swamp without any regard to the

land level, the water level or the terminus of the ditch.

Quite as inevitably the swamp so drained must be fer-

tile, free from rock, and of inestimable value. The

further impression seems to be quite prevalent that

the applicants for these drained lands are so impa-

tiently crowding for first choice that they are often in

the way of the ditch digger. The prospective buyer
is fully persuaded that not even the great swamp areas

of Aitkin, St. Louis and Koochiching counties will fill

the demand.

Not wishing to belittle the valuable work already

done, and being in full sympathy with the solution of

the problem, I nevertheless feel it my duty to call at-

tention to a few of the difficulties.

Long ago the state passed certain police laws pro-

tecting its citizens against assault, robbery, arson, and

miost other forms of aggression. These laws are more

or less strictly enforced. It is not safe to hit a man
on the head with a bludgeon or set fire to his haystack,

even though he may be a very small man. But why
take all these costly precautions to protect him from

these rather mild attacks, if no attempt is made to pre-

vent anyone who may stumble on the idea from drown-

ing him? If you do not like your neighbor and hap-

pen to be well located for the purpose, dig a ditch and
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drown him. To be sure he may be able to pass it on

to the next neighbor and so escape you in that way,
but have a try at him; it will not cost you anything
and he may not be able to get rid of it. If you do

like your neighbor, you will probably consult with him

beforehand and the two of you will agre in good neigh-

borly fashion to dig the ditch between you so that it

will drown someone else whom neither of you like. It

might be possible to conceive of a friendship so exten-

sive that the water would be led clear away to a free

flowing stream without drowning anyone; but that is

a rather Utopian dream, and most of us pity a poor
nut who pins too much faith to Utopia. She's a bad

actor.

But why depend on this goddess of dreams? There

are a few of our scientists, hand-picked ones to be sure,

who know absolutely that water runs downhill. Then

why not make use of that knowledge? I believe in

hiring experts myself. Why not prohibit a man (or

woman either, for that matter) from digging a ditch

without a permit from the state drainage commission-

er? This would, of course, presuppose a comprehen-
sive plan for state drainage. This is something that

does not exist at present, but might reasonably be con-

sidered as a prerequisite for any downhill, non-drown-

ing, local drainage project.

Nor can this state plan be concocted in the state

capitol, even by the best draftsman in the world, with

the simple aid of a topographic map. They could draw
the skeleton of a ditch system, possibly determine the

proper size of the ditch, and might even get it run-

ning downhill all right, but, as I tried to explain above,
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that is rather a minor factor. The important thing is

to know what lands should be drained and what ones

should not.

The flames of the recent forest fires have thrown

more light on this subject than the most expert soil

analysts and engineers. Many acres of drained swamp,

where the peat has burned away, resemble the rock

rip-rap on the caving banks of the Mississippi river.

One can get out of sight of land on the rocks on the

bottoms of some of those swamps. No one knew the

rocks were there till the swamps burned, because,

though drained, they had never been cultivated. And

thereby hangs another tale of waste. Such a small

per cent of our drained peat lands have ever been used

that one cannot lay out a respectable sample plot with-

out slipping over the edge.

The answer is easy. While it is true that there are

some peat lands which can be drained and used to ad-

vantage, there are many more of them that cannot.

This should be determined before they are drained.

Furthermore, even the best of them, should certainly

never be drained till they are needed. Left unculti-

vated they become the worst firetrap imaginable. It

is almost safe to say that, if there had been no useless

drained swamps, there would have been no great con-

flagration last October. It was the dry swamp that

harbored the hundreds of small fires which combined

to make the great fires.

One little fable before we part. A tin can holds

water for drinking just as well as it holds water for

filling a rubber boot. Punch the bottom of the can full
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of holes and it holds water for neither purpose. Moral :

put a gate in your ditch.

P. S. If it is necessary for the state to distribute a

certain amount of money to certain of her citizens,

cannot some less vicious scheme be found than honey-

combing a portion of the state with useless ditches and

creating a large number of deadly firetraps, like

Casey's goat, bounding and abutting on our valuable

state forests?

FERTILIZE YOUR SHADE TREES

A WELL fertilized shade tree will make a much
more rapid growth and present a more vigorous

appearance than one which is not properly nourished.

The leaves will be larger ;
will all come out at the same

time; will show a uniformity in the characteristic

color; and will remain on the tree until maturity.

A tree that lacks plant food will have a sickly ap-

pearance. When the leaves come out in the spring,

they are often more or less in bunches near the ends

of the branches. This indicates that the tree does not

have enough vitality to develop the leaf-buds back of

the terminal buds. The leaves will be fewer, and many
under size. All will not have the characteristic color,

and some will turn yellow early and drop. If a whole

branch or the tips of some of the branches die, it is

usually a sure sign that the tree is not receiving the

proper amount of plant food or moisture.

However, it must not be forgotten that a tree may
be "sick" from plant disease, insect pest, etc.

A starving tree grows slowly. If our so-called slow-
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growing tree were well fertilized and mulched, the rate

of growtli would be a surprise. Commercial fertilizers

can be used, but they are not so effective as well rotted

stable manure. In lieu of manure a well rotted com-

post of leaves, etc., can be used. If the appearance of

manure around a tree is objectionable, it can be cov-

ered with a light coat of straw or leaves. The cover-

ing can be prevented from blowing away by weighting
with sticks, brush, woven wire fencing, etc. The depth
of the fertilizer should be two to three inches, depend-

ing upon the requirements of the tree. It should not

be placed closer than 18 inches of the tree, so that mice

will not nest about the tree and bark it. It should be

spread around the tree to a distance of at least a foot

beyond the length of the branches. Remember that

the principal feeding roots are located as far from

the tree as the length of the branches or much farther.

The manure should be spread about the tree early this

fall and remain until the grass appears in the spring.

In the case of young shade trees it is advisable to leave

the manure about the trees to serve as a mulch. This

applies also to old trees where the appearance of the

manure would not be objectionable. Successive appli-

cations for manure should not accumulate to a depth
of over three inches.
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THE TRAIL OF JIM GESEEK

HAD
old Jim Geseek been endowed with the power

of looking truly and far into the future he might
have "

smiled grimly," as all well regulated Indians

are made to do in story books or laughed long and

merrily as is their habit in real life, when he stood on

the top of Pine Mountain some 55 years ago and looked

out over his far-flung trapping trail. There was little

to hinder his vision. To the south there were hills,

indeed, hills in plenty and high ones, too, but lower

than his perch on Pine Mountain and they did not pre-

vent him from seeing Lake Superior, eleven good miles

awr

ay, or even fifty miles further to the Apostle Islands

on a very clear day.

But his view was not confined to the lake and prob-

ably very little of his interest lay there. Far better he

liked to look toward the jagged, saw-tooth hills and

cliffs of Canada stretching far away to the north. It

was under the protection of those hills and cliffs that

his eager traps, cunningly concealed, were lying low

to catch the unwary martin, fisher, mink, or, who

knows, perhaps a precious silver fox. The rolling,

lake-flecked country spread for miles and miles before

his gaze to east and west concerned him little, if at all.

The way he comes from Grand Marais, and the goal

he sought, Clearwater and the Great Beyond; there

alone his interest lay, and there he looked. His eyes

were sharp and he saw many things, but not the fu-

ture. Could he have looked beyond the purple veil of

that far horizon, into the brimming years to come, it

might have saddened his trapper's heart; but the view
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of that trail would have appealed to his native sense

of humor.

Down through the fur-inhabited swamps and valleys,

up over the hilly haunts of fox and wolf that lay be-

tween; down to the valley again, and up once more to

the towering hill
;
and so it went unswerving on its

way with never a thought of aching thighs, or burn-

ing lungs, or the tug-strap straining at the swaying

pack. O'er outcropped rocks and scattered boulders,

through gullied gravel and spring-soaked clay, it led

serenely on intent on dreams of the furs to come.

"The evil that men do lives after them." The mus-

cles of old Jim Geseek have long ago rebelled at the

strenuous grade of those rising hills, his traps are for-

gotten or tended by a younger hand, he himself, is per-

haps following a line of traps that never fail in the

happy hunting grounds of the world beyond, but his

trail lives on.

Many a heavy-laden man has scaled those stony

heights since then : Indian, white man, trapper, ranger,

prospector, scientist, lumbermen, women, summer tour-

ist. Their destinations have been wide scattered
;
their

purposes varied, but they all have followed that same

old trail. Followed it not because there was an easier

way, but because man is wont to follow the beaten

track. And so they have climbed those hills for all

these years because Jim Geseek was an Indian and a

trapper, and because the trail he chose happened to

lead to the best canoe routes in the United States, to

possible iron mines, to unsurpassed lakes, to a primeval

wilderness teaming with romance.



And so it came about that we humbly followed the

Indian : four men, two women, two children, and packs,

so it seemed, for a dozen. No man can travel that

trail unburdened, for his house and his eats must go

with him. If one cannot get along without all the

frills of the town, let him stay at home, for when Jim

Geseek lias led the way none but the red-blooded need

follow. And yet to do this stunt one does not need to

be a superman; one needs but canoe sense and a love

of the outdoors. For him who has these three the

greatest pleasures of the world lie waiting. The great-

er the strength, the greater the accomplishment, but

none need be wholly debarred.

The old trail, widened and made over into an auto-

mobile road for the first few miles, strikes boldly up
across the face of the great hill which towers like an

ancient sentinel above the lake shore as though to op-

pose a barrier to the unworthy who would pry into the

secrets of the wilderness. One mile, two miles it climbs

without a break. The panting traveler, looking down
from that dizzy height, sees the little town of Grand

Marais laid before his eye like a toy city. Its break-

waters, its lighthouses, its little circular harbor with

the rocky promonotory to the east stand out clear-cut

against the background of the mighty lake, a perfect

picture.

Fascinating as the picture is, with the ever-restless

lake and the lure of the steamers outward bound, the

outfaring traveler pays it scanty heed. He is too full

of the visions of the things, to come to give long atten-

tion to the things he has left behind. Perhaps later on,

when he comes to cook his first meal and finds that he
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has forgotten the salt, he will think more of the things

he has left behind, but not now. He turns away with

impatient haste to surmount that barrier and have a

look beyond.

When, finally, after much labor, he rests on the cov-

eted summit he suffers a distinct disappointment. In-

stead of the wonders that he" hopes to see there

stretches before him a peaceful valley, plowed and di-

vided into many farms very like those he has known

all his life. To east and west it lies for many miles

and from across the fields a higher, ruggeder hill blocks

his view and mocks him. Nature does not trust her

richest treasures to a single door.

Did the traveler but know what was before him he

might look with more interest on this maple hill farm

land, for it is good land and the last he will see for

many a day. Ignorant of this and eager for the un-

known things to come, one can but resent this intru-

sion of the commonplace and plod sullenly between

the well-tilled fields toward the farther hill. As he

nears the top of that hill, his hope revives, the farm

land disappears as suddenly a)s it appeared and the

barren cut-over lands close in njore closely. Five miles

out the road branches off to fox farm on Devil Track

hike. Ordinarily a fox farm would be a sight to be-

hold, but who wants to look at a bunch of caged foxes

when he can go where they run wild? Moreover the

straight away road is less traveled, rougher and prom-

ises more of what one wants.

The fox farm road left behind, things change de-

cidedly for the better. There is no longer any per-
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manent habitation ahead; camps there are, abandoned

sawmill sites, and an occasional shack where a ranger

may lodge for a day or two, or a squatter squat for a

fraction of his irresponsible life, but no permanent set-

tlement. The road roughens with every step, on brick

hill it becomes impassable for even Fords, on at Pine

Mountain it seems impassable for a wagon.

And so, breathless we come to the top of Pine Moun-

tain, to the top o' the world and stand where Jim Ge-

seek stood years ago. But we do not see now what he

saw then. The lumberman and the forest fire have

changed things. We get a magnificent view from the

United States Forest Service tower, but the hand of

man is too evident and we hurry on. On to Brule

Mountain and down to the famous South Brule, the

home of the moose, and tthe gate of the Great Beyond.
At the state ranger cabin we cast down our weary

packs, eat our supper with an appetite we have seldom

known before, and are soon dreaming of the trail of

tomorrow. So endeth the first day.
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ABOUT CAMP FIRES

By D. LANGE

THE
first and most important duty of a camper in

connection with his fire is to make absolutely cer-

tain that it will not spread.

The safest places for campfires are therefore, on

bare clay, sand or rock on a river bank or lake shore.

If the fire cannot be built in such a place, great care

must be taken that it will not spread through dry

leaves, grass or forest litter. There are two fire sea-

sons: early spring, before the new vegetation covers

the ground and late fall after the vegetation and leaves

of the season have died and become dry.

In a dry season in spring or fall, all combustible ma-

terial must be removed, before the fire is started
;
other-

wise, especially on a windy day, the small cheerful

campfire may in a few seconds become an uncontrol-

lable destructive forest or prairie fire. The United

States leads the world in wasteful prairie and forest

fires and most of them are due to gross carelessness on

the part of campers, hunters, lumbermen, settlers and

boys.

The damage done by forest fires in the United States

since 1910 is estimated at the staggering total of

$50,000,000.

Minnesota has experienced two very disastrous for-

est fires the Hinckley fire of 1894 in which 417 lives

were lost, and the great fire in 1910, which destroyed

the towns of Beaudette and Spooner, cost some forty

lives and destroyed property exceeding $10,000,000.00.
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The rule at every camp should be: "If water is not

handy, sand or ordinary soil may be used to cover the

fire and choke it."

The worst fireplace is on forest humus, vegetable
muck or peat. These are soils that burn, if they are

dry, and in such places a campfire may smoulder for

weeks or even months, and there in dry weather a

wind may fan it into a destructive fire. If a campfire

has to be built on such soil it should only be built

where the ground is damp and the greatest care must
be taken to extinguish it.

The camper has use of two kinds of fire, the cook-

ing fire and the evening or cold weather campfire. For

cooking a rather small fire is the most serviceable. It

may be built between stones, or between two logs

placed in this wav or on the flat ground,

but never against or close to a tree. Along the Min-

nesota river magnificent cottonwoods have been killed

by thoughtless campers and conoeists building their

fires close to the tree trunks. Granite, sandstone,

quartzite, and all the igneous rocks of the Great Lake

country make good fireplaces, but soft, water-soaked

limestones are dangerous. Steam is apt to form in their

cracks and cleavage planes and cause them to explode
with great violence. I had one experience in which a

rock from my fireplace was scattered in fragments

among the treetops like a bursting shrapnel and since

then I use no limestone in my fireplaces. It is desir-

able not to build the fire in a hollow where the wind

eddies, -for in such a place one has to keep circling

around the fire to avoid the smoke.
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The simplest way to hang a pail over the fire is to

suspend it from the end of a slender pole forced slant-

ingly into the ground.
A more elaborate way for a large place or for sev-

eral pails, is to set a forked stick at each end of the

fire and suspending the pail or pails from a green pole

laid over the forked uprights. In a permanent camp
it is best to cut a number of stout hooks and hang the

pails on nails driven into the lower end of the hooks;

as shown in the photograph. This plan enables the

camp cook to remove each pail whenever he wishes.

Cat Faced Norway Pines.

The result of fires escaping from camp.

For cooking, only dry and sound wood should be

used. Wood, which is lying on wet or damp ground
is worthless. Dead, standing poles of willow or pop-

lar, dead branches of all kinds, broken or cut from the
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trees, are good. Any kind of sound dead wood not in

contact with the ground is generally good, but wood
so far decayed that it has become pulpy is worthless

because it gives no heat, but makes much troublesome

smoke.

The fire may be started by using dry leaves or grass,

but quicker results are generally obtained by breaking
fine dry twigs from standing trees. A good camper

generally starts his fire with one match, and he should

have the water boiling ten minutes after he lit the

wood. If he wishes to fry meat or potatoes he must

see to it that he gets a good supply of coals on which

to put his frying pan, and a good bed of live coals is

also needed for toasting bread or broiling meat on a

spit. Within half an hour, an experienced man can

prepare quite an elaborate camp supper.

The best wood for producing coals is dry oaks, hick-

ory, ironwoods, elm and other hardwoods, but often

they are not obtainable and are sometimes not quickly

cut or broken into the required lengths. In this region

it is often most expedient to use poplar, willow, pine

and all kinds of driftwood. Pine makes a quick, hot

and smoky flame, and willow especially is a poor pro-

ducer of coals, but in camp one always takes the kind

of wood that comes handiest. Standing dead or down
birch is always worthless. It never dries in its dense

white bark, and while the wood is very durable as lum-

ber, if kept dry, left dead in its natural state it de-

cays quicker than any other wood in the Northern

forest. A dead white pine, either in the water or on

land, may remain sound for half a century, but a dead

birch will turn into a fungus-eaten pulp within about

three years.
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The experienced camper may use his ax in gathering
his cooking fuel, but he generally breaks it quickly into

the required lengths. Here as in everything else in

camp life, the rule is: "Adapt yourself to circum-

stances." At one camp I used nothing but young dead

poplar, which had been fire-killed the year before.

They were quickly detached at the ground, where the

wood had rotted, and then broken into pieces with lit-

tle effort.

It is for the evening campfire that the ax comes into

play. The real camp ax is the so-called half ax with a

long handle so the camper can swing it with both

hands. Small hand axes are good enough for half day

hikes, but they are a poor apologies for a real ax with

a regular handle and a keen edge.

The best campfire wood in the whole North country
is standing green white birch. It cuts easily, is

everywhere abundant, does not shoot any sparks into

blankets and clothing, and if started with some dry

wood, it burns with a warm, even glow, not too fast

like the resinous evergreen and not too slow like green

poplar, ironwood and elm
;
in fact, the last three hardly

burn at all, but sizzle and steam and go out unless

mixed with 'dry wood. Trees from three to six inches

in diameter are easily felled and cut into pieces about

three feet long. In half an hour, a man with a sharp
ax and a dull ax is taboo in camp can cut enough
birch wood to keep a warm, ruddy fire burning till

midnight.

But why not use dry and dead wood for campfire?
It is all right to use it, if it can be found in plenty as

driftwood along large lakes and rivers. On a canoe
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trip on Lake of the Woods, I used nothing but drift-

wood, for it was the kind of wood most easily obtain-

able and was abundant at almost every camp. But if

the camper had to cut it, he would find the work too

arduous, for dry wood is much harder to cut than

green wood. Dry oak for instance, would make a fine

campfire, but few campers would be ambitious enough
to cut it. Most dry woods also make too hot a fire and

are consumed so quickly that it would keep one man
busy to replenish the fire.

Where white birch is not obtainable, green jack pine

makes a good substitute, although it burns rather fast.

Norway pine and white pine are now so valuable that

they should never be cut for campfires. Tamarack also

makes a good fire, but it is a great crackler and shooter

of sparks.

Very small .pieces of wood may be set up in a kind

of pyramid; my preferred plan is to lay the pieces all

in. the same direction like cordwood, broadside against

the wind
;
that is, if 'the wind comes from east or west,

the sticks all point horizontally north and south except
two large sticks which point east and west. This is the

plan when the fire is built on the open ground and not

between rocks and logs. If it is desired to hasten the

boiling of the water, some dry sticks may be piled all

around the pail.

The novice may experience some difficulty in build-

ing a fire in rainy weather, but an experienced camper
can build a fire at any time, even during a heavy rain.

With an ax one can always cut some dry chips out of a

dead tree or stump, and after the fire is well started,

wood which is dry inside will soon burn.
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At a camp in the Itasca forest I was caught with

two boys in a heavy shower, where we had gone for an

afternoon and had not taken an ax. We were so wet

and cold that we wanted a fire very much; but every

stick and spray was dripping wet. With my jack-

knife I cut some small splinters of dry resinous wood

out of an old blaze or wound in a spruce tree. Then

I broke from standing trees a handful of fine spray

and sticks which were, of course, wet outside, but I

knew they were sound and fairly dry inside. The boys

cut a large piece of birch bark and held it over my
hands while I lit the resinous chips and coaxed up a

smoky flame. Then we slowly added sprigs and small

sticks, and in about fifteen minutes we had a blazing

fire, which the rain could not put out. Under ordinary

conditions birch bark makes a very good starter, but

on this occasion it would have been impossible to cut

any bark not covered with a film of water.

A good camper soon learns to be forehanded and

take thought of the morrow. His wood for cooking

breakfast is prepared in the evening, and he takes

enough of it into the tent to insure a good, quick fire

the next morning. Showers often come up unexpect-

edly during the night and it is a dreary beginning of

the day to hunt for dry kindling among the dripping

bushes before breakfast.
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ANOTHER MASSED ATTACK

FOILED BY THE ALLIES

WITH
the Blister Rust Army at Rush Lake. (De-

layed). A phase of the great war now being

waged in Europe to make the world safe for humanity
is just drawing to a close in the vicinity of Rush Lake,
Minn.

On August 8th the advance army of the Huns began
to arrive and immediately attacked our front line

trenches. It was thought at first that it was their

mosquito fleet, but it turned out to be a larger type of

plane, known as the heavy Myriad (Ephemerid). It

was a monoplane, somewhat resembling the Fokker,
but with a peculiar upward turn to the tail control.

The machine guns were harmless, but the method of

attack seemed to be an attempt to smother the enemy.
It was a surprise attack, prepared with wonderful

secrecy. There were literally billions of them, as the

name implies. They covered tents, buildings and ttrees

until the original color of those objects was almost

obliterated. Everything immediately assumed a yel-

low tinge. The American forces were completely over-

whelmed and helpless. The buzz of the great swarms
of planes was like an approaching storm

;
the sky was

darkened.

The Americans' Allies were scattered over a vast ter-

ritory, and it was not till August 14th that they began
to concentrate in sufficient force to make any impres-
sion on the enemy hordes. Then began one of the most

sanguinary battles of the war.
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The Allied reserves arrived in force. All branches

of the army were represented. The infantry was com-

posed of the 237th Plymouth Rocks, the 143rd Rhode

Island Reds and the 252nd Wyandottes. They did

valiant work in cleaning up the terrain.. Several of

them were overcome by gout, and had to withdraw at

noon for a short rest.

The cavalry did valiant service scouting far ahead

of and beyond the infantry. They were much more

numerous than the infantry. They were drawn very

largely from the fifth army corps, composed of the

135th Cowbirds and the 348th Redwinged Blackbirds.

They made tremendous inroads on the enemy forces,

and were especially effective in breaking up his rest

billets.

But the Allied air service bore the brunt of the at-

tack and downed millions of the enemy planes. It was

composed of many thousands of mighty, high horse-

powered machines from the Royal Tree Swallow Fliers,

assisted by several detachments from the Imperial Pur-

ple Martens, and 'the Loyal Legion of Barn Swallows.

Detached companies of the King Birds, the Cedar Wax-

wings, the Phoebe Home Guard, and the Royal Pewee

Foresters did splendid work. Thousands of flights

were made by these heroes of the air, and they plowed

relentlessly through the masses of the enemy, cutting

great swaths wherever they went. Some seemed to

stay in the air continuously.

One squadron of hydroplanes from the Black and

White Terns joined in the fight at one time when the

Allies were hard pressed.
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A few tanks from the Bronze Gobblers lumbered

awkwardly along in the rear and cleaned out enemy
dugouts that had proved too strong for the infantry.

All day of the 14th the issue was in doubt. The

Allies fought valiantly and without rest, but it looked

for a time as though they might be overcome by sheer

force of numbers.

On the 15th the wonderful work of the Allies began
to show results. The dense masses of the Huns began
to give way before the furious onslaught. Gradually
their ranks were thinned out, and by night there was
no question as to the final outcome. The 16th brought

heavy rains, which added greatly to the discomfiture

of the enemy. Our fliers, coming low down near the

earth, downed them by the million.

In all this mighty battle the losses of the Allies were

extraordinarily light. Only one case was reported

which required hospital attention. One of the Royal
Tree Swallows, blinded by the dense swarms of the

enemy, collided with a dead branch and broke his

wing. Although in a serious condition, he is in won-

derfully good spirits. On the 16th he consumed over

two hundred of the enemy, almost half of which he

captured himself while perched on the finger of an

American Eed Cross nurse. He exhibits the utmost

confidence in his attendants, and praises the flies caught
for him at the hospital.

Too much praise cannot be given to our Allies for

the glorious manner in which they repulsed this at-

tack against which we ourselves were powerless. The

administration should see to it that offensive and de-

fensive treaties should be negotiated with them, and

that they be held sacred for all time.
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NOTES

The province of Ontario with approximately the same

population as Minnesota now expends half a million

dollars yearly on forest fire protection. They have had

no big fires since they started it.

The October fires burned over 100,000 acres, the aver-

age loss was at least $200.00 per acre, and a life was lost

for every 160 acres burned. There have been four dis-

astrous fires of this character here in the last 25 years

under the present plan of "economy.

Which is the cheaper plan ?

> >
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PREVENTION OF FOREST FIRE IN
MINNESOTA
By A. P. SILLIMAN

T1IU
first of a series of recent great forest fires in

the State of Minnesota occurred in Virginia in

1893, in wh it'll the Town was practically destroyed.

Succeeding this fire came the Hinckley fire in 1894 in

which 418 people lost their lives. The next great fire

occurred on September 4th, 1908, at which time the

Village of Chisholm was destroyed with no direct loss

of life, though the exposure involved subsequently
caused the death of several women and infants. On
October 7th, 1910, we had the fire which destroyed the

towns of Beaudette and Spooner and devastated the

surrounding country entailing a large loss of property
and the sacrifice of 32 lives. The last and recent fire

was that of October llth and 12th, 1918, which burned

over an area of 350,000 acres, in which the towns of

Cloquet and Moose Lake were wiped out, causing a

property loss of over $50,000,000 and over five hundred

useful lives.

EXTENT OF THE FOREST

The timbered area of the State of Minnesota includes

approximately twenty-seven millions of acres. Tha
value of the timber products alone thereon amounts to

over five hundred million dollars. From this timbered

area up to July 31st, 1918, the State revenue alone from

the timber cut therefrom was $10,197,894.90, which has

been for the benefit of the entire state, the money going

largely to the university and school fund. The total



yearly value of the "forest cut" including private

ownership as well as the State of Minnesota amounts to

over forty million dollars. In view of these facts the

question naturaly arises What is the loss through

forest fires to the State and citizens of Minnesota, and

can this loss be prevented?

FOREST FIRES.

Briefly reviewing the loss of life, it is probably well

within the facts to state that during the last <twenty-

five years over 2,000 lives have been needlessly sacri-

ficed. The loss of property during the past twenty-five

years has been stupendous and can never be accurately

determined, but some idea can be obtained of what the

loss of property is, when we take into consideration the

loss of property during the year 1918 which is esti-

mated at $50,000,000, and the loss of property during

the year 1908, which very conservatively, has been esti-

mated at $2,003,633.00, this being the year in which

the Chisholm fire occurred. It is probably safe to say

that there was at least as great a yearly loss during the

years, 1893, 1894 and 1910 as in the year 1908, making
a total loss in the past twenty-five years upwards of

$58,000,000 of property. This loss does not take into*

consideration the loss of growing trees on the cut over

lands, nor does it take into consideration the loss of

soil which is burned up during the forest fires; nor

does it take into account the fact that during the heavy
rain storms after the timber has been cut the run-off is

so much greater that a portion of the best soil is washed

into the rivers to obstruct navigation and turn the land

into a barren waste.



REFORESTRATION.

Anyone who lias traveled over the forest portions of

the State of Minnesota must have noticed the young

growing trees, both pines and deciduous trees which

cover the forest floor; he must have noticed the carpet

of forest soil which nourishes and sustains them; but

when the subject of reforestation is discussed and

plans are advocated to reseed and replant the areas

which have been cut over, the question naturally arises

why not protect this ground that is already seeded,

planted and sustaining thrifty trees before going to the

expense of doing all this work which nature has done

gratuitously everj^where throughout the forest coun-

try? To sum up the discussion of loss through forest

fires, we might say we know of a direct loss in the past

twenty-five years of property alone of $58,000,000. We
know of a loss of vast areas of young growing trees on

cut-over lands which can be estimated at $1,000,000

per year (to say nothing of the loss of soil through im-

poverishment and denudation) making a total property
loss through forest fires of property during the past

twenty-five years amounting to $83,000,000.

HOW FOREST FIRES OCCUR.

The question which naturally arises in this connec-

tion is How do these fires occur? And who is re-

sponsible for them? The cause of the fires up to the

present time are, clearing of land by settlers, loggers

not disposing of slash properly, railroads not having

proper patrol along their tracks, and in a minor degree

fires left by campers, and lightning. In dry seasons



a forest fire once started spreads very rapidly and finds

ready food, and with a wind behind it soon becomes

difficult to control, dangerous to life as well as prop-

erty, but with adequate preparation they can be fought

successfully saving both life and property. Responsi-

bility for the starting of forest fires up to the present

time, in my judgment is due to the neglect on the part

of nearly everybody in the big timbered portion of the

State, the chief offender being the settler himself, who

desiring to rid his land of the burden of timber in the

easiest way possible, sets fire in the driest period of the

year, having very little or no regard for where that fire

may go; as the number of settlers in the wooded area

increase this creates a terrible menace in a dry season,

when the wind comes up and fans all these separate

fires into a great forest fire. There are of course other

sources from which fires arise and they all point to the

necessity of some uniform method of control of just

this situation which is permanent and adequate.

PREVENTION.

The next question is can these fires be prevented?
There is no doubt but what these fires can be prevented
in Minnesota, because they are almost entirely prevent-

ed by the governments in France, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark and other foreign countries, where the govern-

ment forests are in charge of a forestry department
that is appreciated and given adequate financial sup-

port. Their system is to patrol their forests by state

employees or forest rangers, whose duty it is to keep

people from setting dangerous fires and to put out a

fire should one be discovered, and if the fire is more
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than they can cope with they have authority to compel
assistance which is cheerfully paid by the state. A
small start toward such a system has been inaugurated
in the State of Minnesota, but to make it really efficient,

it demands the service of three hundred men, two hun-

dred of whom need not be employed more than seven

months in the year, the others employed steadily the

year around. The cost in addition to the labor of these

men would be the building of one hundred stations con-

nected by telephone covering the entire forest 'areas.

The cost of such a system for our State is itemized in

the following table :

YEARLY COST AND EQUIPMENT OF AN EFFEC-
TIVE FORESTRY DEPARTMENT FOR THE

STATE OF MINNESOTA

Two hundred men @ $90.00 per mo., 7 months

a year $126,000

Eighty-five permanent men of the necessary

grades 150,000

Field equipment and stations 80,000

Extra expense fighting exceptional fires 70,000

$426,000

SAFEGUARD THE PEOPLE.

In 1910 1 made the following statement "As the

area which is cut over is being increased year after year

the danger from forest fires under the present slack

system will be greater ;
the loss of life must necessarily

be greater, the loss of property must necessarily be

greater." This statement is amply verified by the re-



cent disastrous forest fire which we have just experi-

enced. At this time I wish to emphasize that owing
to the rapidly increasing settlement of the timber sec-

tion of the state, the danger from forest fires in the

future is greater than it has been in the past and that

unless permanent and adequate measures for preven-

tion are taken we can expect a greater holocaust than

occurred at Moose Lake and Cloquet. How long will

it be before the State of Minnesota will realize her

negligence and properly safeguard the interests of the

citizens of Minnesota? The revenue which the State

of Minnesota has received from the timbered portion

of the State up to July 31st, 1918, amounts to $39,941,-

819.68, a distribution of the revenue being as follows:

Sales of land, right of way, etc $22,513,451.72

Pine, cedar, spruce and tamarack

timber 10,197,894.90

Royalty on iron ore 6,867,983.12

Profit on sale of bonds 362,489.94

$39,941,819.68

With a revenue of upwards of two million dollars a

year which the State alone receives from the timbered

portion of its territory it seems to me a part of busi-

ness prudence on the part of the State and its citizens

to properly safeguard this great area from fire.

REMEDY
In 1910 the matter of the protection from forest fires

was urged upon the State by this Association, and as

a result, a State forester was appointed and the wooded

part of the State divided into forest ranger districts in
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which forest rangers were put in charge; the total num-

ber of these districts being fifteen, fifteen men being ap-

pointed as forest rangers with a few patrolmen to take

care of this empire; the number is insufficient, and I

hope that as a result of this meeting, a resolution will

be presented and adopted advocating an adequate num-
ber of forest rangers and patrolmen to properly patrol

the wooded portion of this State, that these rangers be

properly superintended and that the responsibility for

forest fires be placed upon them, providing adequate

penalties in the law governing the leaving unquenched
fires in the timber portion of this State, making it a

State 's prison offense on the part of any individual and

granting triple damages against an individual, com-

pany or corporation guilty of causing loss to others by
forest fires.

The loss from forest fires is tremendous; it affects

every citizen of the State of Minnesota; it bears in an

overwhelming way upon the farmers whose farms are

devastated; upon the mines which must have the tim-

ber : upon all who pay an increased cost for lumber, and

it seems that under these circumstances it is simply

business prudence for all the citizens of Minnesota to

demand an adequate and permanent system of forest

patrol to prevent these constantly recurring devastat-

ing fires. The amount of money needed to support this

programme is a bagatelle compared with the amount of

property lost and is the cheapest kind of insurance in

view of the returns to be secured, which are saving of

life as well as property by having an adequate force

engaged permanently to prevent great forest fires oc-

curring.



THE TRAIL OF JIM GESEEK
BEYOND THE BRULE

THE
sun rose brilliantly over the land of mystery

beyond the Brule. It seemed a little different

somehow from the land just across that narrow, rock-

choked stream. One felt freer, farther from the world

and nearer to the wild creatures of the woods. The

knowledge that moose were feeding only a little way

up that stream, and the howl of a wolf in broad daylight

from a not too distant hill, made the blood of our forest

dwelling ancestors pulse exultingly. Perhaps a man
has never tried the game before, perhaps he even lacked

the confidence to make a start, but if the red blood is

there a thousand dollars would not turn him now.

The higher hills are behind us now, the sawtooth

ridges by that much nearer and the flush of expectancy
makes the pack straps cut less cruelly into the bruises

of the day before. On leads the trail through burn and

brush and scattering woods
;
across the north Brule

and into the land of rocks beyond. It is glorious to be

free in that open trail and we would not swap places

with a bank president on the city streets, but in spite

of it all a certain vague disappointment steals over us.

Is this the land of enchanted lakes and far-famed

beauty ? AVild it is and fascinating. But is it what we
were hoping to see? Not a single lake! A spring, a

stream, a beaver pond or two but not a single lake such

as we had been led to expect. The mile posts, half

hidden in the brush begin to drag past with a certain

deadly monotony.
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At the 25 mile post the trail forks rather unexpect-

edly. For the first and only time in all those weary
miles some one has had the temerity to break away from

the original trail as laid down by red Jim Geseek, and

trace out an independent course through the wilderness.

Originality this idea certainly had, but the packer who
has tried this new venture is not so sure of its wisdom.

The old trail, stony though it is, is carpeted with ori-

ental luxury compared with this new, rock-ribbed ven-

ture. We rested at the forks and pondered over the pos-

sible lure that might have led men on over that 15 miles

of rock pile to the far west end of Gunflint, but it is

not until several days later that we actually found that

lure.

For the present we gave it up and followed on after

Jim Geseek as many a wiser man had done before us,

Around a few small lakes it led the way, through bea-

ver ponds and over hills of rock. And there, on quite a

respectable hill, twenty-eight miles out, was a portage
the first indication that there were real lakes in the

country. "Hungry Jack Lake" the portage sign said,

"55 paces." It was a temptation to have a look, but

we were bound eleswhere and the shadows were getting

long. We should have yielded, for the sheer rock

cliffs of Hungry Jack are worth a longer walk than

that any time.

At the foot of the hill the trail runs plump on to^the

East end of West Bearskin and we had our first view

of some of those wonderful northern lakes that we had

come so far to see. There lay our course for the mor-

row, for the present the trail led on three-fourths of a

mile to the ranger cabin on Clearwater. A gloomy
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enough little cabin it looks at most times, but for the

traveler at the end of that weary trail it takes on the

halo of a castle. And sleep, which shuns many a stately

castle hovers closely around that humble shack.

Now indeed are we in the "land of sky-blue waters."

Our way lies Avestward, but no man with a soul could

turn westward when Clearwater lies to the East. One

peek out of the dense woods at the west end of Clear-

water and a man just naturally slides into his canoe

and paddles. Those towering cliffs rising hundreds of

feet above the glassy lake, a mighty barrier against the

north, dominate the landscape and beckon the traveler

on with irresistible magic. It is so strange, so different

from the monotonous trail of the day before. How
poverty stricken now seem all the tales we have heard

of it.

Fair are the shores in their forest green and yester-

day we could have looked, content, upon those wooded
hills and rocky ledges, but now our eyes are only for

those majestic cliffs. The lake, which seemed so large

at first, shrinks as we approach that rising wall, clos-

ing closely like a ponderous trap, a mighty dead fall

built by the Indian gods in the legendary days of the

Flying Heads. Slowly but surely the great cliffs lean

forward till the canoe seems to rest beneath their shelv-

ing height. The sensation is distinctly depressing, and
it is with a feeling closely akin to relief that we sneak

back out of the gloomy shadow to seek the winding
trail that scales the heights from the rear.

There is nothing effeminate about that -trail. It re-

quires no stretch of the imagination to feel oneself

climbing a mountain. To be sure it is not so very long
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as mountains go, hut it is good while it lasts. With a

sudden twist it tears itself loose from the dense forest

growth and leaves one standing a little awe struck

upon the brink of a cliff. Inevitably the first look is

downward. Far below, unbelievably far it looks, lies

the lake, nested in the forest clad hills and distinctly

reflecting every fleecy cloud in the heavens. The lake

seems to edge in under the cliff just as the cliffs, when

seen from below, seemed to overhang the lake, but a

stone thrown far out over the cliff never reaches the

water.

The gaze, raised at last from those fascinating depths,

roams on and on over those jagged green hills of Can-

ada. It is not a scene at which one can glance and

turn away. We sank down in silence on the mossy
rocks and looked our fill. Subconsciously we saw the

myriad animal life behind that leafy screen, and saw

the canoes of the far flung scouts of the mighty Iroquois

stealing along in the shadow of the shore on their way
to raid the Sioux.

The timber shut off the view to the south, but from

an improvised tower that cleared the trees the view was

unobstructed. Far back over the trail we had come

we could see the hills of day before yesterday. Pine

Mountain and the last rim hills that cut off the view of

Miperior. Hills and forests and jagged cliffs, but never

;i trace of the myriad lakes that we know are around

us on every side.

We returned to our little cabin with an increased re-

spect for the land we were in and a greater desire to

explore it further. So ended the third day out.
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The next morning we turned our faces westward.

Canoes, packs and human freight were assembled at

1li<' east end of West Bearskin and we embarked. We
had an extra canoe to carry some duffle to the cabin on

North Lake where we intended to leave it, so little

thought was needed for the packing. Everything went

easily into the three canoes and we were off.

There is not anything very remarkable about WT
est

Bearskin, as the northern lakes go. It is only to the

stranger accustomed to the reed bordered, cut-over

Jakes of the south that the clear rock shores and the

wooded hills offer a new fascination. There was little

wind and scarcely a wave broke the surface. We
passed the jump over into Hungry Jack and saw his old

cliffs peeking at us over the trees. In due course we
(Mine to the poria<iv which led out of the little bay into

the west end.

The portage sign said a quarter of a mile, but it was
a long, long quarter and the packs seemed much lighter

after we had put them down on the shore of Duncan
lake. Surrounded by crag heads here and there Duncan
is more picturesque than West Bearskin. One great

crag in particular stands out as a landmark.

Between Duncan and Rose is the famous "stairway

portage." Starting away from the lake out of a nar-

row fringe of cedar swamp and mounting a slight pine

slope the trail looks innocent enough and .gives no

hint of the grief to come. Having reached the top of

1lie ridge it starts to go down and then it is that it

seems to lose all control of itself utterly. Writhing
and twisting like a wounded snake it wriggles down a

gorge so steep that one can hardly keep his footing.
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The rangers have come to the traveler's aid here and

cut steps into the ground, shoving them up with poles

and pegs. Downward we climb some twenty of these

steps and come out on a bit of flat trail. The sound of

tumbling water is close at hand. A short bit of birch

covered trail leads off to the right and at the end of it

in a leafy gorge, arched over with spruce and birch is a

beautiful waterfall. Down it tumbles from the heights

above and on down below us it goes. A beautiful pic-

ture. The 'Nymph's Shower" but, alas, without the

nymphs.

If we thought we were at the bottom, a rude awaken-

ing awaits us. On downward leads the steps, some

eighty-five of them, till at last with a break neck dive

down a short, steep slope we land on the edge of Rose

Lake and mighty glad we are to get there. We counted

107 steps in that gorge and located sites for at least 500

more that had not been cut. Rose Lake is 265 feet below

Duncan, the portage between them is a short one-fourth

mile and all of the drop comes in the last third of it.

We congratulated ourselves that the grub packs, any-

way, would be lighter when we went back up.

It was lunch time now and a beautiful little dining

room was ready for us hollowed out of the base of the

cliff. The gorge had to be explored up the falls and

innumerable pictures of the portage were attempted.
All of the pictures were wholly inadequate because the

trail disappeared so quickly in the trees. One can

never see more than a little piece of the trail at any
one time. The only real way to truly appreciate that

portage is to go over it with a load. After that a true



conception of it is easy and no photograph will be neces-

sary to fix it in the memory.
It was only when the canoes had glided out away

from the shore that we appreciated the true majesty

of the scene. The gorge down which we had come was

a mere slit between two mighty cliffs which towered to

a height of 1,300 feet on either side of the little fall.

Tree-capped, ledgy and mottled they formed an un-

shakable support for the upper lake. We gazed long

at those silent sentinels before we continued our jour-

ney across the lake.

Rose Lake is one of the best of the northern lakes.

Those cliffs, the heavy stands of untouched timber on

the surrounding hills and the indented shores lend it an

artistic beauty that is hard to surpass. For many a rod

we drifted silently along the shore and watched a beady-

eyed little mink busily exploring the pebbly beach. He
seemed not to notice us at all, ran fussily along the

beach poking his sniffing nose into every crevice, took to

the water when rubbish blocked the shore and glided

out again when something tickled his curiosity. At

last he disappeared in a pile of brush and we turned to

our paddles to make up the time we had lost. A couple

of deer showed themselves on the rocky shore ahead

and one of them let us get pretty close. A porcupine

surveyed the outfit and went on indifferently about his

business

We were getting pretty well along toward the end of

the lake when making up time suddenly became an im-

possibility. The canoes seemed to be fastened to the

bottom which had come up within a foot of the surface.

There was plenty of water to float the canoe
;
it was not
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touching anywhere, it just would not go. As long as

the stroke of the paddle continued the canoe moved

slowly, but no sooner did the paddle stop than the canoe

stopped also. Great clouds of black muck swirled up
after every paddle stroke. A six foot paddle thrust

down into that muck would disappear without seeming
to strike anything different. For a half mile we la-

bored across that weird stretch of mud and water to the

portage into Rot Lake.

The portage was only a jump over and the lake was

not much more than the portage. Another jump over

and we were on the shore of South Lake. There is

nothing small about South Lake. Three miles long,

rather narrow for its length and over 600 feet deep it

is the highest of the eastward flowing boundary lakes.

On a still day its passage is uneventful. At the far

end of it is a low sand portage, part swamp, and over

a half mile long. Barren, monotonous, unattractive

and wearisome it nevertheless assumes a certain dignity

from the fact that it is the divide between the north

and south boundary waters. The waters of South Lake

flow East into Lake Superior, while those of North Lake

flow west and north into Hudson Bay. Moreover there

is a certain childish pleasure in struggling across the

portage with one foot in Canada and one in the United

States.

. A mile across North Lake another ranger cabin await-

ed us, a veritable castle compared with our abode of

the night before, and we hastened to its hospitality.
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THE ROAD TO GRAND MARAIS

MAKING
an automobile trip from Duluth to Grand

Marais is a good deal like approaching a beauti-

ful city ;
it is all right when one gets there, but the ap-

proach through the slums is discouraging. An out-

sider very properly expects to find the best highway in

the state between the Twin Cities and Duluth, the larg-

est centres of population. With that idea in mind, he

is somewhat shocked to find the most execrable piece

of road in the country. It is little wonder that many
turn back when they think, as they have a right to, that

the road beyond Duluth, much of it in a wilderness,

must be much worse.

How could anyone be expected to know that the Twin

City-Duluth trunkline highway is the worst piece of

road in the state. That piece of information ought to

be advertised so that travelers would know that better

things are ahead of them. If they become discouraged

and turn back, they make a mistake for the roads of the

north are well worth even the agony of a drive from St.

Paul to Duluth.

Once in Duluth most of the tourists' troubles are over,

at least as far as the roads are concerned. From Dur

luth to Two Harbors there are few hills and the road

surface is good, as it is on most of the roads in St. Louis

County. The iron mines see to that. The first jar

comes in Two Harbors itself. The very elaborate signs

of "Welcome" at one end of the town and "Come

Again" at the other end, though probably well meant,
take on a rather sarcastic tone when one has bumped
into town over a quarter of a mile of very rough road
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and picked up two new carpet tacks in the city streets.

From there on to Grand Marais is just one hundred

miles.

For a mile or two beyond Two Harbors the road

follows the rim of the low bluffs on the shore of Supe-
rior and the view is superb. It then turns back from

the lake and buries itself in the hills. It is good driv-

ing ; hilly, but the road is good. Two striking features

characterize the landscape. The rocky hills, which are

revelation to anyone from another section of the state,

and the complete desolation of the country. As far as

Cramer, here is no timber, just a little scrubby brush

and blackened, fire swept, hills. The reason is not far

to seek. The road follows the railroad that far and the

railroad is operated by the Alger-Smith Lumber Com-

pany. For years this company has consistently burned

over the country where they have logged their own
cut-over lands and the adjacent lands of the other own-

ers and of the state. Their operations have been little

short of criminal. They have destroyed millions of feet

of birch and hardwoods which have had a tremendous

value. They have destroyed the beauty of the country
for at least a generation and thousands of tourists will

curse them for years to come. The worst of it is that

they own timber right on up into the heart of our most

beautiful lake country. Are we going to let them con-

tinue to devastate that at their pleasure? The mere

beauty of that country is worth millions of dollars to

the state in tourist trade. Are we going to let one com-

pany destroy it?

At Cramer the road leaves the baneful influence of

the Alger-Smith Company and passes into another
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world. The primeval forest, untouched and unburned

towers on both sddes of the road. The contrast is tre-

mendous. And in the midst of it all the road passes

into Cook County. The roads in St. Louis and Lake

counties are good, but they are old roads made over

and the location is none of the best. They are hilly

and lack daily care. Nevertheless they are good as

roads go and far above the average of the state. But

the road in Cook County is superb. Laid out since the

discovery of the art of modern highway building, it is

without heavy grades, broad, straight, with a perfect

gravel surface and enough patrolmen to keep it so.

The culverts, too, are graded over so that they are

passed without notice. They do not stand up a sheer

six inches above the surface as they do on so many of

the otherwise good roads. The forest breaks away here

and there and exposes a beautiful vista to the lake.

Trout streams with such names as Beaver Creek, Bap-

tism River, and Cross River tumble down from the in-

land hills in roaring falls and pass under the road to

the lake.

There are lots of things that Cook County, with its

vast undeveloped territory and scant population, does

not have, but a good road is not one of them. There is

not another county in the state, no matter how wealthy

or how densely populated, that can show an equal

length of road as well built, as well kept and as attrac-

tive as the road from the Cook county line to Port Ar-

thur.
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The trapper still finds Canadian lynx up near the Boundary



FUR AND FORESTRY

MR.
Clarence Krahmcr, with Albrecht and Com-

pany, St. Paul, was requested at the recent For-

estry Association meeting, to make a few remarks on

the fur industry in this State, and among other things

he stated: "Raw furs are becoming very scarce in

.Minnesota. AVithin a ten year period minks have been

greatly reduced, due principally to an unnecessary
en tch especially at odd seasons of the year. A fur-

rier looks at a pelt from its commercial value point

of view, and he doesn't want it when taken at off times.

The pelt must be perfectly prime, and in order to be

prime it must be caught during the winter season.

.Many trappers want to ply their trade while the weath-

er is pleasant, but the commercial value of the skin is

thereby lessened; and as long as we have the fur busi-

ness with us we like to see the animals continue to

grow. In this connection, I believe we can only keep
them growing by permitting ditch-heads to be main-

tained in Minnesota. We have so many lakes with

their beautiful scenery, so much water in general, that

we have hardly given thought to the drainage propo-
sition being put thru in the state. I am inclined to

think it was undertaken hurriedly, and in future years
it may be seen as a rather disastrous measure. It is

obvious that forests must have a certain amount of

moisture in order to grow, and if the sub-stratum of

water is drained the moisture \vill not be brought to the

surface. The forests are then bound to suffer, and with

their disappearance the game and fur-bearing animals

will vanish as well.
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"I am very glad to hear that the beaver in Itasca

Park are doing so nicely. The house with which I am
connected purchased practically the entire lot of last

year's catch. They were excellent pelts, and the catch

showed that they were handled by people of experience.

It was advantageous to the state as well; it procured

quite a nice little revenue out of the sale and undoubt-

edly will do so again this year. The skins are sold at

auction to the highest bidder."

In answer to President Lange's inquiry as to the

value of muskrats, Mr. Krahmer said: "The present

market value of muskrat skins is about $1.50 each,

whereas ten years ago they were worth not over 35c.

Naturally this increase is due to the demand and the

scarcity, and an important contributing factor has been

the lack of imported furs. Where formerly muskrats

could be caught by the hundreds of thousands, twenty-

five thousand would now be a maximum catch. Musk-

rat is to a large extent dyed and used for Hudson seal,

and to permit its use for this purpose the quality must

be of the best. With regard to other skins, beaver

ranges in price anywhere from $3.00 to $25.00 ;
the

value has practically trebled in recent years. Otter is

so scarce in this part of the country, it is hard to state

a definite price, but the value of the pelt averages

$20.00 to $30.00. The one great problem of the fur in-

dustry is to maintain the raw material or live skins.

It would be advisable, if it could be so arranged by

law, to limit trapping to the months of January, Febru-

ary and March, as skins out of condition are really not

worth marketing.
' '
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Asked with reference to the feasibility of fur t';i nu-

ing, Mr. Krahmer stated: "I might say that as gen-

erally understood fur farming is not advisable from the

point of view of a strictly commercial furrier, as the

animals are not allowed enough range. However, I

know of a gentleman in Latent-he, Alaska, who is very

successful along this line. He controls a fifteen acre

island off the main land, completely surrounded by

water at all seasons. On this he maintains a blue fox

farm, and he has now approximately six hundred ani-

mals on the island. They roam Avild in their primitive

slate and feed on fish, which are provided for them.

"\Yhen the animals are kept in captivity within a small

area, the pelt loses its lustre and becomes decidedly in-

ferior from a commercial view point. As in the case of

all living things, they lose their spirit when confined in

restricted quarters."

A glimpse of one of the fur farms in Northern Minnesota



"This entire subject comes back to the fact that the

fur business is directly in league with the forest inter-

ests, because of the impossibility of having fur-bear-

ing animals without forests and water, their natural

habitat."

FORESTRY LEGISLATION

THE
forest legislation presented to the present ses-

sion of the legislature by the State Forester em-

bodies a comprehensive and clean-cut plan of forest

protection and development over a long period of

years. Forestry is a long time proposition and hence

must be financed and planned well in advance.

1. In order that funds be provided on a more regular

basis there is proposed a forest tax levy. The bill is

now before the legislature. It will provide approxi-

mately $370,000 per annum for the Forest Service.

This, under present conditions is the smallest amount

which will make possible reasonable safety of life and

property in the timber country. In fire prevention ex-

perience has shown that chief reliance must be placed

in rangers and forest patrolmen but auxiliary forces

are helpful at times and under certain conditions.

2. The next measure of importance is to establish a

closed season on burning in the coniferous forest re-

gions of the state except under permit issued by forest

officers. This will curb the carelessness wrhich has

proven so disastrous nearly everywhere in the woods.

The rangers will then know where fires exist and at

the same time settlers will be enabled to use fire syste-

matically in land development.
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3. Another very important measure is that definite-

ly placing the work of former surveyors general under

the Forest Service where it logically belongs. The

scaling of timber can best be done by this department
and a considerable saving will thus be affected. The

plan has been successfully tried out during the past two

years under executive order.

4. Provisions for Itasca Park is made in three meas-

ures one for an appropriation for maintenance and

protection; and it is worth protecting since it contains

one hundred million feet of timber worth more than

one million dollars to say nothing of its scenic value
;

one for enlarging the park by including two rows of

sections on the west boundary and extending the area

closed to hunting for the better protection of the game ;

and another for the leasing of the hotel property for

periods not exceeding ten years so as to enable the

hotel keeper to make the improvements and investment

necessary to better accommodations.

The more important of these bills follow :

A BILL FOR AN ACT
To provide an Annual Tax Levy for Forestry Pur-

poses.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Min-

nesota :

Section 1. The State Auditor shall add to the sta<te

tax levy, annually, one-fourth of a mill on each dollar

of the assessed value of all taxable property of the

state.

All taxes levied under the provisions of this act, when
collected and paid into the state treasury, shall be
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placed to the credit of the forest service fund only, and

said fund shall be used for the maintenance of the forest

service
;
in preventing, controlling and suppressing for-

est and prairie fires
;
for the administration and care of

state forests; and for other forestry purposes.

Section 2. This act shall take effect and be in force

from and after its passage.

TO PREVENT THE CARELESS SETTING OF FIRES
Amendment of S. F. 28, H. F. 76, as prepared by Sena-

tor Larson and Representative Pederson

A BILL FOR AN ACT
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Min-

nesota :

Section 1. No person shall kindle or set any fire in

grass, stubble, peat, brush, slash or woods, or kindle

any open fire except for domestic purposes, in all that

portion of Minnesota which is North of the forty-sixth

degree of latitude, without the written permission or

direction of the state forester, or other authorized

forest officer, except when the snow is on the ground
or when a firebreak sufficient to check the spread of

such fire shall have been freshly plowed around the

field or area wherein said fire is set
;
but in no case shall

fire be set except upon due notice in advance to the

local forest officer.

Section 2. Permission to set fire to any grass, stub-

ble, peait, brush, slash or woods for the purpose of clear-

ing and improving land or preventing other fire shall

be given whenever the same may be safely burned,

upon such reasonable conditions and restrictions as the

state forester may prescribe to prevent same from
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spreading and getting beyond control. Such permis-
sion shall be in the form of a written permit signed by
an authorized forest officer. Any person setting a fire

under such permit shall watch the same and use the

highest degree of diligence to prevent it from spreading
to the property of another or getting beyond control.

Such fire shall be completely extinguished before the

expiration of the period during which such burning is

permitted.

Section 3. "Whenever a fire set by any person or cor-

poration, under permit as herein provided, spreads to

property belonging to another or destroys the property
of another, it shall be prima facie evidence that the

parly so setting such fire is guilty of negligence in al-

lowing it to spread.

Section 4. Any person or corporation violating any
of the foregoing provisions of this Act shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof

shall be punished by a fine of not less than Twenty-five

($25.00) dollars nor more than One Hundred ($100.00)

dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not

more than ninety days.

Section 5. The state forester or any district forest

ranger may burn, or by written order require the owner
or owners to burn, any grass, stubble, peat, brush, slash,

woods or like substance or growth, not resulting from

commercial logging operations but which constitutes or

is likely to become a fire menace, and shall have author-

ity to employ and summon any able-bodied male person
of the age of eighteen (18) years and upward to assist

in such burning and in watching and controlling any
fire set for such purpose, and may incur any other ne-

cessary and reasonable expense for the same purpose.
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The wages and expenses of men so employed or sum-

moned to set, watch or control any such fire, shall be

fixed and paid by the state forester; and the amount
thereof shall be paid by the owner of the land on which

such burning is done within thirty days thereafter
;
and

if such owner or owners shall fail to make such pay-

ment within said period, the state forester shall certify

such expense to the county auditor of the county in

which said property is situate, and said county auditor

shall enter said expense on the tax lists of said county
as a special charge against the real estate on which

such burning is done, and the same shall be collected

as other taxes and when collected shall be paid into the

state treasury and credited to the forest service fund.

Section 6. Any person summoned by the state for-

ester or any district ranger to assist in setting, watch-

ing or controlling any fire set pursuant to the provisions

hereof, who is physically able and refuses so to assist,

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction

thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than Five

($5.00) Dollars nor more than Twenty-five ($25.00)

Dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not

more than thirty (30) days.

Section 7. This act shall take effect and be in force

from and after its passage and approval.

TO PROVIDE FOR THE BETTER PROTECTION
OF MINNESOTA TOWNS
A BILL FOR AN ACT

To Amend Section 3806 of Chapter 22, General Sta-

tutes 1913, and Acts Amendatory Thereto, Relating to

Forestry and Forest Fires.
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Be it Enacted by the Legislature of the State of

Minnesota :

Section 1. That Section 3806 of Chapter 22, General

Statutes 1913, be and the same is hereby amended to

read as follows:

Section 3806. The state forester may appoint su-

pervisors, constables and clerks of towns, mayors of

cities and presidents of village councils, fire wardens

for their respective districts, and it is hereby made
their duty to do all things necessary to protect the

property of such municipalities from fire and to ex-

tinguish the same, or the forester may appoint one or

more fire wardens in each township who are selected

and recommended by the town board on account of

special knowledge of fire prevention work and interest

in forest conservation. The officer so designated shall

promptly report all forest, prairie, brush or peat fires

which occur within his jurisdiction to the district for-

est ranger for the district in which he is located.

Blanks for this purpose shall be furnished by the state

forester.

The expense incurred under the fire warden's direc-

tion in the protection of property in each municipality

shall be paid out of its special or general funds, except

when under the direction of the ranger the fire warden

is engaged in fire fighting work, in which case he shall

be paid by the state.

There shall be an advisory committee consisting of

one member from each county in which there may be

danger from forest and prairie fires, or in which forest

conservation or planting is a matter of public concern,

and each member of said committee shall be appointed
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for a term of two years by the board of county com-

missioners, and said appointee shall not be a member
of said county board but shall be a resident of the

county. Such committee shall be known as the forest

advisory committee and shall, on the first Monday in

December of each year, meet with the state forester,

and special meetings may be held at the call of the

state forester or as the committee may direct. The

committee shall confer with regard to measures of fire

prevention and control, as well as care of woodlands

and tree planting. Necessary expenses for the mem-
bers of this advisory committee shall be paid out of

the revenue fund of the counties.

All towns, villages and cities are hereby authorized

and directed to take necessary precautions to prevent

the starting and spreading of forest or prairie fires and

to extinguish the same, and are hereby further author-

ized to annually levy a tax of not more than five mills

upon all taxable property of such municipalities which,
when collected, shall be known as the "Fire Fund",
which shall be used in paying all necessary and inci-

dental expenses incurred in enforcing the provisions of

this act, and said fire fund shall not be canceled, di-

verted to other uses nor transferred to other funds ex-

cept by a majority vote of the duly qualified voters of

the township.
In all townships constituted within any of the forest

patrol districts which may be established by the sitate

forestry board, the respective town and village officers

shall cooperate as far as possible with and act under

the general supervision and direction of the forest offi-

cers.
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ARBOR DAY PLANTING

The Minnesota Forest Service is desirous of giving

assistance in any project which contemplates the plant-

ing of trees and the better care of woodlots
;
and Arbor

Day furnishes a splendid opportunity to impress upon
the people of the State, and especially the school child-

ren, the importance and value of our forests. Tradi-

tion states that Arbor Day had its real origin in the

fifth century, when the entire population of a little

Swiss village, having determined that there should be

an oak grove in the public square, carefully dug up

saplings in the woods and transplanted them. For

years afterward the anniversary of this tree planting

was observed by the people with appropriate exercises.

In recognition of the great importance of planting

trees to beautify our roads and grounds, April has been

designated as Arbor Day in Minnesota. The school

grounds offer a convenient and often the most needful

place in which to do the initial planting. From there,

as time goes on, additional planting may be done along

the roads approaching the school, about the grounds
at home, and wherever trees are needed. If every

three or four pupils in each class should plant one vig-

orous tree of a desirable kind in a suitable place, what

happy satisfaction they will feel afterward, and how

many in the years to come will bless their work !

In order to have success, the planting must be caiv-

fully done, and the trees given proper cultivation and

care for several years after being set out. Too often

Arbor Day has seen the removal of live trees from 1lie

woods only to make dead ones of them on the sehool



grounds. Of course the best trees are those which

have been grown in nurseries on cultivated soil, and

which have been transplanted one or more times to give

them thick, fibrous roots. Wild trees from the woods

and river bottoms do not usually grow so fast at first,

but may eventually be just as good, and are the ones

which can be most cheaply and easily secured. Trees

from four to eight feet tall with straight stems and no

large forks or branches near the ground are the best.

A great deal of care should be used in digging the trees

to get an abundance of small rootlets and not to injure

the roots more than can be helped. Broken and in-

jured portions should be cut off with a sharp knife.

The roots must not be allowed to dry out before plant-

ing, so it is important to cover them with wet burlap

or moss while carrying them to the planting site. The

hole should be made at least two feet deep and wide,

and the bottom filled with rich top soil for the roots to

rest in. Rich soil should be packed around the roots

during planting, and plenty of water used, as this helps

to pack the soil firmly about the rootlets, and enables,

the tiny root hairs to take water and nourishment by
their contact with the particles of moist soil. In dig-

ging wild trees, the roots are always more or less in-

jured, and it is therefore necessary to cut back the top

of the tree to conform to the diminished root system.

The trees should be planted about the same depth in the

new location that they were before transplanting.

Evergreens are more difficult to transplant successfully,

and wherever possible should be taken up with balls of

earth.
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The, lives may well he, dug and (he planting done

when there is leisure time before Iho school exercises

are given. The dedication and naming of the trees may
then follow immediately after the exercises. In this

connection, what could be more fitting than for each

school to honor Colonel Theodore Roosevelt by plant-

ing a tree or a small grove in his memory? for he was

not only a great statesman, but an enthusiastic, forester

and naturalist as well. The schools will also be certain

to welcome this opportunity of honoring their former

students who have seen service in the great war, by

naming a tree after each of them.

The trees continue to need attention after the plant-

ing is done. If dry weather prevails they should be

watered regularly. The surface soil around them

should be kept soft and free from weeds and grass.

One musi be watchful for insects, as well as guard
ji gainst injury by animals. It is well to place wire

netting around the trees or drive stakes in the ground
beside theiu. The young trees will profit by all the at-

tention given them.

As the pupil's interest in tree planting continues,

they will observe many things which had never oc-

curred to them before. For instance, some trees grow
very rapidly and others slowly; but invariably Hie

quick-growing kinds have soft, perishable wood which

begins to decay before the trees are very old. So it is

better in the long run to select trees for planting which

grow less rapidly, but live in health and vigor for a

long time. There are many kinds of desirable trees,

such as elm, ash, maple, basswood, hackberry, walnut,

poplar, birch, willows, and the evergreens, particularly



white and Norway pine and spruce. Too much cannot

be said about the value of the walnut tree for planting

in southern Minnesota
;
this is a beautiful and valuable

native tree and should be generally planted.

It is always advisable to plant only the kinds of trees

which are known to do well in the locality. In order

to obtain the best effect, groups of trees should be ar-

ranged so as to look as natural as possible. Nature

never arranges her planting formally. Evergreens in

natural groups are particularly beautiful.

Some schools may have their own nurseries, where

trees are grown from seeds which the pupils gather in

the fall and winter
; by doing this, even on a very small

scale, the school is able to have the best kinds of trees

and a large variety on hand at all times for planting

purposes. Generally it is best to buy stock from a

commercial nursery. If evergreens are desired, the

University Forest Experiment Station at Cloquet has

on hand more little pine trees, three to five years old,

than it is going to be possible for the State to plant this

spring; and a limited number of little white and Nor-

way pines may be obtained at cost from that source.

The Forest Service has for distribution a bulletin
' *

Tree

Planting for Shelter in Minnesota", which gives a

great many helpful suggestions on kinds of trees suit-

able for this state, and how to care for them before and

after planting.





THE TEN THOUSAND LAKES
ASSOCIATION

MORE
than ten years ago The North Woods made

its first plea for the development of the recrea-

tional possibilities of our great northern country. It

was a lonely cry in a wilderness of indifference. Our

rich continued to travel to the far Adirondacks and the

backwoods of Maine in search of what they had right

here at home. The state continued to sell its lake

shore timber, and for the price of a few thousand feet

of logs destroyed many a jewel of great worth. Lum-
ber companies continued to log and burn around beau-

tiful lakes which would have yielded them ten times

the profits in summer camp sites. Since that first plea,

and in spite of the almost continuous appeal that The

North "Woods has been making, the beauty of many of

our wonderful lakes has been marred for years to

come, and their value as a summer playground de-

stroyed. Who wants to camp on barren shores amidst

blackened stumps? What beauty has any lake with-

out its proper woodland setting?

At last another champion has arisen. The Ten

Thousand Lakes Association. A powerful champion,
because it is composed of business men who know how
to push their cause effectively. They have asked for

a generous appropriation from the legislature and]

should certainly get it. Such an association can do

more for the development of northern Minnesota than

any immigration commission could ever do. They will

eventually bring more permanent settlers into the
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country than any immigration commission can. They
will bring thousands of people to see the country, and

the glowing personal report of one satisfied eye wit-

ness will do more than all the roseate prospectuses

ever printed.

Besides bringing millions of dollars of foreign money
into the state, the tourists will be of immense benefit

in furthering the permanent settlement of the localities

to Which they go. A ready truck market is one of the

greatest needs of the settler in the early stages when
his clearing is small. The tourist trade will furnish

that market and also build up the local dairy industry;

the truly agricultural land will be developed for its

proper use
; 'the lake shores will bring in a revenue that

they would not yield in any other way.
This Ten Thousand Lakes Association should have'

tlie hearty support of every true lover of the woods,
even of the man who thinks that the privacy of his

forest solitude will be threatened by it. An interest

in the lake region will necessarily bring with it an in-

terest in the forests, which are, after all, the chief at-

traction: the lakes would be nothing without them.

Intervale, New Hampshire, a mecca for hundreds of

summer tourists, has a most wonderful location in the

heart of the White Mountains, in sight of Mt. Wash-

ington and close to the foot of Mt. Kearsarge, but the

most appreciated feature and the place where the

tourists spend most of their time is the Cathedral

Woods, a small grove of pine on the edge of the vil-

lage. Millions of people live in the forests of Europe,
other millions go there for their recreations. The for-

ests have a never failing fascination and we wish the
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Ten Thousand Lakes Association all the luck in the

world in preserving them and making them known to

the people.

ON THE TRAIL OF JIM GESEEK

ON THE BOUNDARY WATERS

TO
be sure we had not made very fast time, but we

had been on the "road" three days traveling stead-

ily away from the little village of Grand Marais, which

was itself rather a far outpost of civilization, and we

felt that we had a pretty good start toward the wil-

derness. It was rather discouraging to be awakened

in the morning by a mill whistle. But there she was

and a little column of smoke away down at the east

end of the lake showed the location of the beast. More-

over, that was not the only profanation; there was a

railroad connecting that mill with Port Arthur and

the train was due about noon.

Of course we could have ignored the whole business,

turned our backs on these rudimentary organs of civ-

ilization and ducked into the clean wilderness, but it

seemed a childish thing to do. There are conventions

to be observed even in the wildest wilderness and the

outstanding one in this particular section is that every-

one within a twenty mile radius should meet that pre-

cious train. It happened to be train day so we con-

formed.

AVe did not regret it, even though it meant a six

mile paddle in the rain. There they were, more people
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than one would even have imagined could be collected

in such a plnc<>. Settlers, sawmill families, Indians,

rangers from Canada and the United States, campers
and squatters. It was a motley collection and all wait-

ing for that blessed train which came in regularly ev-

ery Wednesday noon so tuckered out with the trip that

it could never start back till the following morning.

Widely different motives had brought them. One

squaw man with a large family had come forty miles

by canoe for supplies, one old bach, who had never

missed meeting that train in fifteen years, had come
for his weekly paper, but confessed that he had not

had time to read his last week's yet. Some came from

habit, sonic from curiosity. As a matter of fact they
most of them came to see each other, and it was worth

it.

The si/e of the crowd raised our expectations of that

train pretty high. Suddenly all was excitement. A
snort of smoke at the curve had announced the imme-

diate approach of the great P. D. The next minute she

glided up to the platform, four freight cars and a half

and halfer. There was not a passenger on board, two

boxes and a sack were all that came off, the squaw
man's provisions did not come, could not come now for

another week. The train moved on to the sawmill, (the

crowd disappeared as by magic and the excitement of

that week was over.

Now that we had seen the train pull in, we were

more bewildered than ever over the reason that had

brought that poor benighted railroad wandering down

through the barren wilderness to that godforsaken

point of rock. Then we found out. It was the rudi-
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ment of a once vigorous mining scheme. The railroad

had not always stopped there at the little mill. By
trestle and by rock hewn shelf, over corduroy and rock

built fill it scrambled on six miles around the north

shore of Gunflint and south three miles to the mines.

That road was not "laid", it was built, every rod of

it. That engineer fought every foot of the way. Even

in those days of cheap building it must have cost a

pretty penny. What built that road? What aban-

doned the mines ? It would make an interesting story,

a story that would probably lead far away from the

rocky shores of Gunflint to heavy leather upholstered

chairs in distant offices, and would deal less with iron

ores than with other hard things. Just two carloads

of ore went out over that hard built road
;
then all was

abandoned, mines, railroad, everything. The trestles

mostly burned and washed away, the ties rotted out

and when the war rush came the very rails were hauled

out on the ice and shipped to far away France. There's

a story there and some day we'll dig it out.

All the next morning we labored along beside the old

abandoned track and had plenty of opportunity to

dream about it. For in the morning we abandoned

our little log palace, packed our eight selves and all of

our belongings into two eighteen footers and started

west on the boundary waters. It was a calm morning
and the glassy waters of the long, narrow bay which

led away to Little North reflected the heavily wooded
shores like a perfect mirror. A narrow passage be-

tween the rocks led into Little North and a "put over"

landed us on Little Gunflint. From there on a narrow
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stream meandering through a grass swamp looked far

more like a southern bayou than a northern river.

Suddenly a house came to view on a rise ahead, the

stream stiffened to a miniature rapids between the con-

verging sand banks and ducked under the old railroad

trestle into Gunflint lake. The house was the summer
home of the station agent at North Lake. The weekly
train did not bother him much.

There is nothing small about Gunflint. With few

bays or projecting points it stretches away to the west-

ward, seven miles of shimmering waters. One island,

Niggerhead, stands out blackly at the halfway point.

One large burn on the American shore flamed into a

blaze of flrewTeed. The rest of the shore was timbered,

a broad sand beech circled to the East end of the lake

and as our canoes crept slowly out over the water the

sand bottom stayed with us only three feet below the

surface. For an eighth of a mile the bright sand was

right there and the water so clear that it seemed as

though it could scarce be enough to float the canoe.

Then comes a sensation akin to jumping off the Brook-

lyn bridge, the bottom disappears suddenly and the

canoe glides smoothly out with 850 ft. of water below

her keel. The navigation of Gunflint has begun.
About a mile up the Canadian shore we stopped at

George's to get some potatoes. He was delighted to

see us. His little garden was apparently composed of

a solid bed of reddish shale rock, the smallest piece

about the size of a pigeon egg. He raked around in

the rock awhile and collected us a pailful of very

healthy looking potatoes. And pansies! the place was
alive with them. All over the yard, along the paths,
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among the vegetables everywhere we looked. Thou-

sands of them, and all in bloom.

We Avould have enjoyed a longer visit, but the lake

was long and the treetops were beginning to stir un-

easily in the rising breeze. We had no more than poked
the nose of our canoe out of George 's shallow little bay
than the change was apparent. The breeze took the

headway off the canoe and the great lake heaved angri-

ly. In a few minutes we were fighting a stiff wind

and an angry sea. Five miles of steady grind and we

stopped for lunch at the Indian mission site, the Hud-
son Bay Company's trading post, about a mile from

the West end of the Canadian shore. It was deserted

then and the shacks were empty, but the Indians still

live there part of the year and bring their furs there

to trade in the winter.

Just beyond there we paddled past a narrow opening
crossed by a high railroad trestle still intact. Our
course lay that way, but we went a quarter mile be-

yond to the "other cabin" of George's to cache some

grub for the return trip. Some "slackers" hiding in

the great north woods had almost cleaned George out

a short time before and the sign he had on the door

was to the point "Look out for self shoot. I kill you.

I report you to Washington." We left our surplus

grub and paddled back for the high trestle.

We paddled under the trestle, along with the na-

tional boundary and were in Magnetic lake. It was a

pretty little lake with a number of rather long bays
and no exact means of telling which was the "right"
one. After one or two false starts we struck it and

were off down the Granite river. It deserved its name
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and in some places showed more granite than water.

We had to keep a constant lookout for rocks. After

we had very cautiously shot a very mild little rapids
we found ourselves at the top of some very formidable

ones which we could neither shoot nor find a portage
around. The sad conclusion was forced upon us that

we had missed it higher up. We made it back for a

mile or so, and there she was hidden in a little bay.
The water was so low all along the river that few land-

ings were recognizable.

Those Granite river portages were not so very long
and they would not have been so very hard for a goat,

but for a man with a heavy pack they at least furnished

adequate exercise. As it threatened rain we set up
our tents on the shore of Clove lake and squatted. The

rain came and we held a beautifully juicy camp with

water dancing in the frying pan and dribbling into the

men's lean-to. It was all in the game and we utilized

the sopping morning to catch a fifteen pound pickerel

and bake him in the reflector. No fish ever tasted

better.

After dinner we struck our sodden camp and pro-

ceeded down the wilder, rockier, more picturesque

reaches of the Granite river to the Gneiss lake. That

part of the river was really beautiful in its very bar-

renness. Gneiss lake was worth a little inspection, but

we decided to do than on the way back when we knew

what was ahead of us and m !erely skirted it now to the

outlet of the river. Here again is a beautiful stretch

of rocky stream. As in so many places the green tim-

ber ran down to the American while the Canadian was

black and burned. This particular stretch just before
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we rounded the point into Maraboery lake was like a

rocky fairyland.

We enjoyed the three and one-half mile paddle down

Maraboery in spite of the stiff head wind and soon

dived into the short stretch of river that floated us out

about seven o'clock after two short but exceedingly

mean and rocky portages into Lake Saganaga. It was

late and the rain was coming back, so we hurriedly

picked an island from the many scattered around near

the mouth of the river and pitched our camp. We
built it well, and it was well that we did for that night

and the next day it rained. We made a few local ex-

peditions between showers and caught a few fish, but

we kept the sight of the big lake for the second morn-

ing.

THE VALUE OF NEAR-BY FORESTS

THE
following extract from the

"
Daily Bulletin"

of the U. S. Forset Service as issued in Albuquerque
carries a lesson for Minnesota. Why should we allow

fire and neglect to keep our cut-over lands barren

while we pay $4,000,000.00 per annum freight on lum-

ber from our Pacific Coast? The U. S. Forest Service,

in its management of the national forests is beginning
to recognize the wisdom of France. The conditions

here are near those of France than are the conditions

in the West. Is it not time for us to look to our local

supply? If the West should act first and decide to

keep its lumber at home we should be in sorry plight

and should pay a pretty penny for our neglect.
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The extract:

One of the tremendous hcndits which we may look

for from the return of the Foresters from France is an

intelligent recognition of some of the fundamental

ideals of forestry which so Far have been obscured and

buried beneath a mass of administrative details and

pressing practical problems. Evidences of this new

spirit of appreciation of the ultimate purposes of forest

management continue to multiply. In a recent article

by District Forester DuBois, an entirely new viewpoint

is brought to bear on forest management in District

No. 5. Mr. DuBois states briefly as follows :

"The least progress has been made in the manage-
ment of the resources which the 'raison d' etre' of

the national forest timber. In central France the for-

ests serve the communities as nowhere in this country.

While in California the forest occurs in a mountain

fringe far from the centers of population and separated

from the people and transportation routes by strips of

sparsely inhabited hill country, in France the forests

are found in areas of a few acres to a square mile scat-

tered throughout the thickly settled farming regions.

We have corners in California which are going to ap-

proach French conditions in time. Are we selling the

timber adjacent to future communities for shipment
East?"

(Comment: In the working plans for Silviculture in

District No. 3, we recognize that our most urgent prob-

lem is to provide for the future supply of such local

communities. There are few forests but what have

situations which demand almost immediate attention.

This calls for the establishment of a working circle and
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the completion of a working plan for the regulation of

the cut in order that the timber which will ultimately

be needed for the support of these communities may
not be diverted into the general market.)

"Our forests are composed of conifers entirely and

are open, virgin, unkept, burned, threatened often by
invasion by brush, producing one-half to one-fourth

capacity, often not reproducing. In France, the for-

ests are composed of soft and hardwoods serving all

purposes of adjacent communities, every acre produc-

ing to capacity. Some planted pine stands yield as

much in sixty years as our three hundred year old

stands. What is needed is the improvement of our stands

situated where they will serve local communities by

bringing their production up to capacity."

(Comment: It is evident that this calls for fully

stocked reproduction which is the only way that the

yield of such stands can be increased and brought up
to standard.)

"In France it pays the landlord, who is generally

but a representative of a family, to maintain the in-

tegrity of his forest. The public forests are equalizers

of price and supply and producers of necessary public

material such as ship timber, which it would not pay
the private owners to raise. Every Frenchman who
has ever bought a stick of cordwood knows the value

of forests. They have fires, but only a few, and a tre-

mendous fuss is raised about each one. It does occur

to a Frenchman to be careful with fire. The realness

of the services rendered the French communities by
their forests is all the attention, law and organization

needed to enforce care with fire. The cutting of the
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crop is done under strict supervision, reproduction ab-

solutely assured; thinning mid pruning carried on

profitably; planting, an exact science; pasturing, gen-

erally prohibited; game, profitably raised; volunteer

labor, unpaid, relied upon for extinguishing fires."

"Their forests take such a predominant place in

French communities because they are the only source

of wood supply, or to put it differently, each forest re-

gardless of the ownership is managed with the primary,
almost sole object of maximum continuous production.

This is possible because there are no competing forests

managed as timber mines.

"If Monsieur Le Due Un-tel were to jar loose and

cut all the timber on his estate that would make a two

by four and sell it through the surrounding country at

a rebate of one franc per cubic meter on the going

price, he would corner the market, receive a large re-

turn and ruin his family. Every Frenchman would

consider him quite insane."

Mr. DuBois proceeds to emphasize the fact that a

two hundred year supply, if located at a distsance from

the actual consumer, benefits him far less than a local

supply which he can obtain at a reasonable price, and

states: "A timber famine exists wherever a commun-

ity is paying more for lumber than the public-owned
timber could be manufactured and delivered to them
for."

This same idea of services to local communities and

the protection of these communities against extortion

caused by the necessity of securing timber from dis-

tant points is being emphasized by the office of Silvi-

culture at Washington and will undoubtedly form one
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of the basic principles of forest management and work-

ing plans from now on. Statistics showing the total

stand of timber in the U. S. as compared with the

total annual consumption will no longer be accepted
as justifying short-sighted management leading to the

exhaustion of timber in specific localities. It is hoped
that such progress can be made in this district in the

near future that we may be able to lock the barn door

before the disappearance of the horse.

THE ROYAL NORTHWEST
MOUNTED POLICE

By F. K. Herchmer, District Inspector of Forest Reserves for Manitoba.

IN
the year 1870 the Dominion Government came to

an arrangement with the Hudson's Bay Company,

or, as they are known under the Charter granted to the

Founder, Prince Rupert, in 1670, "The Gentlemen and

Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hud-

son's Bay", whereby the Government acquired their

rights and assumed control of that immense territory

over which the charter had given them practically su-

preme control.

When the transfer was completed the Dominion

Government realizing that some responsible body must

be created to maintain law and order, as the Hudson's

Bay Company had done in the past, decided that a

mounted force of a semi-military nature would best

meet the requirements. In September, 1873, arrange-

ments were completed for the creation of the North-
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west Mounted Police, who some years later became
known as "The Royal North West Mounted Police" as

they are still styled. The force was to consist of six

(6) troops of 50 men each, and was placed under the

immediate charge of the then premier and minister of

justice for the Dominion, Sir John A. McDonald. He
remained the head up to his death, but responsibility

was transferred from the department of justice to

the secretary of state and later to the Interior Depart-
ment. It still remains under the minister of the in-

terior and has never been connected with the Depart-
ment of Militia.

Steps were at once taken to collect a nucleus, and

three troops of 50 men each were commissioned. Re-

cruits were called for in the Province of Ontario, were

gathered together rapidly in Toronto and sent, via the

Great Lakes to Fort William on Lake Superior, From
here they traveled by boat over the lakes and rivers

to the west side of the Lake of the Woods, and thence

marched the 147 miles to Fort Garry, now Winnipeg.

They arrived in October and wintered at the Lower
Fort some 20 miles North of Fort Garry. The route

taken having been recently opened to accommodate the

settlers who were beginning to pour into the newly ac-

quired country from Eastern Canada, considerable

hardship was experienced by the men on their journey.
In February 1874 steps were taken to bring the force

to full strength, of 300. ' Recruits were again called for

in the East and in April gathered in Toronto. Ar-

rangements had been made with the United States

Government whereby this body of men was permitted
to travel through via Chicago and St. Paul and thus
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avoid the hardships experienced by the pioneer force.

Fargo was reached on June llth from where the march

was taken up for Dufferin, now Emerson, where head-

quarters were established. July 8th, 1875 the whole

force took up its march for the extreme A\7est.

The promise of an adventurous, and somewhat free

life attracted a very fine class of men, and I do not

think it is too much to say that no finer military, or

semi-military, body ever existed in the British service.

A large proportion of the rank and file were men from

all parts of the world where hard service had -been en-

countered, and a very large proportion of these rapidly

rose from the ranks and eventually filled posts of great

importance. A number were engaged in the recent

war, where some have risen to the rank of general.

Recruits were required to be between 18 and 40 years

of age, able to read and write in either English or

French, active, sound, of good character and able to

ride.

The officer in command was styled commissioner, his

subordinates inspectors, later changed to superinten-

dents, sub-inspectors, constables and sub-constables.

The arms were Winchester 45-75 repeating rifles,

with revolver of similar calibre, British Army pattern,

the latter being supplanted later on by a Colt's pattern,

and the rifle by the Ross rifle.

On marching West the force comprised the follow-

ing: The commissioner with his staff of three; four

inspectors; eleven sub-inspectors; one surgeon; one

veterinary surgeon ; thirty constables
; twenty-four sub-

constables; two hundred acting constables, a total of

two hundred seventy-five with three hundred ten hor-
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ses; 20 guides ;md halt' breeds (hunters, trachers, etc.) ;

two field pieces; two mortars; one hundred forty-two

working oxen: ninety-three beef cattle; seventy-three

wagons ;
one hundred and fourteen oxcarts known as

Red River carts which were made locally and built en-

tirely of wood, not even an iron nail being used in their

construction.

The objective was the foot of the Rockies somewhere

near the International Boundary. The route taken was

known as the South Trail touching the present site of

the City of Regina, thence through the Cypress Hills

to a point near the entrance of the Crow's Nest Pass

where the first permanent camp was established, now
the site of Fort McLeod. This was reached in August
after some trying experiences in crossing the great

plains where the feed had been destroyed by the

prairie fires which had come from the South across the

Border and had been raging for weeks. After a short

rest a post was established and detachments distributed,

the main body taking up their march for the seat of the

Government of the North West Territories at Living-

stone. From here detachments were sent out covering

the whole country. These necessarily were small bod-

ies, often only two men, and at times but one, but such

was the respect in which the force was held that even

one man could safeguard a very large area and cases of

defying their authority was practically unknown.

All commissioned officers were ex-officio justices of

the peace armed writh very much larger powers than in

ordinary cases and could try all offences other than

capital crimes. Where the assistance of a brother of-

ficer, or other magistrate was not readily obtainable
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the officer in charge sat alone and dispensed justice

without assistance.

The duties of the police were very diversified and

included the suppression of the liquor traffic, which had

been most profitable when carried on among the plains

Indians. All fermented liquors were by Act of Domin-

ion Parliament taboo in the whole area North and West

of the Province of Manitoba, unless the possessor was

armed with a permit from the Lieut. Governor of the

Territories, which were obtainable by any person of

good standing, on application, up to the limit of five

gallons. These permits, for some years, were good until

taken up, and many lived to a ripe old age. I owned

one that through constant and long use had to be made

presentable by being mounted on buck-skin, but sad to

relate, this regulation was rescinded and a time limit

placed on them.

In this branch of their duties the police were very

energetic, and it was indeed a rare case where any one

evaded their eagle eyes. When found without the

cover of a permit, all liquor was spilled and a heavy
fine running up to $200.00, was imposed.

On the Plains, especially toward the American line,

a great part of the work was suppressing the universal

practice and custom of the Indians in stealing horses,

and ladies from their neighbors (I place horses first, as

a good one was more highly prized, especially if a

buffalo runner, as giving less trouble to its new owner.

This practice was carried on constantly and as these

amusements were not considered criminal by any means,

and success in carrying them out resulted in honours
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being accorded to the adventurous brave. The prac-

tice was therefore difficult to suppress.

Fire patrol in the danger season was a very impor-

tant part of the duties and during the spring and fall

took up a great deal of time as at these seasons the In-

dians of the Plains used to fire the grass to secure early

feed for the buffalo and for their horses. By burning
in the autumn the movements of the buffalo could be

controlled in a great measure. In the early days little

trouble was met with in bush fires there being little if

any settlement in the timbered country, while the In-

dians of those parts fully realizing the necessity of pre-

serving a timber cover as protection for game and fur

bearing animals, used ever precaution to prevent fires.

In this connection I may say that in my many years in

the country and intimate dealings with our Indians, I

have rarely met with instances where one has deliber-

ately set out fire in a bush district, and where fire

did occur through Indian agency it was due to some

mishap such as failure to completely extinguish a camp
fire

; again, as a rule their fires were always made in a

tepee unless when camping for only one meal when a

bare or rocky spot was always selected on which to

light one.

The early self government of the country, known as

the North West Assembly, a semi-elective body, framed

stringent laws dealing with fires, and with your per-

mission I will quote some enacted in the year 1877, and

brought into force on July 1st, of that year :

"An Ordinance for the Prevention of Prairie and

Forest Fires-

Passed 22nd March, 1877.
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Be it enacted by the Lieutenant-Governor of the

North West Territories, by and with the advice and
consent of the Council, as follows :

1. Any person who kindles or is party to kindling
a fire in the open air in any part of the said Territories,

except for actual camp purposes or to protect build-

ings, stacks or other like property in danger of being

destroyed by running fires, or for clearing lands in

months of December, January, February, March or

April, by burning log heaps sufficiently separated from

surrounding brush-wood or other inflammable material

to prevent fire from spreading, shall, on conviction

thereof, pay a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars

with costs of prosecution, and in default of payment
be imprisoned for a term not exceeding six months.

2. Any person who kindles or is a party to kindling

a fire in the open air for any of the purposes allowed

in the next preceding section, and who neglects taking
effectual means to prevent such fire from running at

large, or to extinguish it after such purposes has been

served, shall, on conviction be liable to a fine not ex-

ceeding fifty dollars, with costs of prosecution, and in

default of payment be imprisoned for a term not ex-

ceeding three months.

3. Nothing in this ordinance shall bar or prevent

the owner of private property from recovering damages
from any offender against the first and second sections

of this ordinance.

4. Prosecutions under this ordinance shall take

place in a summary manner.

5. It shall be the duty of all police and other peace

officers upon view of an infraction of any of the enact-
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incnts of this ordinance forthwith to arrest the offend-

er by the authority of this ordinance, and without fur-

ther warrant bring him before a judge, stipendiary

magistrate, or justice of the peace, to be dealt with

according to law.

6. In prosecution upon information under this or-

dinance where by conviction is secured and a fine paid
or collected, the informer shall be entitled to receive

one half of the said fine.

7. This ordinance shall come into operation on the

first day of July, in the year one thousand, eight hun-

dred and seventy-seven ;
and on and from the said first

day of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-

seven, the act passed by late Council of the North

West Territories, instituted, "An Act for the Preven-

tion of Prairie and Forest Fires in the North West
Territories of the Dominion of Canada," shall have no

force or effect within the limits of the North West Ter-

ritories as now by law defined."

These laws were amended and made more stringent
in 1879 and 1885. It will be noticed that all of these

enactments provided for prosecution in a summary
manner, and the informant was to receive one-half of

all fines imposed, no warrant being necessary in mak-

ing an arrest. In so far as the police were concerned,
these laws were strictly and impartially enforced and
the way of the transgressor was indeed very had as few

offenders escaped arrest while the guilty were never

known to evade punishment commensurate with the

offense.

Numerous fires started from the camp fires of trad-

ers and freighters crossing the prairies during dry sea-
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sons when many of the lakes and streams dried up.

These fires, fanned by the frequent high winds which

prevailed, spread with lightning rapidity and soon as-

sumed proportions which it was most difficult to deal

with especially where help was so hard to secure as

settlement on the Plains was unknown.

All settlers and travelers were compelled to at once

to proceed to a fire in the vicinity when warned out by
a Policeman, or Fire Guardian, under severe penalty

for failure to respond to such notice. Towns were not

exempt and many instances have occurred where the

whole able bodied population of some Town or Village

was turned out to save the situation. The Police al-

ways took charge of such fire fighting parties, and

where horses and ploughs were available, the sod was

turned and a single furrow often checked a fire or ren-

dered it possible to back-fire. Digging and throwing
earth on burning grass was often resorted to and

where water was available, dampened grain sacks,

bunches of willow or other scrub were used to beat out

the flames. Another very effective weapon of defense

was a green ox hide which was pulled by a lariat behind

a galloping horse.

As settlement advanced over the open country the

danger from fire increased as many burned old grass

in spring to secure feed, as did the Indians. Burning
old bottoms of hay meadows and marshes was another

prolific source of danger as from the settlers standpoint,

to make a success of it, the burning was required to be

done when the meadows were dry. Great trouble was

given to the police in later years in discovering the
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guilty parties as night was the favorite .'time" i< SMI!

operations.

The advent of railways was another source of great

danger although legislation was enacted compelling

the companies to place spark arresters in the smoke

stacks of all locomotives. This was honoured in the

breach more than the observance for some time, and it

was difficult for the police to secure conviction when

fires started from the right-of-way as appeal was in-

variably made from the judgment of local officers and

carried to the high courts where the companies en-

gaged the highest local talent, while in the case of a

tramp, traveler, settler or other privaitie offender, it was

rarely that collection of fines or imprisonment failed

to follow conviction.

The mere presence of a mounted policeman in uni-

form in a settlement was not only a deterrent to would-

be fire setters, but in all law breaking, as it was a well

established fact that no pains would be spared to trace

up and bring guilty parties to justice. Many wonder-

ful experiences have been met with by members of the

force in prosecution of their duties.

In my own experience as an agent of Dominion

lands and in charge of the departmental timber over

a large area, I may say that the services of the police

were most helpful as in a number of instances the

regularly appointed crown timber inspectors were po-

litical appointees and were naturally more or less under

the influence of their member. In the case of a seizure

of timber cut in trespass, or of cutting without a per-

mit, the offending party would seek protection from

his political friends which resulted in many instances
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hi :
ii w-iilidrWal of the charge, or at least a failure to

pay the dues or fine. For years it was my plan to

requisition for from four to six mounted policemen

during the winter when our timber was being cut.

These I established in the timber country placing them

in charge of certain mills where settlers were in the

habit of having their permit timber sawn, and I cannot

recall an instance where one of these officers, who by
the way wore their striking uniform, failed to collect

the necessary dues, whereas, our crown timber men
seldom did. Among the foreign population of my dis-

trict it was the general rule for them to say, as the

coon is said to have done "do not shoot Mr. Boone, I

will come down," and it was a case of "How much
mister" and the money was forthcoming wkh no de-

mands for refunds.

In conclusion, T may say that I firmly believe there

never was a force of men of such small numbers who

managed a new and practically wild country of such

extent in such a satisfactory manner. During the

whole setlement period only one mail robbery occurred

and that was carried out by a half-witted settler who
was in irons within 12 hours after committing the deed.

None of the numerous treaty parties, traders or other

traveling parties were ever molested or robbed of a

cent. Personally I have carried thousands of dollars

of government money destined to be paid out to the

Indians, and never asked for, or required, an escort.

No train holdup ever occurred in the jurisdiction of

the mounted police of whom it is on record that: since

the creation of the force to the present day, no crim-

inal has ever escaped them, and no mattter what ex-
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pense was incurred, or time spent, if alive, itihe offender

was arrested. Only recently a party returned from a

two years hunt for some esquimoux who were reported
to have murdered two Americans in the extreme North.

The party after great hardship in the Artie regions

found their men who however proved the killing to

have been done in self defense.

HUOMATKAA! !

Isn't that a warning which might reasonably be ex-

pected to start something? Just a casual glance at the

Forester's mail any of these mornings would bear out

the suggestion. And yet this "Stop, Look, Listen"

signal is no more weird than is the fate which is to be-

fall some of the timber in the Finnish settlements of

northeastern Minnesota, that is, if we are to credit

English as "she is spoke" with the aid of a Finnish-

English dictionary. For "Huomatkaa" is merely the

title to the Finn notice calling attention to the law

which -requires that before cutting any timber the op-

erator rnusi send the Forester a list of the descriptions,

in order that rangers may keep a check on slash

disposal. Since we apparently write Finnish, many of

the operators assume that we must be able to read it as

well
;
so the subject matter of several letters is written

in that language, and the State Forester's title under-

goes a metamorphosis and becomes "Valtion metsan-

tarkastaja." But to our great relief, legal descriptions

do not seem to be readily translatable, and accordingly

we can notify the Ranger that Vaino "VViikinen intends
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to log the NE l
/i N\V'/4? Section 28, Township 61, Range

18. One of the operators obviously has no designs at

avoiding brush disposal instructions, for he informs us

that he is going to "cleanse" the land, the better to

plant "hay seeds" next spring. Another ingenious

logger must have been reading up on Paul Bunyan to

j.!'<>od advantage, as lie is going to "chop off the SW*/4

SW 1

/} and dump the timber'' he doesn't say where;
but it will be remembered that when Paul wanted to

log a quarter section he simply hitched Babe, the Big
Blue Ox, to the tract and hauled it down to the lamp-

ing, where the timber was sheared off into the river and

the logs were driven down stream, the cleared quarter

section then being returned to its proper location. Per-

haps with a similar procedure in mind, a neighbor of

the aforesaid operator is "tumbling" his timber. The

notification sent in by Matti Jarvinen (who is evidently

cutting mining logging) at first made us wonder if the

(Jovernment was investigating a substitute for leather

and canvas in anticipation of the next year, for he

slated he was making wooden leggings. Such an inno-

vation ought to materially assist' the rookies in develop-

ing a military bearing. All in all, the vein of uncon-

scious humor running thru this phase of correspond-
< nee has the effect of removing it from the common-

place, so that copying it for the information of the

rangers concerned is anything but the monotonous

task of former years.



RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE
MINNESOTA FORESTRY

ASSOCIATION.
January 31st, 1919

Whereas, the forest regions of Minnesota have again

experienced the catastrophe of great forest fires, caus-

ing the death of over three hundred of our citizens and

the loss of twenty-five million dollars worth of prop-

erty, besides millions of dollars worth of young grow-

ing timber
;
and

Whereas, the effective and heroic work done by the

small force of rangers and patrolmen fighting theflames

and rescuing settlers point the way to almost complete

safety at reasonable cost : now, therefore, be it

Resolved, that this Association petition the legisla-

ture now in session to appropriate the sums asked by
the State Forestry Board for the maintenance of the

Forest Service, in order that our still great heritage of

forest wealth, and the cities, villages and settlers within

the wooded districts may not be needlessly sacrificed
;

and be it further

Resolved, that as an aid to the Forest Service in its

efforts to prevent forest fires, legislation be enacted

prohibiting the setting of fires during certain seasons

in grass, peat, brush or woodland except under permit
from a forest ranger. And be it further

Resolved, that the drainage of peat lands far in ad-

vance of settlement be discouraged by appropriate

legislation, so that valuable tracts of spruce pulpwood
and other timber, much of it owned by the state, may
not be killed by over-drainage, and later ruined by fires
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which in dry peat lands are difficult to prevent or conr

trol.

Whereas, there is now a popular movement for the

construction of many miles of permanent highways,

and whereas under past and present methods of road

clearing, thousands of splendid promising trees have

been needlessly cut down from the outer portions of

the roadway; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, that this Association favors legislation

making it the duty of all officials having in charge the

construction of maintenance of public roads, to take

measures to preserve desirable trees, shrubs and other

natural growth that would beautify the highways under

their charge, and to plant long-lived trees.

Whereas, there are many millions of cords of pulp-

wood on the State lands in northern Minnesota, and

Whereas, the pulp mills of the state in which many
millions of dollars are invested are largely dependent

upon those supplies for raw material in the future, be it

Resolved, that this Association favor the conserva-

tive handling of these lands on modern, scientific for-

estry principles that this pulp supply may be kept free

from loss by fire or wasteful methods which might force

the abandonment of these profitable and necessary in-

dustries, and

Resolved, that the State Forestry Association and
the State Forestry Board should work with the State

Auditor to bring about these results, giving to the State

Auditor the benefit of all the expert advice within their

power.

Resolved, that the Association is in favor of dis-

couraging the posting of signs on any trees on the pub-
lic highway, or other public places.
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SERVICE NOTES
Lieut. Clifford A. Laflin, who prior to the war was

draftsman in the State Forester's office, is now with the

Army of Occupation at Bendorf, on the Rhine. On

January 27, 1919, the Croix de Guerre was awarded to

Lieut. Laflin.

Sergeant L. R. Beatty, formerly ranger at Orr, Minn.,

writes from Arveyres, Gironde, Prance, that his com-

pany is still awaiting orders to sail for the States. After

two months of patient waiting, the boys are becoming

restless, and the one big question is "Where are all

those ships that Uncle Sam built in 1918?"

Lieut. H. C. McDuffee has had some interesting ex-

periences with the Commission appointed to estimate

the forest damage in France. He traveled all over

northern France, and reported to Paris the results of

the examination. Lieut. McDuffee has been with the

Balloon Service in France; he expects to sail soon for

"the good oldU .8. A."

Practically all of the boys who left with the 10th

Engineers (Forest) later combined with the 20th En-

gineers have now returned to this country, after

eighteen months service in the forests of France, get-

ting out timber products for the Allies. They have

nothing but praise for the systematic, business-like

manner in which the French manage their woodlands;
but in all other respects "there's no place like home."
The legislature at this writing has passed one forestry

measure, the leasing of Douglas Lodge and cottages

by the Forestry Board for a term of years. The addi-

tion to the Park of fourteen sections has a good pro-

spect of being enacted into law. The bills with refer-

ence to appropriations have not as yet been acted on.
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SHALL WE WASTE OUR FOREST
RESOURCES

THE
time seems to have come for extending the

practice of forestry beyond the limits of the state

and national forests. The lumbermen are beginning to

feel the need of certain concessions in the way of tax

reforms and better fire protection if they are going to

be able to manage their business on the most economical

basis and get a little permanency into it. The paper
makers feel it even more keenly. The public, on the

other hand, is tired of seeing the area of non-produc-
tive cut over land steadily increase while they are

obliged to pay even increasing prices for lumber. They
are beginning to recognize the inconsistency of ship-

ping timber from the far Pacific coast at high freight

rates while hundreds of square miles of good forest

land lies unproductive within the borders of the state.

It is not a question that can be -settled in a minute. It

will require big concessions on both sides, but they are

reasonable concessions which both sides will find to be

to their advantage in the end. Col. H. S. Graves, Chief

of the U. S. Forest Service, in a speech delivered be-

fore the American Lumber Congress in Chicago on

April 16th outlined the situation pretty much as fol-

lows.

Lumbermen, said Colonel Graves, are studying the

needs of the industry and are doing many constructive

things to increase its efficiency. Nevertheless, the

great fundamental problems are not being solved. The

industry is still essentially unstable, labor conditions
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are unsatisfactory, forest depletion is of increasing

seriousness, and our public forest policy is incomplete.

It was pointed out that the lumber industry has been

seeking governmental aid along various lines, to help

it get on a more stable basis through curtailment of

production, relief from present methods of taxation,

price standards, and in other ways. In seeking such

help, however, the industry has failed to recognize any

obligation to provide for forest replacement after cut-

ting. While the injury and loss that accompany de-

moralized industrial conditions are necessarily of pub-

lic concern, the question of forest renewal and growth
on cut-over lands now left unproductive is still more

important.

Forest renewal is of vital interest, Colonel Graves de-

clared, not only to the public but also to the owners of

timberlands. "We have enough non-agricultural

land,
' '

he said,
' '

to produce for all time lumber in abun-

dance, for ourselves and for export. The public must

share with the owners both the responsibility and the

burden of securing the essential objectives. Those

sought by the public are fundamentally the same as

those needed for the permanent well being of the lum-

ber industry. It is necessary to plan a program broad

enough to accomplish them.

"I am ready to advocate a policy more far-reaching

in all respects than has generally been offered. I

would afford whatever public assistance is needed to

make possible the conservative handling of our for-

ests, and I would then make fire protection, conserva-

tive production of lumber, and right methods of re-

moval a matter of requirement, with such public direc-



tion and control as is necessary to realize the aims de-

sired by the public.
"

A comprehensive policy of forest development, said

Colonel Graves, would make for permanent mills, place

timber on the market only as it is needed, protect the

present resource, classify the lands, encourage agri-

culture, and secure tree-growth on non-agricultural

lands. Timberlands would be placed on a sound basis

of management instead of a speculative basis, and in-

dustrial plants given a permanent life. The resulting

labor conditions would attract men who want to settle

down instead of migrate. The public would have tim-

ber in abundance, at reasonable prices. It could afford

to give its financial credit and authority if its interests

are safeguarded by adequate control in public hands.

"We have the problems to solve'', the speaker con-

cluded, "and we can not continue to ignore them. Pub-

lic demand for action is increasingly urgent. It should

be in accordance with broad constructive plans rather

than by piecemeal legislation by different states. I am

asking for co-operation in laying the ground work for a

national policy, and have initiated a series of confer-

ences to this end. I hope that lumbermen will concur

in the need of such a movement, and will join in the

undertaking to work out a constructive program."

A NEW TREE PLANTING AGENCY

MR.
P. C. RECORDS, cashier of The First State

Bank at Castle Rock, is trying a novel experi-

ment. He felt the need of tree planting in his com-



munity and decided to do something for his patrons.

He offered to take orders from them for evergreen
trees and then order them through the bank, to get the

advantage of purchasing in quantity. The result was
an aggregate order for over ten thousand trees. The

bank is going to go still further and secure for its pa-

trons a talk on how to plant trees and will conduct a

demonstration on the local school grounds.

If all of the banks would do this for their farmer

patrons it would do much to increase the farm values

in their communities.

THE FARM TREE PLANTERS CLUB

SO
far there has never been any money available in

the funds of the Extension Division of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for prairie planting or wood-lot

projects. This spring the Division of Forestry started

a little extension venture of its own and organized a

Farm Tree Planting Club among the school children of

the six prairie counties of Yellow Medicine, Lac Qui

Parle, Chippewa, Big Stone, Swift and Stevens. One

hundred little trees were offered to each of five pupils

in each school in those counties and an ounce of ever-

green seed to any one pupil in each school, at a nominel

cost to cover digging, packing and mailing. Each ap-

plicant agreed to keep a diary of the work done in

planting and caring for his stock, and to make a report

in the fall on the results.

The results are most encouraging. One hundred

and eighteen applicants were received, which is pretty
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good for the first attempt. Many of the teachers were

enthusiastic, and the success of the plan is largely due
to their splendid co-operation. It is felt that this work
will do much to overcome the belief that evergreens are

hard to grow in these sections. It will make many
boys and girls familiar with the actual handling of

planting stock and should add a great deal to the in-

terest in tree planting in the section as a whole.

FROM THE MURMANST COAST

MR.
HENRY DENNIS, a graduate of the Minnesota

College of Forestry and son of the Mayor of Ash-

land, Wis., has many friends am'ong our readers. He
worked for the State Forest Service as a patrolman
and at the Forest Experiment Station at Cloquet. He
is now serving as a Lieutenant in the 339th infantry,

fighting the Bolsheviks on the Murmanst coast. The

following letter written to his father will be of inter-

est both as news of a friend and as first hand informa-

tion from the fighting front.

The Letter

American Barge, - -
River, Russia, Sept. 29, 1918.

Dear Father: Opportunities to write have been few

and far between since we reached Russia and I am not

sure even that this will reach the post. We reached

Archangel with an epidemic of influenza aboard, a

pretty down hearted lot, to unload supplies on Sept.

3, with snow in the air. Archangel, which is head of



the expedition, we observed only from the deck of our

steamer, for our battalion was sent out as soon as

scowls could be provided. For five days we traveled

up the (censored) river in big barges, making slow

progress, but having an interesting time. The most re-

grettable feature was the sickness. I consider myself
fortunate to have completely recovered after several

days of the disease. The doctor tells me my condition

was serious for a while.

Northern Russia as seen from the river is much like

parts of northern Wisconsin. Usually meadows stretch

from the river from a quarter to half a mile, merging
into forests of pine and spruce, formerly the imperial

forests. Hardwoods are scarce, but there are enough
of them with their colored foilage to make the land-

scape very beautiful at this season. Ducks, geese, rab-

bits and a species of woodhen are found in abundance,
but as we have no shotguns we have to live on our tin

ration. The only roads in this region parallel the riv-

ers very closely, and it is along these the population is

centered. The farther south we go the more fertile

the soil and the more prosperous the people, relatively.

Farming is carried on in communities twenty or more

families making up a village or nevradya (phonetic).

After five days on the river we reached a British

base and halted for two or three days. The French

and Scots had pushed the bolsheviki south of this point

and we were the first American unit to join them. Our

first field work consisted of a march south into the

bolshevik country. Our company was sent on to re-

lieve a Scot company holding a little town on the (cen-

sored). We reached the village about midnight and,
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my platoon being the advance guard, pushed on to the

far end and took over the Scot outposts in the dark.

The town was filled with booty the Scots had taken

from the bolsheviki who had been forced out only the

day before. Early in the morning we were cooking
breakfast when a fusillade from the river started us up.

A bolshevi boat, heavily armed, was trying to land a

force of men and had opened up on two Scots in a look-

out post and killed them. I got the balance of my
platoon out and* joined the Scots and Russians on the

river bank. We had a lively exchange of courtesies for

a time, and had forced the steamer to the opposite

bank, when our British gunboat down stream opened

up at three-mile range. The sixth shell struck full

amidships and set her afire. The crew beached her on

an island and scattered downstream on logs and planks.

The ship was loaded with ammunition and gave us a

fourth of July exhibition while it lasted.

From that time for ten days we did little but march.

Leaving a town after breakfast we would halt at an-

other village late in the afternoon and take up billets

for the night. Usually we fared well in this respect.

Each platoon leader with his interpreter spots out room

for his own men. The houses are all alike, built of

logs, immense things. The front half of. both stories is

used for living quarters, the rear for stables and lofts.

Usually the kitchen and living rooms are clean and

warm, and make excellent headquarters for myself and

three sergeants, and the loft of straw does for the 40-odd

men of the platoon. I haven't seen a bed in Russia,

but the floor does quite well with an armful of straw

after a long day's march. We carry two days British



rations in packs, our reserve accompanying us with

wagon trains. By trade and barter with the natives

we manage to add a few fresh vegetables, some milk

and an occasional egg to the rather concentrated ration

we carry. Each man does his own cooking and I have

a little Greek broken in to prepare my meals and look

after my equipment. Naturally we travel light, sur-

plus equipment being stored on our barge, which fol-

lows as best it can under convoy of the British gun-

boat.

A week ago yesterday we had our first real taste of

action. Three companies of us entered a village about

noon, with the advance guard a mile or so ahead about

to enter another village. Prom the church steeple the

major sighted enemy entrenchments on the edge of the

village, men deploying, and several bolshevik boats in

the river. The space between the towns lay across

meadows commanded by the enemy positions. The

major sent one company across to follow the advance

guard, holding our company in reserve in a cemetery
on the edge of the town. After some desultory firing

the enemy spotted our position and opened up on us

with artillery, and we had a close shave in getting bet-

ter cover. From then on the artillery kept on all af-

ternoon
;
when dark came our company moved up into

the woods back of the town and spent a wretched night

in the rain. Our other two companies intrenched and

held excellent positions. Five gunboats in the river

and their artillery and one-pounders kept us in hot

water all morning. To make it worse we had nothing
to eat and no way of bringing it up.
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About 2 o'clock two platoons of our company were

sent out to take a position on their flank back of the

town. My platoon was on the right with two Lewis

guns and after advancing under scattered fire we fin-

ally engaged their position. We were in a tight fix

for two hours, outnumbered, and on unfavorable

ground. After a couple of hours we were ordered to

withdraw. Both my guns were out of action and I had

lost two men. The other platoon had one dead and

five wounded. At 5 o'clock our Russian artillery came

up and started them on the run. We re-organized,

joined two other companies and went at their positions

again but met no opposition.

We found a number of dead and a store of equip-

ment, and the natives informed us the bolsheviki had

dumped four wagonloads of dead and wounded in the

river. One of their gunboats surrendered, and was dis-

covered to be loaded with ammunition, food and cloth-

ing, a godsend to us with our limited transport facili-

ties. We have had a fairly easy time since then, with

no fighting, principally marching in mud, the most

dirty, tenacious variety 1 have ever known. For some

reason we were put aboard our barge last night and

today we feel like new after access to our clean clothes

and bedding rolls, and a night on cots. This time I

think we are bound for winter billets after a bit more

skirmishing, as the autumn can last only a few weeks

at best.

This is surely a strange expedition, forces of nearly

all the allies attempting to stamp out the German in-

fluence in Russia. The red guard is formed about a

nucleus of criminals and bandits, led by German offi-
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cers, one of whom we killed last week, and financed by
German money. Many of their adherents have joined

under duress and to get something to eat, and in a test

of courage they do not stand the gaff well. They have

plenty of clothing, money and ammunition, and have

terrorized the population into a sort of submission.

The Russian units organized by the British are a valiant

bunch of huskies, capably led, easily a match for any-

thing they may encounter, and their artillery has al-

ready proved its value to us.

The Russians we have encountered are of the peasant

class, deeply religious and simple as children, and re-

sponsive to good treatment. There are no schools and

I have not yet seen a store or bazaar. They grind grain

between stones after the sickle and flail, weave their

own cloth, mold candles and live as close to the primi-

tive as the Pilgrim fathers. Sheep and cattle, with a

few ponies are the only livestock. Money has abso-

lutely no value to them, a little tea or an handful of

tobacco being a far better medium of exchange in

trading with them. In the first place the ruble is at

about one-fourth par and there are so many varieties

of paper money one can never be sure of its value. The

bolsheviki carry a press and dash it off as it is needed

to pay for food, that is, where they pay at all. My own
wants have been so few that in one month my expenses
have been just 12 shillings.

I am fortunate in having several men in the platoon
who speak the language, and I am gradually picking

up a vocabulary myself. After a winter in Russia I

should be able to get along, especially as the long win-

ter promises a lot of time for study after we go into
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billets. We all hope and believe that the thing cannot

last much longer and that within a year we shall be at

home again. It will have been a great experience ;
I

only wish that communication with the States was bet-

ter.

This may be the last letter I can get out for some

time. But it leaves me in excellent health and spirits,

and only cold weather to fear, and after my winters

spent in the woods that does not appeal to me as it

might. Somewhere between the states and Archangel
I must have some mail, for we have had none since July
14. The only thing I would like now is a big fall apple

or a basket of grapes to break the monotony of English

tea and biscuits.

Henry.

CAMP CLOTHING, PACKSACKS AND
OTHER SUNDRIES

By D. LANGE

THE
list of clothing and the attached price list given

in some books on camping are rather formidable

and discouraging. The truth is that the cost of cloth-

ing necessary for a camping trip in warm weather, that

is during summer and early autumn, need not bar either

boy or girl, man or woman from enjoying one or sev-

eral weeks of out-door life.

Let us begin with footwear. A heavy lace boot

reaching almost up to the knee, costing from $6.00 to

$12.00 a pair and weighing from five to eight pounds
when wet is taboo. Aside from the necessary expenses
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it is easily figured out that the man, who walks ten

miles will lift a heavy boot about twenty-thousand

times, which is about equivalent, as your mathematical

friend can easily demonstrate, to carrying a ton of coal

up four flights of stairs and it produces exactly the

same effect. You feel in the evening that you have

done a hard day 's work, and you have. I used to work

at this boot-lifting work, when I first went camping.

Besides being heavy, these boots are also very hot.

After some years of experience I have adopted a very
different plan. AVhen a pair of ordinary high shoes

gets too old and worn to serve any longer for street and

office wear in the city, I have them half-soled and the

heels straightened; and the shoemaker is instructed to

put a few small hobnails into the soles and the heels.

If necessary the uppers are also repaired, so no sand or

sticks can get into them. For a month's camping I have

about three pairs fixed up in this way. One pair, in

that case, is provided with rubber heels and, of course,

has no burs on the heels. These old shoes serve the

purpose excellently. They are comfortable, light and

cool. If you come to a stream or a marsh, you wade

through it and get wet, but in camp you put on dry
socks and shoes and let the wet shoes dry. This is a

much better plan than to walk about in high heavy

boots, which are not water proof anyhow, for the only

really waterproof footwear is rubber, which is unbear-

ably hot in summer.

Low shoes of any kind are well enough in camp, but

are worthless on the trail, because sticks and sand will

get into them. The best shoes for a woman to wear are

light weight calf skin walking shoes with laces, button
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shoes, shoes with high heels, and shoes with tliin papery-

uppers are undesirable for very evident reasons.

For socks and stockings the thin woolen kind are the

best. Cotton socks are undesirable because they be-

come hard and sticky with perspiration and are likely

to cause blisters.

Any kind of old clothing in good repair is good for

camping, overalls and khaki trousers, and khaki skirts

for women are also serviceable. For shirts, any light

weight flannel or summer outing shirts serve well.

Most books insist on woolen underwear, but for the

ordinary summer camp, the usual light weight cotton

underwear with two or three changes is much m'ore

comfortable, unless one is accustomed to wearing wool-

en underwear at all times.

A coat is well enough around camp or on cool even-

ings, but on the trail or in the canoe it is always in the

way. A sweater is much more convenient and on the

trail a man wears trousers, belt, shirt and a soft felt

hat, preferably gray in color and of light weight. In a

canoe one may wear an inexpensive large-rimmed soft

straw hat. A pair of lightweight leather outing gloves

should be added to the equipment. They are needed

to protect the hands from the glare of the sun and from

being scratched by brush and sticks.

For a trip on which the equipment has to be carried

one or more packsacks are indispensible. There should

be one for each man or older boy in the party; one or

more medium large and one or more medium small.

Blankets and bulky articles are placed into the larger

packsacks, while less bulky objects go into the smaller

pnes. A small packsack is also very serviceable for
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Taking a rest on a portage.



transporting lunch, pails and dishes on short excur-

sions from camp.

Making up a pack, while somewhat of an art, is not

difficult to learn. The open packsack is laid flat on the

ground. Then a blanket is folded, not rolled, so as to

cover flat and exactly the whole side, which will touch

the man's back. Then rolls of clothing or other soft

articles are shoved down to the bottom of the pack-

sack. On top of this may be placed such heavy and

angular articles as canned goods, cameras and books.

After that the packsack may be filled up with anything,

but great care must be taken that the side near the

man's back remains flat and that no hard angular ar-

ticles will be felt on the carrier's back. Blankets,

clothing and pillows finish off the pack on the top, and

it is surprising what an amount of material a large

packsack can hold. In fact, old campers say that a

packsack never gets full.

While it may be true that the capacity of a packsack
is unlimited, the carrying capacity of a man is decided-

ly limited.

For a man not used to this kind of work, forty

pounds is enough, fifty pounds is a big load and sixty

pounds is a heavy burden. None of these packs seem

excessively heavy at the beginning of a trail, but at the

end of ten miles they will seem to have doubled their

weight.

I remember a big young man, with a good opinion of

his strength, starting bravely on a ten mile trail with

sixty pounds. At the end of three miles he was ready
to divide his pack and return for half of it the next day
and he made no objections when I offered to exchange
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my fifty pound pack for his. It is true that old Jim

Geseek at Grand Marais, used to carry a hundred

pounds for twenty miles without resting, but Jim

Geseek carried packs all his life time.

A school boy fourteen years old should not carry

more than about twenty-five pounds for ten miles and

the average city man, after he gets hardened to it may
carry thirty-five pounds all day long without fatigue.

A packsack should be provided with a head strap, by
means of which the carrier can from time to time shift

the weight from his shoulders to his forehead.

WILLING TREES AND SPROUTS

IN
the Australian Forestry Journal of July, 1918,

there is an article entitled "Poisoning Green Tim-

ber,
' ' from which it appears that very successful results

have been secured in destroying such timber by the use

of arsenic. The method as described by Mr. C. W.
Burrows, Field Assistant of the Department of Agricul-

ture, is as follows :

Of late years, the action of arsenic has been intro-

duced with marked success in hastening the killing by
the ringbarking process, and trees that ordinarily would

take months to kill by the old method, are now killed

in a few weeks, and frequently in a few days, by the

application of arsenic.

Arsenic the ordinary white arsenious oxide of com-

merce is not soluble in water to any great extent, so

that soda, either the ordinary washing soda or caustic
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soda, has to be used to dissolve it. When large amounts

of the solution are required, washing soda will be the

cheaper, but for small quantities of solution, caustic

soda will possibly be found the handiest.

When preparing the solution, whether caustic soda

or washing soda is used, first dissolve the soda in a con-

venient amount of water, using heat, if desirable, to

assist and hasten it; then slowly add the arsenic, pre-

viously made into a thin paste (as the housewife treats

her cornflour), stirring all the time; place on a strong

fire, and after it has come to the boil, allow it to remain

boiling for at least half an hour
;
stir from time to time,

and be careful to stand on the side away from the

fumes, as, being poisonous, they are apt to cause sick-

ness. When the arsenic is thoroughly dissolved, the

solution may be made up to the required bulk by adding
the remainder of the water, either hot or cold.

A useful strength for quick and effective work in all

kinds of timber is as follows:

Arsenic, 1 Ib.

Washing soda, 1 Ib. or caustic soda y* Ib.

Water, 4 gallons.

Whiting, y2 Ib.

The addition of this whiting is merely that it may serve

as an indicator on trees treated, as it turns white on

slightly drying, making it quite certain what trees

have been operated on.

The time to carry out the work of poisoning is when
the tree is dormant, that is in the winter months.

Trees can be killed by arsenic or ringbarking at prac-

tically any time of the year, but to prevent suckering
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it is highly important to operate when the sap is down,
or just completing its downward course.

Having decided on the season and dissolved the

poison, we are ready to ''frill" the trees. By "frill-

ing" is meant a succession of downward axe cuts com-

pletely around the tree, each cut well overlapping the

adjoining ones, so as to leave no unsevered section of

bark up which the sap can flow. There is no doubt

that "frilling" alone would kill timber if allowed time,

but the poison does it in a fraction of the time
;
in fact,

trees have been killed in a few days. These cuts must

be through the bark and well into the wood proper,
and as close down to the ground level as is convenient

to cut them consistent with the shape of the tree, say,

from six to ten inches up.

For trees of four feet diameter, about a quart of so-

lution is poured into this frilling, right around the tree,

using an old teapot, or kettle, as the spout makes pour-

ing easy, and less is wasted by spilling needlesly round

about. Smaller trees naturally need less solution. Sap-

plings may be cut off low down, and with a swab-stick

the solution may be dabbed on to kill and prevent suck-

ering.

It is very important that this frilling and the apply-

ing of the poison be consistently and thoroughly carried

out, and not in any way slighted if good results are to

be looked for.

There need be no fear about stock being poisoned by

eating the fallen or dead leaves from poisoned trees;

for when the comparatively small quantity of solution

used is considered the likelihood of the leaves absorb-

ing any free arsenic is very remote. Nor is there much
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danger from stock grazing on areas frilled and poison-

ed, though it would be desirable to keep all stock off

for three or four weeks, when all possible chance of

danger would have disappeared.

HOW TO PREVENT DANGEROUS
FIRES

By JOS. A. KITTS

FOREST
fires in the United States destroy, year by

year, more than the forest yield. It is well known
to engineers and foresters that our forest resources are

so limited that we must augment normal reproduction

by planting, in order to insure a future supply. The

situation is now so critical that the fire problem is one

to which all should give earnest thought and attention

until a solution has been proven, accepted and put into

practice throughout the United States.

For the past twenty-eight years I have practiced, on

my home lands in California, a method of prevention
of destructive forest fires learned from the Sierra Ne-

vada Indians. I have found this method successful in

my second growth timber and also in prime forests

where the accumulation of litter (which is the cause of

destructive fires) was in considerable proportion. This

method has been highly satisfactory from every point

of view and is here offered as a solution of the fire pro-

blem in the coniferous forests.

The method consists in the burning of the forest lit-

ter, by means of surface fires, during and at the end of
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the wet season, in intervals of from five to fifty years,

the periodical rotation depending upon the local rate

of litter accumulation. The litter is then burned with-

out danger from ground or crown fires and, if handled

scientifically, aids in normal reproduction, removes the

excess underbrush, increases the forage, maintains the

forest in a thrifty and healthy condition and renders

the forest immune to destruction by fire at all seasons

of the year.

It is well known that the Indians practiced a periodic

burning over of the forests. Literature on the sub-

ject has explained this in many ways excepting the one

here given. When the California pioneer asked the

Indian why he set so many fires, he replied, "Letum go
too long get too hot killum all." The Indian knew
that the surface fire burned the litter and that the ac-

cumulation of litter was the cause of crown fires which

destroyed the entire forest cover. He used the surface

fire to prevent the crown fire and although he may not

have been very scientific, it must be admitted that his

methods were highly successful when compared with

present day fire loss. A careful examination of the

northern Sierra Nevada forests will show that the first

growth trees are fire-marked throughout all this forest ;

the indications of destructive fires prior to the coming
of the

" Americans" are in small proportions and so in-

distinct as to point to fire very remotely in the past, if

at all
; and, the ages of the prime trees precludes the

occurrence of destructive fires for hundreds and thou-

sands of years of aboriginal treatment. The pioneers

found these forests open and clean; today they are so

encumbered with fallen trees, underbrush and other
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litter that complete destruction is the usual result of a

summer fire.

I recently had an opportunity to study the very

densely planted forests of Prance. Crown fires are

unknown in these forests because the people pick up
the litter for fuel. It is not possible, of course, for us

to go fagoting through our forests and we must dis-

pose of the litter in some other manner.

Our attempt to maintain the non-fire policy has

shown that forest fires are inevitable where the forests

contain a large proportion of inflammable litter. The
destruction by fire increases as the litter increases.

Live trees will not burn without the sustained heat from

considerable dry fuel. A young conifer tree will with-

stand the intense heat which kills all but the topmost
limbs. We use the backfire to remove the litter in

order to stop a crown fire. The backfire may be used

under most adverse circumstances and does little or no

harm to the live trees. When the crown fire reaches

the area backfired the live trees will not sustain it and

it is stopped. In this case, the backfire limits the de-

struction. It may be used during and at the end of the

wet season to prevent it, and more economically. Fire

prevention simply delays the burning up of the last

conifer tree where it stands.

The importance of fire as a silvicultural agent in the

coniferous forests has been recognized in that it has be-

come the general practice to burn over cuttings to in-

sure reproduction, but it has not been fully appreciated.
Fire is an aid to reproduction as it creates favorable

conditions for the germination of the seeds by remov-

ing competition, preparing the seed bed, opening the
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closed cones, temporarily driving away seed eating ro-

dents, insects and fungus. Fire serves to keep a forest

clean and healthy by removing the insects and fungus
diseases which have their origin in the rotting litter on

the forest floor. These fires must be confined, of course,

to moderate surface fires as would be possible if the

rules for fire control (to follow) are used. The use of

fire is a silvicultural method particularly adaptable to

the coniferous forests because of their great fire resis-

tance and the fire favors the more valuable species and

the high-limbing sports.

The following rules for fire control may be safely

used by any engineer or forester experienced in forest

fire fighting :

1. Burn the forest litter, by means of surface fires,

during and at the end of the wet season, in intervals of

from five to fifty years, the periodical rotation depend-

ing upon the local rate of litter accumulation.

2. Do not light fires in the forest litter after the

humus becomes dry. A wet humus serves as an index

to the safe firing season and prevents ground fires.

3. Do not light fires while a high wind is prevail-

ing.

4. Burn the snags in mid-winter when the conditions

are unfavorable for fire.

5. Fire the lodgments of litter while conditions are

still unfavorable for surface fires.

6. Light the first fires over the areas of least litter

and least density of stand.

7. Backfire from the barriers. These barriers may
be roads, trails, canals, barren and cultivated areas, re-
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cently burned to over areas, bodies of water, ice, and

snow, and barriers scraped for the purpose.

8. Burn over the south slopes while the snow is on

the north.

9. Burn downward from the tops of the slopes.

10. Fire the ridges before the slopes and the slopes

before the ravines.

11. In initiating fir'e control, the order of burning
should be as follows for a five year rotation : 1st year

Snags; 2nd year Ridges; 3rd South Slopes; 4th

North Slopes ;
5th Ravines.

These rules will often conflict and require a logical

interpretation to fit the local conditions. No firing

should be done without a thorough investigation of the

litter conditions, topography, barriers, species or trees,

their age and density of stand, and a study of the fire

resistance of the various species of trees. Standing
dead snags, fallen trees, underbrush, limbs, cones,

leaves, needles, weeds and any dead and inflammable

material should be included as litter.

In trying out this method, I would recommend the

burning of fire lanes along the ridges of the timber

lands. The most important rule to be observed is not

to burn after the humus becomes dry.

I have written a paper, on this subject, which will

not be published in time to be available for use this

Spring and, as
" minutes count", I am taking this

method of bringing the matter before those interested.

I have known and practiced this method for twenty-

eight years without a destructive fire and, while in

France, my doubts as to whether my family had per-
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the Jack, do not wait for a fire to open them. They

open up in the fall before the cone falls from the tree

and spread the seed unprotected upon the ground
where it is readily burned up by the next fire. Repro-

duction of Jack pine would probably follow the first

fire, but the next protective fire would destroy the

young growth.
This objection might be overcome in some sections by

prolonging the interval between the fires so as to en-

able the trees to grow out of danger. In this section

the growth of underbrush is so dense and so rapid that

this would not be possible. By the time the trees had

reached a safe size the accumulation of brush and litter

would have become too great.

We wish Mr. Kitts every success in his campaign

against destructive forest fires, it is a subject that needs

the best thought that can be brought to bear on it but

we fear that fire lines, patrol and education expensive

as they are will have to be our chief reliance in Minne-

sota.

A WORKING PLAN OF ITASCA
PARK

PROF.
J. H. ALLISON has completed a preliminary

working plan for Itasca Park. Much of the field

work was done by the classes of the Forest School dur-

ing the past five years. These data, supplemented by

Prof. Allison's own field work, have been compiled and

transferred to a series of maps which show graphically

the exact status of the timber supply. One map shows
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in great detail the distribution of the different species

and types of timber, its size, density and conditions.

All the burned-over areas of the past six years are out-

lined. Another records the estimate of the standing
timber on each forty by species. A third map shows

all the areas where planting is necessary to produce a

normal stand.

The details of the maps and recommendations for ac-

tion in the future are contained in a report accompany-

ing the maps. The collection of this material has re-

quired months of field work, but it is of a high order

and will be invaluable in the management of the Park.

ARBOR DAY

THROUGH
an offer made by the Division of Forestry

of the University to the Public Schools of the state

many children will have a chance to plant real trees in

the true spirit of the day instead of making a farce of

it by planting a gooseberry bush or some flowers as has

been done too often in the past. Twenty-five trees

suitable for planting were offered to every school in the

state that would send twenty-five cents to cover the

postage and the cost of digging and packing. Many
schools responded and will have some real planting
stock on hand for Arbor Day.

Probably in nine cases out of ten this purchase has

been made by the teacher at her own expense. It is a

small expense, but one that should rightfully be taken

care of by the school board. They should see to it that
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enough trees are supplied to the school each year so

that every pupil could plant at least one tree, better

yet if they could plant enough to really learn to do it.

Watching somebody else does not do any good. The
school board has another duty to perform in this con-

nection, the care of these trees after they have been

planted. It is discouraging to the pupils to know that

trees have been planted every year just as they are

planting them and not be able to see any of them alive

to show for it. If they are to do well they must be

cultivated and protected from the weeds, grass and

brush which choke them. The teacher and the pupils

are gone soon after the trees are planted and the re-

sponsibility of caring for them till the next session of

school rests on the board.

The Massachusetts Forestry Association has made a

suggestion that is worthy of careful consideration. Ev-

ery village and city would be better off for a nearby

grove which would serve both as a park and as a muni-

cipal woodlot. Very many European villages have

them and they add tremendously to the beauty, health

and wealth of the community. Why not acquire a

tract of land near the city and let the children plant

trees there each Arbor Day to some purpose? There

would be some inspiration in that. Probably many of

the other citizens could be induced to help the children

in the planting.

Let's make a real planting day of it and accomplish

something.
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THE MONEY VALUE OF FARM
PLANTATIONS

OCR
country is so new that very few of our tree

plantations have ever been cut. Consequently
we have very little data on the actual money returns

on them. Theoretically we know pretty well what

they should yield but some people are slow to accept

theory in such matters. To them the following reports

of actual results may be of interest.

Castle Hock, Minn., March 14, 1919.

Mr. \Vm. T. Cox,
61 S. St. Albans,

St. Paul, Minn.

My Dear W. T. :

Your two letters of recent date are received. Very

glad indeed to hear from you.

Audit men who have raised trees for profit:

In my experience the only man to whom I can ac-

tually refer as having some basis for figuring a purely
financial gain on his planted trees, is A. R. Voss, of St.

James. \Vatonwnn Co. At the time of my visit there

he had some 26 acres of planted trees of some 28 or 29

varieties of both conifers and hards, on one of his

farms. These, at that time, 1912, were about 15 years
old. They had been paying him good returns both in

fuel for his various farms and town house and as a

windbreak to his corn field in the dry year of 11)11.

Roughly we estimated that his trees had, up to that

time, repaid to him ample rent for the period of time

for which they had occupied the ground and some



profit besides. In addition he had the timber still

standing to represent a profit, cash. A letter of in-

quiry to him might elicit a satisfactory reply.

P. C. RECORDS, Castle Rock, Minn.

Agricultural College, North Dakota, April, 4, 1919

Mr. W. T. Cox.

State Capitol,

St. Paul, Minn.

Dear Sir:

I plead guilty of being slow in answering your kind

favor of March 12th. I have been speaking from one

to four times a day the last seven or eight weeks and

my correspondence has been correspondingly neglected.

I have no definite data on the commercial value of

trees that have been planted in this state. There are

Cottonwoods that have been cut down in this state and

sawed into lumber and used for building farm houses.

In Turner County, South Dakota, there was a grove of

six acres of cottonwoods that was cut down and mark-

eted. This grove was thirty years old. If my memory
serves me right they got 88,000 feet of lumber and

three-hundred cords of wood from the six acres. This

of course may not be correct but I remember that I

roughly figured out that they made a bigger net profit

from the trees than if they had grown wheat on that

land the thirty years. I believe it would be a wise



plan to make an investigation as to the increase in

value of an acre of trees per year under Dakota and

Montana conditions.

T. A. HOVERSTAD,
Department ot' Marketing and Organization,

N. Dakota Agricultural College.

April 9, 1919.

University Farm, St. Paul, March 20, 1919.

Mr. W. T. Cox, State Forester,

State Capitol, Minn.

Dear Mr. Cox :

In regard to the use of planted groves from a finan-

cial standpoint, I might say that my father planted

trees along the road when he took his homestead some

forty years ago and three or four acres of trees about

the buildings. Most of these trees were the white

willow and we have been using them for fuel and fence

posts for the past 25 years and I would say that they

have been very profitable. We find that a willow fence

post will last from five to eight years and makes good
fuel at the end of that time.

I believe that there are a great many farmers

throughout the state that could give you a similar ex-

perience. I would estimate that our grove has been

equal to at least $100 a year for fuel and fence posts

for the past 25 years.

Yours very truly,

A. J. McGUIRE,
Dairy Specialist, University of Minn.

March 24, 1919.



Aberdeen, S. D., April 7, 1919.

Mr. T. A. Hoverstad,

Dept. of Marketing and Organization,

Agricultural College, N. D.

Dear Sir:

Answering your letter of April 4th, we have been

unable to locate the article you mentioned in your let-

ter, but we found another one describing the value of a

ten acre timber tract in Yankton County owned by
Geo. H. Whiting. We are enclosing a copy of this one

and hope it may be of some value to you. We are also

enclosing a clipping from our March 15th, 1919, issue

which contains some pictures of the saw mill at work
on the Andrew Mourer Farm in Richland County, N. D.

If we run across the other article, we will send the

information it contained. Call on us again if we can be

of service.

Very truly yours,

Special Service Department of

THE DAKOTA FARMER.
By E. V. Durkee.

TIMBER RAISING IN DAKOTA
(Extract from THE DAKOTA FARMER of February 15, 1908.

All admit that trees are valuable as shelter, and that

they make for pleasure in farm life. No farm home is

complete without them, and most farmers would feel

insulted if they were offered a price for such trees as

may be found around the homestead. But so far, but



Green ash makes a thrifty nnd profitable grove.



f?
:
w have figured on timber planting for commercial

purposes on our prairies, and yet there is here a possi-

bility that we cannot afford to neglect. A thing of

beauty is all the more valuable if it has a profit side to

it. At the recent meeting of the South Dakota Horti-

cultural society, this phase of the question was fully

discussed and some facts were brought to light to show

something of the dollar and cents side of tree raising.

C. V. Gardner, of Piedmont, S. D., in speaking of

"Forest Tree Planting in the Black Hills", said that

he had a five acre grove that he planted fifteen years

ago, composed mostly of ash. Owing to the scarcity of

timber, it is estimated, said Mr. Gardner, that hard-

wood will be practically a thing of the past for com-

mercial purpose fifteen years hence. "I have already

been offered $8,000," he declared, "for that five-acre

patch of timber, and I have refused it. By the time

that grove is twenty-five years old the trees alone will

be worth from $3.00 to $5.00 each, standing, and as

each acre easily contains 2,000 trees, one may readily

calculate what five acres would bring me ten years
hence."

Geo. H. Whiting of Yankton, said, continuing the

discussion, that in 1891 he purchased a tract of land on

the Missouri river bottom that contained ten aeres of

cottonwood trees. "It was a tract that was flooded by
the great overflow in the spring of 1891," said he. "I
have never devoted a day's time to it except to cut out

the dead timber and use the live when occasion de-

manded. It has supplied all the firewood that my fam-

ily has needed, have sold several hundred posts a year
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for some years past, and within the past three years I

have taken from that tract 50,000 feet of lumber, and I

still have left at least 150,000 feet of serviceable lum-

ber. Cottonwood lumber is today selling in Yankton

at $25.00 a thousand feet. In 1918, $40.00. I think

I am safely within the facts when I say that almost any-

where in South Dakota one can easily grow timber

enough, with only the proper care for (the first two or

three years after planting, to make the land on which

it grows make a gain of at least $20.00 an acre each

year in valuation because of the timber thereon. Ten

acres of timber referring to only the ordinary varie-

ties of quick growing hardwoods like cottonwood will

easily increase in value to the extent of $20.00 a year

per acre, and under favorable conditions as to moisture

-and soil it will more than double the figures I have

given."

IN THE MATTER OF PEAT
L. W. AVER

REFERRING
to Peat developments, I have become

much interested in the game. I have been getting

information from every available source, correspondence
and talking with folks from the "Old Country," who
have used it for fuel, and have not learned much yet.

The Old Country folks tell me it is better than either

wood or coal. If this is so, its potential value to the

state is second only to its Iron Mines.

I have already written to Washington for whatever



bulletins or other information the Government may
have to dispense on the "Subject of Peat." I have

also written to Ottawa, for Canadian Government Bul-

letins No. 299, "Peat Lignite and Coal" am expecting

them every mail. I have written to the Wisconsin

University for any thing they may have on the sub-

ject. I understand that in Wisconsin they have been

using Peat for some time as a source of "Fertilizer",

and they must know something about it.

Minnesota, though "long" on Peat mines seems to

be "shy" of documents relating thereto.

I wrote to the "M. IT.
"

for information, addressing

my letter to, "Dean of Mining Department" was an-

swered by E. W. Davis ' '

Supt. Mines Experiment Sta-

tion". He did not have anything to offer in the way
of information, except to direct me to the parties to

whom I have written but said, "There is at the pres-

ent time some agitation being started by J. A. 0. Preus,

State Auditor, having in view possible appropria-

tions carrying on investigation of the Peat industry, in

Minnesota:" From this I infer that Minnesota has no

published data in regard to
* *

Peat.
' '

If Peat has any such values as are claimed for it

even for fuel alone, you are right, when you say

"Greater profits are likely to be derived from selling

Peat, than from farming it."

Genuine Peat lands are absolutely "N. G." for farm-

ing. I have made some observations along this line

myself. You will find the best "Peat Mines" have no

drainage. That is why these tracts have become "Peat
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Mines". Where draining is |>ossil>!.' , !i- lY;il ;s I
1

in fact, not Peat, and where possible to drain, in a wet

season will bo too wet to produce a crop and in a dry

one, seed might as well be planted in a "hay mow.''

And if it ever catches fire, it will be summer and winter

till it is consumed or there is another wet year, "Take
it from me". There is no Peat where there is farming

land, and there is no farming land where there is Peat.

Swamp lands are lacking in Mineral elements necessary
for plant growth.

It is a question whether tracts that can be drained

are Peat at all.

The first move in the investigation of Peat possibil-

ities must be along the line of determining the depth of

the deposits.

We know the superficial area of swamp lands (Peat)

is immense but not even an approximate estimate of its

value can be made before systematic exploration of the

depth and quality of the Peat is made.

This should be done in the same manner as Iron

lands, by borings at regular intervals and "charting"
the same

;
when properly done you will have a diagram

of the whole thing showing quantity and quality of the

entire tract as plainly as if exposed on the surface.

This knowledge will be of great use in directing the

work. Not only can production be cheapened by work-

ing the deeper bodies, but the product will be of higher

quality.

Peat as I understand it, is the initial stage in the
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transformation of vegetable matter into coal. In fact

some Peat bogs are now "bottomed" in Lignite.

This appears to be the logical time for the entry of

Peat among the leading industries of the State.

Statements are appearing in the papers that coal

will probably never be much if any cheaper, and that

the best grades are becoming scarce; and we know
wood is getting high. (I paid $7.00 a cord this winter

in Little Falls.) This means some substitute must be

found and makes a place for Peat as fuel. At the

same time agricultural papers are indicating Peat as

the source of Potash, Phosphorus and Nitrogen now a

necessity to preserve the fertility of our ' ' farm lands.
' '

By "pooling" what the advocates of Peat as fuel

tell us, and what agricultural papers are giving us as

the best available source, of the means to save our soil

from being entirely worn out, we are to conclude : that if

the Peat industry is developed as a wood-yard
' ' annex '

',

the by-products will pay expenses and on the other

hand if managed as a labratory for the production of

Phosphorus and Nitrogen the wasted product sold for

fuel will pay expenses of manufacturing, so you are

bound to make a net profit out of it either way.

Looks, like a big thing doesn't it? Well we shall see.

AIRPLANE PATROL TO START
SOON IN NATIONAL FORESTS

PATROL
of national forests by Army airplanes to

give early warning of fires developing in the for-

ests will begin June 1, according to arrangements com-
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pleted with the War Department by the Forest Service,

United States Department of Agriculture. On the

same day observations covering a large part of the

Angeles National Forest will be begun from a captive

balloon stationed over the Army Balloon School near

Arcadia, Calif.

Two routes of airplane patrol work will be operated

from March Field, 12 miles southeast of Riverside,

Calif. Two planes will be used on each route, the

routes will each be approximately 100 miles long, and

each route will be covered twice a day.

Begins Try-Out Work

This will be the beginning of experimental work in

which the adaptability of aircraft to forest patrol work

is to be thoroughly tried out. If the tests should prove

successful it is expected that the airplane patrols will

be extended before the end of the 1919 season, and that

airplanes will become a permanent feature of the cease-

less battle against fires in the national forests.

The airplane routes from March Field will afford an

opportunity to survey about 2,000 square miles in the

Angeles and Cleveland National Forests. The air-

planes are not equipped with wireless telephone ap-

paratus of such a nature that they can communicate

with the ground without the installation of expensive

ground instruments. Warnings of fires will be trans-

mitted by means of parachute messages dropped over

a town, the finder to telephone them to the Forest

Service; by special landings made to report by tele-
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phone: and by returning to the base and reporting

from March Field direct to the forest supervisor.

Locate By Squares on Maps

Fires will be located and reported by squares drawn
on duplicate maps, one to be in the possession of each

airplane observer and another to be in the office of the

forest supervisor.

Tiie observation balloon over the Arcadia Field is to

be maintained at an elevation of about 3,000 feet from

7 a. in. until 2 :30 p. m. each day. The student detach-

ment-learning obserA7

ation, now stationed at Mount

Wilson, also will render fire lookout service. Reports
of fires from both the balloon observer and the Mount
Wilson detachment will be telephoned to the Army
Balloon School and transmitted to the Forest Service

office at Los Angeles.

A fire-fighting truck, with 10 enlisted men. will be

stationed at Arcadia as part of the fire-suppression

forces and will be subject to the call of the Forest

Service.

NO ARGUMENT NEEDED

THE
legislature appropriated $170,000 for the main-

tenance of the State Forest Service for the next

bi i MI nium and $443,250.60 for the Game and Fish Com-
mission. None too much was given to the latter de-

parlment. The proper care and propagation of our
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game and fish mean quite a little to the food supply

of the state and are a great incentive to healthful

recreation.

On the other hand the very existence of our large

game depends absolutely on the existence of the for-

est
;
the success of much of our fish propagation, and a

large part of the pleasure of fishing depend on the

forests: the development of our summer resort busi-

ness worth many millions to the state is a straight

forest enterprise: the forest as a supporter of our in-

dustries is worth still more millions; and as a protec-

tion to our watersheds still other millions.

If our game and fish are worth an expenditure of a

quarter of a million dollars a year (as we sincerely be-

lieve they are), what are our forests worth? Think

this over and form an opinion of your own. Then

fight for it.

WANT NATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN
FOREST PRESERVATION

Representatives of Four States Ask Adequate Protection for American
Woodlands.

THE
first of a series of regional conferences planned

to consider special conditions in various sections

of the country, so that a comprehensive national policy

of forest preservation may be formed, was held here

May 20 in the United States Department of Agricul-

ture. After forest problems of New Jersey, Maryland,

Virginia, and West Virginia had been discussed by
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representatives of those States and of the Forest Serv-

ice of the Department of Agriculture, the following
resolution was presented by Col. Eugene C. Massey.
former member of the Virginia State Legislature and
was adopted :

'

'Forestry questions are National questions
as well as State and local questions; and it is

the sense of this conference that the National

Government should assume leadership in

these matters and aid and cooperate with the

several States in furnishing: adequate protec-

tion from forest fires, in perpetuating exist-

ing forests, and in reforesting devastated for-

est districts or regions, upon such conditions

as may seem just and necessary."

Some of the delegates suggested that the Federal

Government should co-operate with the States in for-

estry work on lines similar to those prescribed in the

P'ederal Aid Road Act and the Smith-Lever Act pro-

viding for agricultural extension work, and should

make appropriations to be matched by the States.

Timber Near End.

"Timber in the East is rapidly approaching an end",
said Col. Henry S. Graves, chief of the Forest Service,

who presided. "If the Avar emergency had come fif-

teen years later, we would have had difficulty in meet-

ing our requirements for wood products except with

great delays and embarrassments due to shipments from

great distances. The high prices of lumber are largely

due to the depletion of our forests. In hundreds of
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communities the local supplies of lumber are being ex-

hausted and wood-using
1

factories, often the chief in-

dustry of the community, are closing.

"The problems of forest protection and forest per-

petuation are not being met. Neither the present nor

the future public needs for forests are being provided

for. We have our National Forests and some State

forests, but they are not extensive enough nor well

enough distributed to do more than meet a small part

of our forest needs. The bulk of our forests are pri-

vately owned, and* these are not being adequately pro-

tected nor are steps being taken to perpetuate them.

We are actually using up our forest resources when
we might have been growing forests at a rate to en-

able us to cut the maturing trees freely and with cer-

tainty of a sustained forest wealth to continue our in-

dustries and to meet our domestic needs. The situa-

tion takes on special significance when efforts are be-

ing made to build up a large export trade in lumber.

It is not sound public economy to build a great export
trade on a rapidly diminishing resource, and without

an adequate National forest policy.

For Permanent Production.

"The new movement in forestry aims to bring about

forest production on all lands of the country which

are best suited for the growing of trees. There is

enough land in this country, which otherwise would be

idle, to produce ample supplies of timber and wood

products for our domestic needs and for a large export
trade. This can only be done, however, by the ade-
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(plate protection of our forests and by replacing the

old timber, as it is cut, with new growth.

"It is proposed to secure these objectives in two

ways: First, by a large extension of the public for-

ests, including those o\vned by the Government, States

and municipalities; and second, by bringing about tim-

ber growing on private lands through public direction

and co-operation. Action is necessary both by the

Federal Government arid the States."

Among those attending the conference were:

F. W. Besley, .Maryland State Forester, Baltimore;
Dr. A. F. AVoods, president Maryland State Agricul-

tural College, College Park, Md.; W. McCulloh Brown,
member Maryland State Board of Forestry, Oakland,
Md.

;
Alfred Gaskill, New Jersey conservation commis-

sioner, Trenton, N. J.
;
R. Chapin Jones, Virginia State

Forester, Charlottesville, Va.
;
A. B. Hastings, assist-

ant Virginia State forester, Charlottesville, Va.
; Eugene

('. Massey, former member of Virginia Legislature,

Richmond, Va.
;
Edwin P. Cox, member of Virginia

State Geological Commission, Richmond, Va.
;
Nat. T.

Frame, State Director of agricultural extension. Mor-

gantown, W. Va.
;

II. S. Vandervort, assistant State

agent, Morgantown, "XV. Va.
;
W. Hoyt Weber, repre-

senting Central West Virginia Fire Protective Ass^o-

ciation; W. D. Tyler, Dante, Va.
;
F. L. Dakin, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; P. S. Ridsdale, American Forestry Asso-

ciation, Washington, D. C.
;
David T. Mason, Bureau of

Internal Revenue, Washington, D. C.
;
and a number

of representatives of the Forest Service of the United

States Department of Agriculture.
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ON THE TRAIL OF JIM GESEEK

WHEN
Balboa looked for the first time upon this

Pacific Ocean he stole its secret and robbed it of

a certain charm. No other could ever be the first

white man to look upon its shining waters. It seems

like a childish thing, this craving for priority, and yet

nearly all of us have it and in some of us it amounts to

almost a mania. Men eagerly risk their lives endeav-

oring to reach the South Pole-, they endure untold hard-

ships to penetrate the heart of Africa, or to trace out

the course of the Amazon
;
even now they are awaiting

the signal to attempt the flight across the Atlantic.

Usually they are advertised as doing these things in

the cause of science, to add to the sum total of human

knowledge. It adds dignity to the venture and raises

them to the order of martyrs when they die in the at-

tempt.; but it's mostly a bluff; they are simply mad with

the desire to be first. It is simply amazing to see how
even a distant approach to this "first sight" will thrill

one.

So it was that we awoke all a-tingle in the morning
on that little island in Saganaga. Not because we
were the first white men who had ever seen it. Trap-

pers and courieurs des bois had traveled it for years,

the boundary crew had surveyed it, a few hardy sum-

mer tourists had crossed it, a few white women had

been there. Our claim was very remote and probably
without foundation, but we thought that no other

white children had been there. Slight as the honor

was and doubtful as was our claim to even that, it gave
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us a sort of exalted feeling as we ate our breakfast in

the rain and looked out through the dripping trees at

the pimpled waters of the lake.

Rain or no rain we had to have a little look at it,

even though the rollers which heaved down the narrow

passage from the big lake warned us that the open
waters were not for us. We spotted a crooked topped

pine to identify our island for there were dozens of

others like it and paddled lazily through that maze of

channels. We stumbled onto a hunter's shack on an-

other island and investigated the interior. There was

no one there and the door was on the latch. Cooking

utensils, snow shoes, traps, hide frames, hunting knives

and a few supplies. Things of great value in that

country and the door was open to all. Into that same

country the city man hesitates to go unarmed for fear

he will be robbed.

At first we had thought that those islands were all

uninhabited but it seemed that an inhospitable red

squirrel had homesteaded each one. We lolled up one

narrow passage and down another, and no sooner did

we leave the jurisdiction of one island than the home-

steader on the next one began to bark angrily. Every
now and then the trolling line jerked taut and a north-

ern Pike flopped into the canoe. The lake trout, so plen-

tiful in these waters in the spring and fall, had not be-

gun to bite. We tried for them in vain. All afternoon

we sat around the fire reading the remnant of a novel

we had found on an old camp ground. It was entitled,
4 'From Lumber Camps to College." It was the most

unique collection of extravagant language that we had
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ever seen and helped us forget the sizzling of the rain

drops on the hot coals. Otherwise it would have been

a dreary afternoon. The dripping canvas when we
went to bed that night did not promise anything much
better for the morrow.

But it was better. The morning brought a perfect

day, clear as a bell and not a ripple on the surface of the

whole lake. We could hardly wait till we had swal-

lowed our 1 hurried breakfast to scramble into our

canoes and head eagerly for the open lake. The home-

steaders chattered peevishly as we made our way
among the islands and the fish jumped invitingly, but

we heeded neither the one nor the other; we were go-

ing somewhere. At last we glided around a point

into the open water. Involuntarily we all stopped

paddling and sat in mute admiration.

One of the most beautiful lakes in the world lay

drowsing before us in the sunlight. So clear was the

air and so still the water that the reflections were per-

fect and the rocky, tree clad islands seemed to be float-

ing high above the surface. The open water seemed

like the body of an enormous spider, with its legs

stretching far out in all directions, long narrow bays
flecked with islands. Everywhere we looked another

enchanting vista opened up before us, beckoning us

on. We knew that one of those long tempting chan-

nels lead far north into Canada, to Northern Lights

lake, the Lake of the Woods and the open route to

Hudson's Bay. Many a voyaguer and many an Indian

had paddled out of that fabled land bringing his furs

to Port Arthur. The famous Hunter's Island country
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lay that way. Par to the south another bay reached out

toward Seagull, and westward, beyond a little round

island that stood sentinel at its entrance, a bay led the

international boundary on and on till it faded away
in the distance.

Untouched by the hands of man the virgin forests

seemed to cast a magic spell over the place. All was

so still that one involuntarily talked in whispers if one

talked at all. A veil of utter peace seemed to be

spread over the land and one seemed to feel the spirit

of that three thousand miles of unfortified boundary
line that had lain between two peaceful nations, un-

disputed for a hundred years. There was enough to

explore in that one lake to keep a camper lazily busy
for several weeks. It was truly a canoeist's paradise.

We paddled shyly around a few of those rocky islets,

dreamed of another trip when we could stay awhile,

and sadly turned our canoe toward home. It was a

hard place to leave, but our time was growing short,

our grub was almost gone and the clouds began to

gather once more. We picked up our little camp after

lunch and made our way slowly up the Granite River

with many a backward look.

It was hard work going up that river with the cur-

rent and the wind both against us. There were no

nice little rapids to run and the rocky portages were

much better adapted to a goat than to a tired man with

a pack on his back. At last we gained the north end

of Maraboeuf and struck out on an open course. The

south end of Maraboeuf wlie?-e the river winds its
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tortuous course between rough hewn granite walls, its

sharp under water rocks and shallows alternating

with sudden pools of uncanny depths, is second only to

Saganaga itself in picturesque beauty. Twice it

seemed as though the channel was completely blocked

till a well concealed cleft in the rock revealed the way
out.

We had selected a fine sand beach in Gneiss Bay for

our one night's home, but upon closer inspection the

swamps and the rocky hogback behind it seemed un-

inviting. The sand of the beach was fairly churned

up by the tramp of deer and moose. We left the wo-

men and children there for a swim while we hunted

a better camp site. The only thing available seemed

to be an island of solid rock about a quarter of a mile

opposite the beach.

We scrambled up the slippery rock with some mis-

giving, but found the top of it padded six inches deep
with reindeer moss. Heavy stones had to take the

place of tent pegs, but it was the most comfortable bed

we had on the whole trip. Pat woke us up in the

morning with a silent shake instead of his usual cheer-

ful song, and pointed to the beach opposite. There

we lay on our reindeer beds and watched a big moose

parade majestically along the beach. He took his own
time about it and did not seem worried, but he must

have suspected that some one had been tampering witli

his beach for he suddenly turned into the brush and

disappeared over the hogback.

All that day we labored on up the Granite River,
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through Magnetic lake, down Gunfiint against a head

wind, across Little Gunflint and Little North to our

old cabin on Big North. It was a long day's trip, but

we knew there was grub at the end of it. And there

surely was. Charlie Bostrom had brought us a cake

and some bread. Some bread. Great Scott but that

bread was good ! Dough gods taste pretty good on a

portage, but one loses respect for them after while.

To eat them for a week and then come back to bread

like that is surely a treat. I have dreamed about it

many a time and I have never had a banquet since that

I would not have swapped for a loaf of it.

The next day took us back over South and Duncan
on some high rolling seas, up Stairway Portage, through
West Bearskin and landed us back at Clearwater

cabin early in the afternoon. Mrs. Bostrom invited

us over to supper and gave us a dandy. We felt ready
for anything the next day.

After our experience with the wagon coming out we
decided to hike to Grand Marais. Everybody, men,

women and children loaded up with packs and we hit

the long trail. We were three days at it, but we made
it in good shape, and found the little Ford waiting to

take us back to Cloquet the next day.

Millionaires may scorn their native State and affect

canoe trips in Maine, Ontario or the Adirondacks, but

when you feel your red blood stirring just follow the

trail of Old Jim Geseek and you need not envy any
man.
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THE GOOD CAMP BED AND OTHER
THINGS
By D. Lange

SLEEPING
under the open sky is delightful, pro-

vided that there are no mosquitoes, that you have

plenty of blankets, and that it doesn't rain. But as

at least one of these conditions is generally wrong, I

prefer, as a rule, to sleep in a tent.

The first step in making a camp bed is to select a

level and smooth piece of ground. Then stones,

stumps, roots and sticks must be removed and the

whole floor be made as smooth as possible. The ground
should be perfectly level. If it slopes strongly toward

the foot end, the sleepers will wake up again and again

to find that they have crawled, or slid down hill.

Every man who has camped much has spent some

nights with his blankets spread on the bare ground.

Sometimes camp is made late in the evening; or one is

too tired, possibly too lazy, to cut a lot of bedding; or

no bedding is to be had and so the blankets are spread
on the bare ground. If the ground is naturally soft

and smooth and the camper is seasoned to the game,
he may enjoy a good rest, but he is more likely to

spend a good part of the night twisting himself this

way and that way in an effort to avoid hard lumps and

roots or to fit his hip into some depression.

The only way to be sure of a good rest is to make a

good bed, and it generally pays to do so.

Hay and straw both make good bedding. If these

are not obtainable, dry or green grass may be substi-
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tilled. And here I wish to call attention to a ramp
tool not mentioned in hooks on camping. If you ex-

pect having to cut grass for hedding, take a sickle.

The long bent blade of a sickle will do the work four

times as fast as the biggesl camp knife. AVith a knife

you will cut about halt' enough; with a sickle you will

cut plenty, and it takes a layer of grass nearly a foot

thick with a double thickness under the head to make
a bedding that obliterates the many sticks, lumps and

inequalities which otherwise your tired bones and

muscles are sure to find.

AVhere none of the mentioned materials are obtain-

able, any kind of brush or weeds is still far better

than no bedding. Brush and weeds should be laid on

the ground, butt down, with a slant of about forty-five

degrees toward the head end of the bed. Material of

this kind cut in mid- summer is apt to be inhabited by
various insects. I remember one camp on the Minne-

sota River, which I named, "Bug Camp" because with

the brush and weeds I had carried into the tent an

assortment of othorptera, coleoptera, lepidoptera and

other "optera" large and various enough to gladden
the heart of the most enthusiastic entomologist. How-
ever, the wife of the naturalist was not enthused over

the assortment of our tent-mates, and the situation be-

came interesting at my expense, when in the middle of

the night a humorously inclined cricket mistook me for

a weed.

One need not, however, fear these accidental tent-

mates. Practically all insects except mosquitoes, rest

at night, including all Hies, bees and wasps. More-
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over, bees and wasps in mid-summer do not go to sleep

on the weeds, but retire to their nests at sunset. Other

self-invited guests occasionally enter the tent, such as

frogs and salamanders. They are entirely harmless,

add to the interest of the game and are easily put out.

One summer, I was however, considerably annoyed by
the wild deer mice. These pretty brown-coated, black-

eyed and large-eared wood creatures scraped at my
kettles, ate into my bags, and even foraged in the hay
under my pillow. After the first night I left all dishes

and provisions in the boat, tied to the landing, and

when the mice no longer smelled any food in the tent

they stayed away.

For some reason the imagination of women still

fancies a large population of dangerous snakes on

every piece of woods and meadow. The fact is that in

the latitude of southern Minnesota rattle snakes are

getting to be very rare. In the North Country there

are no poisonous snakes and even the harmless garter

snakes and grass snakes are not numerous and, in all

my camping experience, I have never found a snake of

any kind in my tent.

In the North Woods, balsam boughs are the favorite

bedding material. They are cut or broken almost a

foot and a half long and set on the ground, butt down,

and with tips slanting toward the head of the bed. A
thick layer of these fragrant bougks makes a soft,

springy bed, truly inviting to a tired camper, but, like

all good things, it takes time and work to make it

right.

When the bedding is in place, a rubber blanket is
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spread over it. Over the rubber blanket is spread a

woolen or cotton blanket or a quilt, and the camper
covers himself with as many blankets or quilts as the

weather requires. Any kind of quilts and blankets

that can be spared from the home are good to take

camping. A rubber blanket is very desirable for keep-

ing out the dampness of the ground. In the north

woods the nights are often very cool and one person

alone in a tent often needs for cover the equivalent of

three ordinary quilts. To spend a cold night shivering

and squirming under insufficient cover is not one of the

joys of camp life.

The novice at camping likes to tell his friends that

he is going to rough it. He seldom roughs it more

than three days. The experienced woodsman makes

himself as comfortable as he can, because he knows that

he will get enough of
"
roughing if through the many

unavoidable incidents of camp life. The novice who

is afraid of appearing effeminate tries to improvise a

pillow by using a pack sack filled with clothes, shoes

and other articles ill suited for the purpose. The

woodsman tucks into his packsack a small pillow,

which weighs only a few ounces, is clean and adds

greatly to the comfort and rest of a tired man or wo-

man. No very severe restriction is necessary in ar-

ticles of comfort or luxury, which weigh little and are

not bulky. A man may laugh at taking a pillow into

the woods, but after he has once taken one. he will

never go without it.

Cleanliness adds to the enjoyment of camping and is

as desirable in the woods as at home. One can readily
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hid l\v< dean bed sheets l<> his equipment, for (|uilis

and blankets can not well be washed, hut washing

slice! s is an easy mailer. Before or immediately after

breakfast Hie sheets can be soaped and soaked and left

about an hour in the lake or stream. Then, after they

have been rubbed and rinsed as well as conditions per-

mit, they are hung over a line, pole or bush. In a very

short time they are dry and, in tlte evening, the camper
has a clean bed.

One great wash day each week is a waste of time in

camp. The sensible way is to wash a few pieces at a

time, just as they are needed or at the convenience of

the camper. A piece or two of underwear, socks, a

few handkerchiefs, a shirt, after thorough wetting and

soaping may be allowed to soak over night. In the

morning they are rubbed and rinsed in a few minutes

and left out to dry in the sun until dinner time. Flan-

nel shirts must be hung up to dry without rinsing in

order to avoid shrinking them. AVith a little care and

very little work, one can thus keep reasonably clean,

no matter how long one is out or how far one is from

civilization. The bed should be made up regularly and
all quilts, blankets and sheets must be frequently aired.

Several cakes of floating soap are a necessity in a

white man's camp. The Indians have taught us many
things about camp life and woodcraft, but in the matter

of personal cleanliness and camp sanitation they can

only serve as examples of the abhorrent kind. And do

not forget to take your night shirt or pajamas. The

L'; reei i horn laughs at those as he does at pillows, but the

wise man obeys the Law and the Prophets of camping,
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summed up in these words: "Thou Shalt keep dry and

warm and clean."

Besides soap, a tooth brush belongs to the outfit, and

a man should take his shaving set, for a beard of week's

or two week's growth looks dirty and feels very un-

comfortable. A small mirror is also desirable, and the

small steel mirrors used by the boys in the army are the

best for camping.

A folding lantern with a good supply of dripless

candles is very desirable. It allows one to close up the

tent without dripping tallow on everything, and one

can look for any little article around the camp or the

fire, for it is surprising how, after dark, all kinds of

needed articles will vanish.

With the tent properly closed or opened as the season

may require, packs and clothing so placed that, even if

a storm should come up, they will not get wet, and

with watch and matches in the proper place everything
is ready for the night.

At last the candle is blown out, and everybody settles

comfortably on the soft clean bed from which arises

the woodsy fragrance of balsam fir, birch or alder, as

the case may be. If the day has been an easy one, a few

stories are exchanged or problems discussed, but soon

the talk ceases and there is silence in the tent until the

sun awakens the sleepers, and it must be remembered

that in summer, direct sunlight will make the interior

of a tent unbearably hot.

Perhaps the camper has chosen to go by himself into

the solitude of the wilderness, and a lone camp for a

week or two is a rare treat and a wonderful rest for
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one who is so constituted or has learned to enjoy soli-

tude. For a while one lies awake listening to the

sounds of the night. Perhaps an owl hoots in the dis-

tance or the weird cry of a loon can just be made out.

Or a rabbit may stamp his padded feet on the forest

ground and the great borers cut and gnaw audibly in

some dead tree. But if the solitary camper has pitched

his tent in the far Northwoods or on the royal island

of Minong in Lake Superior, he has reached the land

of silent nights. Toward evening the wind dies down,

the waves cease rolling into the long inlets and as the

spiry evergreens and the airy birches and poplars begin

to appear silhouetted against the evening sky a great

silence falls upon the wilderness. No piping hylas and

crickets inhabit these sub-boreal forests and not a leaf

stirs under the clear starry sky. And in the great cool

silence the spirit of the solitary camper sails away to

the fountain of youth for which the Spanish knights,

haggard and worried, sought in vain in the jungles on

the sultry islands and coasts of the South. Unseen the

magic spring flows in the silent forests of the North

and it is no superstition that those whose spirit bathes

in its waters add to the number of their years.

HOW TO PLANT A WINDBREAK
By Alfred Terry, Slayton, Minn.

UNDER
the head of Secretary's Corner in the "Hor-

ticulturist I notice you wish members of the Hor-

ticultural Society who have had experience in wind-

breaks to write to you. I have had experience in them
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on farms for over forty years, the last twenty years

being more successful on account of the experience of

the first twenty years. I'll try and be brief.

A windbreak should be made on the north and west

sides of the buildings with plenty of space left between

the grove and the buildings for garden and pleasure lot

and for health. Beyond the grove on the north and

west should be, say, a calf pasture seeded to blue grass

and on the north and west of that again a willow hedge.

The object of this is to keep the snow drift in that open

space. The snow drift will cause early growth of the

blue grass in the spring. Do not plant cottonwoods

which only produce shelter when young and which later

make bad neighbors for better classes of trees. On
the north and west of the main grove boxelders make
a good first row on account of quick growth and shelter

for the rest. Don't trim these for a few years and they

can give better shelter. Now for the main grove plant

the rows 10 feet apart and 5 feet in the row, so that as

the trees grow
7

larger every other tree in the row can

be cut out and all the rest left that same distance.

Plant in very straight rows, that the cultivation may
be easy.

If yau can, prepare the ground a year before by

manuring with horse manure and sow it with rape seed

and turn it under in the fall before your tree planting.

This method will give you a wonderful growth the first

year and save several years of cultivation. Trim your
deciduous trees close to the main trunk till they are

about 7 or 8 feet high. Cultivate until near harvest

time. Mix the different kinds of trees as much as you
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onveniently can. They all ju'ow hotter that way. I

should recommend the soft Maple, Elm, Black Walnut.

Butternut (last two near the ends of the rows) and such

other hardy trees as will succeed in a thick growth of

wood, including a few Basswood, but don't plant any

Catalpa in a grove. They need space and sunlight to

be healthy. A few Scotch Pine scattered thinly thru

the grove gives it a touch of beauty. A few scattering

Spruce planted between the shelter grove and the

buildings, adds to the home-like scenery. This grove

should be fenced in to keep out everything but chick-

ens. I usually plant trees about 2 to 3 ft. tall except

the nut trees the seed of the latter should be buried in

the fall before planting or, if convenient, planted in the

fall where they are to grow
T

.

If the above plan is rigidly attended to the grove will

be found practically inexpensive, will need but two or at

most three seasons of cultivation and will prove a thing

of beauty, of shelter and a preventive of snow banks

near buildings. Should you sell your farm you can

ask and get many dollars an acre more than if you
have only a poor grove or none at all. As soon as your

deciduous trees arrive from the nursery heel them in

the ground and when planting keep the roots covered

from sun and wind. Get your deciduous trees in the

fall, heel them in, and when ground is frozen cover

with plenty of mulching, and then you need not plant

out till about first of May, after small grain seeding is

over. Your evergreens should be dug early in May.

Dip the roots at once in a mud puddle and heel in till a

cloudy day and no wrind. When you plant, take up
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your evergreen trees, dip roots again in a mud puddle,

place in a basket and cover over with heavy cloth. As

fast as a hole is dug shove earth over roots and con-

tinue - till all are thus dropped, then go back and

place each tree as you wish it to grow. Don't trim

them. Strict compliance with this rule will save every

evergreen tree if the nursery has dug and packed them

right.

PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST

THROUGH
the generosity of some of the members

of the State Forestry Board a prize essay contest

was announced in all the public schools of the state on

the subject: "Why Trees and Forests Should Be

Planted and Protected in Minnesota." All children of

the seventh and eighth grades were eligible. The con-

test closed on May first with three hundred and twenty-
four essays in the secretary's hands. These papers are

now being classified as rapidly as possible by the

judges and it is hoped that we can print the prize win-

ners in the next issue of the North AVoods.

The essays as a whole are unusually good. They
show much thought and reading in the preparation.
If only the grown folks were as staunch believers in

the forests as are these children! There should be

"something doing" when they "grow up". Here's

luck to their growth.
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The Prize Essay Number

Here is what we have been waiting for and it is

worth it. While the legislature has been quibbling

over their obligation to protect the northern forests,

because in doing so they might incidentally protect

a few trees which belong to the lumbermen, the child-

ren of the state have been looking up the real reasons

for protection.

Last winter the Minnesota Forestry Association in-

augurated a Prize Essay Contest. All the seventh and

eighth grade pupils in the state were eligible. Subject:

"Why Should Trees and Forests be Planted and Pro-

tected in Minnesota." The contest closed on May 1st

with three hundred twenty-four papers in the hands

of the judges. They were good ones and it was a hard

matter to pick the winners. We have just succeeded

in wringing from them a final decision.

Prizes offered:

Four first prizes of $5.00 each.

Four second prizes of $3.00 each.

Ten third prizes of $1.00 each.

The prizes were awarded as follows:

First Prizes:

Miss Gudrun Grimsrud (13 yrs.) St. Hilaire

Ralph Sullivan, Two Harbors

Harold Aiton, Grand Rapids

Knute Wingstad, Malmo

Second Prizes:

Evelyn Thomson, (13 yrs.) Montevideo



Imm Klug, Blackduck

Faith Randall, Comfrey
Minnie Splittstoesser, Wood Lake

Third Prizes:

Mildred Rundell, (12 yrs.) Pillager

Ila/d Mattson, New York Mills

Lois Barry, Grey Eagle
Florence Melanson, Duquette
Marie Triplett, Parkers Prairie

Myrtle Buck, Detroit

Cecil Brownell, Tofte

Willis Redding, Bingham Lake.

Margaret Wenzlaff, Wood Lake

Frances Marshall, Two Harbors

Some of the prize essays follow. The others will

be published in the next issue. Read them and judge
for yourself what the next generation will do for our

forests.

Why Should Trees and Forests Be Planted And

Protected In Minnesota.

BY GUDRUN GRIMSRUD,
St. Hilaire, Minn.

Trees should be planted and protected in Minne-

sota because we have so few forests left. Fires have

destroyed so many forests, and extravagant cutting

shows in the few forests that remain.

There is great danger in being left without for-

ests. If there are no forests there will be no wind-

breaks against hot winds in summer and eold winds

in winter. The soil would have no protection from



gravel and sand which are carried down on valley-

lands. The soil would have no protection from ero-

sion on hilly lands. Without forests, there would be

no leaf mold on the ground, to check rapid off-flow

of water which causes floods in the rivers. There

would be no wood for fuel in homes and factories if

there aren't trees. There would be no wood for tele-

phone posts, pillars in mines, bridges, houses, boxes,

sidewalks, furiture, and for ship-building. There

would be no pleasant woods to use for summer and
health resorts. And the birds and animals would

have no woods for their homes. When our forests

are gone, it will be necessary to build of brick and

stone, which costs more. This may force many people
into tenement houses, thus having an important social

effect. Trees grow very slowly for the first ten

years, then grow faster for several decades, then

slower again. It takes, therefore, a long time before

a tree is large enough to be of value. We should

protect our present trees so they will last until the

trees which are planted, will be large enough to use.

The state is at present paying fifty thousand dol-

lars a year to protect its forests. Two-thirds of

this is used in fire control. It is now necessary for

each forest ranger to cover from twenty to thirty"

townships. If the bill now up before the legislature

passes, it will yield three hundred and thirty thousand

dollars annually. This would provide one ranger for

four townships, so they could do much better work
in saving forests from destruction. Such a fund

would also start more planting of forests.

We must continue planting trees if we are to-



supply the demand. The present trees won't last long
if they are to be cut down at the rate they have been.

Many forests could be grown on scrub land which is

of little value for farming. The people can help the

state by planting trees on scrub land and in that way,
getting a valuable crop from land which could not be

used for farming profitably. There are vast tracts

of swampy land, useless for farming as it is, in North-

ern Minnesota. If the government would drain this

land, and plant trees on it, in some years there will be

large tracts of forests for use. If the state would

give trees free, to farmers to plant on their land and

take care of, these farmers would in some years have

wood enough for their own use and they wouldn't

have to call on the state for wood. A very good way
to interest our citizens in trees would be to follow

the suggestion to plant trees in avenues and groves

in memory of those who have died in this war. Any
community can well afford to do this in memory of

these brave men.

The public schools should give a course of study

in Forestry to interest the boys and girls who are

growing up now. The state could send more literature

about forests to the schools. The observance of Arbor

Day is a good way to help in planting and protecting

trees in Minnesota.
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Why Should We Plant and Preserve The Forests

of Minnesota.

BY RALPH SULLIVAN,
Two Harbors, Minn.

I, living in the forest covered region of Minnesota,
can readily see why our forests should be preserved

and replanted.

The most important reason for

preserving and replanting our for-

ests is to maintain the lumber in-

dustry. The lumbering industry has

been one of the greatest and most

important industries, in Minnesota,
for many years. Each year the out-

put of forest products is showing
a considerable decrease, due to the

fact that, the forests are being cut

down, and no provisions made for preserving and

replanting trees. If something is not done soon to rem-

edy the present conditions, Minnesota will soon be

without forests. The lumber industry will be a thing
of the past, and Minnesota will be forced to look to

other states for the lumber which they will no doubt

need. In addition to this, Minnesota will lose a very
valuable industry. One which furnishes employment
for thousands of people. We must have forests. "Why
destroy a great industry? The slogan should be, "Pre-

serve and replant trees." Without preserving and

replanting the forests Minnesota will be forced to

give up such industries as, paper milling, lumber

milling and the making of maple syrup. The result
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will he, that all the paper mills, lumber mills and

.suirar refineries will he shut down. Thousands of

men will he without work. There will be distress,

the once thriving industry will be no more.

The next most important reason for protecting

and replanting our forests is for protection. They
protect our crops. The wind-breaks, which are com-

posed of rows of trees, prevent the hot drying winds

from destroying the crops. They protect our property.
In the spring, they prevent floods, by hindering the

rapid melting of snow, which would cause floods

and destruction of property. They protect the rail-

roads. The forests prevent the snow from blocking

the railroad traffic by keeping the wind from blowing

heavy drifts on the tracks. Thus it saves the public

from inconvenience and the railroad companies a great

expense. They protect the birds and fur-bearing ani-

mals. The birds build their nests in the trees of the

forest. They eat the insects which destroy the farm-

er's crops. Such animals as the lynx, wildcat, wolf,

bear and others would be utterly at loss without the

forests, because they make their homes there. Valu-

able furs are received from these animals. If there

were no forests these animals would seek refuge in

other states. Thus we would lose these valuable fur-

licaring animals.

Another important reason is for reclaiming waste

land. There are large areas in Minnesota that are

useless for agriculture, but could be utilized for

growing trees. Why allow such land to lay as barren

waste land? Farmers very often have small tracts of

land, that they make no use of. Trees could be plant-



ed on such land, and in later years, these valuable

trees could be sold for lumber. In this way the land's

yield would be more than paying for the taxes.

Another important reason for preserving and re-

planting our forests is that pleasure hunters from out-

side states come to Minnesota to hunt. They pay
as much as fifty dollars for license to hunt big game.
This furnishes a high revenue for the state. If the

forests were cut down this revenue would be gone,

as well as the pleasure for our own people. People
from outside states come to Minnesota to camp. We
have such grand forests, which improve people's

health also. Trappers make their living from the

animals of the forests. If the city would plant forest

reserves they would realize a good sum of money af-

ter the forests were grown and ready to be sold for

lumber. The trees give out oxygen which we breathe

in, and take in the poisonous air which we breathe

out. This purifies the air, makes the climate more
healthful. Both St. Paul and Minneapolis have been

agitating on the subject of planting city forest re-

serves. They purify the water supply and help the

city in financial ways.

England and Scotland are preparing to replant

forests which have been cut to provide war supplies.

They are not waiting until peace is concluded, but

are doing it now. Never before have these countries

been so bare of timber. Hunting ranges and sporting

grounds have been sacrificed to supply munition

factories at home and armies abroad. These forests

were neither large nor many, but they were sufficient

to tide over the time of peril. The replanting will
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involve certain changes. The cutting is not yet all

done, but plans for planting new forests are under

way. The old forests were primarily ornamental and

incidentally useful, but these which are now being

deliberately provided for, will be primarily useful and

incidentally ornamental. This will conform to the

spirit of the times after the war. Forests will no

longer be planted and protected for the benefit of a

few hunters and gentlemen of leisure, but will be

made and maintained for the profit of the people
as a whole and as delightful places of retreat from
the dirt and noise of the cities. Therefore it would
be well to follow in their steps.

Why Should Trees and Forests Be Planted And

Protected In Minnesota.

BY HAROLD AITON,
Grand Rapids, Minn.

The reasons why we should plant and protect our

forests are numerous, of which the follow-

ing are a few. The United States is getting a large

share of its lumber from the Northwestern states, of

which Minnesota is one. In 1917 in the United States

36,000,000,000 feet of lumber was cut. If this keeps

up for very long the timber will be exhausted and

there will be no timber for a coming generation.

There is much land in Northern Minnesota not suit-

able for agricultural purposes, such as rocky, hilly

and swampy sections of the country, that is especially

adapted for the growing of timber, such as pine,

hardwood, tamarack, and cedar. This land is of no
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use to the country in its present state, but if reforest-

ed would increase the wealth of the state. In Europe
they have been planting forest reserves for years from
which they get most if not all of their timber. In

comparing the area and acres in reserves it runs

something like this in the various states and countries

of the world :

Area in No. of

State or Country Square Miles Acres in Forest

Minnesota 83,000 294,732

Alsace-Lorraine 5,604 388,500
Baden Germany 5,823 240,304
Switzerland 15,992 1,491,000

From these figures you can see that Minnesota has

few forest reserves and will soon run out of timber.

The State could also get much money from revenue

when it sells the timber to the lumber and paper mills

or, if it wanted to could have mills of its own and

sell the finished product. There is much of this land

that belongs to the schools which they could reforest

and, by so doing in time could then sell the timber

and turn the money into its treasury. In Europe,
where they have many forest reserves, they had been

getting revenue for years and it is a very large sum.

The figures below show how much some countries get.

Country Eevenue Expense
Alsace-Lorraine $7,120,000 $862,000
Baden Germany 1,233,332 508,088

If foreign countries get such revenue why can-

not our state of Minnesota get that much or more.

If we plant forest reserves ,it gives occupation

to many men. There would be work for lumbermen,
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teamsters, foremen, and many rangers. In an indirect

way it would give employment to timber mill men,
such as carriage-riders, teamsters, drive men and also

p;iper makers. In a still more indirect way to lumber

retailers and printers. The Forest Rangers employed
to set out trees could also see that there were no fires

in the vicinity and if there were could put them out.

In this way many large fires could be avoided, such

as the Hinckley fire, and the fires in Minnesota in

1918, that did so much damage.

Where there are hardwood trees the leaves that

fall will form a mulch and preserve the moisture.

This moisture will sink down into the earth and come

to an underground flow of water, where it will flow

to some lake or river, in this way it helps preserve
the moisture and prevents floods. In the spring when
the snow starts to go if there were no trees to shade

the snow it would all go in one or two days. If this

were so it would all go into rivers and there would

be floods. By so doing they destroy much game and

fish. You could also use the forest reserve as game
reserves. This would give refuge to scores of animals

such as beaver, mink, etc. It would also give refuge

to such animals as deer, elk, moose, and many other

hunted animals.

Thus it seems wise to me to plant and protect

trees and forests in the state of Minnesota for the

purpose of utilizing waste land not suitable for agri-

culture, for bringing in revenue, for giving occupa-

tion and employment for many men, and to conserve

moisture, game and prevent floods that cause the

loss of life and property.
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The Planting And Protection Of Trees In

Minnesota.

BY KNUTE WINGSTAD,
Malmo, Minn.

I am an Aitkin County boy and at first when my
teacher brought up the question, "Why should trees

and forests be planted and protect-

ed in Minnesota?" I said to my-
self "The forests need no protection.

They are an obstruction to the

cultivation of the soil and the faster

we get our land cleared the better

off we will be." Upon studying
the subject I see many reasons why
trees and forests should ,be pro-
tected in Minnesota.

First of all the trees serve as

shade and ornaments and also as windbreaks. If a

home or school house is built in a bare spot, neither

is pleasant or inviting but very dreary indeed. A
big factor in making them attractive is the planting
of a grove of trees on the grounds. The forests serve

as a home for our birds and animals which are so

valuable to us. The animals are so for their furs

and flesh, the birds are valuable because they destroy

injurious insects and furnish us pleasant music. How
dreary this world would be without the songs of the

birds.

We should also protect our forests for their com-

mercial value. They give us lumber with which to

build our homes and barns. They also furnish fire-
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wood for us. Many farms in the state are bare

prairie. Every farmer should have a woodlot and if

the farm lacks one, the part of it that would be

most profitably planted to trees should be so used.

Then, too, the trees themselves furnish us food

products. For example, we can make maple syrup
and sugar from the maple sap, and vinegar from

birch sap. From others we get nuts and small fruits

such as plums, grapes, high bush cranberries, rasp-

berries, blackberries, etc.

One of the greatest values of forests is the effect

they have on the climate of the open country near

the region where they are located. The thick matting
of leaves found in forest areas prevents too rapid

evaporation of the water that conies from rain and

melting snow and thus enables this water to run off

gradually through springs and small rivers. Their

moist atmosphere and the exhalation of vapor through
the leaves increase the rain fall in the surrounding

country. Besides this the forests give us shelter from

heat and cold. The trees also prevent floods and

they hold moisture. As long as there is enough forest

area the rain water is stored in the forest humus and

is given off little by little to the open country as it

is needed. When the forests are cleared, the rains

which come in the spring, because they no longer have

the spongy beds of forest leaves to soak into, rush

down the slopes carrying the best soil and flooding

the valley which becomes parched and dry later on

when a dry season sets in.

Forests that have been taken care of such as our

Itasca State Park and others serve as places for re-
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creation and health resorts where tired and sick

people can come to rest and recuperate, fish, hunt,
and camp. The pine forests are very beneficial to

consumptive people. Many have been benefitted by
the pure air and the tonic balsam of the pine woods.

The work of forestry in promoting the care of state

parks should be continued.

Moreover, our trees should be protected for their

beauty. Although there are many uses that make
them our greatest benefactors we can never appre-
ciate their value fully if we forget this. If the trees

were of not material value whatever, they would be

worth all the care we can give them just for their

beauty. Surely every boy and girl in Minnesota

should be interested in the planting and protection

of our trees and forests.

"He who plants a tree,

He plants love;

Tents of coolness spreading out above

Wayfarers, he may not live to see.

Gifts that grow are best,

Hands that bless are blest,

Plant; life does the rest,

Heaven and earth help him who plants a tree

And his work its own reward shall be."
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Why Should Trees And Forests Be Planted And
Protected In Minnesota?

BY EVELYN THORNSON,
Montevideo, Minn.

There are numerous reasons why forests and trees

should he planted and protected in Minnesota.

Before the coming of white men
the forests covered all of this state

except a strip along the western

and southern boundaries or they
covered about five-eighths of the

area. It was the lumber wealth of

the great north woods that first at-

tracted immigration to Minnesota.

The forests furnished the early set-

tlers with fuel, and material to con-

struct their dwelling places. The

(1 en land for lumber has continued to increase until

it has built, up the lumbering industry.

\Ye need fields for cattle, raising of grains, and

places for our homes; but we need wood as well to

supply us with firewood, material for buildings, fur-

niture, paper, bridges, ships, implements, and various

other articles.

Our forests are a great protection for the streams.

\Vheie the streams have their source in the mountains,
the cutting of forests causes a heavy flow of water

early in the Spring, and little in the Summer when it

is most needed for irrigation and navigation purposes.

The leaf mold absorbs a great deal of snow and
rain which falls upon it. This water slowly and
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gradually seeps down to the forest streams and con-

sequently these streams show little fluctuation in the

water-level. Only a small part of the water is ab-

sorbed by the soil and gravel and the remainder

drains rapidly away, carrying with it soil, until

streams overflow their banks and ruin fertile fields

along their course. Often this heavy flow of wrater

causes floods with great danger to life and property.
In Minnesota many cities have built up different in-

dustries which depend largely on water power for

successful operation. If forests are not plentiful, the

streams which furnish power, will dry up and the

industry, which depends upon them, will be ruined.

In Winter and early Spring when masses of snow
have been accumulating on treeless slopes, land and

snow slides frequently occur with disastrous results

to life and property.

The forest resources of Minnesota have been re-

garded as inexhaustible so that no where has care

been exercised to replenish the consumption, but we

are taking on the average forty cubic feet of wood

per acre per year from our forests. Since the average

growth is not at present more than twelve cubic feet

per acre per year, it is evident that we are consuming
wood more than three times as fast as it can be pro-

duced in our forests.

If sandy soil is exhausted it may be renewed to

its former productiveness by the growth of trees on it

for a number of years. The reason for this is that

the leaves and roots decay and furnish plant food to

the soil.

We could do little in the way of ornamenting our
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cities if it were not for the trees. The forests furnish

beautiful scenery, and are used as public parks. Trees

also furnish shade from the sun and shelter from the

rain and wind.

The terrible force of severe winds is often pre-

vented by trees, showing that they have a great wind

breaking power. Large groups of trees often prevent

tornadoes, wind and hail storms. Forests are helpful

as a windbreak for crops. If a farmer plants trees

near the edge of his field the crops will growi better,

because they are protected from violent wind storms.

If forests were not planted, the wood pulp used in

the manufacture of paper, could not be obtained.

Paper is used in almost every kind of business and it

would be a great loss if it could not be plentiful.

Forests are used as health resorts. Forest air has

a most invigorating effect upon invalids. It rests

the nerves of the tired business man and restores

health to the sick in mind and body. Camping, fish-

ing and hunting is enjoyed by millions of people, and

this value of the forests should not be overlooked.

Wild animals and birds are protected by trees or

groves. Most of the birds common to the forest are

of enormous service to farmers and fruit growers, by

eating the insects that are dangerous to the crops.

The forests and woodlots furnish ideal nesting and

breeding places for these birds.

In our recent World War lumber has served an

important part. The frames of the airplanes are con-

structed of wood, and also many of the large battle

ships.

Therefore, as forests are of inestimable benefit to
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our state it is the duty of every one of us to help

plant and protect trees.

Thank God for noble trees !

How stately, strong, and grand
These bannered giants lift their crests

O'er all the beauteous land.

Why Should Forests And Trees Be Planted And

Taken Care Of In Minnesota?
BY IRMA KLUG
Blackduck, Minn.

When Minnesota was first settled, it comprised
about 54,000 square miles of forests and 32,000

square miles of prairie. The forest

area was in the northern and central

portions, reaching into Blue Earth

county. The prairies occupied the

southern and southwestern sections

of the state stretching northward

along the Red River Valley into

Manitoba. The forests were largely

of mixed hardwood and softwood

timber, contained in the regions ly-

ing around the St. Croix and Mis-

sissippi rivers, large tracts of White and Norway

pine. Along the moranic ridges which constitute an

important feature of central Minnesota stood magni-

ficent groves of white pines.

Since territorial days the cutting of pine forests

has been an important industry of the state.

In addition to the pines already named, the most
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important trees are balsam, tamarack, spruce, elm, wal-

nut, oak, ash, birch, poplar, cottonwood, boxelder and

willow. Increasing interest is being shown among
the owners of forest lands in the efforts being made
to conserve in all ways the timber supply of the state

and this should be done.

In the early days the settlers cut off forests waste-

fully, to clear the land, and many of the settlers in

northern Minnesota do the very same thing now,
never once stopping to think of the damage done and
the future of our state and country. Not many years

ago it became a matter a public interest to regu-

late tree-cutting and to plant forests. This is done in

part to keep a supply of timber and in part to regu-
late floods and to prevent the wasteful washing of

the soil.

The cutting of wood exposes the spongy cover of

mosses and leaves to destruction. The flowers that

grow in the shade and receive their moisture from the

trees will also be destroyed.

The forests serve as a reservoir to hold the water

and dole it out throughout the year.

The trees hold lots of moisture and wherever there

are trees the ground isn't as dry as it would be if

there were not any trees.

If we didn't have forests in northern Minnesota
we would have droughts in the summer just like

they have on the prairies.

We should plant trees and take care of them in

Minnesota because they serve for various purposes
which are as follows :

1. They serve as shade trees for many plants and
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shrubs. If we didn't have the trees to shade them

they would not grow here, and when we do have

a dry season these plants can still live because they

receive their moisture from the trees.

2. The trees bring the birds. If we didn't have

trees we would not have very many birds, for they
would not have a place for shelter or their nests, and

we need the birds up here to eat the worms and bugs
which are in the gardens and grain fields. Some
birds do harm but they do some good also. If it

wasn't for the birds that kill the pests in the gardens
we could not raise crops, so trees are valuable in this

way.
3. The trees help moisten the ground.

4. The trees serve as a beautifier of a farm. A
farm can be sold much easier if it contains an orchard

or a wood lot.

5. If trees are around a house or a barn they serve

as a wind-break throughout the whole year. They
also prevent the drifting of snow around the building.

6. The trees are a help to wild animals, cows and

horses. If it is raining or cold they always seek

shelter in the forest under the trees. In the hot

weather when the flies are real bad the cows and

horses seek the shade and the flies don't bother them

here so much.

7. One of the most important reasons for taking

care of forests is for future use. In years to come

there will be a shortage of wood and building mater-

ials. If the forests are taken care of now this can

be prevented.
The forests are being taken care of in Germany
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and many other countries and they are not afraid of

running short and we can do the same thing here if

we try. We always want to be ahead of someone else

in everything, why not be ahead of these countries

in taking care of trees.

In Germany they do it in this way: One-third of

any farm is woodland and as soon as a tree is cut

down a slip is taken from it and planted in a baum
schule (tree school) and is taken care of there until

it is quite large and then it is transplanted and let

grow until it is a matured tree. Every tree that is

cut down a slip is taken from it and treated

in the same way and we can and will do the same

thing in Minnesota for we won't let Germany get

ahead of us in such a little thing as planting and car-

ing for trees. We should start and take care of the

existing forests now and it will not be so hard after-

wards.

The care of existing forests consists mainly in

proper thinning, and cutting only the mature timber,
instead of reaping a wasteful harvest at the expense
of the future.

A summary of why we should plant and take care

of trees in Minnesota is as follows :

1. Shade trees for plants and shrubs.

2. They bring the birds.

3. Help moisten the ground.
4. Beautifiers of farms.

5. Serve as wind-breaks.

6. Serve as a shelter for animals.

7. And are taken care of for future use.

The United States Department of Agriculture main-
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tains a Bureau of Forestry to study forest problems
and give skilled assistance to forest planters and

owners, and help take care of the trees.

Why The Forests Of Minnesota Should

Be Preserved.

BY FAITH RANDALL,
Comfrey, Minn.

"One impulse from a vernal wood
Will teach you more of man,
Of moral evil and of good,
Than all the sages can."

From "The North Woods."

We should reserve and reforest the forests of Min-

nesota because of the large areas of sandy land in

the northern part of Minnesota,

which will grow trees and timbers,

while crops cannot be raised profit-

ably.

We should reserve the forest be-

cause of the wealth. The different

trees such as the pine, hemlock, oak,

elm, birch and ash are very valu-

able for industrial purposes. Wood
is cheaper to burn than coal. The

hickory burns evenly and holds the

heat, then comes the oak, birch and maple.

Minnesota, in 1890, stood first in the world in pro-

ducing the most lumber, but now stands twelfth be-

cause of the reckless cutting of the timber and the

great forest fires. Men who have seen the reckless

destruction of timber, say that if Minnesota is not
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more careful she will not have any forests left by 1922.

We should reserve and reforest because the trees

draw moisture that benefits all lands around so that

crops can be raised. China, with all her forests gone

long ago, has had droughts and famines. Let us then

save our forests for the benefit of the coming gen-

erations.

We should reserve our forests because it is a pro-

tection to animals that form a valuable resource to

the wealth of the state. The moose, elk and deer are

valuable for their meat and hides. While the beaver,

fox and other fur bearing animals that abound in the

north woods are valuable for furs. With the disap-

pearance of the forests the most of these animals will

likewise become extinct. To say nothing of the enjoy-

ment of the sportsmen that annually gather in the

forests of Minnesota for the pleasure of hunting.

While the farmer boys, in the fall, when their farm

work is finished, will go trapping for fur bearing
animals for a substantial addition to their summer's

income.

The forest should be reserved because there are

many pretty birds there, which are noted for their

beautiful songs and some are good for their food

value like geese, duck and wild turkeys.

We should reserve and reforest because of the

beauty. Minnesota with her wonderful summer cli-

mate, her ten thousand lakes, her different increase

of wild animals and birds, is it not time we were

thinking more earnestly "why Minnesota's forests

should be preserved?"
There are hundreds of people coming from all
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parts of the United States to Minnesota to enjoy the

healthful air, the fragrance, invigorating atmosphere
of the pine woods, to see the pretty scenery and to

hunt. Some of the places they come to are Itasca

Park, Pipestone Park and Minnetonka. New resorts

It is easy to see why anyone living at the end of a lane
like this should take a prize in an essay contest on trees.

are constantly being built up around the lakes in the

woods.

I will now copy from the "Forestry Bulletin, Octo-

ber, 1915," a short piece as follows:

"Little Norway with her nine and one-half million

acres of land, half of which is now a waste, and which

contains a population of over two hundred thousand

has its area of forest land steadily increasing. In

spite of the fact that she is so far north that her for-

ests make a very slow growth some of the oak trees re-

quiring two hundred and fifty years to mature she
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reaps net revenue of two dollars and forty-four cents

per acre annually from her state parks and forests.

"We are apt to look on forest land as completely

withdrawn from settlement and uninhabited, but these

forests support two laborers and their families on

every six hundred and forty acres, only two families

less per section than we expect to find on our best

farm lands.
"

Judging from this, it is safe to say, if it will pay
in a country like Norway, it surely would pay in

Minnesota, to reserve, and reforest all the lands

classified as timber soil. Summing this all together
we see that the forests give health, wealth, pleasure

and beauty. So we hope every mother's son will help

forestry.

The State Forestry Association gives out valuable

bulletins on forestry. Would it not be well to cir-

culate these among the schools to educate the boys
in that direction?
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Why Trees And Forests Should Be Planted And

Protected In Minnesota.

BY MINNIE SPLITTSTOESSER,
Wood Lake, Minn.

The primitive forest ranks almost with the moun-

tains in its effect on man, on his mode of livelihood,

and consequently on commerce.

The lumber supply is decreasing

more and more every year and if

no trees are planted in the places

of those cut away there will come

a time when there will be no lumber

and we will have to import every

bit we use. This will make the

lumber very expensive.

In the earlier times there were

fifty-four thousand square miles of

forests. To the earlier settlers, forests seemed mere-

ly a hiding place for Indians and wild beasts. They
thought the sooner they could cut them away the bet-

ter. They also cut them and burned them so they
could cultivate the land. The forests were decreasing

so fast that the people thought that there would be

a depletion of our forests and a timber famine in the

near future. But our increased transportation facili-

ties made it possible to get lumber from other places

and that together with what we had prevented the

timber famine.

. If no trees and forests would be planted and pro-

tected what will we do when they are gone? Wood
is used for so many things that it would be very ex-
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pensive to import all we need. Wood serves so many
purposes that it is claimed to be the most useful of all

natural products excepting food. Iron is looked upon
as the most useful metal. Wood is not metal, but in

its usefulness it may be placed above iron. Experi-
ments have shown that in tensile strength hickory
exceeds iron and steel of the same length and weight.

It also stands higher temperatures without warping.
Wood is used in building ships, railroads, freight

cars and roads. It is used in making furniture,

wagons, carriages and machinery. It is used in car-

pentering, mining, for making paper, alcohol, tar,

turpentine, medicines, telephone poles and many other

things too numerous to mention.

Many of our streams and springs would dry up if

the forests were all cut down because trees retain the

water in the soil as a constant source of supply to

streams and springs. The thick matting of dead

leaves and branches, which covers all forest areas,

prevents rapid evaporation and enables the water

which the ground receives from rain and melting snow
to flow out gradually through springs and rivulets on

streams. As long as forests remain the flow of rivers

is comparatively equal throughout the year, but as

soon as the trees are cut away the rapid evaporation
from the soil causes the streams and springs to be-

come dry or nearly so during certain months of the

year. The hardness of the soil because of its dryness
causes water from heavy rains to run off rapidly into

the valleys. Thus during the spring and in case

of heavy rains in the summer freshets are common
along all rivers from whose sources forests have been
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removed. This endangers river traffic very much.

In the South there are many thousands of acres

that have been stripped from soil and turned into

bad lands on account of the heavy rains. This is be-

cause there is nothing to prevent the erosion of the

soil. These bad lands are useless forever. It will be

the same way in the hilly parts of Minnesota unless

forests are planted to prevent it.

Many forests burn down every year in Minnesota.

Some of this land on which the forests stood can be

used for nothing else but trees. Some can be used

for agriculture but the sandy and hilly parts are

better for trees. If no forests are planted these

places are worthless. There are many hilly and sandy

places now denuded of timber, which would best

serve the uses of mankind if permanently reforested.

If there would come a time when Minnesota would

have a few or no forests at all what would some of

our birds and animals do? They would go to some

other place to live. Minnesota would be a lifeless

place without the birds and animals.

Our lumber industry is a valuable one and it gives

employment to many men who are poor and on ac-

count of the lack of education can find no other work
in the winter time in order to keep their families alive.

Finally, forests are as necessary to civilization as

grain fields; and considering the amount of land that

can be used for forests, they can be made as profit-

able. Lumber has always been cheap, and a timber

famine, such as now impends must lay a crushing tax

on our industries and commerce.
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Why Should Trees And Forests Be Planted And

Protected In Minnesota.

BY MILDRED RUNDELL,
Pillager, Minn.

"Why do we have to plant and protect trees? We
have plenty of them." This is the remark that we
hear daily. But if we take a different standpoint,

these questions arise: "What will happen to the peo-

ple after our time? What will they have? Are we
to leave them without any of the great natural re-

sources by which we profited?" Of course we all

know that we still have an abundance of forests, but

the question is, how long will we have them? We
certainly will not have them long if we continue such

needless destruction as has been going on.

There has been a steady decline of the lumber

industry in late years. Like the "cotton kings" of

the south, and the "cattle kings" of the west, Min-

nesota has had her "lumber kings." Too often they
were content to take the value from the forests, leav-

ing barren wastes behind for their heirs to use as

they saw fit. The original supply was so immense
that even after fifty years of such waste there still

remains 20 billion feet of white pine. But lumber

kings were not the only ones who destroyed the for-

ests. Individuals have laid waste hundreds of acres of

forests by carelessly setting camp or clearing fires

and leaving them unwatched. Beavers are also ene-

mies to the forests. By gnawing down trees with

which to build dams they destroy whole forests, which

could be used otherwise and to a better advantage.
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Some people do not seem to know ihat sheep pas-

tures and forests do not thrive well when they are

combined. The sheep eat the brush away, which in

later years would be trees. Forests are too valuable

to waste in such a reckless manner.

At first thought we might get the idea that forests

are not very valuable, but we find that they rank

second as one of the valuable necessities of life. Food
is first, shelter second. They not only shelter people

but animals. Many times whole herds of cattle would

have perished in the cold had there been no trees.

Maple sugar is procured from the maple tree
; tar,

rosin, pitch and turpentine are produced from the

pine; tannic acid comes from the oak. The fir, spruce,

balsam and other woods have furnished many pro-

ducts, such as pulp for paper, lumber for barrels, and

box parts, and paving- blocks.

Minnesota is noted all over the United States for

its beautiful scenery. This is largely due to the trees

and forests. Tourists seek the quiet solitude of the

forests rather than the hot, dusty prairies. Picnics

would cease to be a form of pleasure if there were no

trees. We would not appreciate the lakes and rivers

so much if there wrere no trees to shade the cooling

waters. Who does not enjoy the songs of the birds?

forests are their homes.

Forests are exceedingly valuable because of their

power to preserve moisture and prevent erosion. The

tree roots hold the soil together, and when the

streams from the mountains rush over the plains, these

roots, having entwined themselves in and out through

the soil retain it so that the water cannot carry it
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away and deposit it in the ocean. Where the sun

cannot strike the ground, as in the shade of the trees,

evaporation does not take place as readily, thus for-

ests help to prevent drouths.

It is plainly evident that Minnesota people are be-

ginning to think of the welfare of future generations

and are trying in several ways to prevent such need-

less destruction of the trees and forests. Nov. 3,

1914, the people of Minnesota passed the Ninth Amend-

ment. This permits the state to take about 1.000,000

acres of stony land and plant pine trees upon it. In

this way we can help to reproduce the forests which

have been wasted.

We have also created the Forestry Board, that has

studied methods used in European countries and it is

trying to induce the people of Minnesota to use similar

methods in conservation of trees and forests. The

best work it has yet accomplished is the passage of

laws looking after the prevention of forest fires. Such

disastrous fires as the last one of 1918 has taught
us to be more careful.

Minnesota has an abundance of trees and forests,

but if we do our duty to posterity we must take care

of our forests. We cannot expect Minnesota to have

trees and forests unless we do this.
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PRIZE ESSAYS

This number continues the prize-winning essays in

the Forestry Association contest on "Why Should

Trees and Forests be Planted and Protected in Min-

nesota.
"

Three hundred twenty-four papers were

submitted, and, as stated in our last issue, the judges

had a difficult task in deciding the winners. The

following prizes were offered:

Four first prizes of $5.00 each.

Four second prizes of $3.00 each.

Ten third prizes of $1.00 each.

The prizes were awarded as follows :

First Prizes :

Miss Gudrun Grimsrud (13yrs.)

Ralph Sullivan,
Harold Aiton,
Knute Wingstad,

Second Prizes:

Evelyn Thomson, (13 yrs.)
Irma Klug,
Faith Randall,
Minnie Splittstoesser,

Third Prizes:

Mildred Rundell, (12 yrs.)
Hazel Mattson,
Lois Barry,
Florence Melanson,
Marie Triplett,

Myrtle Buck,
Cecil Brownell,
Willis Redding,
Margaret Wenzlaff,
Frances Marshall,

St. Hilaire

Two Harbors
Grand Rapids
Malmo

Montevideo
Blackduck
Comfrey
Wood Lake

Pillager
New York Mills

Grey Eagle
Duquette
Parkers Prairie

Detroit
Tofte

Bingham Lake
Wood Lake
Two Harbors



Why Forests Should Be Planted And Protected

In Minnesota.

BY HAZEL MATTSON,
New York Mills, Minn.

Some of the important trees in Minnesota are : white

pine, Norway pine, Jack pine, white oak, red oak,

birch, elm, spruce, fir, cedar, tama-

rack, balsam, ash, basswood, poplar,

hard maple, and soft maple.

Our forests are diminishing rapid-

ly by being cut for lumber, wood
and other commercial and agricul-

tural purposes. They have also suf-

fered several times from large for-

est fires, as last October in the

northern part of the state occurred

the largest forest fire in the whole

history of Minnesota. The fire destroyed millions of

dollars worth of forests and lumber. That is one

reason why we should take great interest in re-

planting our forests by planting useful trees and

preserving them.

Other reasons for planting are for the lumber and

paper industry, for economical fuel, for building pur-

poses, for preserving wild game, for scenery which

Minnesota is so noted as part of the state is called

"Park Region" and also for protection from hard

winter gales. The tree checks erosion. The leaves

and branches prevent the beating upon the soil as

it does in the open. The cover which they form de-

lays the melting of the snow in the spring. The



upper layers of the forest soil act as an enormous

sponge. The tree regulates the flow of the streams

Instead of rushing away in uncontrollable torrents

the water is absorbed into the great reservoir of min-

eral soil from which it is gradually paid out to the

springs and streams. This stops the water from

causing floods. The destruction of trees would result

in the loss of our protection and fuel, and our lands

would be destroyed by floods and winds.

In preserving trees we are warned of many things.

When they are young the trees usually are not trim-

med but they really should be so as to renew their

growth. When the tree is larger sometimes a branch

is cut by the wind. The air and sun dries the living

part of the tree, which is between the dead woo'l

and the bark. It rots and causes the rest of the tree

to dry. The branch should be cut straight down and
not slanting the way the branch grows ;

then it

should be painted over.

When a tree is transplanted all of the branches

should be cut off because if there are too many
branches the tree dies. The roots can always grow
a top but a top can never grow roots. The hole in

which the tree is put^ should be larger than the roots

spread, because the roots should not be cramped in.

The soil which is around the roots should be packed

tight and the soil on the top should be packed loose,

which is usually done the opposite way. The roots

should be arranged as they used to grow in the forests.

The trees should not be close together because the

small trees do not get enough light or rain. Trees

should not be close to fields or fences. Near fences



the tree grows over the wire and near fields the

roots are injured. In lumbering only the largest

trees should be cut and the underbrush should be

cleared away because it is the cause of the large and

strong trees drying up. This is usually left there to

re-seed the area of the forests. Oft times during
forest fires, the underbrush may catch fire, and do

great damage to the growing timber, hence it should

be done away with.

Why Are Trees Planted And Protected

In Minnesota?
BY LOIS BARRY,
Grey Eagle, Minn.

Much of the greater part of trees planted is done
for human comfort. This is very important on the

prairies. There the principal fuel is coal. In times

of coal and car shortage the suffering is often intense.

Even when fuel is readily obtainable, it is necessary
to burn much more to warm an exposed house than
OIK- which is protected by a wind break.

On stormy days it is impossible to turn stock out

in the barn yard for exercise, feed or water. During
severe storms the suffering creatures huddle about

the sheds, often refusing to cross the lot to eat or

drink. The farmer, if he is kindhearted, will allow

them to remain in the barn. They then get no exer-

cise. His own labors are increased by the necessity
of carrying feed and water to them as well as the

work of cleaning out the stable. Moreover in going
about the place he must wallow in the snow drifts or



shovel paths, all the time suffering the full force of

the wind.

The contrast between such conditions and those on

the farmstead protected by a good sized, well man-

aged woodlot, is remarkable. Here, even in the cold-

est days, one may see the sleek cattle lying comfort-

ably in the yard while the stable is airing out.

Should the farmer's wife desire to go to town she

can hitch up, tuck the wraps well around her in the

sleigh, and be in warm readiness for the blast which

she knows will meet her when once away from the

sheltering trees.

Aside from the benefits of protection and human

comforts, the shelter belt or woodlot assures financial

returns in the production of wood products. Every
farmer needs fuel and lumber on the farm. Every
woodlot may be maintained in such condition as to

yield a continuous supply of firewood, fence posts,

poles and lumber for home use with perhaps a surplus

for sale.

Shelter belts of forest trees are planted for orchard

protection. The most successful orchards to be found

are those which have protection from cold winds and

storms. Good orchards can be established and main-

tained anywhere where the fruit trees are protected

from wind and storm, by an adequate shelter belt of

forest trees. This is a fact which will undoubtedly be

made use of in the future and should be now.

There are hundreds of schools houses (on the prai-

ries) which stand bleak and unprotected from the

sweeping winds. Many others have but a few trees



to break the force of the storm and relieve the bare-

ness of the landscape.

For protecting the tree and giving it aid in growing,

treatment is given before planting. Special equipment
is used in spacing and designated and proper care,

such as cultivation and trimming is given.

The trees are protected to keep them from stock,

fire, insects and fungi. Stock browse the trees that are

small enough, tramp out the roots of large trees rub

off the bark. These things decrease the strength of a

tree that might be early overcome by insects or the

attack of disease of any sort. Fires, even if they
run only on the ground, have similar effects. To have

healthy, beautiful and profitable trees, it is absolutely

necessary that they be protected from stock and fire.

All through the life of a tree it is more or less expos-

ed to attacks of insects that either eat the leaves or

bore under the bark. Fungus attacks and lives upon
the branches of trees. Blights of different kinds affect

tlic leaves and twigs.

Trees are also used to beautify dwellings and parks.

Fine hedges are made of spruce and cedar.

Trees are planted for commercial uses.

Lumber is becoming very scarce, especially in our

own state. We should replant a pine for every one

that is cut so that we may have sufficient pine for

its various commercial uses.

Our forests are being protected by the most effi-

cient methods possible. Signal stations and telephone

stations are being established. Fire rangers patrol

the country so that shortly after a fire is discovered

it will be reported to the proper authorities. If the



fire is of a harmful nature, immediate action will be

taken to put it out.

Each year the trees are having better protection

so that they will have the best possible advantage in

growing because it takes about fifty years to mature
a pine tree. Fire can spread thus endangering many
lives of people and the lives of the trees.

The big object of managing replanted trees is to

secure the best possible protection in summer and
winter.

Why Should Trees And Forests Be Planted And
Protected In Minnesota?
BY FLORENCE MELANSON,

Duquette, Minn.

This question is very interesting to us at present as

there are three very good reasons for our being anx-

ious about our forests and their products.

One reason is that people have not been careful

as to what timber they cut. They have cut young,

unripe timber, too small to be of efficient use and

necessitating a great deal of waste.

Another reason is that a great deal of timber has

been destroyed by forest fires. Sparks from railway

locomotives, or fires left carelessly by picnickers have

destroyed thousands of feet of large ripe valuable

timber, also a vast amount of small timber with great

future value.

A third reason is that much timber has been used

for the war and much valuable timber has been de-

stroyed in Europe during the war.
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It is true that the amount of timber cut each year
does not exceed very much the yearly growth, but

this yearly growth is of inferior quality and not of as

much value as that which has been cut.

Therefore it is necessary to plant and protect forest

trees in Minnesota.

When Minnesota was just settled people were at-

tracted by the wealth of forests. Now the forests

have been depleted to such an extent that there is

not so much lumbering done or forest wealth is not

so great as it is in the Western and Southern states.

If forest wealth attracted settlers in early times

will it not do so now? Yes, and if we wish to have

Minnesota a prosperous, attractive state and a state

large in population we must plant and protect forests.

If the land cannot be cultivated for agriculture what
could we do with it? We would not leave it stand

there wasting. So we must plant some small good
trees that will be of value. The trees that are plant-

ed here are inferior of quality and are not protected.

There is about one-fifth of the state area which will

always be forests because about that amount of land

in Minnesota cannot be cultivated.

Some forests are located on hills. If these hills are

allowed to be cleared when it rains the rain will carry

all the soil away and after each storm the water runs

into streams rapidly causing large floods in the

river valleys. When the dry season comes there will

not be enough water left to furnish power for mills

and factories.

If hillsides are kept forested this condition will be

remedied as the ground will then hold moisture pre-



venting floods and keeping water in all rivers all

the time.

"We have to have timber to manufacture many
necessaryo articles such as furniture, farm machinery,
boxes, crates and other things.

Near valuable forests manufacturing of articles re-

quiring wood begins, furnishes work for many men
and thus encourages growth of large cities.

Therefore forests should be planted and protected
in Minnesota to make it an attractive, wealthy state,

also a beautiful one as wooded regions are always

very picturesque.

Why Trees Should Be Planted And Protected

In Minnesota.

BY MARIE TRIPLETT,
Parkers Prairie, Minn.

The people of Minnesota have used all the trees

they have needed and more too. They have cut out

the big trees and have left the stumps and brush.

The stumps will decay and hinder the growth of new
trees. They have let old trees decay without setting

any more out in their place and they have been care-

less in letting fires destroy the trees.

The people of Europe have been having to culti-

vate their forests for a long time and the time has

come when Minnesota must do something to protect

their forests as the timber is getting more scarce

every year.

The trees of Minnesota are needed greatly for pro-

tection. A good grove of trees is needed around a
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place to protect it from the cold winds and such a

protection will save fuel. A grove should be planted

around a lot where stock is kept in winter so they
can get plenty of exercise as stock do not like to get

where the cold wind will strike them. Milk cows

will give much more milk if they are thus protected.

Orchards should be protected by groves of which

evergreen is the best. This protection will aid the

growth of the fruit.

When these trees are cut others should be planted in

their place. If this is not done before a great number

of years there will be no grove for protection. Each

year trees should be planted in place of those which

have been destroyed.

Trees take up moisture from the ground. Minne-

sota is such a damp country that trees are needed to

take up the extra moisture. In some places the trees

stop floods which would occur and destroy much

property if it were not for the trees.

In many places the soil is of no use for agriculture

and if the trees on it are taken off or not taken

care of and replanted Minnesota would have some

land which would be of no value. If trees for lumber

were taken care of on this land it would supply a large

amount of lumber and would be of great value to

Minnesota.

Trees that are planted for lumber should be planted

close together so that they would not branch out and

make the lumber knotty. If it were for protection

it would be better to plant them farther apart.

Trees should be planted in Minnesota to render

beauty to the country and a cool place in summer for
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invalids and hot, tired people after a hard day's work.

Trees should be planted in Minnesota to increase

the population as people do not want to go to a

country which is cold, which has no trees for pro-
tection. If Minnesota is kept beautiful by trees it

will draw a greater number of people to live here.

There are not nearly so many large pine and beau-

tiful trees as there used to be and we are partly the

cause of this destruction as we have been careless in

not replanting those we have destroyed.

We are not the ones to suffer for this destruction

but our posterity will suffer greatly if we destroy

the good timber and leave the stumps and brush for

them to remove.

Our forefathers have left us a free government,
freedom of worship and all our liberty. We may not

be able to leave that much for our posterity but we
can leave trees for protection and for beauty and

grandeur to our posterity.

Our forefathers worked hard to obtain what they

have left for us, we should work hard to obtain forests

for the coming generation.
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Why Should Trees and Forests Be Planted And

Protected In Minnesota?

BY MYRTLE BUCK,
Detroit, Minn.

The larger part of our forests are located in the

neighborhood of the Great Lakes. In these forests

are many kinds of trees, especially

the evergreen, such as hemlock,

spruce, white pine and cedar. There

are also hardwood trees.

Trees have been cut down and

wasted so much that if the state

government does not take the mat-

ter in its hands, in a few years we

will have a great shortage of wood
material for construction.

For instance, it takes about three

thousand ties for one miles of railroad, and every

year from ten to twenty per cent of them have to

be renewed.

Forests prevent floods. The trees collect and hold

water and prevent the water from running into the

gullies and rivers and so causing floods in the spring

when the snow melts. The trees shade the snow so

it does not melt so rapidly. In the fall when the

leaves fall and rot they enrich the soil. It adds de-

cayed vegetable matter to the soil which needs it.

No where else in the United States does there exist

such immense productive districts yet unsettled as

are to be found in Northern Minnesota.

These lands are not bleak prairies open to the
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sweep of the blizzard; neither are they subject to the

withering hot winds from the plains. They are the

protected lands of the wooded region clear north to

the Rainy River. The settler in this kind of country,

while he may have some initial expense in clearing

land, has many advantages over the man who builds

his shack on the wind swept prairie. He has com-

fort and shelter from the start
;
he has firewood and

fencing material at hand; he is practically assured

of good crops on the land which he gets under culti-

vation; he has his large woodlot, if it has not been

rendered valueless by forest fires, from which during
the winter he can cut and sell various kinds of forest

products to help along, and he can also obtain from

the woods and lakes game and fish.

Here are certain lands which, because they are

unsuitable for farming, should always be producing

crops of timber. We need not only the timber itself,

but the markets which the camps and mills afford.

The good soil should not remain idle, especially when

by devoting it to forestry it can be made almost as

productive in actual values to the state and the sur-

rounding farm communities as if it were being farmed.

At the time of the settlement of the prairie por-

tions of Minnesota great herds of elk were common

sights. Everywhere there was a migration of the

animals from the scattered groves and prairie region

eastward and northeastward into the more heavily

timbered districts. The herds wrere driven farther

and farther north until very recently in the wilder

portions and the neighboring districts off Northwestern

Minnesota, people raised a sum of five thousand dol-
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lars to build an enclosure in Itasca Park and stock

it with elk.

Poplar has been considered a useless, grade of tim-

ber material. In spite of all this, in Minnesota dur-

ing 1913, thirty three million five hundred thousand

feet of poplar timber was cut and marketed, this

being about two per cent of the lumber cut in the

state.

Nearly every large city has some large park within

its limits kept in a more or less natural condition as

a recreation ground for its people, thus influencing

health. The trees can be planted anywhere and it does

not cost very much to keep them.

Why Forests Should Be Planted And Protected

In Minnesota.

BY CECIL BROWNELL,
Tofte, Minn.

Trees should not only be planted and protected but

the young growth should be saved also.

There should be at least as many trees planted as

are cut each year. Considering the amount of timber

cut besides what dies, there would soon be no forests

if a system of planting and protection were not main-

tained.

The government and also the state have a good

system of protection for our forests, but the men are

too few to cover the amount of territory needing

protection.

The main part of the timber operators seem to wish

to hinder instead of help the forest officers. Instead
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of following the forest regulations of piling and burn-

ing the brush, they leave the slashings lying around

so that whenever a fire gets started the dry stuff

burns with such force that it often burns not only
the slashings but also the good timber that has never

been logged.

The old method of cutting out the best timber and

leaving the slashings among the young growth has

done more toward destroying our forests than almost

anything else, on account of the fires which get start-

ed sooner or later in the dried brush.

Forests also tend to regulate the water supply. With
the trees all cut and not much left to absorb the

moisture, the water runs away at once washing the

hillsides to the clay and rocks on which nothing will

grow, and raising the water in creeks and rivers,

causing floods in the lowlands, often with great loss

of life and property.

With trees at the head of these creeks and rivers

the water soaks away slowly keeping an average flow

in the water course, except in spring when the frost

is still in the ground. Then the washing of the earth

is not so great.

If trees are not planted and the young growth pro-

tected, lumber industries will soon be a thing of the

past, thus throwing thousands out of work and raising

the price of lumber until it would become a luxury

instead of a necessity as it is at present and seemingly

always must be.

In our town and surrounding towns the main fuel is

wood. The burning of coal instead of wood would
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be an item of much expense to many who now are

able to depend on the forest for fuel.

Trees also are a great air purifier as they absorb

the carbonic acid gas and throw off oxygen which is

the life-giving portion of the air.

Northern Minnesota is noted for being one of the

best recreation grounds in the country. There are

several different places where parties can start with

canoes and travel every day for a month returning to

where they started without traversing the same river

twice. On a trip of this kind you can catch land-

locked salmon weighing as much as thirty pounds,

pickerel measuring as long as four feet, also pike,

perch and black bass. You will see moose, deer and

bear that you can get close enough to to take pictures

of, both in the timber and lakes You can also see

beaver and once in a while a caribou.

Now, with the forests gone, the lakes would in time

dry up. Also the animals mentioned above would be

gone as they live mainly in the forests.

By not protecting the forests, we would soon lose

the birds and mostly all of the fur bearing animals

also.

The loss of the fur bearing animals would necessar-

ily increase the price of fur in the markets.

So for the interest and welfare of the people in

Minnesota as well as throughout the other states, for-

ests must be planted and protected.
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Why Should Trees And Forests Be Planted And

Protected In Minnesota.

BY WILLIS REDDING,
Bingham Lake, Minn.

Trees and forests should be protected in Minnesota

because if they are not taken care of there will be a

great scarcity of lumber in a very
few years.

The great forest fires which oc-

curred last fall destroyed millions

of trees in the northern part of the

state. Forest fires not only destray

trees but also towns. People were

burned to death while escaping the

flames. If forest fires would occur

very often as bad as the one last

fall, the trees would not produce
lumber enough for fifty years.

About fifty years ago Minnesota, Wisconsin and

Michigan were nearly completely covered with large

forests. When the settlers moved on further west

from New York and other states in the east, they

chopped down many valuable trees. The Indians

showed them how to girdle the trees and in that way
thousands of trees were wasted. The settlers made
board fences and log cabins and that is the way so

many trees have been used up.

Forests need protection. Just think of the many
things they give up to the people ! Trees furnish fuel,

shade for man and beast, lumber, paper, protect the

ground from parching, guard land surface against
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erosion. How would parks, play grounds, lake sides,

river banks and other tracts of ground set aside for

amusements look without trees? If the trees and

forests were not protected soon everything would

look bare. Many of the people's comforts and con-

veniences come from the forests. Most of the houses

are made of white pine and the furniture is made

mostly of walnut, ash and maple trees. More trees

must be planted or soon we will have to go without

furniture when the old trees are all used up.

If all the trees get chopped down or burned and none

planted in their place, Minnesota would be entirely

out of lumber in a very few years. In Europe sever-

al countries have made a law that if the people chop
down any number of trees or some have been burned,

they must plant as many as have been destroyed.

Minnesota has set out plans to plant trees where

others have been destroyed in some way and they

also plant more wherever they have room.

Years ago people did not believe that forest fires

were dangerous, but now since the last great fire they

have found out that if they do not get busy and plant

more trees and try their best to protect them they will

not have many more left.

Cattle and sheep should not be pastured in woods

because they destroy the young seedling trees. Wood

boring and leaf eating insects should be killed if there

are not too many so that the expense of the work is

not too great.

Plant more trees ! If trees and forests are not

planted Minnesota will not rank so high in the ex-

porting of lumber as it used to only a few decades ago.
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Woods are very good as wind breaks against the

bitter winter storms.

If trees were not planted and every year more

destroyed the lumberjacks would also be thrown out

of employment.
Some people plant groves on their own land and

then get a certain sum of money each year from the

government. In that way it helps to encourage the

people to plant trees.

In the future far more care must be taken to keep
the timber lands

;
to plant new trees wherever there

is room; or if they are not planted, lumber will be

very scarce and also very high in Minnesota.

Why Should Trees and Forests Be Planted And
Protected In Minnesota?
BY MARGARET WENZLAFF,

Wood Lake, Minn.

The forest and timber resources of the state of

Minnesota are still very large. Thousands and thou-

sands of acres in the northern part

of the state are covered with dense

forests, namely white and Norway
or red pine, these being among the

most valuable of all timber for lum-

ber purposes. Besides these there

are in the state large tracts of for-

ests of less commercial value such

as spruce, cottonwood, ash, elm,

birch and Jackpine, etc.

However, the time is at hand

when the people of our state should begin to plant
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more trees and forests and guard and protect them.

We shall try to prove that the planting of trees and

forests becomes more necessary from year to year.

Of all the material required for the welfare and

comfort of all the people of the world, next to that

of food supply, comes wood in its many uses. Wood
is far more necessary than iron and coal and other

mineral products.

In late years, it is true, brick and concrete have

taken the place of wood to a certain extent, as far

as building material is concerned. Also the produc-
tion of aluminum with its great durability and

strength will probably be enlarged and supply a larger

part in all buildings.

Yet an enormous quantity of wood is required to

finish and furnish every building. Doors, window

frames, floors and nearly all the inside furnishigs

are of wood and have very few substitutes. Again
we find that our railroads with their thousands and

thousands of miles of track use up a very large amount
of wood for ties.

Much wood is used for paper making and the de-

mand for box lumber for shipping purposes is stead-

ily increasing. But at the rate that our present forests

are destroyed by fire and the wood used for com-

mercial purposes and much timber wastefully cut

down, the supply will soon be used up, unless new
trees and forests are planted and protected. This is

the main reason why more attention should be paid
to preserve our present and to provide for new
forests. But there are other reasons.

Here in Minnesota we have some land that is of
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very little value for any other purpose than growing
trees. The sandy soil which is not fit for the raising

of agricultural products is very good and suited for

the raising of trees. And after the trees have been

planted on such soil they should be protected from

fire, because it has been found that after a forest

fire the soil is not very good, even for raising trees

for many years after.

There are some trees from which medicine is de-

rived, like pine-tar, turpentine, etc. Even if only a

small amount of these trees could be planted it would

bring much profit to the owner.

If no attention is paid to the planting and protect-

ing of new forests the supply would soon be exhausted

and thousands of men who are now engaged in the

lumber business would have to look for other em-

ploymet.

Many beasts of the forest, who supply us with val-

uable furs, would lose their natural home and shelter

and gradually disappear altogether.

The birds who make us happy with their songs and

destroy millions of insects every day, would feel lost

without the forests and naturally become less.

Therefore let us plant trees and forests, guard and

protect them. They beautify the places of our home.

They protect us from storms and winds and are

often of a great commercial value and the earlier

the people begin to understand this the. better will

it be for the people in the future.
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Why Trees And Forests Should Be Planted And

Protected In Minnesota.

BY FRANCES MARSHALL,
Two Harbors, Minn.

It is about tune Minnesota was waking up to the

fact that in a few 3^ears she will not have any timber

left to speak of. A few years ago,

in 1911, Minnesota ranked ninth in

production of timber and forest

products. When white men first

came here, as far as he could gaze

primeval forests stretched before

him. Now, however, the forests of

pine and fir are rapidly decreasing

for forest fires have made great de-

struction in them. As coal is going

higher in price every day wood will

gradually become the chief fuel in a few years. But
if we don't get to work right away and start plant-

ing trees and forests, when the next generation comes

there will be none left.

Prairie forests are of great use to the prairie farm-

ers in a great many ways. They protect his crops

from withering in the summer as the hot winds cannot

reach them. They are made good use of by the farm-

er's stock for if it is too hot the flies bother the

cows so much that they will not eat therefore de-

creasing the farmer's milk supply. It protects his

home from winter storms.

Town forests are useful in many ways. For tlie

health of the people it is good to have hospitals and
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sanitoriums located near or in forests because the air

is purer for trees inhale carbon dioxide and exhale

oxygen. It is also good for people in the slums who
never get a breath of fresh air. For if a forest is

located near the city they can at least go once or

twite a week there which will do them much good. It

also increases the value of the land and helps pay the

taxes.

In the cities sometimes if they are far away from

some lake or large river, the city builds large reser-

voirs in which the people get their supply of water.

If trees are planted around there the trees will purify

the water and keep it from drying up. Also if trees

are near it makes it rain more often as trees draw
moisture.

Trees have a great deal to do with appearance of

land. For lawns they provide shade and beauty. For

parks they give shade and comfort as well as pleas-

ure and make them more healthful. They are also

used by railroad companys because each year ugly
snow fences have to be put up and taken down which

requires extra help and is an expense to the railroad

company.
In planting trees employment is given to lots of

idle able-bodied men for when you plant trees it is

necessary to look after them until they have reached

the height when they will grow by themselves. In

cutting the trees employment is given, also in floating

the logs to the mill and making them into lumber

and other materials.

When a farmer clears his land he should leave at

least ten acres to which he should plant trees and have
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timber growing. This will come in nicely for fuel

and building material. Trees ought to be planted
in his cow pasture to protect his herd from winter

storms and summer's hot sun. In leaving his plot he

should fence it in so that stray cattle could not get in

and destroy it.

If we want to have game, furs, birds and berries

for the generations coming in the future we should be-

gin right now to plant and protect our forests, as

game lives in the forests and we get food from it, also

berries thrive in the forest. Birds are very useful to

the farmers as they protect his crops from insects.

Furbearing animals also live in the forests and we
need them for clothing.

State Forests An Economic Necessity
Ten reasons why Massachusetts should acquire

State Forests:

1. Two-thirds of the lumber we use in Massachu-

setts is imported from the South, West and Canada.

2. We are paying others to grow and manufacture

our lumber, and the railroads to haul it to us, when
we should be growing and manufacturing it ourselves.

We are failing to develop an important natural re-

source and endangering an industry of great value.

3. It costs more for transportation alone to bring
lumber from the far West and parts of the South,
than to grow it in ^Massachusetts. The time has there-

fore arrived when it is profitable to grow timber in

this State. So long as lumber could be delivered in

Massachusetts at less than it cost to grow and saw
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it here, there was little incentive to produce it, but

that time is past.

4. Thirty-five per cent of the towns of Massa-

chusetts have fewer inhabitants today than they had

fifty years ago. In many of them, lumbering was

the chief industry. Small farmers were dependent

largely on local markets which were created by the

lumber industry. With the passing of the forests,

both the mills and the farmers disappeared. This was

not the only cause for the abandonment of so many
farms in the State, but it was an important factor.

5. One million acres, or one-fifth of the State, is

classified as "Waste Land." The assessed value

ranges from nothing to $10.00 an acre, with an aver-

age of about $5.00 "Waste Land" is a misnomer, be-

cause it is really only idle or wild land, which has

produced timber in the past and can be made to do

so again.

6. This idle land is a burden rather than an asset

in its present condition, because it is producing little

or nothing for the owners, or for the State in taxes.

We must build and maintain roads over and around

it, toward which expense it contributes nothing. In

other words, we are supporting a desert equivalent in

area to Worcester County,
7. Three-fifths of Massachusetts is better fitted for

growing trees than it is for any other crop. Properly

managed, this area could be made to meet our lumber

needs. The individual has failed to properly manage
this land, and he can never be expected to reclaim.it.

Therefore, the task of reclaiming the wild land of

the State must be accepted by the Commonwealth, if
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it is ever to be made economically productive.

8. If the forest lands of the State had been under

forest management instead of being neglected, it is

estimated by foresters that the lumber industry of

Massachusetts would be capable of employing 20,000

more men than at present, which would mean an in-

crease in population of 100,000, and a payroll increase

of twelve to fifteen million dollars annually. It will

take a generation or more to bring back these lands

into the profit producing class, but it must be done

if we are to retain a lumber industry in Massachu-

setts. It is likewise essential for the preservation of

mil' wood-using manufacturers.

9. State Forests will not mean that the State is

going into the lumber business, because the lumbering
will be done by private concerns, operating under

cutting contracts in keeping with forestry principals,

which will insure a continuous forest growth. Under
the present system the land is stripped of all mer-

chantable timber without regard for the future crop.

This method of cutting has been responsible for a

great part of our present "waste land."

10. State Forests will stabilize the lumber industry,

increase employment in the rural communities, en-

courage the small farmers to redeem abandoned farms

in the outlying districts, and at the same time

protect the water power, the wood using industries

and the drinking water of the Commonwealth.
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THE SPECIAL SESSION

One of the major points for the consideration of

which the special session of the legislature was called

was forest fire protection. For some unaccountable

reason the northern counties sat mum during the last

regular session. Still scarred with the heat of the

last great fire, which sufficient patrol money would
have certainly prevented, they did not raise a finger

to obtain protection from another such catastrophe.

Not till the session was over and the woods began
to dry up once more did they seem to realize their

danger. Then they sent down a delegation to peti-

tion the governor for a special session to get what

they might just as well have had at the regular one

the winter before.

The legislature provided for these needs in a way
that may or may not be satisfactory according to

the interpretation of the law and the willingness

of the Relief Commission to listen to technical ad-

vice. Placing the authority to spend the "Relief"

funds for fire protection in the hands of a new board,
instead of the Forestry Board where it belongs, clear-

ly expresses the suspicion of the legislature for a non-

political board and is in no way complimentary to

either of them, but it may get the results, if it is

spent wisely. A back handed appropriation is better

than no appropriation at all.

The people of the north are certainly slow to recog-

nize their friends and no wonder. Years of struggle
with the forest in an endeavor to hew out a farm;

years of experience with the ruthless, futureless work
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of the lumber companies; years of selfish propaganda

l>y Ian 1 men; years of misplaced efforts of state

deveLr ment agencies; lack of confidence in their

own c untry has blinded them to its true value.

Instead of endeavoring to develop the country along
the li es that nature has indicated they have been

persuaded to try to make it conform to their pre-

conceived notions notions based on entirely different

natural conditions.

There are two ways of developing a country. One
is to* make certain crops struggle along there regard-

less of conditions hammering a square peg into a

round hole as the colonists did in Connecticut. Net

result and it was inevitable 40 per cent of the one

time farms have reverted to woods. The other way
is to choose the crops to fit the natural conditions, as

the fa vme's of Louisiana did in planting rice in their

marshes. There is no question of the success of that

undertaking.
Which is the wiser course? And which are we

undertaking in the north?

Th -re are in the northern half of the state 26,000,-

000 acres of land, water, and sphagnum bog. The

maximum net production of this area in agriculture
even o 1

! the most liberal basis would not exceed $3.00

per a<^e, or $78,000,000 annually. There are 8,000,000

acres of this which are unsuitable for farming purpos-
es and the average net production on them would not

be over $1.50 per acre or an aggregate of $12,000,000.

That same 8,000,000 will produce a minimum of at

least $40,000,000. Moreover the use of the 8,000,000

acres for forest would very greatly improve the net
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profit of the 18,000,000 acres which would still be

farmed.

And there is another consideration of no m%an im-

portance : tourist travel. Northern Minnesota has

natural advantages for summer homes and summer

touring which is unsurpassed anywhere in the United

States. Already the tide has set in, it will continue to

swell as those advantages become better known. Sum-

mer tourists spend $20,000,000 a year in Maine. Our

summer trade will be no less if it is properly encour-

aged. Make the north a country of poor farms, and

you will greatly discourage this new industry; make
it a country of woods and wooded lake shores and

you will double it. This again will improve the

market and raise the revenues of the farm lands.

The more people see good land the more people will

want it and the higher the values will go. We have

been spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to

bring people here to look at our lands. Why not en-

courage this tourist business and let them come here

on their own money?
Under the first plan, then, of forcing agricultural

development on all of these lands the ultimate maxi-

mum net revenue would be about $80,000,000 annually,

$78,000,000 from agrisulture and $2,000,000 from tour-

ists who would come for the lakes even if the forests

were gone. Under the second plan, the ultimate maxi-

mum net revenue for the same area would be $126,-

000,000 $66,000,000 from agriculture, $40,000,000

from the forests, and $20,000,000 from the tourists.

Such is the economic advantage of the natural

method of development.
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The very first step, and the most important one, in

the development of these natural advantages is the

absolute suppression of forest fires which endangers

settlers, destroy future timber and discourage tourists.

If the people of the north woods have confidence in

their country as it is, and insist on its protection they
would be a long way on the road to prosperity. It is

the protection of developments .of their forests on

which they should insist, and the development of their

farms would quickly follow.

In minor matters not involving the expenditure of

state money the legislature was more considerate of

the Forestry Board. They passed a bill creating a

closed season for the setting of fires. Prom April to

November no one can start a fire in brush, slashings

or meadows without a permit from the state forester.

The district rangers will, of course, be authorized to

issue such permits and it will not work any hardship
on the settlers. On the other hand it will enable

the rangers to prevent fires from being started when
the country is dangerously dry and to fix the respon-

sibility for fires which get out of control.

They also passed a bill memorializing Congress to

increase the appropriations under, the Weeks Law so

that Minnesota may be allotted $50,000 a year from

the federal funds for fire patrol instead of the $8,000
she is now getting. Another memorial asked Congress
to establish a hydro-airplane training station at Duluth
and conduct an airplane patrol for fires as a part
of their training work.

Still another bill gave the State Forester increased

power to enforce the use of spark arresters and other
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fire prevention devices on the service locomotives

used on the railroads in the state.

These are all of them important and much needed

measures.

On the whole the Special Session did rather more
for the forests than several previous regular sessions

have done. Only on the matter of direct appropri-

ations to the State. Forestry Board for fire protection

did they balk. This seems an unjustified slap at a

Board which has never misappropriated any state

funds, has conscientiously endeavored to give the for-

ests the very best protection the limited appropria-

tions allotted to it would permit, and has given the

state more for its money than the state usually gets.
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A Policy of Forestry for the Nation

BY HENRY S. GRAVES

A national policy of forestry seeks the protection

Mini beneficial utilization of our present forest re-

sources, the renewal after cutting of forests on lands

not needed for agriculture and settlement, the sta-

bility of forest industries and of satisfactory condi-

tions for forest workers, and the restoration of forest

jri'nwth on lands now unproductive and idle.

The public interests in the continuance of forests

justify and require direct ownership of extensive

areas, and also participation by the public in working
out the problem of protection and renewal of private

forests. A program of forestry for the nation should

include action by the public through the Government
and the States, action by land owners and operators,

and the means of uniting the efforts of all for the

achievement of a common purpose.

The service of forests is not alone local : it is na-

tional as well. For the products are widely distribut-

ed without reference to State lines, the industries are

engaged in interstate business, and the protective

benefits of forests often extend far beyond the lo-

calities where they are situated. It is the function of

the Federal government to take the leadership in

formulating a national economic policy that gives con-

sideration to the relationship of all forests to the in-

dustrial life of the country. The central Government
alone can bring about concurrent and harmonious
action within given regions. Its research and edu-

cational work may be directed to the problems of the



nation and of regions that comprise more than one

State. Representing the whole Nation, the Govern-

ment can stimulate and guide local action where in-

dividual States by their own efforts would fail. The

Government can act to organize all agencies affected

by the forest problem in a united undertaking to in-

augurate and carry out a program of forestry.

The States have not only the function of handling
the public forests owned by them, but they have also

a direct responsibility in the protection and continu-

ance of private forests. In this, the Federal Govern-

ment should take part to meet interstate and national

problems, to stimulate action by the States, and to

bring into harmony the efforts of the different States.

In the problem of private forestry, the Government
would work through and in cooperation with the

States. The legislation affecting the private owner
in the matter of protection and continuance of forests

should be by the States. The Government should help

the States in formulating plans and developing meth-

ods and by direct assistance in carrying them out.

The assistance offered by the Government should be

contingent upon the States taking legislative and ad-

ministrative action to provide for the protection and

renewal of their forests.

A national policy must recognize the problems of

the private owner of forests. Greater security of

forest property from fire, better returns from timber-

land in the long run, and more stable industrial con-

ditions must be sought. A program in which the

public participates and recognizes industrial problems,
like taxation, would enable private proprietors to-



handle their forests in a way not to be a public injury

but to serve in building up the localities in which

they are situated.

PUBLIC FORESTS
There should be an extensive program of public

forests, owned by the Nation, by the States, by muni-

cipalities, and, too, by quasi-public institutions and

organizations. The public forests today comprise
about 25 per cent of the total forest area of the

country. They should be extended to include ulti-

mately from 40 to 50 per cent.

In any plan of extensive public holdings, whether

Federal or State, provision should be made for return-

ing to the communities a share of the receipts, as is

done in case of National Forests, or otherwise to com-

pensate them for withdrawing the lands from taxation.

The Federal Government should not only provide

adequate support properly to protect and develop its

forest properties; it should also rehabilitate, by plant-

ing if necessary, the depleted and wasted cut-over

and burned lands,

(a) National Forests

The Federal holdings should be extended by pur-

chase, by exchange of stumpage for land, and by plac-

ing under permanent administration forest lands now
in the unreserved public domain.

The program of acquisition should seek two classes

of forest land :

1. Areas needed for the protection of water re-

sources, to prevent erosion, for recreation and other

general public purposes. These should include both

virgin forests and cut-over lands.
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2. Cut-over lands, with the purpose of insuring the

production of lumber and other products and of es-

tablishing demonstration areas and centers for Fed-

eral cooperation with States and private owners.

The present Weeks Law program contemplates the

purchase of about one million acres in New England
and five million acres in the Southern Appalachians.
This program should be completed as fast as is com-

patible with public financial conditions, and should

be extended to include other important areas needed

for watershed protection and other general public

service. Lands acquired for protective purposes as

well as those for lumber production should be dis-

tributed through all forest regions of the country.

The acquisition of cut-over lands by exchange for

stumpage would serve to consolidate and block out

the National Forests of the West. This principle

has already been recognized in several special laws

applicable to certain Forests.

There are still forest lands in the public domain

which should be added to the National Forests. There

are several million acres of such lands outside of

Alaska. The great forests of the interior of Alaska

should also be placed under adequate protection and

administration.

(b) State Forests

The States should establish public forests, with the

same general objectives as the Federal government,

and with special reference to the economic and in-

dustrial needs within their boundaries. Many western

and southern States still own forest lands received

from previous grants from the Government; those
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should be placed under permanent forest administra-

tion, with provision for the settlement of areas suited

to agriculture. Lands reverting to the States for

taxes or otherwise should, where practicable, be re-

tained and used to build up permanent public forest

reservations.

(c) Other Public Forests

K\<>ry encouragement should be offered to munici-

palities to establish public forests or woodland parks.

These may be necessary to protect the local water

supplies, or to serve as public recreation grounds; and
in many instances they may yield products that will

help in a material way to reduce local taxation for

schools or public works. Permanent institutions and

organizations of a quasi-public character should also

be encouraged to acquire forests and handle them on
the basis of continued production.

PRIVATE FORESTS
The safeguarding and perpetuation of forests on

private lands are possible through an organized sys-

tem of protection, through the prohibition of destruc-

tive processes that produce waste lands, and through
the promotion of constructive and entirely practical

measures of forestry. The participation, liberal co-

operation, and direction of the public in working out

the problems involved are necessary for success.

Fire Protection

The objectives of fire protection are:

1. To prevent -destruction and injury to standing

timber by fire.

2. To safeguard young growth already established

within the older timber and on 'cut-over lands.



3. To promote natural reproduction so far as this

can be done by fire protective measures.

Aspen, or Popple, an increasingly important timber tree in

Minnesota.



Effective fire protection is achieved only through
a joint undertaking between the public and private

agencies in which all lands, regardless of ownership,

are brought under an organized system. Such a

system requires :

1. An effective service for preventing forest fires

and detecting and suppressing those which may be

started. Such a service already exists in a number
of States.

2. Improvements needed for the prompt detection

and suppression of fires. These include roads, trails,

lookout stations, properly located stations for rangers,

bases for airplanes when these are used, and so on.

3. Measures to reduce the inflammability of the

forests. These may consist of lopping the tops, as is

practiced in parts of the East; or burning the brush

in piles as conducted in many pine stands on the Na-

tional Forests; or burning over at the proper season

cleared areas, protected by fire lines, as in heavy

Douglas fir stands
;

or in felling dead snags, as is

required in many National Forest timber sales
;
and

in other measures. In some places fire lines may be

des'irable, as practiced in southern California; or

carefully controlled burning at the proper season of

strips and selected areas, as is practical in certain

open pine forests. Uncontrolled light burning should

be prohibited everywhere.
4. A vigorous campaign of education of the public

regarding the danger of forest fires and the need

of cooperation on the part of every user of the woods.

5. A systematic campaign of law enforcement, in

which all citizens should be asked to cooperate, to
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punish those who by carelessness or intent start fires

or permit their spread.

There should be incorporated in the forest laws of

every State requirements to bring all forest owners

into the protective system, and to extend it to all

cut-over and unimproved lands in the State, together
with the disposal, by lopping or burning, of danger-
ous slashings and other special measures that the

local conditions may require.

There should be provided by the State the adminis-

trative machinery necessary to carry out the work

effectively.

The public should share in the burden of protec-

tion. The division of cost will necessarily vary in

different States, as is now the case among those

States which have inaugurated such a system. The

public may properly bear the cost of the State-wide

patrol system, including overhead, inspection, look-

outs, and similar items, and a portion of the fire

suppression costs.

In general, the cost of the preventive system should

be shared about equally between the public and the

owner of the land. At the present time assistance

by the States and the efforts of the private owners

alike are inadequate. Measures like brush disposal
are essentially a part of the logging operation and
should be a charge against it.

The Federal Government should grant liberal aid

in fire protection, far greater than at present. Its

aid should be contingent on the State's inaugurating
and carrying out such a system as above described.

This financial help should not exceed in amount that

appropriated by the State.
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Protection Against Insects and Disease

As in fire protection, the spread of dangerous in-

sect infestations and diseases requires the aid and
direction of the public. Both the National and State

ii<>\ ernments should participate and appropriate liber-

ally to check the depredations.

Forest Renewal

The renewal of forests on lands not required for

ain-icnltnre and settlement is an essential feature of

<i national policy of forestry and an effective pro-

gram should be worked out in each State, backed by
appropriate legislation and efficient administration,

which will achieve this object on private as well as

on public property. As in the case of fire protection,

forest renewal on private lands requires the parti-

cipation and aid of the public.

There are two problems of forest renewal; first,

the restocking of lands already cut over and now in

a condition of waste; and second, that of providing
for natural reproduction as the timber is cut. Where
there is still seed or seed-bearing trees on cut-over

lands, continued fire protection may in many cases

suffice for restocking. Where there is no chance for

natural reproduction, planting or sowing will be ::e-

c'/ssary. The public will have to take over a large

portion of these lands and restore them to productiv-

ity. In many other cases owners may be induced to

restock their waste lands as a business undertaking.

Provision for forest renewal should be made at the

time of cutting. Sufficient restocking of the average

private tract can be accomplished by natural repro-

duction without resort to planting or other intensive
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Rocky non-agricultural land. This kind of land in Minnesota
could be made to produce a good revenue by

raising trees.
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measures. On certain types of forest, renewal will

result from fire protection alone. In many instances

of unrestricted exploitation, however, fire protection

alone does not suffice to secure renewal and to pre-

vent the lands becoming waste. If protection alone

does not suffice to secure forest reproduction, the

owners should be required to adopt such measures as

may be necessary to accomplish this, with cooperative

aid by the public in working out the problem as a

practical undertaking. As in the case of fire pro-

tection, the additional measures necessary for forest

renewal should be made a part of a systematic pro-

gram in which the public and private owners engage
in a joint undertaking with a common objective.

The first steps in this undertaking are to deter-

mine in each region :

1. The circumstances under which fire protection

alone will not suffice to prevent wasting of the land

under prevailing methods of lumbering.
2. The additional measures necessary to secure

conditions favorable for natural renewal.

3. The classes of land upon which forest growth
should be continued.

4. The cooperation that should be given by the

public to make feasible in practice the measures that

may be necessary for the owners to take.

5. The legislation needed to bring these measures

into practice, as a part of the State's program of

forestry.

As in the case of fire protection, the plan for spe-

cial measures and for forest renewal should be work-
ed out through State legislation and administration,
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with the assistance and backing of the Government.

The Federal government should seek to secure concur-

rent action by the States within given economic re-

gional units, to bring about uniform standards of

practice, to conduct experiments and research, to

grant material aid in various ways, and to act as a

coordinating agent to bring together the different

local agencies into full cooperation. The Government

should make its assistance to the States contingent

upon effective action by the latter.

Measures of forestry upon private lands sought by
the proposed program fall into two classes : first,

those necessary to prevent the lands becoming waste

after lumbering; and second, those which seek a

maximum production of timber and other products.

The first class of measures should be required on all

lands that ought to remain in forest growth. The

measures to secure maximum production are of a

more intensive character. They should be encouraged
in every way but would not be obligatory. They
involve a larger initial investment, and they render

a larger ultimate return to the owner. Under the

second class fall such measures as planting where

needed, leaving a larger number of seed trees, cutting

in favorable seed years, leaving medium sized trees

even though now saleable for a second cut or for

cover, various kinds of thinnings of second growth,

organization of the forest work on a basis of sustain-

ed annual yield, and so on. Experiments should be

conducted by the public to establish and make gen-

erally known the best practice in each region. Advice

by public officers should be freely afforded. Plant-
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ing stock should he offered at cost by the public.

Taxes should be adjusted to encourage owners to

undertake the methods found to be most efficient, and

other measures of aid given as indicated in the last

section of this statement.

Economical Utilization

Every encouragement should be offorded to bring

about close utilization of timber in the forest and to

prevent losses in the handling and use of the manu-

factured product. This will be accomplished largely

through cooperation and research, in bringing infor-

mation to the knowledge of operators and users of

wood products. It is a problem of investigation and

industrial education, in which the public should take

the leadership.

ASSISTANCE AND COOPERATION
BY THE PUBLIC

In a national policy of forestry the public itself

should assume certain responsibilities and it should

assume certain burdens. It should cooperate with and

assist private owners in carrying out their part of the

undertaking. The measures of cooperation fall under

the following heads:

1. Fire Protection. As already indicated, the

public should directly share the burden of fire pro-

tection, especially in a preventive system and in the

cost of suppression.

2. Assistance in Forestry. The public should as-

sist owners in working out plans for cutting that will

promote natural reproduction, in planting, and in

other measures of forestry. The State should offer
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planting stock at cost and cooperate with the owners

in establishing plantations.

3. Taxation. The States should adopt a form of

taxation calculated to encourage good forest prac-

tice. The present methods of taxation, with their

lack of uniformity in application, often tend to pro-

mote premature and wasteful cutting and to discour-

age forest renewal. To promote action by the State,

the Federal government should assist the States to in-

vestigate the current methods of taxation, their effect

in causing premature and wasteful cutting and in in-

creasing the difficulties of holding cut-over lands for

tree growth, and should assist in drafting model tax

laws applicable to various forest conditions.

4. Forest Loans. Existing legislation concerning

farm loans should be extended to include loans for

the purchase and improvement of forest lands, to en-

courage the holding of lands previously acquired,

where the purpose of the owner is to hold and pro-

tect cut-over lands or those having growing timber,

to reforest lands by seeding or planting, or to use

other measures in promoting forest production. To

obtain the benefit of such loans, which should be for

a maximum period of 50 years, the land owner should

enter into a specific obligation to retain the land in

growing timber and protect and care for it during the

life of the loan.

5. A Survey of Forest Resources. Funds should

be provided whereby the Federal government in co-

operation with State and private interests may make

a survey of the forest resources of the country. This

would determine the quantities of timber suitable
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Occasional tracts ui vtry saud> luuus 111 Minneboia
profitable stands of young pine.
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for different industrial uses, the current consumption
of forest products, the probable requirements of the

different regions for material, the possible production
of the forests by growth to meet these requirements,
and other matters which will aid in developing the

national forest policy.

6. Land Classification. The public should co-

operate in land classification to aid owners to put
their lands to the most productive use. The public

should aid in bringing settlers upon lands suited to

agriculture, discouraging speculative undertakings
that lead to the deception of innocent investors and

efforts for the colonization of "lands unsuited to the

purpose. Land classification would indicate the class-

es of lands which should be devoted to the produc-
tion of timber, either permanently or pending a de-

velopment wrhich would make possible their success-

ful settlement.

7. Research Work. Adequate funds should be pro-

vided to enable the Government and other public

agencies to carry on investigative work needed in

carrying out a national policy of forestry. This

would include investigations on a larger scale than at

present in determining the best methods of forest

practice, and also research in forest products.

A program for the nation must be an aggregate of

local programs adapted to different conditions, and

correlated and standardized through the Federal gov-

ernment to meet the broader requirements of the

whole country. A national program cannot be put in-

to effect in its entirety at once. Local programs will

also probably have to be worked out by steps. Some
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States are already able to go forward more rapidly
than others, partly because of their financial strength
and partly because experience has already demon-

strated the methods of protection and forestry re-

quired to secure results on the ground.
The initiation of a national policy of forestry re-

quires as one of the first steps the passage of a Fed-

eral law that recognizes its objectives and provides

authority and means for the Government to extend

cooperation with the States in the protection and per-

petuation of the forests under their jurisdiction along
the foregoing lines. At the same time, Federal ap-

propriations for the purchase of forest lands should

be greatly increased.

Much can be accomplished pending such a law.

Thus, there should be at once a joining of hands in

a most vigorous campaign for fire protection, that

will educate the public to the dangers from fire and

lead to more effective action in all forest regions.

Individual States should go forward with plans for

better legislation and larger support of forestry. But

the passage of a basic Federal law with the aid that

the Nation can offer would make possible the inaugu-
ration of a policy that would secure results impossi-

ble without such national action.
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Rock Outcrop Land in Minnesota

When anyone mentions rock outcrops, our minds

are very apt to turn to northern Minnesota because

we may have seen some of the rocky lands north of

lake Superior. There certainly are outcrops there

worthy of our attention
;
there is no denying that

;

but it ?s not altogether a fair inference. There is an

aston ishingly large area of outcrop in the southern

part of the state.

The State Geological Survey has, in cooperation

with the U. S. Geological Survey, published a soil

type map of Minnesota. There are three maps, one of

the northwest quarter of the state, one of the north-

east qaarter and one of the south half. They are is-

sued in connection with bulletins 12 and 13 of the

State Geological survey. As far as the boundaries of

the types are concerned, the maps are remarkably

accurate, but the descriptions of the types are quite

as remarkably vague, and, to the seeker after forest

land, misleading.

The authors explain this vagueness by saying that

the maps were made from an ''agricultural view

point." Hence no forest land is indicated. Radishes

are recommended for certain tracts, where the rocks

are too close together for larger vegetables, but never

trees. Certain portions of the maps that are colored

red are described as "rock outcropping, of little

value for farming." This, in the extremely conserva-

tive wording of these descriptions, means forest land.

With this explanation, the maps immediately be-

come of interest to those who are looking for the
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forestry possibilities of the state. The red does not

cover all the forest land in the state by any means,

but we can be pretty sure that on the conservative

basis of these maps all the red land should be forest.

A careful analysis of the distribution of these red

patches is extremely interesting. The man in the

southern half of the state who has always regarded

the forests as something peculiar to the north, and

hence of little more than academic interest to him,

suddenly finds himself involved in a by no means

insignificant forestry problem right in his own

neighborhood.

These lands are located in rather narrow strips

along the water course of the Mississippi river and

its tributaries, of which the most important are the

St. Croix, the White Water, the Cannon, the Zumbro,
the Root, the Minnesota, and the numerous creeks

which flow into them. 748,000 acres in the Mississip-

pi watershed, and two branches of the Missouri con-

tribute 33,000 acres more in Rock and Pipestone
Counties. This is a vast area of land in the aggre-

gate. The watershed of the St. Louis river in the

north boasts only a seventh as much, and the famous

granite country in the triangle north of lake Superior
has only three times as much.

By river systems the statistics are :

Mississippi River System 780,954 acres

St. Louis River System 106,689 acres

North of Lake Superior 2,235,427 acres

Total 3,123,070 acres
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By counties it is even more interesting:
Acres Acres

St. Louis 1,541,570 Hennepin 13,752
Lake 426,095 Blue Earth 12,454
Cook 333,783 Benton 8,847
Fillmore 146,047 Pipestone 7,536
Winona 132,229 Ramsey 7,436
Houston 106,010 Dodge 7,214
Olmstead 64,669 Stearns 6,225
Goodhue 44,490 Rice 5,888
Wabasha 39,768 Renville 4,406

Koochiching 34,406 Le Sueur '. . . . 4,096
Rock 25,395 Chippewa 3,112

Washington 23,576 Mille Lacs 2,785
Dakota 19,496 Mower 2,621
Redwood 19,496 Brown 2,457

Scott 18,841 Big Stone 2,129
Vellow Medicine . . . 14,417 Nicollet 2,124
Cottonwood 14,254 Lac Qui Parle 1,638
Carleton 13,792 Carver 1,638

Tell this to a man in any one of these counties and

he will probably deny it; prove it to him and he'll

get mad. But why should he? AVhy should every one

of us be imbued with a mania for declaring his

county to be 100 per cent agricultural? This is forest

land, not waste land. It is capable of producing a

forest crop which fifty or sixty years from now in

the light of present forest conditions will be worth

more than the farm crops the best of its agricultural

neighbors can produce.

Our timber will be coming from the Pacific Coast

then with a freight charge of $12.00 or $15.00 a

thousand feet and an f. o. b. price that will warm the

producer's innnermost soul. These same producers

are gnawing their very shoestrings now trying to

compete with producers who enjoy a cheaper freight

rate but they will not be then when our local sources

of timber have been exhausted and they own the
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only supply of stumpage in the country.

Those outcrop lands will be a disgrace to the

counties where they are located just as long as they
are left unproductive waste land, but given a chance

they will produce forests of which the people will be

proud.

What will you do with them?

Forestry in Finland

Most of us think of Finland as a poor and back-

ward country with an icy climate. How many of us

realize that, backward though Finland may be in

many directions, yet they have developed a more ef-

fective policy looking toward the preservation and

utilization of a large portion of their forests than the

progressive State of Minnesota. And, after all, are

the Finns as backward as many of us think? Our
former University President, Mr. Vincent, has stated

that, to him Finland's capitol, Helsingfors, is one

of the most pleasing cities in Europe. In the matter

of education, Finland's accomplishments put her

abreast of the more progressive peoples of Europe.
But we are straying from the field of forestry to

which we will now return.

Finland covers an area of approximately 150,000

square miles, making it a little less than twice as

big as Minnesota. It is a country of lakes and

swamps with tracts of higher land, occupied by farms

or covered by forests in between. The climate is

severe. Yet the snowfall is not sufficient to interfere

with winter logging. The upland soil is poor and
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stony. Until quite recently, even long after exten-

sive state Forests had been set aside, it was the be-

lief of a majority of the people (and the Govern-

ment) that the forests should be cleared away and

that the land should be farmed. In spite of all of the

encouragement that could be given the farmed and

grazed lands have not, in many decades, produced

anywhere nearly sufficient food to satisfy the na-

tion's needs. It has only been within the last 25

or 30 years that the real value of the forests to the

nation has been realized.

The Finnish Forestry Department was created in

1863. To it was entrusted the care and management
of the 32,078,457 acres of state owned forested lands.

Of this large area (approximately one-third of Fin-

land's total area) only 13,723,723 acres (43 per cent)

is classed as good quality forest land. The rest is

either swamp, poor sand or rock, and is either barren

or covered by a poor stand of tree growth. The

first duty of the Finnish Forestry Department was
to protect, especially from fire and trespass, these

state forest lands. In doing so the Forest Depart-
ment officials had to face the vigorous hostility of

the people for the latter had long considered the

cutting or burning of the state forests as within their

personal rights. During the earlier part of its exis-

tence, the Forestry Department was also hampered

by small appropriations ($107,000 for the year 1870),

the first income for that year being $51,000. The
annual appropriation was increased gradually until

in 1900 it amounted to $239,000 and in the mean-

time the annual forest income had reached $1,024,000
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in the same year. Between 1901 and 1911 (the last-

year for which figures are available) both income

and expenditures (appropriations) rose rapidly, the

former reaching $3,000.000 in 1911 and the latter

$975,000 for the same year. Thus, it will be seen that

the state forests of Finland yielded a net revenue of

$2,075,000 in 1911 and probably continued to yield

not less than that amount until the outbreak of the

Great War.

The work of accurately cruising the state forests

was not begun until 1904. This work was incom-

plete when the war broke out in 1914, but the pre-

liminary summation of the work completed at that

time indicates that there are about 121,000.000 trees

over ten inches in diameter (measured 4 feet 3 inches

above the ground). This is a considerably larger

number of trees than there were supposed to be.

The timber on the State Forests is sold by auction

usually by the tree but sometimes by volume. The

routine of selling the timber is similar to that fol-

lowed by the U. S. Forest Service that is, the large

sales are made by the central office while the small

ones are made by the local offices. Between 1900

and 1910 the total sales ran from 1,000,000 to 3,000,-

000 trees per annum and the stumpage price ran from

.45 to .65 per tree.

But the State does not, by any means, control all

the forests of Finland. There are about 29,000,000

acres of privately owned woods, of which 24,500,000

acres are classed as good quality forest land, and it

is from these privately owned woods, which are more

accessible than those owned by the state, that the
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greater part of Finland's large lumber cut comes.

In addition to the state and privately owned forests

there is a considerable area of municipally owned
forests.

Pine, spruce and birch are the principal Finnish

forest trees. In 1910, which may be taken as a

normal year, after, for a long time having vigorously

encouraged the transfer of land from forest to agri-

cultural use, Finland imported about $20,000,000

worth of agricultural products while it exported
about $50,000,000 worth (80 per cent of all exports)

of forest products. These figures show the value

to Finland of her forests in international trade.

NOTES
Michigan now has a delinquent tax law by which

lands on which the taxes are not paid, actually re-

vert to the state irrevocably and become a part of

the state forests. Most people think that the same

thing is true in Minnesota, but it is not. No land

ever reverts to the state here and no tax title in the

state is worth more than 12 per cent unless accom-

panied by a quit claim deed.

The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis.,

has found that the hemlock bark from the paper

mills, now a waste product, can be successfully used

by the tanneries at paying prices. One more step in

the utilization of wood waste which means cheaper
wood products and higher stumpage values.

According to Col. H. S. Graves, chief forester of the
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United States, our cut-over lands in the United States

would produce in the next 50 or 60 years if properly

protected and cared for, over 60,000,000,000 feet of

lumber a year without lessening our forest capital.

And this would be done without using agricultural

land for the purpose.

Canada has 5940 miles of high tension pole lines

carrying currents of from 10,000 to 100,000 volts.

Minnesota has tremendous water power sources in

the north which will some day be utilized in this

way to the great advantage of Minnesota industries.

In 1918 the United States imported from Canada

1,370,027 cords of pulpwood valued at $13,362,566.

This was an increase in amount of 47 per cent over

the 1910 importation and an increase in value of 119

per cent. In the same year we also imported 516,258

tons of manufactured wood pulp valued at $31,477,175.

"Why should we not raise this pulpwood on our own
waste lands, which are now lying idle, and keep these

great sums of money at home?

Leaders of the Southern Pine Manufacturers Asso-

ciation state that the bulk of the original supplies

of yellow pine in the south will be exhausted in ten

years, and that within the next five to seven years

more than three thousand manufacturing plants will

go out of existence.
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A Forest Policy for the United States

A forest policy for the United States is being sought.

Most people are under the impression that the United

States has a comprehensive forest policy because it

has 160,000,000 acres of National Forests; and so it

has as far as those particular tracts of land are con-

cerned. But when we stop to consider that these

National Forests represent only one-fourth of the

forest area and one-fifth of the timber in the country
we can readily see that something more is needed.

There should be some definite steps taken for the

efficient management of the other three-fourths.

The history of privately owned timber land in the

United States is pretty well known. The land was
for the most part acquired some years ago, often at a

merely nominal price. Much of it has been stripped

of timber at a good profit; some of it has been held

so long that the present investment is far from nom-

inal; but that is incidental and has no direct bearing
on the case. The point is that the owners' interest lies

in the timber and not in the land. At the most favor-

able moment, which is sometimes when he is forced

to it, he cuts the timber, pockets his profits, stops-

paying taxes, and lets the land degenerate into a

brush covered waste, subject to fire and erosion, and,
in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, entirely unpro-
ductive. He has not in the past, and, under the pres-

ent conditions of taxation, fire hazard and market,
never will do anything to produce another crop. And
yet he continues to claim the right to monopolize
the land.
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The question is, shall we permit him to do it?

The answer must be found in public opinion. At

present public opinion says: "Why not, he owns it."

It is much the same attitude that the tenderfoot in the

west encountered when he expressed his surprise at

the ethics of the poker game he was watching. He

very distinctly saw one of the players dealing from

the bottom of the deck. ''Did you see that?" he

asked in horrified tones of a dignified citizen who
stood next to him. "See what?" he asked languidly.

"That fellow was dealing from the bottom of the

deck!" he whispered. "Wai, stranger," came the

quiet answer, "it's his deal, ain't it?"

But when public opinion has learned what that at-

titude really means to the public its answer will be a

very emphatic "No."
When it learns that those same idle lands properly

put to work will yield an annual stumpage value of

at least $6,500,000, that the harvesting and primary
manufacture of it will yield $7,500,000 more, and

that the production of that lumber in the state will

mean a saving in freight of $4,000,000 more, $18,000,-

000 in all! public opinion will shout "No" with a roar

that will shake the present delinquent tax laws clear

out of the statute books.

Think of it! The state of Minnesota is due to lose,

on the most conservative estimate, $18,000,000 a year

because some of her land land for the most part too

poor to yield any profit from agricultural crops is

lying idle. The loss will really be much greater than

that because many wood using industries will leave

the state for the lack of cheap raw materials.
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Will public opinion stand for this when they realize

it? Not for a minute! They will demand a State

forest policy that will bring these idle lands into the

hands of the State and put them to work, or force

the owners to put them to work; he will have his

choice.

There is no question about this. It will happen. It

has happened in every other civilized country where

the people felt the pinch of advancing timber prices

and it will happen here. Then why should not we,

who know the facts, spread this much needed informa-

tion? Membership in this Association means that you
are interested in the forest welfare of this State

;
if so

you can do nothing better than to spread these hard

financial facts.

We are not engaged in a campaign to accumulate

a trust fund for the endowment of sentimental poets,

or an endeavor to establish a closed season on three

legged toads. We are not trying to promote the in-

terests of any one class of citizens or persecute any
other class. Our motive is sound, altruistic and far-

reaching, worthy of the very best that is in every one
of us, an honest, straightforward effort to bring to

the attention of the people of Minnesota a sound
business policy which will be immensely profitable to

the future of the State.
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Shall We Preserve the Forests? How?
The question <>f forest preservation is one that must

he seriously considered by not only those who live in

the timbered part of the State but by those who live

on the pmirie or in the more thickly settled portions

as well. Those who have recently bought lumber

know how costly it has bec'ome. Those who have

bought or sold stum page also know its worth. Are

we goinir to allow the timber we have left to be

gradually destroyed with the accompanying inevit-

able raise in the price of lumber or are we going

to protect our forests and insure our future needs'?

If we are going to protect our resources what

method shall we use? The bulk of care and watch-

fulness must of course rest with those who live or

camp in the forests. Will all nf these be careful if

they do not receive co-operation and are not watch-

ed .' No! it is no more to be expected than that a

city will police itself without having a police de-

partment. We must have a forest force. Without

such a force who will see that the logger disposes

of his slash.' Who will protect the timber on state

land which is owned by you and me?

We hold no brief for State Forester Cox. We do

however approve of a great deal that Mr. Cox ad-

vocates and is working for. In particular we heart-

ily approve of his desire to co-operate with the

actual settler who is law abiding and who is willing

to exercise care. Mr. Cox has shown by his appoint-

ment of Township Officers as ^ire Wardens for

their townships that he wants your help and mine
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and is glad to work with us in settling the problems
that confront us. Last year he had thirteen Rangers
and thirty-five Patrolmen. Can a force of this size

look out for a half of a state as large as ours? "We

know it can not and must give our help or else allow

our resources to be wasted.

To those who know the make up of the men who

compose the Forest Service any charges that Mr.

Cox has a political machine are too funny for words.

The men who compose the Forest Service represent

practically every political party and most of them
know no more about politics than they do about the

fashions in Timbuctoo. In. fact it is rumored that

some of Mr. Cox's failure to get a reasonable appro-

priation from the Legislature is due to his refusal

to allow any would-be political boss to dictate as to

who shall receive appointments in the Forest Service.

Let's be fair and look into things carefully before

we give judgment.

What Fire Protection Means to Our Township
It is highly advisable that the townships assist the

state organization in the work of protecting lives

and property from forest fires. Any organized town-

ship now has the authority to levy a tax of not to

exceed five mills for this purpose. On the face of

it this would seem to add another burden to the al-

ready heavy load which the settler is now carrying.

As a matter of fact however it would not work this

way. Almost every township has a great deal of

land owned and held by outside speculators. This



land would be made to carry its own burden while

today the actual settler is spending valuable time

in fighting fires on these speculative lands for which
he is not paid. Also some of these lands have on them
serious fire menaces which if such a fund were avail-

able could be disposed of.

All fines collected for violations of the forest laws

on prosecutions instituted upon complaint of town-

ship officers would in case such a fund were author-

ized be paid into the township ''Fire Fund" and
could be expended in the same manner as the origin-

al tax levy. Any unexpended balance in this fund
at the end of the year can be carried over and the

tax levy thereby reduced if such action is found
advisable.

During dangerous periods of the year a part of

this "Fire Fund" should properly be expended in

hiring a township patrolman. This township patrol-

man could co-operate with the regular state forest

officers and without question this would diminish the

fire danger to a considerable extent.

The greatest good can not be accomplished in pro-

tecting the lives and property of the settlers or in

saving our forest wealth until the state forest service

and the settler are working hand in hand. State

Forester Cox has done everything in his power to

show his desire to co-operate with the settler by ap-

pointing one of the officers of each organized town-

ship as Forest Fire Warden. The townships should

now meet him halfway by voting the "Five Mill

Tax" and assuming a small part of the burden of

enforcing the forest laws.
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A great deal has been accomplished in slash dis-

posal. As a whole the logging companies and the

settlers are becoming more willing to assist and are

giving more co-operation than in the past. The

magnitude of the task is little understood. There

are over two thousand logging camps and many
settlers and road crews who make slash and require

supervision. With the limited force that has been

available it is impossible to get one hundred per cent

results. However a great percentage of the slash has

been destroyed.

Different types of slash must be handled in differ-

ent ways. Pine slash can, it has been /demonstrated,

be burned at the time of cutting, while cedar and

to a lesser degree spruce, balsam and hard wood
slash must be given a period in which to dry before

it can be destroyed. In some areas 'largely composed
of swamps it has been found best to lop the tops

so that they will lie flat on the ground where they

soon rot. Where lands are to be immediately open-

ed for cultivation it is desirable to get as complete
a burn as possible, while on lands where there is a

considerable growth of young timber the slash must

be piled and a sufficient firebreak made around it.

In some instances where the growth of timber
still standing is particularly valuable arrangements
have been made with the owners of the land where-

by they employ a suitable number of patrolmen to

work under the direction of the regular forest offi-

cer for a period of from one to three years follow-

ing the cutting. Within this period it has been

proved the slash will have rotted to the extent of

removing the
fir^ danger.
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Highway Tree Retention and Planting

Among the ninny memories lhat our hoys tire bring-

ing hack from France are those of long
1 winding

mads lined with trees. These tree lined roads add a

touch of charm and heanty to a landscape that would

otherwise he monotonous with its field after field,

village after village. It was Napoleon the First who

huilt these roads and planted the trees which have

stood through the ensuing years a,s a monument to

his genius and farsightedness and have given so much
comfort and pleasure to the countless thousands of

passers-by. He has the right to be considered one

of the world's first and greatest foresters and land-

scape artists. We of Minnesota should at this time

when we are building so many new roads take a

leaf from Napoleon's note book and pay attention to

the heanty of our highways as well as to their utility.

Minnesota is without question coming into its own

as the great vacation and play ground of the country.

\Ve have everything to interest and add to the pleas-

ure of our visitors. Our summer climate is noted the

country over. Our forests abound with game and

add a setting of never to be forgotten beauty to our

lakes and streams which are the delight of the fish-

erman. Every year adds to the number of our visit-

ors. The future will without question bring many
more who have fallen in love with our ten thousand

lakes, our beautiful forests and our healthful climate.

Nothing will leave a better impression with these

visitors than will good roads. Many, many people will

come by automobile and to them their comfort in



A windbreak showing grove on northwest side and at proper
distance from buildings.



<jroin<r and coming will have a big effect on their

impression of our state.

Southern Minnesota which will be the gate way to

tlie lakes iiml forests of the north has a wonderful

opportunity to accomplish big things. Think of what

a joy it would he to the visitor entering our state to

find good roads everywhere, each shaded by the

beautiful trees which this state so luxuriously grows.

If the visitor wishes to stop and view the farming

country which has made Southern Minnesota famous

what would fye more grateful than the shade of a

beautiful tree? If he wants to eat a roadside lunch

think of the added pleaseure of camping under these

same trees.

Aside from the added beauty highway trees serve

many practical purposes. In districts which have

a light soil they keep the sand from drifting over the

road bed ; where ditching is necessary they keep the

walls from caving, In winter ihey keep the snow

from drifting ;
in summer they break tne force of

the wind and rain. At all seasons they serve as a

\vind break.

Many roads which are now being built or improved
have beautiful trees which should be retained. In

fact all healthy trees which are properly located and

of a good specie should be kept. We as a nation are

apt to be wasteful; we destroy things which we later

replace at considerable cost. There is no time like

the present for breaking a bad habit; and the present

time with the big highway program just getting into

its stride is certainly opportune.

Tree plant ing should be carefully done. We should
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use care to select trees which will do well in the par-

ticular soil in which they are to be placed. All trees

Avill not do equally well in all soils. Minnesota is

very fortunate in having such a wealth of native trees

that it is a very simple matter to select trees for any
district with the greatest assurance that they will

thrive. Elms, Bass Wood. Maples, Spruce, Norway
Pine and White Pine in protected areas will make ex-

ceptionally beautiful and practical trees to be used

for this purpose, but many others can be used. Care

should be used however not to plant too many short

lived varieties. It is better not to look at highway
tree planting as a matter of a short duration but to

consider that if we do our work well these trees

will add to the pleasure and enjoyment of generations

yet to come.

Our Forests and Our Game
W. T. COX, STATE FORESTER

In the early days of settlement in Minnesota both

forests and game were important factors, and they

are still important. It was the fur trade that led to

the establishment of trading posts at the head of

Lake Superior, on the upper Mississippi and on the

Red and Rainy Rivers draining to Hudson's Bay. It

was the quest for pine that induced the pioneer lum-

bermen to explore and later exploit the banks of the

St. Croix. The buffalo hunter made the trails which

soon the prairie schooner followed in the settlement

of southwestern and western. Minnesota.

To all of these pioneers wild meat was a necessity
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A Black Spruce forest in the Rapid River country, Beltrami
County. Will produce from 80 to 100 cords

pulpwood per acre.

and the country responded prodigally to both rifle

and shotgun. Few regions in America were more

plenteously provided with wild game than that now

included in the coniferous region of Minnesota. In the

south and west thousands of buffalo ranged on the prai-

rie grasses. Up the Minnesota River Valley and far to

the northward through the "Big Woods" and along

east of the Red River, elk, the finest of America's

big deer, were exceedingly abundant. White tail

deer were found throughout the hardwood region, as
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well as in the pineries. Caribous by tens of thou-

sands, ranged the country from Mille Lacs to Lake

of the Woods and eastward to Lake Superior. Moose

were occasionally found and later, to a large extent,

displaced the caribou. Myriads of wild fowl prairie

chickens and other grouse, ducks, geese and swans

as well as wild pigeons, and even wild turkey in the

southeast corner of the state added to the larder of

the early settler.

How many million pounds of wild meat fell to

the gun of the pioneer, before domestic stock and

poultry came to take its place, would be hard to con-

jecture. The buffalo, the elk and the deer of south-

ern Minnesota alone would represent many million

pounds, the wild fowl many more. The logging

camps for years were provided, as a matter of course,

with venison, caribou and moose meat
;
hunters be-

ing hired to shoot and bring in the game. Not only

did the early settler feed to a large extent upon wild

game ;
he found in fur a ready article of trade, a

commodity more easily transported than the pro-

ducts of his clearing or his
"
breaking,

" and more

readily sold for cash.

Whenever I see a bleached and broken elk horn

adorning the fence or barn of a farmstead up in what

used to be the great hardwood region, I feel like

taking off my hat in silent reverence to the herds

and flocks of game sacrificed to make possible the

speedy settlement of a great state. At such times

it requires little imagination to picture again my
father faring forth with the old long rifle or the
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fowling piece and slender shot pouch. Game meant

much in those days. So did powder and lead. And
the bird or beast shot to feed the settler's family a

hundred miles beyond the steamboat or the train

served a noble purpose. With that thought let us

bid farewell to the passenger pigeon now absolutely

extinct; to the buffalo, the elk and the swan no

longer wild residents of the state. With the same

thought let us all the more cherish the birds and

mammals which remain. Some of these are almost

gone, but it is quite possible, and good business as

well, to bring them back to something like their

former abundance.

One of the fundamentals in conserving and pro-

pagating game is that of providing adequate cover

and suitable range. Our big game and most of our

small game depend upon the forest for their pro-

tection and their food. It is fortunate therefore that

the people of Minnesota are becoming more and more

alive to the necessity of forest conservation and have

made considerable progress in it the last ten years.

Systematic, though as yet inadequate, patrol of the

forest regions has reduced the number of serious

fires to less than half of what otherwise would have

occurred. The enforcement of slash disposal by log-

gers, and of patrol by railroads in the timber country,

the construction of trails, portages, lookouts, strat-

egic telephone lines and fire breaks, the enlisting of

volunteer forces under the rangers, the enforcement

of forest laws and particularly a closed fire season

law. the setting aside of large areas for state forests

and giving them extra protection; the putting into
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effect of more conservative logging methods on these

state forests and the educational work done by the

University, the Forestry Association and the Forest

Service encourage us to believe that the future of

forestry in the state is at least hopeful. There is an

awakened interest in tree planting as well as in pro-

tecting the old and young native timber stands. There

is at last a real demand for preserving the wooded
shores and islands of our countless lakes. All these

facts and tendencies, while primarily forestry mat-

ters, have a direct and important bearing on the

preservation and increase of our game supply.

The Superior Game Preserve lying within the

boundaries of the new State Forests has assured the

preservation of the moose which should continue to

increase and spread into the surrounding timber

country. So too, the few remaining caribou should in-

crease until the time some years hence when they

may properly and legally be hunted. The Elk re-

introduced to the State by the Forest Service five

years ago now number over forty. The 700-acre en-

closure where they are kept at Itasca will soon be

crowded and a portion of the herd released to stock

the Superior Game Preserve and eventually to furnish

the hunter another splendid object of pursuit. }

From my own observations and from hunting ex-

periences in this country and Canada, and from dis-

cussions with forest rangers, game wardens and tim-

ber cruisers, I am convinced that it is entirely feasible

to increase our game and fur bearing animals to

several times their present numbers; to do this within

a reasonably short period and at no sacrifice to agri-
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Hardwoods that remain after pine has been cut.

cultural development. The farmer from now on is

going to take better care of his woodlands than ever

before. Timber products are now worth looking af-

ter. Instead of letting fires run through his woods,

killing the second growth, the owner, if he is pro-

gressive, will keep out fires and thus be able to
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harvest a profitable crop of wood products from

time to time. He will thus incidentally prevent the

burning up of countless nests of quail, partridge and

other game, as well as valuable insect eating birds.

The burning of wet meadows only in the fall, and

not in the spring, will save many more wild fowL
The safe range of ground feeding birds, such as

quail, English and other pheasants and Hungarian

partridge is somewhat limited in this state. They

may be expected to prosper in the southeastern coun-

ties. Farther north occasional severe winters with

deep or crusted snow would leave these birds without

food. On the other hand, there is no reason why we
should not always have an abundance of ruffed

grouse, sharp tailed grouse and certain introduced

species which, like them, have the life saving habit

of "budding" in the winter. This feeding upon the

buds of trees and bushes during cold weather is a

guarantee against starvation no matter how deep
the snowfall or how long it lies.

Our rivers, lakes and marshes for muskrat and our

smaller streams for beaver are capable of almost

indefinite development for the production of fur,

There is scarcely a stream in the state but what at

one time had, and might again have its colonies of

'beaver. Beaver are fairly numerous in some three

or four counties now, in spite of inadequate protec-

tion and consequent heavy poaching. I should like

to see them in every county in the state. It is

true that they cut down some trees and flood some

land, but the trees are mostly poplar, cottonwood

and willows of little commercial value. By giving
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.
the owner of the land a more direct interest in the

beaver occupying it there would be an incentive for

better protection. It would be a calamity to provide
an open season for trapping beaver in the old fash-

ioned way. The animal would simply be extermin-

ated wherever trapping was allowed, since there is

no longer that isolation which permitted a few speci-

mens to survive up to the beginning of the closed

season some twenty years ago. Beaver are easily

located and destroyed by even amateur trappers. The
lessons learned in Itasca Park should not be over-

looked when further legislation is considered affect-

ing- the beaver. One may "cultivate" muskrats in

any marshy lake until they are numerous enough to

pay well for the area occupied and the care devoted
to their food supply and protection.

With muskrat skins selling for two dollars and
beaver skins for twenty-five dollars each, it is as-

tounding to contemplate the revenue which might be

derived by land owners from these two fur bearing
animals alone if they were given the serious attention

they deserve.

It is marvelous how deer have persisted in the

country south of a line drawn westward from Duluth.

Each year hunters
havye fairly swarmed in this

country. It will be difficult however for the deer

much longer to survive, and impossible for them to

extend farther southward unless additional measures

are provided for their protection. I would suggest
that for five or six years no deer hunting be per-

mitted south of the Great Northern Railroad running
from Duluth to Fosston. By some such means deer
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can be brought back to the hardwood country, and

we must bear in mind that southeastern. Minnesota is

and always will be quite largely wooded. Ruffed

grouse, like deer, needs different protection in the

south half of the state from what is necessary in

the north.

I look to see rapid development of forestry in this

state and as a consequence the development of in-

dustries incidental to forestry. Some of these are

fur farming extensively and intensively, the grazing of

stock in woodlands, the propagation of game with the

retention or leasing of hunting privileges, bee keeping
for the wild honey crop, chemical plants, summer
resort and sport camps, canoeing districts with equip-

ment and guides and many other things possible only

if the forests are protected and properly used.

First Conference on National Program
of Forestry

FOREST NOTES
The actual destruction of timber as reported by the

North Idaho Forestry Protection Association was not

so great as 1910, but the area burned over was greater

and the cost was greater this year. The wrorst years

previous were 1910 and 1914, but the estimate is once

and a half more than in 1910.

An expenditure of approximately $116,000 for fire

fighting was reported by the Pend Oreille Timber

Protective Association for 1919. A total of 81 fires

caused by logging operations, railroads, ranchers,

clearing land, road building, hunters, lightning and
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incendiarism, resulting in a total loss to green timber

of 1,000,000 feet. The fires burned over an area of

55,000 acres, causing a loss to gjreen timber of 1,000,000

feet and damaging 30,000,000 feet.

The Potlatch Timber Protective Association reports

a financial loss by fire of $22,153 during 1919. This

includes 66 fires and covered an area of 1,211,150

acres.

The total number of fires in the territory of the

Clearwater Timber Protective Association was 74, en-

tailing a cost of $22,164 for fire fighting for the

year. The total season's expenses were $46,603. The

timber loss for the territory was 3,635,000 feet.

Plans for the use of army airplanes for patrolling

the timber of the Pacific northwest in co-operation

with the United States war department, were dis-

cussed extensively at the meeting. In case the plans

materialize Spokane will be used as a sub-base, the

main bases being at Missoula, Mont., Camp Lewis

and Mather Field, Cal.

The total net receipts from the national forests in

Montana during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1919,

were $380,171, according to figures announced from

forestry headquarters. Twenty per cent will be paid

to the state for schools and roads in the counties

in which the forests are situated. In addition, 10 per

cent will be spent on road and trail construction with-

in the forest themselves.
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Bombs Impractical For Fighting Forest Fires.

Ingenious, imaginative persons have recently pro-

posed as a method of fighting forest fires that gas
bombs be dropped from airplanes. Officials of the For-

est Service, United States Department of Agriculture,

say that the suggestion is entirely impractical. There is

no analogy between the suggested method and the

use of poison gas bombs in fighting, because a fire

can not be "poisoned" but must be smothered. Al-

though one part of a poison gas to one million parts
of air might be sufficient to kill soldiers, yet 750,000

parts of inert gas to a million parts of air probably
would not suffice to put out a fire.

The only kind of a gas which will assist in stopping

a fire, forest officials declare, is an inert gas that will

neither burn nor support combustion, such as nitrogen

or carbon dioxide.

From the standpoint of cheapness and ease in hand-

ling, carbon dioxide would probably be the most

promising gas, were gas bombs to be experimented
with in forest fire fighting. However, as soon as ah

attempt is made to work out practical plans for such

an undertaking, difficulties become apparent. If an

airplane carrying 500 pounds of gas bombs containing

300 pounds of carbon dioxide succeeded in dropping
the bombs exactly 011 a fire covering some 700 square

feet, and if the gas liberated did not escape outside

this area or rise more than 10 feet above the ground,

still such an attack would be far from effective. The

300 pounds of gas would be equal, in volume, to about

3,000 cubic feet, and so the atmosphere surrounding -

the fire would be about 43 per cent carbon dioxide
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;nid ."u per cent ordinary air. Since the air contains

21 per cent oxygen, this mixture would contain 21

JUT cent of 57 or 12 per cent oxygen enough to sup-

port combustion. From such facts Forest Service

officials believe that effective use of gas bombs for

fire fighting in forests is entirely out of the question.

The original forest has been completely removed in

New -Jersey and Maryland. It is very nearly gone
in Virginia and is rapidly being cut away in "West

Virginia. In spite of fires in the past reproducton
has taken place in most localities and extensive cut-

ling is going on in second growth. In. some of the

older localities the third and fourth cutting is being

made. Generally the cutting now under way is very

heavy, either cleaning the ground or taking the

trees down to six or eight inches in diameter for

uses such as mine props, box material, poles and
other materials in which very small trees can be

utilized. Many wood-using industries have run short

of supplies and some have been compelled to close
*

down their operations. Organized fire protection is

being carried on in all the states represented. In

those localities where carried on it is effective in ac-

complishing the renewal of the forest, but some

areas have been so heavily cut and burned that they
lie completely wasted with only a covering of bram-

ble and brush growth. This is true in the hardwood
section of western Maryland, western Virginia and
\\Vst Virginia.

-\
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The Immediate Forestry Needs of the State

The recommendations of the Forestry Board as they

appear in the Board's report to the governor are a

very good indication of the things which are needed
in the state to advance the cause of forestry, which

in turn means the advancement of the state welfare

in so far as it is dependent on its forest resources.

We have had an abundance of forest products for so

long and have become so accustomed to speak of

ourselves as a great lumber producing state that it

is doubtful if very many of us realize how tremend-

ously our lumber production has fallen off of late

years or how very much that falling off is affecting

the prosperity of the state as a whole.

It is not merely a question of a few big lumbermen

working themselves out of a very profitable business.

They can doubtless find some other way of employ-

ing their money to advantage. But it means the fail-

ure of a source of employment for 50,000 01 100,000

men. It means the cramping, if not the suppression

of hundreds of wood working industries. It means

the loss of thousands of dollars in taxes and the ex-

penditure of other hundreds of thousands in freight

charges to bring in the lumber products from the

Pacific coast. It means, unless we get busy at once,

the idleness and degeneration of millions of acres of

land. It means a halt in the development of about

half the northern half of the state.

Read these carefully to work for their fulfillment.

Recomendations

(1) The last legislature slightly increased the ap-
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propriation to the Forestry Board and created a fund

under the State Bureau of Relief which may he. un-

der certain conditions, used for emergency fire pro-

tection work; but this does not by any means satisfy

the needs of the Board (as presented in the recom-

mendations of last year) if adequate protection to

settlers and forest growth is to be secured.

The greatest need of the Forest Service is for an

adequate permanent force of trained men. Tempor-

ary fire fighting, patrol, and labor forces may be .em-

ployed in cases of emergency, but those temporary
forces are of very little value unless there is an ade-

quate, well-trained force to direct them. Such a

trained force can be maintained only when sufficient

funds are available under the direct control of the

Forestry Board, and can be counted on- definitely

for the carrying out of a comprehensive and contin-

uous policy.

The Board, therefore, repeats its recommendations

that adequate funds be provided for its work.

(2) Local interest is the surest means of protec-

tion against forest fires. We, therefore, urge that

'very effort be made, through every possible channel

>f influence, to encourage the townships to vote the

five-mill tax for a local forest fire fund. The neces-

sity for this work should be impressed upon the

>eople in every possible way and the movement
would be materially aided by a proclamation of the

Governor to all town, boards urging the measure.

(3) The Board should have the power to block out

the present state, forests into administrative units of

proper size by purchase or exchange of lands. Many
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of the adjacent lands absolutely useless for agri-

cultural purposes are better suited to forest growth
than any other use and could be bought cheaply

provided they could be acquired without the mineral

rights.

(4) The inability of the Board to purchase surface

rights on land without the accompanying mineral

rights is a great obstacle to the acquisition of lands.

The holding of the mineral rights by private parties

would not in any way interfere with the State's de-

velopment of the forests 'on the land. If ore is later

discovered and proves to be more valuable than the

forest the mines should be opened up whether they

belong to the state or private owners. Vast areas of

excellent forest land ought not to be lying idle simply
because of the possibility that there may be ore under

it. The Board should have the power to acquire the

surface rights in land regardless of the mineral rights.

(5) The Conservation Commission of the State of

Michigan has acquired approximately 600,000 acres

of forest land through the reversion to it of delin-

quent tax lands. According to the Michigan law,

lands on wrhich the taxes have been delinquent for

a certain period revert to the state without the right

of the owner to reclaim them, and become automatic-

ally a part of the state forests. This is an excellent

arrangement. If applied to established homes it

would be unjust ;
but in the case of unsettled lands it

is perfectly just and reasonable. The good of the

public demands that all lands should be put to work.

It is even questionable whether a private owner

should be permitted to hold lands out of use< even
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^ lien he pays taxes for the privilege. Certainly there

is no justification for his holding it for nothing by

omitting to pay taxes and yet retain his title to the

land for an indefinite period.

(6) Items 4 and 5 above both indicate what seems

to us a real weakness in our land laws; namely, the

inclusion of mineral rights in land titles. If these

mineral rights have value, even such speculative value

as would lead an owner to hold onto land for the

sake of the possible value of the underlying minerals,

they should be separated from the land, be taxed

separately and be covered by a separate deed. These

supposed mineral rights have already caused the legis-

lature in past years to rescind back taxes. They are

the chief obstacle that blocks the reversion of idle,

delinquent lands to the state so that they could be

used. They are preventing the transfer and use of

the surface rights of thousands of acres. These facts

present a tremendous handicap to the development
of the northern part of this state.

The Forestry Board feels that the solution of this

problem is all important to the progress of the state

and should have prompt and serious attention from

1h<> proper state authorities.

(7) It has been proved that the white pine blister

rust cannot be eradicated from the state, but that it

is subject to a certain amount of control. There is

sufficient evidence to warrant the belief that the

eradication of currants and gooseberries among, and

for a zone of 1,000 feet outside of, a growthof pine will

adequately protect that pine from the disease. Ex-
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perience shows that the eradication can be done at a

reasonable cost. This makes the protection of the

valuable white pine timber in the state a forestry

problem which should be handled by the Forestry
Board.

Arrangements have been made for cooperation with

the State Entomologist, who now has the state funds

for this work, and the U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, for carrying on the protective work on the state

parks and other valuable timber lands through the

present biennium, but the next legislature should be

asked to furnish the Forestry Board with funds for

handling the work in the future. In addition to the

parks which should be protected at any cost there are

thousands of acres of young white pine which it

will pay to save.

(8) The war has seriously interfered with the

tree planting policy of the Board. We are falling

behind other states in this important branch of the

work. A comprehensive planting policy should be

worked out and the money provided to push it

through. There are thousands of acres on which there

is already natural young growth, but there are still

other thousands which have been so badly burned

over and mistreated that nothing but planting ran

bring them back to productiveness. The longer this

planting is put off the harder and more expensive it

will be.

(9) There was a remarkable increase in tourist

travel to the north woods last summer. Itasca Park

and all the other resorts were filled to capacity and
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the overflow filled many outside camps. \Yhile it is

possible that tliis was merely a temporary reaction

from the war conditions, it is more probable that it is

the direct result of the increased use of automobiles

for touring purposes and will be the normal condi-

tion in the future.

Recreation will be one of the most important
uses of our forests in the future. Facilities to take

care of the people must be provided if the forests

are to be made accessible and this business developed.

Hotels must be built, roads, trails and portages im-

proved, a force of trained guides made available; our

lakes and streams must be kept stocked with fish and
our forests with game; fires must be kept out and
lake shores beautified.

The Forestry Board will do all it can to take care

of these guests. One of the most important needs

alono- this line is a train and eventually there should

be a scenic highway from JZ\y to Gunflint and thence to

Grand Marais. This will make the whole lake region of

the Federal and State forests accessible to campers and

canoe parties. Care should be taken not to construct

too many roads in this country because its wildness

is at least half of its beauty and attractiveness, but

this one trunk line is highly desirable.
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A New Forest Problem
When the white pine blister rust was discovered in

one or two spots in Minnesota in the spring of 1916

very little was known about the disease or its distri-

bution in this state. Its life history was known from

European studies and its spread in New England had

attracted some attention, but the extent of that spread
was not definitely known. It was thought that if the

infections found that summer were the only ones in

the state there might be a chance of stamping out the

disease.

This attempt at eradicating the disease and the

search for further infections was clearly a problem
for the plant pathologists. But since the authority to

carry on such work was vested in the state entomolo-

gist the two departments were obliged to cooperate

in' the work. This policy was followed during the

summers of 1917, 1918 and 1919.

By the fall of 1919 it had become quite evident that

the disease could not be stamped out of the state. It

had, however, been pretty clearly established that it

could be controlled to a certain extent. That is, the

disease could be kept out of certain definite patches

of timber wherever the currants and gooseberries the

alternate hosts of the rust were eradicated from the

timbered area and from a zone of 1,000 feet wide

around the timber. This, of course, could be done

only where the pine was valuable enough to warrant

the expense.

This possibility of control brings it withiu the realm

of the forester and presents it as a new problem in
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forest management. This calls for an entirely new
deal and a reorganization of all the work. A new
md comprehensive policy for all the white pine blister

rust work in the state has therefore been drawn up
and approved.

I'nder' this policy the Forestry Board will have

charge of all of the protection of forests and planta-

tions, both state and private. This is an enormous

job and the limited funds available this year will

make (inly a small beginning possible. It seems wisest

to begin with the state parks in which the white pine
is especially valuable, such as the Dalles Park at

Taylor's Falls, the Jay Cook Park near Carlton, and

Itasca Park. Such other parks and plantations as

possess especial value will also be included in the pro-

gram. The Service will co-operate with the U. S.

Department of Agriculture and any private owners

who may be interested in the protection of their

white pine.

The work of the State Entomologist will be con-

fined to the inspection and regulation of nurseries.

In addition to the usual inspection it will be necessary

to see that all currants and gooseberries are cleared

away around the nurseries to prevent the disease from

yet ting in.

The plant pathologist of the experiment station will

i-arry on certain projects to determine the rate of

spread and development of the disease. Many of

these things have been fairly well worked out for the

eastern states, but the great differences in climatic

conditions make it necessary to check them up here.
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To the division of forestry of the experiment station

is left the task of working out better methods of

eradication, better methods of checking costs and

efficiency, and the location of the young growth of

white pine in the state that is worth protecting. Some
of this work has already been done.

Most timber owners in this state are either ignor-

ant of or indifferent to the value of the young growth
on their lands. There Avas a time when the value of

that young growth seemed so remote that it did not-

pay to do anything with it. But that time has passed.

In fact, the time has come when we know there never

was a time when it would not have paid to look after

the young growth. There is many a hundred acres

which were cut over fifty years and have lain idle

under a crop of worthless brush ever since, which

would now be worth four times the value of the orig-

inal stand of beautiful virgin timber if the young

growths had been saved. The New Englanders fully

realize the value of their young pine. They plant

thousands of young trees, protect the natural second

growth from fire, insure it and care for it.

When the danger from the blister rust was realized

in New Hampshire so many townships voted money to

combat the disease that enough men could not be

found to carry out the work. The pine is worth no

more to New Hampshire than it is to Minnesota and

it is time for timber owners here to be taking a

glance at the market of the future.
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Logging With the A. E. F.

BY SHIRLEY C. BRAYTON
The 20th Engineers as originally organized consist-

ed of ten battalions of about nine hundred men each.

fn connection with these were to he organized about

the same number of colored troops to act as labor

units. Later three battalions of troops for the purpose
of building roads were organized. These were known
as the 41st, 42nd. and 43rd Engineers. When these

three auxiliary battalions as they were called, arrived

in France there was great need for them in the lum-

bering work of the 20th, and apparently there were

plenty of road men available, for they were at once

split up and apportioned among the companies of the

20th for training in forest work. Tn most cases the

men were put in charge of officers in the companies
of the 20th and their own officers released for other

work. Two of these companies were attached to Com-

pany C. of the 5th battalion, to whose operations this

paper is entirely confined. These two companies. Co.

A. of the 41st and Co. A. of the 43rd swelled the ranks

of our company organizations to about 750 men. At
times large numbers of these men were detached to

<>ther companies operating in our district (The Epinal

district), but after our company was attached to the

Is tArmy all of the men were recalled, and about one

hundred men of the 10th battalion were also attached

to our outfit to bring us up to our normal strength of

about seven hundred and fifty men. Because of cas-

ualties and detachment of specially skilled men to
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other companies it required about that number of

replacements.

A re-organization of the 20th in midsummer caused

a change in naming of the companies ;
Co. C. of the

5th battalion became Co. 15, Co. A. 41 Eng.. and Co.

A. 43 Eng. were incorporated into the 20th as Co. 38

and 46 respectively. The Company later known as

Company 38 was attached to Co. 15 some time in

April, and company 46, some time in June. At no

time before September 1st did our total strength ex-

ceed 400 men, because of detachments to other or-

ganizations. No units of the colored labor battalion

ever worked directly in connection with our men, but

some six to eight operations of these troops worked

at different times under the direction of enlisted men
detached from our company for that purpose. In

some instances officers of the 20th attempted to work

white and colored troops mixed, but fortunately con-

siderable hard feeling and possible serious trouble was

prevented by higher officers recognizing the imprac-

tibility of forcing such working conditions upon white

men.

After arrival in Brest early in February 1918, and a

long trip across France taking eight days, we finally

arrived in a little Loraine village, called Chatinois. in

the department of Vosges. Chatinois is located about

15 miles to the west of Nancy. We found here a

small detachment of Co. F. of the 2nd battalion, w
had been in the village some two or three weeks, an

as they were familiar with the local conditions were

great help to us in getting acquainted.

A few days after arrival in Chatinois our Company
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was split into three detachments with the company
headquarters to remain in Chatinois. The other two

detachments went to Hortes, and La Marche in the

Department of Houte Marne, near the city of Langres.
As conditions were very similar in all three detach-

ments this article will be confined to the Chatinois

operation, it being the only one with which I had

personal contact.

The woods operation which supplied our logs at

Chatinois was located on the outskirts of the city of

\eiifchateau, some seven or eight miles distant from

the saw mill. This forest, known as the Forest of

NYnfcys, is one of the largest in that part of the

country. I did not determine to whom it belonged,
1m t was always of the impression that it was a Nation-

al Forest as it was under the direct supervision of a

corps of French foresters. To us this forest was al-

ways known as "The Beech." This name having

jirly been applied because of the preponderance of

beech timber, and for want of a better name.

The topography of much of the surrounding country
was rather rough, being on the outskirts of the Vosges
foothills. However, the forest itself was not suffi-

ciently rough to give any trouble in logging. Nothing

approaching the conditions at La Brest (where the

much talked of 72 per cent logging railway was locat-

ed) had to be met.' If anything the forest was less

rough than the surrounding country. Drainage, how-
ever, was very poor. The soil was residual clay with

an underlying limestone often not more than six inch-

es below the surface of the ground. This combination

of clay and limestone made very poor drainage con-
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ditions, and even with low rainfall double that which

we have in Minnesota, it can easily be seen that the

reports of French nind needed no exaggeration. This

thin clay soil would be practically worthless for farm-

ing, and apparently only supports the growth of trees

having wide, shallow, spreading root systems. The
humus? was carefully preserved and was often deeper
than the soil itself.

The forest was almost exclusively a selection type
of mixed hardwoods, of which beech was by far the

predominant species. Maple, oak, and "blue beech,"
were the other prominent species. Some ash and bass-

wood were to be found also, but in very limited quan-
tities. In buying the timber from the French the only
classification that was made in our operations was
into beech and oak. Everything that wasn't beech

therefore was bought for oak. I presume that differ-

ent prices were paid for the two species, as the French

foresters were very particular that the scale of the

two species be kept separate.

As stated before, in the majority of the forests

worked by our men, and especially the Forest of

NYufeys. beech was the principal species produced,
oak ranked next. Most of the oak produced was, of

very small size, averaging from 20 to 30 centimeters

in diameter; that is around 10 inches. Measurements
were taken at the middle of the log. Some oak up to

."> Onnd 150 Centimeters (20 to 40 inches) in diameter

was handled, but this formed a small percentage. The
beech was all sizes. Some butt logs measuring 120

Centimeters (48 inches) in diameter were sawn. The

average, as I remember, was around 40 centimeters
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(16 inches) for the butt logs. Most of the beech was
fine straight timber. Some of the larger sizes would

be clear for 30 to 40 feet, with very clean symetrical

boles. The cuts from the upper part of the tree were

nearly always knotty and hard to handle. The age
of the trees varied of course as to whether they were

in the nature of thinnings, or mature trees. I counted

the age of some of the larger specimens handled,
which I assumed could be classed as the mature trees.

They varied from 110 to 130 years in age and up.

These trees were perhaps from two to three feet in

diameter at the ground level (where they were cut).

This indicates a rather slow rate of grow.th, which is

not surprising when the depth and quality of soil are

considered. The stands were never very thick on the

selection forests. The large mature trees would often

have a space of 40 feet or more in diameter around

them. However, as soon as one of these would be cut

new seedlings would soon fill the space. Nearly al-

ways, where a group of small trees would be found,

there was to be found the stump of the old beech that

had formerly occupied the space. Trees of all ages

were to be found, but not in equal amounts. Appar-

ently cutting had been carried on extensively for short

periods and then had followed periods of lighter cut-

ting. In the Forest of Neufeys there were apparently

large quantities of timber that had been mature fo

some time, but for some reason had not been cut. This

was fortunate for us as it permitted heavier cutting

than would otherwise have been possible, and that of

course made for higher efficiency and greater output

Soon after our arrival at Chatinois a separate cam
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was established near the French Forestry Headquar-
ters, known as the "Rendsevouz." The camp consisted

of some 10 or 12 "squad tents" arranged on either

side of a company street, which soon became a river

of mud. A rude frame kitchen with a tarpaulin roof

was also constructed, and a pole frame barn with a

similar roof was put up for the horses. It was very
soon necessary to put some sort of rude tent floors

in the tents as they became literally "knee deep."
This camp was more or less of a permanent camp for

nearly twelve months. It was completely vacated for

a short time during the fall, after we left to join the

1st Army, but was soon filled with colored troops who
cut fuel wood during the fall. No mess hall was

provided and the men ate their meals standing or

wherever they could find a stump or something to sit

on. It was nice and "picnicky" when it didn't rain,

but unfortunately that was seldom. The camp was but

two miles from Neufchateau which was one of the

important American bases during the war, and the

first headquarters of the 1st Army. It was some
seven or eight miles from the company headquarters
at Chatinois. An officer was stationed at this woods

camp part of the time, but the man who planned and

executed the logging was an enlisted man, Sergeant

Hugh Martin, an old time Minnesota lumber jack
from Grand Rapids, Minnesota. Martin knew logging
from every angle and was given full responsibility in

most matters pertaining to the supplying of logs. It

was due to his ability as a logger that each increase

in output of the mill was always met with an ade-

diiate supply of logs. The camp organization con-
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sisted of a couple of cooks, who worked alternately;

two or three K. P. 's who worked as permanent K.

P. 's
;
that is, that was their permanent job ;

a stable

boss who was also the saddler and had to repair the

harnesses and wagons as well as take care of the

horses; one man who drove the water wagon (it was

necessary to haul the water for the horses and men
some three miles) ;

the sealer, who tallied the daily

output and reported both to the company headquarters

and to the French Forestry officials; and the woods

crew. The felling crew usually consisted of three

men, two fellers, who did their own bucking, and

a swamper, who trimmed the felled trees and cut the

branches and tops into fuel wood one meter in length,

and piled it in piles of one cubic meter each. A cubic

meter is the French unit of fuel wood and is known
as a stere. The number of felling crews varied with

the supply of men available which was never very

large. The other crews were the skidding crews and

the loading crew. The skidders usually worked in

pairs, consisting of one skinner and one tailer. The

skinner did the driving and the tailer did the hooking
and unhooking. When dollies were used one tailer us-

ually loaded for all the skinners, who worked in his

vicinity, and the skinners did their own unhooking.

The methods used will be described a little later. The

loading crew usually consisted of four or five men.

nearly always five if there were that many men avail-

able. One man drove the team for the cross haul,

and the other four did the loading. It might be well

to mention in passing that their job was no snap, and
with muddy, slippery logs was rather dangerous as
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well as strenuous. The men worked a ten hour day,

that is they did theoretically. It was often nearer

twelve or fourteen for some, in rush times, than it was
1. M.

The logging was carried out under French restric-

tions as far as it is humanly possible for an American

lumber jack to follow French methods, which some-

times isn't very close. The trees were cut at the sur-

face of the ground. The men soon got used to this

as it is about as easy to cut a tree at the surface of

Ilie ground as it is a few inches higher. The chips

from the under cut were neatly piled at the side of the

stump, at least they were supposed to be. The branch-

es and tops were eut into meter length for fuel wood.

In most eases the under cut was really an upper cut

as it was usually made above the saw cut. Much
trouble from pinching was experienced and wr

edging
was nearly always necessary. Even in the bucking,

the In ITS would pin eh. when there was apparently no

good reason for their so doing. The logs were bucked

in eight or nine foot lengths, or in multiples of one

or the other, or a combination of both. Therefore,

logs would be sent to the mill in lengths of 8, 9, 16,

is. 17. 121/2, 13V,, 20, 221/0 and 24 feet in length. The
4 1 - foot lengths were for narrow guage cross ties.

This gave a considerable latitude in bucking the logs

in the woods and made the dodging of knots, crooks,

etc. easier.

After bucking, the logs lay where they fell until the

skidd er crews came after them, which was usually in

a few days, for at no time did the woods cut far

exceed the mill cut. The logs were either skidded on
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the ground, or on low wheels called dollies, or bum-

mers, or a good many other things, depending on

the humor of the "jack," and the location where he

received his woods training. These dollies consisted

of a very stoutly built set of low wheels mounted on

axles very similar to the hind running geers of the

ordinary lumber wagon. The wheels were perhaps
two feet high. A single ring at the end of the V
shaped front portion formed the means of fastening

on the eveners. They were attached by means of a

common clevis, or else by a short chain according

to the individual ideas of the skinner. On the top

of the dollie was a pair of skidding tongs. The skid-

der would drive his dollie up beside a log, top it over

on top by skillful maneuvering of his team, and the

dollie loader would attach the tongs. Then by turn-

ing his team half around so that the pull on the log

came over one wheel of the dollie, and if necessary

assisted by the loader with a peavy, the skinner would

tip the dollie over with the log on top. It took con-

siderable knack to accomplish this smoothly and

swiftly. So skilled were the skinners in handling
their teams with these dollies, it seemed to one looking
on the easiest thing in the world to do. The front

end of the logs rode on the dollies while the back end

trailed. This made the logs much easier to skid and

also prevented tearing great holes in the ground 01

the skidding trails as would otherwise have been don<

The logs were unloaded at the log decks along th(

hard roads by merely unhooking the tongs and driving

out from under the log or by tipping it off after un-

hooking by turning sharply to the side. The logs
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were then rolled out on the decks with peavies and

cant hooks. The decks were constructed by laying
hi'wn poles perpendicular to the road way. After

using these log decks a few days they rapidly sank

from sight in the mud, and I have seen logs 20 to 30

inches in diameter completely disappear in the mud
when rolled on them. The loaders would then have

to wade out in the mud over their knees in order to

get the cross haul chains under the logs.

(To be Continued)

The Truth From the Rocky Mountain News

WASTING OUR HERITAGE

Posterity will pay homage to the patriotic foresight

of Gifford Pinchot, forester, in arousing the present

generation to the necessity of saving its forests. His

conservation policy was a distinctive feature of the

American awakening under Roosevelt. True, the

West did not take kindly to the Pinchot idealism at

the time. It resented
"
foreign landlordism." With-

drawal of great tracts in the public land states made
us feel

" small" at first; and it was a curt intimation

that we had been unmindful of our heritage and waste-

ful of that which belonged not to us wholly but joint-

ly with posterity. The Pinchot policy struck home
at the "malefactors of great wealth" and lesser in-

terests. Timber barons and cattle barons, railroad

contractors and hydro-electric corporations formed a

powerful opposition and ministered to local preju-
dices.

Today we see without prejudice that Pinchot on the
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whole was right. Being an evangelist in the cause,

possibly he went to extremes at times, but his main

idea was right. Federalism is an economic-political

evolution. "Big business" sounded the deathknell of

"state rights."

From Mr. Pinchot, as chairman of the committee for

the application of forestry from the Society of Ameri-

can Foresters, we have received a report made by the

committee on forest devastation on the prompt need of

an entirely different policy, which latter can be

brought about only by an aroused public sentiment.

Frankly, the report is not pleasant reading. For

many years we, the American people, not omitting
Western peoples, have acted as if we had a grudge
against the Druids of old and were wreaking ven-

geance on the forests.

One point is made clear. It will come as a sur-

prise to most. We are cutting two and one-half times

as much timber as we grow. We have less than half

as many trees standing as would be required to pro-
duce timber at the rate we are using it, and our

needs are increasing. There are no forests in the

world from which we can import lumber enough of

suitable kinds to meet our demands. But still, the

expert bluntly tells us, we are going on practicii

not forest conservation, but forest devastation.

A timber shortage of grave proportions exists

this very moment. The demand for paper pulp e:

ceeds the supply and prices are going higher

higher.

But it is not in the one industry that the lumbe

shortage is felt it extends to all our affairs in 01
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way or another. Our extravagances in the past have

brought about the nation-wide house shortage. The

price of building lumber is a deterrent. Lumber is

a key industry.

1>\ national enactment we must be compelled to do

what has long been the rule in Europe, namely, to

plant the equal at least of the used areas every sea-

son. A national commission is asked for with author-

ity to make and apply such regulations as may be

necessary to prevent forest devastation on privately

owned or leased lands. In this case private property is

public property. Uniform control throughout the na-

tion is required from national legislation. In the

public forests much has been accomplished through
the initiative of Mr. Pinchot to save them and build

them.

Service Note

The firebreak telephone line from Rauch P. O. to the

steel bridge on Section 13-63-22 was completed De-

cember 6th. \e reached the bridge with the wire at

the same time the men of the Spring Creek phone

company did, and the connection was made whereby
one could talk to Gheen without any switching, and

at that place a toll switch was put in by the Long
Distance people for outside service. The total cost

of the line was $233.82, and it will be maintained by
the Spring Creek Farmers' Telephone Company, which

will relieve us of a lot of trouble.

L. R. Beatty, Ranger, Orr.
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The Bug and the Timber

Results Given in Annual Report of Bureau of Entomology

WESTERN FIELD WORK
"An especial investigation of the insect damage

to crude spruce products for airplane stock in the

Slates of Washington and Oregon showed that the

greater part if not all of the damage could be pre-

vented by proper methods of logging and production

with little or no additional cost.

"A special study was completed on the interrelation

of forest fires and insects on an area of about 8,000

acres in southern Oregon. This area had been under

observation since 1914, and the fire had burned over

about 800 acres in 1918. The records show that prev-

ious to the fire the insects had killed 485,000 board

feet of timber. The fire killed 170,000 feet, and sub-

sequently the slightly fire-injured as well as the unin-

jured trees in the burned area were killed by beetles,

which were attracted from the surrounding areas. It

was noticed that the infestation in the burned area

increased more than 1,000 per cent, but it was found
that tin 1 infestation in the surrounding areas decreas-

ed. It was also found that the broods of the beetles

in the fire-scorched trees failed to develop to much
beyond the original number that attacked the trees.

So the fire did not contribute to an increase of the

beetles iii the general area or to the starting or ex-

tension of beetles. This result is of extreme interest

and hardly to be expected.

"The most careful study ever made of the history
<>f an epidemic infestation by tree-killing beetles was
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completed and a report submitted during the year.

In the Rogue River area, about 48,000 acres near

Ashland, Oregon, the western pine beetle in 191-4

caused the death of 346,000 board feet of pine timber.

In 1915, 1.615.000 board feet were killed; 1,383,000

feet in 1916; and 608.000 in 1917. A count of the

young and matured stages of the beetles that develop-

ed in an average foot of bark, and also of the number

of exit holes through which the beetles emerged to

attack other trees, showed that there was a notable

decrease in numbers during the development of the

broods each year in the infested trees on account of

the increase of natural enemies and other disturbing

factors. This helps explain why these beetle epidemics

rise and fall within a limited period of years, and it

explains how the western forests of yellow pine are

naturally protected from total destruction. These

facts are especially significant in connection with the

application of the percentage principles of control, as

by aiding the natural forces which work against the

abnormal increase and spread of the beetles complete
control may be gained. The history of this epidemic-

shows the importance of prompt recognition and

prompt treatment of a threatened outbreak in order

to prevent the great loss of timber which would occur

before natural control became operative.

"Another special study was made of the number
of all stages of the western pine beetle in 330 square
feet of infested bark selected from 67 trees, which

represented an average infestation within an area of

approximately 36 square miles. It was shown that

there is a large perecentage of mortality between the
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young and matured stages in the developing broods,

but that normally an average of about 150 beetles

to the square foot of bark developed to the adult, or

reproductive, stage; which would be 50,000 beetles to

the average infested tree, or, say, 39,000 beetles to

1,000 board feet of timber. Since it requires an aver-

age of about 10 beetles to the square foot to attack

;md kill a vigorous, healthy tree, it will be seen that

all the pine timber of the western forests 'would soon

be destroyed wrere it not for natural and artificial

control.

''Experiments to determine the time of year to cut

and the methods of handling mesquite for fuel, posts,

etc., to avoid destruction by wood-boring insects, have

Itrt'ii nearly completed, and the results show that seri-

ous loss in the Southwest can be prevented by cutting

the trees in the late fall and early winter and piling

the wood in loose piles until it is thoroughly dry.

Damage to posts can be prevented by cutting them at

nny time and laying them on the ground where they
will receive the full force of the sun, turning them

occasionally so that the young stages of the borers

will be killed by the heat.

"Studies of damage to lead telephone cables in

California by a wood-boring beetle have been con-

tinued, and the results so far show that the beetle is

able to penetrate alloyed substances that are con-

siderably harder than lead. The problem is still

unsolved, and it will be difficult to find a practical

means of controlling this pest, which is able to put
hundreds of telephones out of commission by boring
holes in the cables, through which the water enters,
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rendering the wire connections useless until the place

is found and repaired.

EASTERN WORK
"Continued experiments with chemical substances

applied to finished and crude forest products show
that very few of the many substances that have been

tried are effective, and, with crude products, none of

them is so economical as simple and inexpensive man-

agement in logging and manufacture which will ren-

der the conditions of the bark and the wood unfavor-

able to attack.
' ' Continued study of termite or white ant damage to

the woodwork of buildings has led to the discovery

that one of the most destructive species can not live if

deprived of moisture in ground or foundation timbers
;

thus it is possible to prevent serious damage.

The White Pine Blister Rust

BY P. O. ANDERSON

Having but recently returned from an inter-state

conference at Albany, New York, I am more than ever

struck with the graveness of the Blister Rust situa-

tion which confronts our state. The people of this

state are not as yet alive to the great danger they are

in the midst of, which threatens the destruction and

future supply of our king of trees the White Pine.

The spread of the disease the last two years has made
the problem serious and should it continue its rapid

progress into the Big Woods, we should have to throw

up our hands and admit defeat. The disease has

gained such a hold in the state that protective meas-
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ures have gone from a "stamping out process" to a

control feature. It is thought by our eminent path-

ologists and experts on this disease that a "stamping

out process" is impossibie and that we now must use

our entire efforts to control the disease and protect

such timber as is worth while. With this plan in

mind, the policy for the immediate future of the state

will be in the hands of the State Forest Service in

co-operation with the Division of Forestry of the

Experiment Station, the Division of Plant Pathology

of the Experiment Station and the State Entomolo-

gist, who will continue the inspection and bearing up
of nurseries. We have also the close co-operation of

the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

The work will be carried on to protect pine whose

aesthetic value is more than its lumber or timber

value, as in parks; also where the value of pine for

timber production is of sufficient worth to warrant

its protection. Work will also be carried on to help

private individuals who seek aid and protection. It

is hoped that interest can be aroused to such an ex-

tent that all White Pine timber owners will also join

and aid us in our co-operating plan. It is only by
united effort in working against its further spread
that we can hope to accomplish the results we are

after.

In the Eastern States they have developed this co-

operation to a "fine point" and have therefore suc-

MM'ded in controlling its spread and in some states

the disease is no longer a menace. The people of our

state are not yet alive to the danger and are moving

very slowly in "getting behind" the movement.
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In Minnesota we have more white pine, more val-

uable mature timber, a larger state and more infection

than any state which reported at this conference.

Our stalv is not so accessible by autos or vehicles as

the Eastern States, in fact, our whole work and prob-

lem will be harder than in the east, but we hope
to make the greatest effort possible to control the

Rust, and we seek the aid and co-operation of all in-

terested citizens of our State. It is the biggest prob-

lem in sight and Avill require all the energy of the

Forest Service. AVe certainly have work cut out for

us. It is felt that too much publicity cannot be given

the subject. AVhen the public realizes the danger
threatened by this disease, it will act intelligently to

stamp it out. The disease can be controled, but it has

already acquired such a foot hold in this state that it

will take heroic measures and a large sum of money to

bring about its successful suppression.

It is felt the thing to do is to wake up the people

in the state and get action in this crisis of our forest

history.

The Minnesota Forest Service feels that it is fitted

to carry out the work and will do everything possible

to make the fight a successful one.

December 29, 1919.
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A well protected barnyard means protection from oold wintry
Winds.



Sights and Sounds of the Northwoods
BY D. LANGE

Copyright, 1920, By D. Lange.

FOREWORD
That Minnesota and her neighboring states and

provinces are great realms of fertile soils and produc-
tive farms is well known. That they still contain more

unsettled agricultural lands than the total area of

Belgium, Holland, Denmark and Switzerland together.

is not so well known.

That they contain around the Great Lakes a verit-

able empire for all kinds of outdoor recreation camp-

ing, fishing, canoeing and hunting is not nearly so

well known as it deserves to be.

The old Spanish explorers sought in vain for the

fabled Fountain of Youth. In the Xorthwoods the

Fountain of Youth is a reality. It is found at every
lake and stream. There is not only one, no, there are

many thousand fountains of youth. If you would

gather strength of body and mind in a sweet, keen

atmosphere; if you would fill your soul with the

silence and the music of God's own woods and wild

gardens, come with me to the Northwoods, one of

God's own great playgrounds.
A few of the secrets revealed by pines and spruces,

by bird, by beast and fish, by wild bees and flowers,

are set down in these pages. Much more, that is elusive

of pen and paper, you will discover for yourself.

D. LANGE.
St. Paul, Minnesota, January, 1920.
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THE TREES OF THE NORTHWOODS
The woods were not only God's first temple; they

will always be God's temple. None of the work of

the Creator so deeply impresses every human mind as

the great trees of a primeval forest.

What a story our northern trees might tell! Many
of the mature trees : pine, spruce, tamarack, hemlock

and birch, are. at least, a hundred years old, and some

of the largest white pines reach an age of two hun-

dred and fifty j^ears. They have, so to speak, seen

the old days of the Indian and the fur trader, and

witnessed the coming of the lumbermen and the

settlers.

Nor are they quite as silent as they appear to be:

Each ring in the wood tells of the growth of one sea-

son. In their youth, many trees, especially the white

pine, must grow under the shade of older trees, and

this period is represented by many thin rings. I once

rut a tamarack fish pole, which had struggled under

older trees for thirty years; but I have also observed

cottonwoods and willows on rich open soil, which

irrew to a height of eighteen feet in three seasons.

The royal tree of the Northern forests is the white

pine, with the Norway pine following closely in rank.

^<>iiie of the old white pines have trunks so large that

three men can just reach around them. Viewing one

of these giants, one can hardly realize that it was for

;i decade or more a helpless tree infant, exposed to

many dangers and accidents. It is a curious fact

that our large, long-lived trees, such as the white

pine, pass through a long period of feeble infancy,

when they are like children in delicate health, while
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other trees and many shrubs and weeds start life with

a robustness that seems indestructible. Examples of

such early vigor are furnished by poplars, willows,

burdock, fireweed.

The roots of seedling evergreen often fail to reach

the soil through the layer of dead leaves and moss,

and in those cases the seedling perishes.

During the first few years of a tree's life, mice,

rabbits and deer are a source of danger to the tender

plant. They may eat it bodily or cripple it so badly

that other trees or various kind of brush choke it to

death. If the young tree escapes all these risks, it is

still in danger of any light running ground fire till

it is about thirty years old, when its bark is thick

enough to protect the living itssue beneath against

light fires.

The worst enemy of trees is a wind-driven crown

fire
; against this all trees are helpless. If the tree

comes through all these dangers and survives attacks

of insects and fungi, so that it finally stands like a

landmark taller than all its neighbors, then it be-

comes exposed to the full violence of storms and to

the bolts from the clouds.

Some of the old time lumbermen had the idea that

the white pine would not reproduce itself, but would

be followed by jack pine. The fact is that both white

pine and Norway pine abundantly reproduce their

kind, although it is true that large areas originally

covered by great pine trees show absolutely no growth
of whites or Norways, but are covered with poplars,

brush and jack pine. The true explanation of this

condition is that lumbering operations, where the
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slash was not burned, were nearly always followed by
severe fires, which not only killed all young growth,
hut destroyed every seed tree the lumbermen had left.

The dominating trees on high land in the pine belt

from the Atlantic coast to the Red River Valley an-

the white pine and the Norway pine, the whites gen-

erally occupying the heavier and the Norways the

lighter soils, but it takes nature a long time to re-

plant a pine forest.

The usual order is this: After a fire a thicket of

poplars, birches and brush or jack pines springs up,

because these species are nearly always the first ones

to occupy vacant ground. They are squatters who on

account of regular and abundant seed production and
distribution get there first.

As time goes on, the white pines and Norways
gradually come in. Poplars, birches and jacks are

comparatively short-lived. In the course of years,

when the poplars, birches and jack pines are dying
of old age, the white pines and Norways still in their

youth, overtop them all and take their place; but the

process may take a hundred years.

In swamps, if they are not too wet, the black spruce
or the tamarack is king, and on high elevations or on

thin soil, as on Isle Royale and the high ridges of

New England, white spruce and balsam will form the

final forest, while in large regions of northeastern

Minnesota it seems to be a free-for-all fight for all

northern trees, even including the sugar maple.
It is a curious fact that wild plants have their fat

years and lean years in seed and fruit production just

as do cultivated crops. The year of 1910 was a year of
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starvation for all creatures that feed on wild fruit

and berries, while the seasons of 1909 and 1919 were

years of unusual abundance.

The scarcity of wild fruit in 1910 was due to an

unseasonably early spring followed by a severe frost

011 April 28th and 29th, which killed .young foliage,

flowers and fruit already set. And this unfavorable

spring was followed by a summer excessively dry. In

1909 and 1919 on the other hand, the weather was

extremely favorable to the products of nature's wild

gardens.

It is not so easy to account for the seed years and

seedless years of the evergreens, but they also show

lean years and fat years. The season of 1913 was a

great seed year. Many white pines, spruces and bal-

sams produced a wagon load of cones to the tree,

containing from 100,000 to 300,000 seeds. So heavily

loaded with cones were many of these conifers that

their tops and branches snapped under the excessive

weight.

The seeds are disseminated according to the habit

of each species, either in fall or spring. I doubt that

more than one out of 1,000 seeds ever sprouts, while

probably not more than one seed out of 1,000.000

ever grows into a mature tree. Still it is by this hit-

and-miss method that nature has planted the great

wild forests of North America, extending originally

from the Atlantic to the Plains, in the Rockies from

Canada to Mexico, and on the Pacific from California

to Alaska.

Compared with the central hardwood forests, the

northern forests are made up of only a few species.
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On a walk of two miles in southern Indiana, I counted

fifty-two trees and shrubs. In the North, one has to

look sharply about him to find twenty species on a

similar walk. On the whole, bird and beast, wind

and water are and have been the great carriers of

seeds; still the presence or absence of certain species

is not always easily accounted for. Minnesota, for

instance, contains little beech and only two or three

patches of hemlock. The hemlock grows under other

trees and it is not exposed to the full force of the

wind. These isolated patches of hemlock found near

the St. Louis River were probably accidentally planted

by the Indians.

THE INDIANS
Most of the Indians now in the Northwoods of the

Central states are Chippewas, who still build the in-

teresting bark houses of their ancestors. The great

unsettled part of Canada, south of Hudson Bay is in-

habited by the Crees.

THE ANIMALS
In the great evergreen forests still live tfre large

and small game animals and the fur bearers on which

the Indians have always subsisted.

THE MOOSE
So large and strange a creature is the moose that

he seems to belong to another geological age. His

structure seems not so strictly specialized as that of

modern animals. He has the muzzle and the long

legs of a horse, the ears of a mule, the cloven feet of

the ox, and the short tail of the rabbit.

One never forgets the first moose he saw. An old

t nipper had assured me that I would see moose on a
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summer cruise in the new Minnesota State Forest.

We saw eleven of them that day, and 'during our

stay at his cabin of five days, we saw thirty-six moose

and thirty-five deer.

A moose at a distance looks like a large rock or a

patch of shadow. If the light on the dark patch var-

ies, the patch is a live moose. That is the way I

learned to recognize a moose at a distance of a mile

or two. "We put in a hard day of hunting moose with

a camera. The day was warm and the flies hungry,

so, the moose resorted to the lakes to feed on the

vegetation that grows on the bottom and rid them-

selves of the flies.

When the antlered head of a big bull was under

water, we paddled as hard as we could. When the

big head came up, and the giant creature shook the

water out of his big
lk

muley" ears, so that we could

hear them flap a long ways off, we froze to our

seats. We let him chew his weeds in peace, we let

him look us over and were glad that he took canoe

and oarsmen for driftwood. By that simple method

we came close enough for several good pictures. Moose

and deer depend far more on their noses and ears

than on their eyes. Only against the wind can they
be closely approached.
The growth of the great flat antlers of the bull

moose produced and shed every year, seems a very
wasteful process. If you would like to know how
much a pair of them weigh, you should carry them on

yMir back ten miles. At the end of the trip you wrould

say they weighed a hundred pounds, which is how-

ever, about sixty pounds from the truth. It no doubt
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takes iihout a ton of brush and weeds to produce

forty pounds of solid horn. These weapons the moose

carries on his head five or six months. He fights

his rivals with them during the short mating
season ; then he sheds them and in the following

spring grows a new pair. The new antlers are cov-

ered with a velvety skin, they are filled with blood

vessels, and are so sensitive that they even feel the

bite of a mosquito. In fall the skin becomes lifeless

and the moose brushes it off by rubbing the antlers

against trees and bushes, and now he is ready for

another season of battles.

The legs of the moose are so long that they suggest
stilts. One day I watched a large moose cow for

nearly an hour feeding in a bog on the edge of a

lake. A man could not have walked there; cattle or

horses would have been hopelessly mired; not so the

stilt-legged moose. In mud four to five feet deep, she

walked about with perfect ease, reaching out with 1
!

big muzzle for such plants as she liked.

Last summer in July, my wife and I approached
within fifty feet of a large black cow, who had two
Tine brown calves with her. One of the calves saw
us first and uttered a peculiar low nasal squeal, which

attracted the attention of the mother. For a little

while all three stood and looked at us; then, not at

all alarmed, they walked leisurely out of the lake into

1 lie WOods.

Moose are difficult to keep in captivity. But I

knew of one kept at Chippewa Falls, AY is., until it

was about three years old. The animal was fed on

brush, and during the winter on brush hay. In their
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wild state, moose browse on willow, birch, poplar,

shadbush and other brush. With their powerful jaws
and grinding teeth, they mill the brush into pulp,

while with their upper lip they can pick off very small

sprays and twigs.

The captive moose was very fond of field roots and

a careless keeper gave him at one time a bushel

basket full of beets. The moose ate them all at one

meal, and died a few days later.

This animal was generally very gentle and had the

freedom of a paddock, except during the rutting sea-

son. At that time a kind of madness seized him. He
was ugly and demolished fences and sheds, so that

he had to be confined in a stall. (To be Continued),
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Logging With the A. E. F.

BY SHIRLEY C. BRAYTON

(Continued From December)

The first few days we were logging we had no

chains for a cross haul or jin pole and so some ten

or twelve husky jacks would get hold of the logs any

way possible and slide them into the back end of a

covered truck. This was my initiation into army log-

ging methods, and as I did not know the reason then

for using such crude methods, I of course assumed

that such methods would be the regular thing. For-

tunately for me such was not the case. I think I

should have lasted just about two more days as that

kind of a loader and then I would have gently but

completely sunk from sight in the deepest mud hole

available and stayed there.

A split chain cross haul was used. A single chain

went over the load and connected with two others that

went under the log and were attached to the truck

or wagon. Two skids were used, up which the logs

slid. Two men on the ground watched the logs as-

cend and kept them going as they should, while a

third acted as top loader and guided the logs into the

place wrhere they were to ride. As these logs were

perfectly round, smooth, and covered with mud, it

can be seen that this was by no means a job for a

greenhorn or a weakling. The best loading crew we
had consisted of a couple of brothers by the name of

Clark from nothern Washington, who had used peav-
ies instead of rattle boxes in their infancy, and another

jack from the mountains of Montana who was about
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as clumsy as a mountain lion. It sure was pretty

work to see them handle logs.

The logs were delivered to the mill either on

wagons or by trucks. By far the majority from the

Neufeys Forest were hauled on trucks as it was too

long a haul for a team. Three ton English and

American made trucks were used. The Mack truck

wras one of the most successful of the American made

trucks used. A couple of five ton Whites were also

used with and without trailers. The splendid sys-

tem of roads maintained by the French even through
their forests made the use of trucks possible. These

roads were made of crushed rock rolled with heavy

rollers, and made a fine paved road. They were nar-

row, however ,and if a truck met some one else great

care had to be taken not to get off the road, for if

one did there was great probability of staying right

there.

Our relations with the French Forestry Service were,

as a rule, quite friendly. Since reading the article in

a recent issue of American Forestry by Col. Graves,

on the laws regulating the French forests. I have

marvelled a little at this for some of the things we
did were little short of treason and arson as viewed

by the French forest code. However, the forestry

officials must have been men of broad vision, and

realized that there were extenuating circumstances

which offset our vandalism. The French foresters

marked the trees, which were to be cut, with a small

blaze near the bottom of the trunk. Sometimes they

would make remarks when the stumps were left too

high or brush was not properly piled, but usually
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they would just point to glaring examples of American

haste MIM! shrug their shoulders. One old forester told

me that when the Americans wished to talk to the

French girls or write letters to them they knew
considerable French, but when one tried to tell an

American that he was leaving too high stumps, gen-

erally the A HUM lean could not understand a word.

Our axes, saws, and tools of all sorts, that we had,

were all American. The French saws and axes were

relics of the stone an1

'-. A good flint hatchet would

have been much preferable to the best French axe I

ever saw, and yet they use them and seem to get some

work done. The French in the region we worked, as

a rule, felled all of their trees with an axe, and one

cannot blame them for their saws are worse than their

axes. \YY u-:ed two kinds of lumber wagons, an eight

wheel type, and a four wheel type. The eight wheel

type was low. the wheels being perhaps three feet

in diameter, with tires about five inches wide. The

four wheel sec-lions reminded one some of the four

wheel truck- under the ordinary freight cars. There

was about four inches clearance between the wheels.

When these wagons were used in the mud, they quick-

ly became clogged so that neither of the wheels would

turn, and dragged along hub deep like a big plow.

They were not very popular with the boys for muddy
places. They were purchased on the theory that the

greater bearing surface of the eight wheels would

prevent their cutting into the soft ground, an.^ it did,

some, but when they did cut in they were surely horse

killers.

The first harness furnished us was of the breast





collar, artillery type, but we soon got rid of them

and procured regular collar, britchen harnesses. For

tin- first six months we were very short of such tools

as hammers, chisels, handsaws, drill bits, etc. All of

our company supplies went with the headquarters

company who were located with Company A., and they

kept all the equipment they got their hands on. When
our men got the same opportunity at the equipment
of the 43rd Engineers, they did the same thing, and

after that we were fairly well supplied. "Whose tools

the 43rd got. or whether they went without we never

found out. With the exception of about six weeks in

July and August the weather was very rainy and

disagreeable, especially at first when we were not

supplied with rubber boots or rain coats.

I M -sides saw logs the principal materials produced

by our men were hewn ties, piling, and fuel wood. A
very large number of hewn ties were produced by our

men, especially in the early part of our work before

we got the saw mills to working properly. About 30

to 40 ties per day were hewn per man. The piling was
sent out round, that is, it was neither sawn nor hewn,
We did not produce very much, as our timber was
not adapted to such uses. A great deal of fuel wood
wns produced from the tops and branches, and besides

this thousands of cubic meters were produced direct.

However, a great deal more fuel wood was produced

!>y Colored troops under the direction of our men than

was produced by members of our company, as they

were needed for the more technical and mechanical

work, for which the colored troops were of little value.

The mill at Chatinois was a little French mill which
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hardly merited the title of being called "a one horse

affair." It was leased from a Frenchman who had

been running it part time before the Americans ar-

rived. The machinery was old, as well as old fashion-

ed; the saws were probably made of tin or something
worse. Every fine in the boiler leaked, and in general

it was nothing to get enthused over. It was located

near the center of the village, which was said to have

had a population of nearly 3,000 before the war.

However, it covered no such amount of territory as an

American town of 3.000 inhabitants would. The mill

was located on a very narrow alley-like street in

which two wheel barrows would have had difficulty

in passing one another. The street was not paved and

we were soon forced to plank it in order to get in

with the trucks.

The engine and boiler were of German manufacture,

as was all of the machinery of the mill itself. From
the date plates on the engine and machinery it ap-

peared that the mill had been constructed some time

in the seventies, probably in 1874. The engine was

of about 25 horse power as near as, we could deter-

mine. We were always handicapped by a lack of

power. The engine was in better shape than the boil-

er. The boiler was not provided with an injector but

had an antiquated type of pump which always caus-

ed trouble. Wood slabs were used for fuel. They
were burned in a Dutch oven which we built to in-

crease the size of the firebox. The wood was wet and

green most of the time and often we would run short

of steam. The mill machinery consisted of three saws,

one head saw and two resaws. Each was poorer than
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the others and it made little difference where yon
started the comparison. A small imitation of a trim-

mer which consisted of one single saw was also in-

cluded. In trimming boards one had to trim one end

and then drag the board back, turn it around and run

the other end through. The accompanying sketch will

illustrate the floor plan better than I can describe it.

The carriage of the head saw consisted simply of a

flat slab of steel about seven feet long and two feet

wide mounted on grooved wheels that ran on a narrow

track. A set of cogs ran the full length of the under

surface, which meshed with a cog wheel fitted with a

crank. The sawer turned the crank and slowly drag-

ged the log through the saw. The French saws were

practically worthless and soon had to be discarded

after much wasted effort trying to make them work.

We then were supplied with Atkins saws. Some were

of the inserted tooth type and some were not. For

the larger saws the inserted tooth saws gave the best

results if the power to run them was available, which

it often was riot.

The men at the company headquarters were divided

into a number of crews. There were the cooks and

the K. P.'s, the stable crew, the two mill crews, the

loading crew or stevedore crew as they called them-

selves, the office force, and the repair man. The
number of men in these crews varied from time to

time depending on supply and demand as it were. As
a general rule each crew was from two to four men
short of what it should have been at all times. AYe

wore quartered in some little old French barracks.

The roofs leaked pretty bad, but they weren't so bad
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at that. At times some of the boys who had enough

money, rented furnished rooms from French families.

This was against army rules and wasn't encouraged.

However, it was done considerably. A room for two

could be rented for 15 to 20 francs per month.

As we were located in Chatinois for about seven

months we became well acquainted with the people

of the village. The residents treated us very cordially

and we were welcome in any house in town. The

boys would just drop in on a French family unan-

nounced and uninvited and the family would take it

upon themselves to make them at home. They always
invited you to come again and meant it, for they
would always mention it when they would meet you
on the street.

The mill crew was normally about as follows :

2 Log buckers 1 Setter
1 Man to unload trucks 1 Off bearer
1 Sealer 2 Men on first resaw
1 Engineer 2 Men on second resaw
1 Fireman 1 Slab and sawdust fonkey
2 Saw filers 1 Trimmer or "cut off saw"
1 Man to bring in logs or man

deckerville track 1 Slat bundler
1 Head sawer 1 Mill sergeant (foreman)

This made 20 men for the normal mill crew. We
usually had about 14. In such case some of the men
had to double on other jobs. We worked a ten hour

day, two shifts a day. The day shift went on duty
7 A. M., and worked till 12 M. Dinner was from 12

to 1. The afternoon shift extended from 1 to 6 P. M.

and the night shift went on duty at 7 P. M. The

night shift had dinner at midnight. The crews work-

ed two weeks nights and then shifted to days, while

the opposite shift worked nights. Sundays were us-
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ually spent in repairing the mill, and it always needed

it. Muddy logs covered with small gravel rapidly

(lulled the saws and made the work twice as hard as

it would otherwise have been. As the logs were

handled by putting the arms around them and moving
them into place one soon became covered with mud
i'r<mi head to foot, and soaked to the skin. We were

not supplied with gloves and sore hands soon became

the fashion. But in spite of these handicaps the boys
tore into the work as if they were being paid by the

piece, and the daily capacity steadily increased until

six months later it was over five times that at the

start. (To be Continued)

Sights and Sounds of the Northwoods
BY D. LANGE

Copyright, 1920, By D. Lange.

(Continued from December)

DEER
Next to the moose, the white-tailed deer are the most

interesting big game of the state forest.

About twenty-five years ago, this region was in-

habited by moose and caribou, but since the deer

have been crowded out of their more southerly range,

and wolves are less numerous, they have become

plentiful in Northeastern Minnesota.

Deer, although wary and timid, are exceedingly

curious. Last summer my lady and I were somewhat

puzzled by mysterious noises, which we he"ard now
and then in the thicket of the original forest. My
lady suggested prowling Indians, wolves and bears,
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falling trees. One evening at dusk, after we had

heard the noises for two or three days, we learned

more about the maker of it. A large buck, with

antlers like branches of tree against the lake, was

furtively scouting behind our cook tent. Now he

glanced nervously at the cabin, from wrhich showed

the light of the logs in the fire place. Now he

came to the wooden walk leading to the dock. Just be-

yond it our canoe was turned over. The sight of

th^se things was too much for the nerves of a wild

deer. He faltered, then turned back, walked into

the lake, swam around the dock and vanished into

the timber a hundred yards beyond. However, we
had never fired a gun of any kind near the cabin

and he had not been alarmed, and next day I found

a bush of moose maple, well cropped near the place

where he had landed.

.Moose utter a kind of short bellow during the mat-

ing season. Deer, I believe are always silent, except

that the bucks give a warning sound generally called

a whistle or snort which however, sounds very much
like the sharp blowing of steam out of a small pipe.

If you hear the buck's wrhistle at night unexpected-

ly, while you are walking alone on a dark wild trail,

it will probably give you the creeps and make your
hair stand up. I confess that it had that effect on me.

although I knew perfectly well what the sound meant

and who made it. The first time I heard it a friend

had fired at a brown fern leaf in the belief that it was

a deer. The echo of the shot had not died away, when

something splashed and rushed from a nearby meadow
into the timber and then came, like a challenge, the
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whistling snort of a big buck. Several times it was

repeated ; and for about ten minutes, we could hear

the challenger beat about and stamp his feet in the

brush. However, he was wise enough not to show his

tawny coat to the gunner, and I was glad that the

laugh was on the hunter.

The mooso has hardly any tail at all, but the deer

does carry a short white tail, which is raised like a

flag, when the animal bounds away over stumps and

brush.

Have you ever thought what becomes of the horns,

which moose and deer drop every winter? It is sel-

dom that one finds a perfect specimen. The fact is

most of them are literally eaten up. By whom? By
porcupines, squirrels and wild mice. Just what at-

tracts them to this strange diet, I have never been

able to explain.

Deer are dainty browsers. They nip a bit here and
there. They like the pea vines and the red hips of

the wild roses and the bearded lichens that hang in

gray festoons from spruces and tamaracks. In winter,

when the snow is deep, both moose and deer often

suffer pangs of hunger; and at such times they will

browse on anything within reach.

The time of greatest danger for moose and deer

occurs when the snowr has formed a crust strong

enough to hold the wolves, but not strong enough to

hold the heavier moose and deer. At such times hun-

dreds of fine animals are killed.

THE HUNTERS IN FUR
WOLVES

The big gray timber wolves are still altogether too
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numerous in the state. Their long drawn howls are

often heard, but the animals themselves are seldom

seen. All stories of wolves having treed men and

attacked children are the invention of some enterpris-

in greporter, who was in need of money. The editor

probably printed the story, because he thought it in-

teresting reading. The only dangerous wild animal

in the Minnesota woods is the mosquito. Timber

wolves, however, should be exterminated by all avail-

able means, because they are enormously destructive

to big game and they are no longer needed to pre-

serve the balance of nature or to sharpen the wits

of deer and moose.

COYOTES, OR BRUSH WOLVES
These animals have within the last twenty years

invaded the wooded area of the state. Over the state,

at large, they are far more common than the timber

wolves. I do not know if they have reached the

northeastern section of the state, but in the Itasca

Park region they are common. In the summer of

1918 I heard them every night on the north and east

shore of Elk Lake. They kill a good deal of game and

game birds and deserve no protection.

BEAR
The case of the black bear, the only kind of bear

in Minnesota and adjacent states and provinces, is

different. The creature is entirely harmless and de-

serves to be protected as a valuable fur-bearer.

Bears are truly omnivorous, eating fish, carrion,

roots, berries, grass, acorns, ants, grubs and anything

else eatable. Occasionally a bear will rob a camp or

take a fancy to the pigs of a settler. Then of course,
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something has to be done to Bruin.

Several years ago, I helped in capturing a young
bear who had acquired a destructive fondness for

the bacon and butter of some foresters. He was

ranirht in a pit and pulled into a crate on a wagon.
He was kept in this cage about a month and then

turned loose with a brass tag on his neck saying:

"Write to D. Lange, St. Paul, Minn."

About six weeks later, I received a letter from a

frontier settler running something like this :

Dear Sir:

"Last night I shot a bear in my cornfield and was

very much surprised, when my knife struck the chain

with your tag on it. He had been in my corn several

nights, so I lay for him. He was fine eating, not a

bit tough and gamy, but just fine, corn-fed meat.

Please let me know when you turn the next one loose."

I have not had an opportunity to turn another one

loose, but the man who wantonly kills a bear ought
to be ashamed of himself. There is nothing heroic

about it
;

it is just brutal butchery.

If. however, you should meet a she-bear with her

cubs, it would be the part of wisdom to give her the

right-of-way.

THE SMALL HUNTERS
Otter, mink, fisher, marten, weasel, skunk, fox and

coyote are more or less common according to locality.

Mink and weasel, although not often seen, are com-

mon everywhere. Marten, fisher and otter are always

comparatively rare. The otter makes a strange track

on the snow. His legs are so short that his long body
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drags on the snow making a track as if a small log

had been dragged along.

Skunks are. less common in the Northwoods than

in a settled country. If you meet one, do not scare

him; and if one should wander into your tent, he

will not discharge his smell-gun battery, if you let

him take his own time about leaving. I have had one

almost walk over my feet as I sat in front of my tent

reading. We looked at each other in a friendly way;
I continued my reading and he continued hunting for

grubs and insects under the forest leaves.

THE CATS
There are two wild cats in Minnesota, the bob-cat

or wild cat, and the Canadian Lynx, the largest of the

two. In years when the rabbits are common, the

lynxes are likely to be numerous, and when the rab-

.bits die of the plague, the lynxes starve and become

scarce.

THE LITTLE FOLKS IN FUR
We have told of big game and large beasts of prey.

Their wild ways interest all men and have inspired the

weavers of romance; but in real importance in the

household of Nature, the smallest of her children, the

wild mice take first place.

If you ask where they live, the answer is every-

where. In the ground, under stumps, in hollow logs.

I fa census man could count them, he would probably

find more wild mice in our state, than there are human

beings in the whole United States. It is their func-

tion to change grass and all sorts of seeds into flesh.

and incidentally to scatter the seeds of the shrubs and

trees that furnish their food.
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Reddy, the squirrel, is of course, found wherever

trees grow. He is fond of nuts and acorns, but he

can subsist on the seeds of pines, spruce and firs. He
varies his diet with wild fruits and mushrooms and

he is not averse to robbing a nest of eggs or of young.
He seems always gay and saucy. He scolds and chat-

ters at you from his perch, and after you have es-

tablished your camp, he is sure to come and look

you over.

And where the red squirrel lives in the tree tops,

rabbits and woodchucks and chipmunks live under

the trees and in the ground. So numerous become

the snowshow rabbit in some seasons that their func-

tion seems to be that of little foresters thinning the

trees, which would otherwise grow too thick and

weaken one another in a bitted competition for soil

and light.

Scattered through the whole wide forest live the

woodchucks. They dig their burrows in suitable

places, feed on succulent grasses and herbs during
the summer, and, like bear and skunk and the little

striped chipmunk, sleep away the winter months in

the bosom of mother earth.

The most interesting glimpses of the life of the

small creatures are granted to him who samps a

week or longer in one place.

In a cabin in Itasca, three half grown chipmunks
came regularly mornings and evenings for the crumbs

I put on a plate for them. Like three young kittens,

they accepted my daily gifts. I wondered what forest

tragedy might have taken away their parents. Was
it due to owl or hawk or a stealthily hunting weasel?
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The mystery was solved, when after a few days I

looked carefully into a deep well. In a way I never

could understand, both parents had fallen into the

well and had been drowned.

While there is much tragedy in the life of the wild,

comedy and fun is by no means wanting. As I sat

on a platform watching for beaver. I observed a young
woodchuck who tried to cross a break in the beaver

dam on a thin pole. Like a boy who tries to cross a

stream on a slippery log. he fell into the water. He
scrambled out, shook himself and began to feed near

the beaver pond.

One of the rarest sights I ever witnessed was the

play of three young mink. For twenty minutes they

played a sort of game of tag on a gravel bank and

in a shallow ditch. One climbed on top of a stump
in the water. The others nipped his tail and tried to

pull him off. At last it seemed as if a hidden referee

had called time on their frolic, for all three suddenly

stopped playing and disappeared under a pile of old

logs. I returned several times to the spot, but never

saw the young players again.

The porcupine might well be called the Grouch of

the Woods. It may be that the little porcupine babies

indulge in play; the old ones, encased in a coat oJ

sharp, bristling quills could not play even if they felt

the inclination.

What the porcupine has gained in protection and

safety, he has lost in grace and agility. He is not a

runner, nor a graceful climber. The old story that

he can throw his quills like darts, is a fable; but by

slapping his enemy with his tail he can inflict terrible
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punishment. I once assisted in the surgical treatment

of a younii- bulldog whose valor had outrun his dis-

cretion in an encounter with grouch porcupine. The

dog wandered about frothing at the mouth and was

mad with agony, while he looked as if he was growing
a coarse gray beard on one side of his face. With a

pair of dental, forceps, we pulled 108 quills out of his

face and mouth.

However, in spite of his formidable coat of spines,

the porcupine is not invulnerable. Some enemy, per-

haps the fisher, has learned the trick of turning him
on his back and splitting his skin on the belly, where

it has no quills. Not infrequently the empty skin

is found, but to my knowledge no one has ever seen

how the porcupine is peeled out of his spiny envelop.

THE BEAVERS
The most wonderful in habits of all the wilderness

folk are the Beavers, truthfully called Animal En-

gineers.

They build dams and large lodges of sticks and
mud. They fell trees and cut them into short logs.

These they drag to the water and float them from

pond to pond or in lakes and streams. These green

logs and branches, "they pickle for their winter food

in the cold water near their houses. They dig ditches

and canals, they regulate the water level in their

lakes and ponds and repair breaks in the dam. And
for all this work they have but their forepaws to use

as hands and their teeth as cutting tools, guided by
a wonderful instinct. But so remarkable is their work
and done on so large a scale, that both Indians and

whites have attributed human reason to them. In
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many parts of the Northwoods, their fresh works

can be seen, and seeing it one can not help but admire

the work and the industry and the instinct of the

Beaver People.

NORTHWOODS BIRDS YOU WILL
WANT TO KNOW

Certain bird calls and bird songs are inseparably

linked in my memory with camps and tramps and

canoe trips in the wilderness.

Nature seems to have created the loon to make the

wild places wilder. The long drawn call at night,

the broken laughter on the wing, you will never for-

get. Loons and grebes are the most aquatic of all

our birds. I fancy both would have lost their legs if

they did not need them for swimming. As far as I

know, the loon goes on land only for the purpose of

nesting. Its real element is the water. Here it dives

and swims in a way to baffle all enemies.

Loons live on small fish, for which they dive to

very considerable depths. I have a photograph of a

loon that became entangled in a fishermen's net at a

depth of sixty feet. When you camp and travel in

the Northwoods, do not shoot at the loons with fire-

arms. It will require more skillful hunting to take

home with you good photographs of the great diver,

its nest or its young.
The call of the loon is one of the wildest sounds

in nature. After the silence of night has fallen over

lakes and forests, you may hear it like a long drawn
out wail or cry, having an almost human tone. Per-

haps it comes from a lake a mile away, perhaps it is

uttered as the bird wings it's way over the tree tops.
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But do not be disturbed by its wierdness, the bird

is only uttering its long distance note to its mate or

friends, it is not a call of danger or ill omen.

Two other large birds generally utter their loud

wild calls during the night, the great horned owl and

the gray owl. The uncanny who-who-who-who is eas-

ily recognized as coming from some big owl, but the

meaning of the strange music is not so clear. Is it a

love call to their mates, or is it intended to paralyze
rabbits and woodchucks with fear of the big nocturnal

hunters? Whatever may be the meaning, one would

not want to miss the call of the 'loon and the hoot of

the owl from his Northwoods camp.
If you go into the Northwoods in June and early

July, you will want to know at least two or three real

woodland songsters, who play the leading parts in the

forest orchestra, the white-throated sparrow, the her-

mit thrush, and the veery or Wilson thrush. Without

these three performers the Invisible Choir would have

no leaders. At almost any time of the day, you will

hear the white-thrat, also known as the Peabody bird

or Peabody sparrow. The song is a high-pitched
whistle suggested by the syllables: "Dee-dee-dee-dee-

(Ic-de-de; or sow wheat, peabody, peabody, peabody.
"

On moonlight nights, the birds begin to sing between
two and three in the morning, while the last singers

nmy whistle in the thicket as late as ten - in the

evening. The song is the most common and character-

istic bird note in the northern summer woods, but

many people who have been in the woods year after

year have never seen the bird sing, although he is not

very wild and a little patient scouting will locate him,
21
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uvnr rally on a bush or low tree.

The bird note second in prominence is the wonder-

Fully limpid music of the hermit thrush. The song
nines nearly always from a thicket or from the dense

prim hive forest.

To me it suggests the syllables: ''Oreeo, reeo ree-

zee-zee." However, one must listen to it in the early

morning or in the. gloam of the evening to hear the

music and Feel the thrill in the breast of this shy

forest songster.

Tn the summer of 1917, the hermits were so num-

erous near my camp that I heard as many as six at

one time.

It is only through good luck or patient waiting that

one may see the hermit sing. lie is so shy that, if

you try to stalk him ever so carefully, he withdraws

farther and farther into the forest at your approach.
The nest is built on the ground, often near a trail.

It is generally lined with pine needles, which make a

most effective background for the peacock blue of

the eggs.

In some parts of the forest, especially in tamarack

swamps and in poplar thickets on low ground, the

veery or Wilson thrush is common; and its weird,

woodsy song is one of the impressive summer sounds.

"Veery, veery, veery, veery" it rings from some in-

visible perch. To my ear the syllables, "Reer, reer,

reer, reer," suggest the song more accurately.
F tried for several seasons to see this musician in

net ion, but always in vain. At last the singer took

pity on me. I was cutting tent stakes one evening
<>n the shore of Lake Bemidji. A bird alighted on a
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jack pine above, curiously watching me for a few

minutes. I continued cutting stakes, and then the

bird began to sing. Again and again, with the singer

entirely at ease, came the "reer, reer, reer, reer" of

the veery. The bird that I had stalked so often into

many a mosquito infested thicket had at last stalked

me and brought me his song. It was a red letter day
in my experience in the north country.

One other bird deserves special mention, the cedar

bird. It is common along all the wild northern lakes.

and especially on Isle Royale, where bird life, except

gulls and loons and fish-ducks, is not abundant. Its

beautiful cinnamon plumage, with a yellow rim on the

tail, and a tuft on the head, will attract the attention

of any bird lover. It is remarkable in its own way.
It has no song, only a low, lisping twitter, even in

the breeding season. Its nest is a pretty cup often

built of the gray bearded lichens, and attached to low

trees near a lake shore, sometimes on overhanging
branches.

The Northwoods are the paradise of the numerous

tribe of the wood warblers, the small, flitting jewels

of the bird world and, next to humming birds and

kinglets, our smallest birds. They have a fine, high-

pitched or even wiry song. They seldom sit still

more than a few seconds and even if they do, the eye

nevertheless often fails to find them perched high

in the tree-stops. If you do catch a good sight of them,

you will see their wonderful coloring of yellow,

orange, greenish, blue, black, white and brown. Un-

less your eyes are very sharp, a good glass is helpful.
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They are amongst the most useful of all birds, feeding

usively on insects.

Xev<>r did I find the woods more alive with thrushes

and warblers, and the air filled with a multitude of

smurs. many of them new to me. But to write in de-

tail about these dwellers in the tree tops would fill

a book. If you wish some real fun in the wilderness,

bring your soul attuned to its sights and sounds and,

equipped with a field glass or opera glass and Chap-
man's book on the Warblers of North America, stalk

the flitting sights and sounds amongst the tops and

boughs of spruces, balsams and pines.

We cannot even mention by name all the feathered

songsters that make a stay in the wilderness so fascin-

ating. Before we ,pass to the flowers and trees, we
must, however, briefly mention a few more of the

l:>vovr ones.

One of the rarest and wildest birds in the forest

is the big black logcock or pileated woodpecker. He
is as laruv as a crow, but passes through the air with

the dipping flight peculiar to his clan, often uttering
his loud wild scream. With his strong bill, he chisels

through three or four inches of sound wood to secure

the fat grubs that are living within the trunk or

stump. His nest is in hollow trees, but I have never

found one.

Xot ,ar from water, if you are lucky or learn to

spy out the secrets of the wilderness, you may discover

one of the eyries of the bald eagle and the osprey, or

i'ish hawk. These birds rebuke the old saying that,

''There are no birds in last year's nests," for eagles

and ospreys return to the same nest year after year.
1
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How long these great birds live is not known, but I

know of one nest, where the male eagle did not return

in spring, and within a week or two the surviving

widow had found another mate.

This nest was eighty-five feet high in a big white

pine, but I secured a good photograph by climbing

a spruce tree that grew on a high ridge about twenty
feet from the pine.

While eagles and ospreys always remain wild,

spruce hens and grouse are quite tame in the wilder-

ness. One sitting grouse allowed me to clear away the

weeds near her nest and even touch her with my hand,

before she left the eggs.

The spruce hens are so tame that they are often

called fool hens, but I believe that their apparent
tameness has been developed as a means of escape

from lynxes and bobcats who hunt by sight and are

therefore, less likely to discover a bird sitting still,

than one moving about.

Near streams you may hear the call of the whippoor-
will and on burntover ground the night hawks are

at home. In cities, the nightmaks frequently raise

their young on the flat roof of large office buildings

On some of the larger inland lakes, the herring

gulls and the black cormorants or "nigger geese" are

at home on rocky islands, while the herons nest in

colonies on high trees.

The most common birds in Lake Superior and the

other Great Lakes are the herring gulls, often called

sea gulls. They nest on uninhabited islands, were

neither man nor beast can molest their eggs and

young. In Lake Superior, they nest in great numbers
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on the Government Bird Reserve on the Siskowit

Islands, south of Isle Royale. For miles they follow

the steamers, and devour quickly any scraps the

cook may throw out.

And now we must leave the birds and turn to the

flowers, but one who would really know and enjoy

the birds of the wilderness must go to hear and see

them in their own forest and on their own waters.

(To be Continued)

Arbor Day Planting in Minnesota Schools

T. S. HANSEN

The origin of Arbor Day dates back to the days

following the close of the Civil War. It was from

the first a day set aside for the planting of trees as a

memorial to the soldiers who gave their lives in that

great struggle. With the passing of years the custom

of setting aside a day for tree planting survived.

True, it was not always actually observed, but it be-

came nationally a special day and its observance a

national custom. As the Civil War became history,

gradually the origin and purpose of the day was 'al-

most forgotten. The close of the world war awoke in

the minds of people the true appreciation of the beau-

tiful idea of using living and growing trees as mem-
orials to keep ever alive and green the memory of the

hoys who made the supreme sacrifice. So once again

Arbor Day came to have the meaning originally in-

tended, and a renewed and more active interest was

taken in its observance.

That the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station might
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do its share in furthering such a worthy cause, it was

decided to make a special offer of trees for Arbor Day
planting to any schools within the state. For the sum
of twenty-five cents, to cover the cost of packing and

mailing, the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station agreed
to send twenty-five small evergreen trees. It was

intended that the trees be used, not only as memorials,
but also for the permanent improvement of the school

ground. This offer met with a response more enthus-

iastic than had been hoped for. Approximately 350

sell; h Is sent in requests for the trees offered for Ar-

bor Day planting. These schools were scattered

tli rough 70 counties that were largely prairie or had
been cut over years ago.

Fa eh order of twenty-five trees was made up of ten

white pines, five Norway pines, five Scotch pines and

five jack pines. The trees averaged eight to ten inches

in height and had a well developed fibrous root sys-

tem, making a tree of ideal proportions for planting.

The trees were dug, packed and mailed, within a

space of three days. This fact and careful handling
reduced to a minimum any injury due to the removal

from the nursery. Each order was shipped so that it

should have reached its destination before Arbor Day,

which, according to the Governor's proclamation, was
set for the twenty-fifth day of April. With each

package was wrapped a brief set of instructions f(

handling the trees. Only the most essential poinl

were touched upon in the instructions.

In order that the measure of success attained migl

be learned, requests for reports on the condition

the trees were sent out early in the fall of 1919. Tl
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schools were requested to report the location of the

phi 11 ting, the number actually planted, the number

alive in -June, 11)1!). the number alive in October, 1919,

their condition and whether or not they had been cul-

tivated. One hundred forty schools out of the three

hundred replied. These schools were located in fifty-

two counties of the state. Sherburne County takes

first place with ten schools reporting, Jackson County
conies second with nine, and Marshall County third

with five reporting. The other forty-nine fall in line,

with form one to four schools reporting.

The reports show that 3,366 trees were actually

planted. Three hundred and sixty-two, or ten per
cent, died within a month after planting, due prob-

ably to exposure during the digging or planting. Seven

hundred and eighty-five, or 23 per cent, died during the

summer, due to drought, being cut off while mowing
u'rass, or by the trampling of the school children.

This leaves the planting reported on the average 67

per cent successful, an unusually good showing under

the circumstances. The individual records, of course,

hin Iroin 100 per cent successful to 100 per cent fail-

ure. It is probably worthy of note that in only three

cases did the reports state "all dead." On tfie aver-

age, then, out of each twenty-five trees sent out.

eiyhtiMMi were alive at the end of the first growing

season, which is the most critical period. Thirty-five
<>f the reporting schools cultivated the trees after

planting. This was purposely omitted in the instruc-

tions because it was thought impractical, due to the

fact that the schools were deserted during the sum-
mer. Sixty schools indicated in their report that the
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trees were being planted in accordance with a plan
for the future development of the ground.

The result of this year's experiment in Arbor Day
planting has been highly gratifying. The cooperation
of the teachers, members of the various school boards,

and the county superintendents has been freely and

willingly given. It is the aim of the Cloquet Forest

Experiment Station to continue this work under a

better and more completely organized plan in the

seasons to come. By this means it is hoped to keep
alive the custom of observing Arbor Day throughout
the state.
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Logging With the A. E. F.

BY SHIRLEY C. BRAYTON

(Continued From January)

The logs we iv brought from the woods in

on the planked road and . unloaded on the

skids. A few were unloaded on a small log deck. These

could be run onto the carriage direct from the log deck

by means of skids. The others from the big log deck had

to be loaded on to a small car and brought in on the

deckerville track. The logs were hoisted off the car

by means of a Yale block and dropped on the carriage

which I described in a preceding paragraph. Small

wooden wedges and crude hooks held the log in place

while the first slab was removed. It was then turned

down on its flat side and sawn up, trusting to luck

that it wouldn't move while it was being sawn, as

there was no way of fastening it. They didn't move
much. The "off bearer" or "tail sawer" threw the

slabs and cants onto the table between the hea'dsaw

and the resaw. The slabs were edged to approximate
widths on the resaw. All widths from 2% to as wide

as possible were permissible. These edged slabs were

then thrown over to the second resaw where they were

sawn into slats or boards. They were then thrown

over to the trimmer where they were trimmed into

whatever length boards they would make from two

feet up in multiples of one foot. The narrow strips

which were from 23/4 to 3 inches wide were cut up
into slats 18 inches long, for the purpose of making
duckboards. Any edged slabs that would make a

piece 2x2%x6 feet long w^ere made into runners for
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the duckboards. Xo wane was permissible on either

the runners or the slats for the duckboards. The

large cants that came to the second resaw were sawn

into standard of narrow guage cross ties or 3 and 5

inch road plank according to how it was planned by
the head sawer. The standard cross ties were 6x8x8

feet long. The narrow guage ties were 4x6x4 or 8

feet long. The 8 foot ones were sawn in two making
two ties. Later the narrow gauge ties were made

41/2 feet long ;
after that no 4 inch cants could be made

from 8 foot logs and as a result a considerably larger

number of boards were sawn. The road planks were

made from 9 foot logs, and were at first made 5

inches thick and any width from 5 up to 9 inches. A
change in orders made it permissible to saw them any
width up to the capacity of the saw. which was about

20 to 22 inches. A still later order reduced the widths

to 5 inches and the thickness to 3 inches. Outside of

special orders these types made up our cut. The cants

were dragged .and shoved through the resaws by main

strength. One man stood in front of the saw and

shoved while the other stood behind it and hooked a

"Pickaroon" onto the cant and braced his feet and

pulled. The cants would pinch and the saw would

get hot and start to wobble and run off to one side
;

then one would stop pulling or pushing and throw

water on the saw with a pail until it got cooled off

and then the process would be repeated until event-

ually the cut was made. Then the man behind the

saw would shove the rest of the cant back and in

case a tie had been sawn off he would throw the tie

on the skids. As a standard cross tie of green oak or



beech weighs from 150 to 200 pounds, and a 5x22x9

foot road plank of the same material weighs well over

MOO pounds, it can be seen that a little skill is needed

1o handle them without disaster. They would often be

piled up on the skids behind the resaw to a height of

5 or () feet. I juggled cross ties at this position for some

five months and can swear to the aforementioned

weights. They are too conservative if anything.

The slats were bundled with hay wire into bund-

les of 100 and allowed to accumulate until there

were orders for a carload or two. The cross ties

were shipped as fast as produced. The stevedore

crew loaded them on railway cars at the depot.

Sometimes the stevedores worked nights if there

were no trucks or teams available for hauling in

the day time, and sometimes they worked day and

night both if they got behind. We had a very small

mill yard and it would be filled in three days if the

products were not shipped. Slabs in excess of what

was needed for the boiler and kitchen were also

shipped to hospitals, etc., for fuel. The saw dust

was used for bedding in the stables.

The quality of the materials produced varied

from good to awful. The " awful" grade was

especially noticeable in the last few hours out-

put ul' the night shift. However, a high official 'of

the regiment told "Pat" and me that we were

wasting time and effort trying to produce fancy

looking eross ties. I should like to see his idea of

a cull.

The French owner of the mill had be6n producing
some .")()() to 800 feet a day of lumber with the mill
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when the detachment of Co. F. took it over. When
we took it over three weeks later, from Co. F., they
had a record of 4700 feet b.m. for a ten hour shift.

The facts were, though, that their average normal

cut was about 2,000 feet. The third day we ran the

mill we cut 5,700 odd feet and thought we had out-

done ourselves. A little later Phillips as head saw-

er put up a record cut of over 8,000 feet in ten

hours. And so it went. In midsummer we were

getting around 10,000 to 11,000 per ten hour shift,

or over 20,000 average per day. That doesn't sound

very big, but you should have seen the mill.

Along in July our regimental "efficiency expert"

Captain X, came around and announced that he was

going to double the mill's output by building an

addition onto the north side of the mill. He built

it. He dragged up an old French engine that had

fly wheels nearly 8 feet in diameter. I would like

to know what he paid for it. He built a Dutch

oven under it, in which to burn saw dust. He had

a crew of three master engineers working a week

installing the machinery according to his directions.

The machinery was resurrected apparently from some

long since discarded French mill, and only one that

has lived a while in France can appreciate what a

thing discarded by a Frenchman is like. He remodel-

ed the new addition after the original mill, except

that for some unexplainable reason he put the head

saw next to the old mill, and the resaw on the outside
;

so that the slabs had to be carried across the plat-

form of the head saw to get them to the second resaw.

It took us two days after the Captain had left to tear
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it all out and put it back in again so it would run

and then we found that the engine he had bought
could barely turn its gigantic fly wheels and had no

power with which to drive the saw,

Late in August the engine of the original mill wore

out completely and had to be discarded. Just at this

time a call came from the newly organized First Army
for some Forestry Engineers' to work at the front with

them, and as our mill was worn out and we had made
a good showing, we were selected by the higher offj-

cials to be the troops so attached.

\Vc moved up to the Toul Sector a little over two
weeks before the First Army pulled their initial offen-

sive in wiping out the St. Mihiel salient. Our com-

pany headquarters were located at Toul and our men
were split up into a number of detachments of from
40 to 100 men each. New detachments were constant-

ly being formed and old ones deserted. Often it was

necessary to move a detachment when it became locat-

ed by Herman artillery. At the most I think we had
16 distinct operations working at one time. Not

enough officers were available to have one at each

detachment and often one officer would have as many
MS five or six detachments which he was technically

in charge of. The particular detachment that I have

personal knowledge of was located in the Forest of

Puvenelle, about two miles north and west of Pont a

Mouson on the Moselle river. This was on the ex-

treme right of the St. Mihiel salient, and at this point
the Americans made but a few kilometers advance. We
were perhaps 2VL> miles from the actual firing line.

Rube Phillips was in charge of the operation, under
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Lieutenant McClain who was located some 8 miles

farther back. The lieutenant visited us once or twice

a week to see if all was going well. Couriers from

the company headquarters visited each detachment

nearly every day, carrying orders and mail.

The ground was rather rolling, and in many ways

comparable to the soil and topography conditions of

the Neufeys Forest. The forest types, etc., were also

the same. The trees if anything were better developed
and had they not been full of shrapnel and barb wire

would have been fine to handle. Our camp consisted of

some rude shacks that had been constructed for some

unknown purpose and were fortunately vacant. We
built a barn out of some old tin and poles, and a few

boards we sawed after we got -the mill going. We
slept in an old shack for a few nights but were soon

driven out by the fleas and "cooties.
" We then put

up some tents, and floored them after getting the mill

in operation. Several dugouts were available but they

looked damp and uncomfortable, and we decided that

we would only use them in case of emergency. Work-

ing conditions were about the same as back in the

S. O. S. The gas masks, which orders said no one

must be caught without, made working awkward and

I am afraid they were more often hanging in the

tents than about their owners' necks as they should

have been. After we got some lumber sawed we fixed

up a mess hall, and put in tent floors, patched up the

barn, enclosed the mill so that we could run twc

shifts, and put the camp in good shape generally.

AVe used horses to haul the logs. We cut som

timber. -but to a greater extent made use of what ha<
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been cut by the French before the Germans found out

what they were doing and drove them out. We only

had 1'ii teams. The haul was up hill and about two

miles long, because of a big detour necessary to avoid

some trenches and barbed wire entanglements. We
used two four ups. The horses were hitched with one

team in front of the other, and both teams pulled on

the same set of tugs after the fashion of the western

"four-lip/'
1 We had a neat scheme worked up to get

around the shortage of horses that always handicapped
us. A narrow gauge railway ran through the timber

and had numerous spurs. Some of these ran down
into the timber we were logging. We thought to get

a few ears and load them up and have them hauled up
to the mill. It worked, two days, and then plans for

the drive on Metz began to formulate and every car

available was needed to haul up ammunition. The
roads were seas of mud. The eight-wheeled wagons,
we had, pulled like great stone boats. It was necessary
to wash the horses' feet and legs twice a day in order-

to keep them from getting sore. One team was kept

busy all of the time hauling water for the engine,

horses, and for the men. A pipe line was put in for

us. but no wrater ever came up it. Maybe it was.

never attached to the mains..

We had a small portable bolter mill of 5000 capacity
made by the American Sawmill Machinery Company,
and ,

L
'or power we had a 20 II.P. Farquar engine and

boiler. This was the first American sawmill we had
had a chance to use and it sure wras a relief after the

months with the old Frog contraptions. The small

bolt''r mill was a cable, friction feed type, with a small
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capable of handling nine foot logs for a

maximum length. We had 48 inch inserted tooth At-

kins saws, and the way they sawed through shrapnel
was nothing slow. We never had a filer. Anyone who
had time trued up the teeth or put in new ones as

was needed. The engine was short of the required

power; so we took out every other tooth from the saw

and it ran better. As the saw would only cut about

a 22 inch line we had to split many of the logs. We
found the explosive out in the woods. I don't know
whether it was T.N.T. or just plain powder, but any-

way it split the logs.

We had to keep the freshly sawn lumber camouflag-
ed with branches or burlap, because of enemy aircrafts.

We also had a large netting of camouflage spread over

the top of the mill. We ran a few nights before we
had the mill enclosed, but we kept a close watch for

enemy airplanes.

The material produced was similar to that produced
at Catinois, except that a great deal more lumber

was sawn for barracks construction. Our, first orders

were to saw all cross ties, and when Colonel Bell

first wanted to build some barracks for his men we
could not furnish him the lumber. However, he soon

convinced higher authorities that he had to have bar-

racks, for orders soon came to saw all barracks

lumber. We were able to saw about 10,000 a shift, or

20,000 a day with a total crew including cooks and

everyone of only 36 men. It took 120 men to produce
that cut at Chatinois with the old French mill.

These small portable mills could be moved rapidly

if there was need. At another detachment one of
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these mills was moved 30 miles with a gas tractor,

and was in operation 24 hours after it was stopped
at the first place. Of course it moved all night, but

that doesn't detract from the accomplishment. As

a whole, I should judge that our men were able to

produce from 3 to 4 times as much per man, at the

front under all sorts of handicaps, with these Ameri-

can made mills as they would have produced with

the French mills that we had been using before. On

page 1162 of the American Forestry Magazine for

-I n ne, 1919, is an illustration of the mill which made
the fast move 1 mentioned above. The mill we used in

the Puvenelle was exactly like the one shown in the

illustration on that page. The one pictured was our

detachment in the Forest of Commercy just outside

of Commercy.

In closing T will include a little extract from a

letter of Chaplain Williams of the 20th Engineers.

He is describing some of the things bought with "The
Welfare Fund,'' and as he gives a little description

of haw our little camp struck him, I will quote it as

it stands. It is to be found on page 1164 of the June

191!) American Forestry. "I shall never forget stand-

ing in front of a dugout in Puvenelle Wood, in the

midst of devastation, when suddenly there came upon

my ear the voice of John McCormack as played on

one of these machines. (A phonograph bought from

the Welfare Fund). The contrast between this evi-

deiKM- O f Civilization and the absolute lack of it around

me. was tremendously striking." As I remember the

incident we were all grouped around him asking ques-

tions, and I have often wondered since reading this
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letter, whether the devastation he speaks of refers

to us, or whether we were the absolute lack of civiliza-

tion he mentions, or both. Anyway, we sure prized

that phonograph, and thoroughly enjoyed all eight of

the records that went with it.

Tree Planting in Minesota
BY A. F. OPPEL

Tree planting in Minnesota has been sadly neglect-

ed. The vast areas of idle lands, an ever diminishing

supply of timber, and a steadily increasing cost of

lumber with a corresponding decrease in quality, are

factors of vital importance. Population is increasing

with a consequent greater demand for housing facili-

ties. People must have suitable places to which they

may go for recreation. Most of our game, birds and

fish are dependent upon woodlands for their exis-

tence. Our forests have been exploited almost to the

limit, but little effort has been made to replace the

trees that have been cut down or destroyed by fires.

It is therefore very urgent that the State should take

the lead in various tree planting problems if we are

to guard against a timber shortage in the not distant

future.

Since the spring of 1915, the State has planted ap-

proximately 1,200 acres (1,200.000 trees) in the State

Forests, as follows:

Itasca Park 600 acres

Burntside Forest 500 acres

Pillsbury Forest 100 acres

These plantings were not as successful as they

might have been, because they were more in the na-
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One of the planting1 sites in Itasca Park. The soil is rocky
and sandy and once had a beautiful stand of mixed White and
Norway Pine. It was owned and logged by private parties a

number of years ago.

tiuv of an experiment. At that time it was not

known .just what age or, what kind of stock was the

best to be planted under the prevailing conditions.

There was no definite or systematic planting policy

worked out for the State. But in spite of these handi-

caps, a- fair percentage of the trees lived and are

making good growth.

A definite planting policy has now been formulated

and is being put in practice. Sample plots of differ-

ent aged stock of various species have been planted
in two different regions on lands in the new. State

Forest, one at Elephant Lake on the Virginia and

Rainy Lake cuttings, and the other on the shore of
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Lake Vermilion. The next step will be to determine

the areas of natural reproduction and the barren cut-

over lands. This survey will be made on private non-

agricultural lands as well as non-agricultural State

lands, with the view of getting the larger land owners

to practice forestry wherever possible.

WOODLOTS AND SHELTERBELTS

It is very essential that a survey be made of the

woodlot problem in this State. In the wooded sec-

tions there are a great many natural wroodlots with

valuable timber which is depreciating on account of

the lack of care and management. To many farmers

the woodlot is looked upon only as a source of fuel.

They do not know the value of the different trees,

and will frequently buy oak from the lumber dealers

for eveners, handles, etc., when they have the finest

kind of white ash growing on their farms.

In the prairie regions there are a great many plant-

ed woodlots. These were planted for protection pur-

poses, and as a rule contain only the faster growing
and inferior species; consequently many are dying
out. No effort has been made to replace these wdth

the slower growing and more valuable kinds of trees.

The settler in northern Minnesota should be induced

to leave a woodlot around his farmstead. All inferior

species should be cut out.

A survey should be made to determine the amount
of natural woodlots, of planted woodlots and shelter

belts in the State. This should show the vario

species and their rate of growth, in order to dete

mine what kind of trees should be planted to replace

those cut or destroyed. The effect of pasturage on

14
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natural reproduction should be given serious consider-

limi. Underplanting where there is no natural repro-

duction should be encouraged and emphasized.

The old tree bounty law was a good one, and should

Ite in effect again under proper supervision.

HIGHWAY PLANTING

Highway planting is a many sided problem, and

not enough work has been done along this line to

draw any definite conclusions. The kind of trees to

be planted will have to be determined largely by the

kind grow ing in the region where the planting is to

be done. The size is problematical. The spacing be-

tween the trees will have to be determined with the

view of the effect of drifting snows in the winter

and of mud in the spring and summer. A fund will

be necessary for the care of the trees, and some or-

ganization will have to be responsible for this work.

When a road passes through woodlands it should

be constructed with the view of leaving a certain

number of the best trees standing. In some cases

it might be advisable to cut practically all the trees

in order to open up a vista, while in other places

more trees may have to be left, so as to conceal ob-

jectionable or monotonous views.

CONCLUSION
Taken all in all, tree planting in Minnesota is in

the early stages. There is need of a more general

understanding of the real value of planting; there

should be a more general knowledge of what trees

to plant, how to plant them, and how) to manage the

plantations so that the greatest possible benefits may
be derived from them. The area of cut-over land in
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need of planting, both State and private, should be

determined
;
also the area of natural reproduction and

its value. The effect of various methods of slash dis-

posal on reproduction should be carefully studied.

Woodlot and windbreak planting should be encour-

aged by education, through newspapers, bulletins and

posters. Advice and assistance should be given when-

ever possible. Arbor Day and Tree Planting Day
might well be made big events with school children.

Planting along highways and memorial plantings

should be promoted through various clubs and so-

cieties.

The- re-establishment of our forests on lands fitted

only for tree growth will revive our communities and
be a great stimulus to all industries. Since the State

is the only agency which can accomplish this end. we
should begin at once.

The Profits of Pine Planting

Thirty years ago the authorities at Tokai Govern-

ment Plantation, Cape Colony, planted 125 acres with

pines. It is now announced that the standing timber
on that area was sold for 60,000, or at the rate of

480 per acre. Excluding the cost of formation and
interest charges thereon, this result works out at

16 per acre per annum. Taking interest charges
into consideration, and assuming that the rate of in-

terest paid was not more than five per cent, the re-

turn per acre would be something like 14 per annum.
Is there any other crop which year in and year out,

yields the farmer a return such as this?

From The Disston Crucible, January. 1920.
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Sights and Sounds of the Northwoods
BY D. LANGE

Copyright, 1920, By D. Lange.

(Continued from January)

THE WILD FLOWERS OF THE TRAIL

Many flowers are actually travellers on the great

fur trails. You will find them on and near the old

Hudson Bay trails. To this class belong the tall gold-

en buttercup, the white-and-yellow daisy and the

Scotch thistle, better known as the Canada thistle.

On what ship or cargo the seeds of these immigrants
first came over, no record tells. But from the St.

Lawrence all the way along the old Pur Trails grow
the daisies, buttercups, thistles and dandelions of Eng-
land and Scotland.

And what a vigorous life these children of a foreign

dime lead in their new soil! Nowhere in Europe will

yon find meadows as golden as you may see on the

red clay flats at the head of Lake Superior.

Somehow these Old World flowers seem to fit well

into onr landscape. Take the case of the daisy for

instance. You will not find it in the forest, where the

little white forest flowers greet you on trails and

sunny patches, but along the century-old Hudson Bay
trail, they display their golden disks and snowwhite

rays in cheering splendor. Where the white man's

steamroad has touched the old trail, the daisy has at

once started to travel along this great higlrvvay of all

immigrant weeds and flowers.

Strange to say, this Old England daisy seems to

have a special preference for Indian camping grounds.
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Perhaps the moccasined feet of the Indian check the

growth of the native plants and press the daisy seeds

into the ground just enough.

Whatever may be the true cause, the cheerful

white-and-yellow daisy has converted some of the

old camping grounds of Cree and Chippewa among
the sombre pines into a veritable starland of flowers.

I have come upon many gorgeous floral scenes in

the Northwoods, each with a charm of its own. The

lily-dotted lakes, the great areas of purple fireweed.

the shady trail lined with the white-and-green of the

partridge berry, the great patches of moccasin flowers

among the old spruces and tamarack, all left in-

delible pictures on my mind
;
but the most wonderful

of all the wild flower landscapes are the acres of

daisies on an old camping ground near the divide be-

tween Lake Superior and Hudson Bay. There were

four or five acres of them, planted amongst scattered

jack pines, in the hap-hazard but most pleasing fash-

ion of wild nature. Close up they crept to the desert-

ed tepee poles and fire places of the Indians. Where

they grew somewhat thinly, they shaded the richest

wild strawberries, while over most of the ground they

grew in dense profusion. I made several trips from

my camp just to see the wild daisy garden, the garden
of "White men's weed" as the Indians call it.

Our own native woodland flowers have a charm
of their own. The shallow lakes are dotted with white

and yellow water lilies; that is, where Manitou cattle,

the moose, have not uprooted them.

In tamarack and spruce swamps flourish the strange

pitcher plant, the rich red purple Noah's ark and the
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gorgeous pink-and-white moccasin flower, the Stair

Flower of Minnesota.

If time ever hangs heavily on your hands in camp,
hunt for seedling moccasins. They do exist and can

be found, but few are the campers and botanists ,that

have ever seen them.

Nature seems fond of teasing the loverv of the out-

doors with many riddles; she delights in secrets and

contradictions.

One day you may discover that white is the pre-

dominating color of the woodland flowers, and you
reason that white is the most conspicuous of all colors

and therefore most serviceable to attract insect visit-

ors. Your theory is beautifully proved by mountain

ash, and wild cherries, by the carpets of partridge

berry- and starflowers, and even the pale pink arbutus

of early spring is almost white, and so is the fragrant
Linnaea or twin flowTer.

But when you look a little closer, you will find that

the rule of white flowers for the shady woods is far

from universal
;
it is another of those principles which

Nature seems to have established just for the fun of

refuting it. In short, if you take a second census of

flower colors, you will find that a host of herbs and

shrubs display nothing more conspicuous than a pale

greenish yellow or greenish white, which in the world

of plants conies close to no color at all; but they are

not losing out in the competition for soil and light.

The moose maple is one of the most common shrubs.

The clintonia with its pale yellow flowers is a charac-

teristic Northwoods plant. Nature has neglected its

flower but has painted its fruit a shining sapphire
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blue. Who eats the pretty fruit I do not know. To

the human palate, its taste is abominable.

There are several orchids with flowers not at all set

off from the pale green moss of bog or woods. These

orchids depend on insect visitors for pollination, but

they seem to thrive as well, if not better, than the

moccasins with their conspiciuous display of pink,

white, red or yellow.

THE INSECT WORLD
If riddles and miracles appear amongst flowers and

birds and animals, the insect world appears as a

veritable maze of puzzles, riddles and miracles. Very
little, almost nothing, has been done in this region in

Forest Entomology. The wilderness awaits its ex-

plorer and interpreter.

At my last camp I arrived late in June and remain-

ed into August, and I did see a good deal of the world
of little creatures. A small folk they are, bees,

wasps, ants, moths and butterflies, beetles and saw-

flies, but mighty is their influence upon the forest,

far mightier than that of moose and deer, of wolf and
bear.

I have never found any wild honey bees in the

evergreen forest; but native solitary bees, bees that

do not live in swarms, are numerous enough. Solomon
was wise not to set up these little creatures of field

and forest as examples of thrift. Many a time I

watched them enjoying the warm sunshine of the long
summer days, and always they appeared to be just

loafing, playing, buzzing and darting about for the

sheer joy of it.

They are very fond of salt solutions, and where
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those have been thrown on the ground, they will ap-

pear in large numbers. Now one sips a few seconds,

then he darts with a buzz at a fellow-tippler; the in-xl

moment he dives at a dignified bumblebee, who lias

knocked off hard work just long enough to take a

snit of 'salt liquor. It was amusing to see the burly

bumblebees kick with their hind legs at tin- intruders.

If a bumblebee could talk, I felt he would have said

to his buzzing, darting relatives: "Hasn't your tribe

anything useful to do? Please don't bother serious

people with your pranks ! I have just five minutes

to take a drink."

At times, one of the playful bees would tackle so

impetuously that the dignified bumblebee was fairly

knocked off his feet. Then there would be a scuffle

for a second and I fancied that the bumblebee was

really angry and threatened the kiddish intruder to

"Cut it out! or I'll run you through with my bay-

onette." If any such threat was in the big bee's

mind, he never carried it out. In a second or two,
the players separated, the tormentor flashed away
with a buzz, and the sedate bumblebee again probed
the, gravel for some more drink, until another little

pest dashed at him.

\Vhat it all meant, I am not sure. Was it really a

kind of mischievous play on the part of the small

bees, or were they attracted by the conspicuous black

and yellow spot on the gravel as a moth is attracted

to a light?

I have tried to report faithfully what I saw; per-

il a ps my readers will see something different. I

should like to hear from them.
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Common butterflies in the Northwoods are the

beautiful black and yellow swallow-tails and the

white-banded admirals. Both are so fond of sipping

salt from the ground that, with a little patience, I was

enabled to photograph them. What part these butter-

flies play in the household of the forest, I do not

know. The wild bees undoubtedly pollinate the Liii-

naeas and other flowers. But I seldom found them

at work, they seemed to just play and idle away the

warm hours and days. But perhaps they worked

enough, for the woodland flowers have borne seed

these many centuries and the bees have provided for

their own offspring. When I did see them on the

flowers, they were always in a great hurry, flitting

rapidly from plant to plant, as if they could not

finish a disagreeable duty quickly enough.

The latter part of July, the whole lighthearted

tribe suddenly disappeared, but the serious bumble-

bees grew more numerous and worked every minute

on the flowers of the fireweeds. When it rained and

stormed, they grew numb and sluggish, but they

stayed right on the flowers till the sun came out

again, even if it rained and stormed for a day or

two. Their life seemed to be all work and no play.

Some insects are exceedingly destructive to the

forest. The larvae of the tamarack sawfly haA'e within

the last ten or fifteen years killed half of the mature

tamaracks of eastern North America. And the end
is not yet, although the financial damage they have

already done must amount to about $5.000,000 or

more.

Around my camp near Gunflint Lake, the cater-
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pillars oF a small brown moth have for several years

done much injury to the balsam Firs, and the hosts

dF warblers ami other insectivorous birds seem unable

to cheek the little pest.

A most curious insect lives as a small brown cater-

pillar on the twin's <>F jacUpines. This little worm
builds for itself the queerest house I have yet found

amongst all the strange dwellings in nature. It is

built of small pieces of rosin or pitch ;
and it looks

like a long wart or lumps of brownish pitch, such as

every woodman has seen hardened on the trunks of

evergreens. The insect must build the shelter around

itself, for I have never found an opening in the rosin

shell.

As Far as I have observed, either no bird has caught
on to the trick of this house, or birds do not like to

bn-aU into pitch houses; at all events, I have never

Found one of the houses broken open. And now I

com" to a point difficult to explain. The little worm

repaired any damages I did to its house, and promptly
dosed any opening I had made.

At First it crisscrossed the breech with a fine thread,

which it spun from its mouth. Then it took little bits

of rosin and stuck them on the web. I watched one

of them patch a large opening. In about two hours,

the gauxe was spun and covered with a thin layer

of pitch; and when I returned the following day, the

wall had been much thickened. Any one who finds

these pitch warts on the jackpine can easily verify

my story. In some years they are common; at other

times not a single one can be found. The parent of

the caterpillar is most likely a small moth, but I
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have never seen the moth
;
so here is something for

the woodland explorer. And how have the caterpillars

learned to repair their houses if in nature their

houses are never broken?

But we must start another story, for the tale of the

insect world we could never finish. We can only add :

look for the little folk on flowers and trees, on land

and in water, and they will tell their own tanglewood
tales.

THE FISH

On those also, a whole book might be written, but

we can only group a few interesting facts about them

here.

The most desirable fish for the disciples of Isaac

Walton is the brook trout found in many cool, springy
streams and in a few of the northerji lakes.

Some of the lakes along the International Boundary,
like Gunflint Lake, North Lake and South Lake, con-

tain large lake trout, some reaching a weight of fif-

teen pounds and more.

Lake of the Woods used to harbor very large stur-

geon weighing over a hundred pounds and a few are

still caught.

The most generally distributed fish is the pickerel,

which is found in waters draining to the Mississippi,

Lake Superior and Hudson Bay.
A few lakes contain the fighting muscalonge ;

while

such fine game fish as black bass, pike and crappie

are very generally distributed. One or more excellent

game fish are abundant in almost every lake; and tho

man who likes to go out with hook and line finds,

no better fishing grounds in all the world.
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Could Isaac Walton have fished in the lakes and

streams of the Xorthwoods. he might have left us a

library instead of just one delightful volume.

The lakes and streams not only harbor fish for the

angler's hook; they hold much food for thought in his

leisure time.

Why are the lake trout rare in Rainy Lake and

abundant in Gunflint Lake? Why did not nature

plant the fighting muscalonge in all the northern

lakes, instead of restricting it to a few spots? Each

lake and each river is a problem to itself and a little

world for the camper, canoeist and fisherman to

explore.

A Bounty on Tree Planting
The farmers of Minnesota were not slow to realize

it when the government put a bounty on wheat and

many of them took immediate advantage of it; and

yet they got nothing out of it but the money. Why
is it that when the State offers to pay them Fifteen

Dollars an acre for planting trees and establishing a

grove on their own land, .they keep both the Fifteen

Dollars and the grnve. very few of them seem to

even know about it, and still fewer take advantage
of it.'

Years ago the legislature passed a law offering
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents per acre per year up
to a total of ten acres for six consecutive years, to

every farmer in certain prairie countiies who would

plant out a specified number of trees per acre. The

&pecificatioffli were very reasonable and the cost of

planting slight. The terms are certainly generous
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enough. The records show that some forty thousand

acres have been planted under the law in the past

twenty years. That is a considerable area, but is

nothing at all compared with the area which could

Part of a twelve men crew planting little pines
in open country.

profitably be planted. The strangest part of it is

that most of the planting was done years ago when
Minnesota had millions of acres in forest than she

has today, while in recent years, when the benefits

of such planting is more fully understood and the

need for the timber has become far more urgent,

comparatively few people have taken advantage of

the state's generosity.

Moreover, the legislature of four years ago di

away with the restriction limiting the operation
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llir law to the prairie counties and made it possible

for any land owner who had not already done so

anywhere in the state to take advantage of the pro-

visions of the law.

In the states of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota,

once the leaders of the United States in lumber pro-

duction, there is now an idle cut-over non-productive

area as large as the state of Michigan. No small

proportion of this pauper land is in Minnesota. And

yet onr sawmills are rapidly closing down and our

woodworking factories have to follow suit or ship

in raw materials for long distances at prohibitive

prices; in either case the money goes out of the

state. Why not make this land productive, supply
our own industries and keep this money at home?

Here is an opportunity for every land owner in

the state to start a plantation of ten acres for noth-

ing, in fact he should have a clear margin or profit

over the expense of planting. Why neglect it? Yon

don't have to wait a hundred years for returns. The

presence of that plantation will increase the sale

value of your place a thousand dollars in ten years.

Do it now!

Original Algaroba Tree Gone
All sympathetic Honolulu residents were sorry to

see the passing away on October 23, 1919, of the

original algaroba tree, the parent tree of historic in-

terest which for 71 years had stood, in the Catholic

Mission Grounds on Fort Street, as a monument to

the memory of Father Bachelot, who planted it there

in December, 1828.
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During the youthful days of Honolulu, this algaroba

tree, Prosopis juliflora, stood forth in all its glory,

surrounded by many of its progeny, especially across

the street in the old Fort Street church yard. But

with the erection of the Fred Harrison block in 1906,

the tree was severely topped to make room for this

city improvement, and lately the demand for building

space of greatly increased value and the uncertainty
of how much longer the old tree, in its weakened con-

dition, would last, it finally had to make way for

the new Knights of Columbus building, "and the

place thereof shall know it no more."

Perhaps no other tree the world over has had such

a remarkable history or has been responsible for

greater benefits than this original algaroba, for from
it. by the assistance of stock, there hasbe en establish-

ed, on the lee shores throughout these islands, forests

which now cover approximately 90,000 acres of what

used to be barren lands, but which by reason of this

tree now produce an annual crop of about 30,000

cords of excellent fuel wood, over $160,000 worth of

honey, and an enormous yield of beans, which furnish

a valuable fattening food for stock at a time when the

long, dry summer has exhausted the grass supply.

On account of the economic position which it holds

in the island flora and the blessings which the

original tree, now gone, has showered on the inhab-

itants of the territory (aside from the native forest

trees which conserve our moisture), the algaroba tree

has well earned its place today as the most valuable

tree in Hawaii. C. S. J.,

Hawaiian Forester and Agriculturis

December, 1919.



The Southern Forestry Congress
DILLON P. TIERNEY

Readers of the ''North Woods" may find a measinv

>!' interest in the work of the Southern Forestry

Congress, which convened at New Orleans January
i> to ')!. This was the second gathering of the Con-

gress. Its purpose is to stimulate activity by the

Federal Government, the States and the private own-

ers, looking toward the adoption of plans that will

make lumbering in the South a stable industry.

Throughout the discussion of the varied topics on

the program there prevailed an air of enthusiasm and

optimism that will go a long way in forwarding any

really comprehensive plans for making forestry a

ironic business. It was evident that here, as in other

parts of the United States, interest had centered on

planting, fire protection, grazing, or some other phase
of forestry, as immediate objectives in legislation.

The discussions of the Congress had the effect of

measurably crystallizing opinion in favor of a broad

plan that would put these ideas in their proper rela-

tion to constructive forestry work.

The classification of land wras urged so that the

lands to be used for forest crops might be designated,
and arrangements made for growing timber thereon

either by the private owner or the States.

Grazing and fire were questions which brought out

many arguments. Free range and the practice of an-

nual burning of grass and forest litter are in many
States so firmly established as to constitute a factor

in plans for forest management. Experiments con-

ducted on the tract of the Urania Lumber Company,
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Urania, Louisiana, seemed to show very clearly that

regulated grazing and very much restricted use of fire

is necessary to secure natural regeneration. Hogs
have a special fondness for the thick, succulent root

cover of the young long-leaf pine, and where these

animals range freely in the woods one seldom finds

the long-leaf pine coming in.

A change in. farming methods wr
ill do much to

remedy conditions, adverse to natural regeneration.

The raising of corn in far greater quantities and bet-

ter bred stock will eventually eliminate free grazing

as a factor influencing forest production.

The Congress passed resolutions calling on the

Southern States to enact legislation to require or

make possible forest replacement by owners of tim-

ber lands, to provide for taxing timber when cut and

reimbursing the counties for deferred revenues, to

organize strong, non-political forestry departments,
an dto purchase and maintain state forests.

The work of the National Research Council in For-

estry was endorsed and the support of the Congress

pledged. The legislature of Mississippi was urged
to enact the bill to provide for a state forestry board

and state forester.

Three other resolutions urged the Federal Con-

gress : to continue its policy of providing money to

purchase forest lands under the Weeks Law
;

to

appropriate $200,000.00 for co-operating with states

in fire protection; and to establish forest experiment
stations in the Southern pineries and the Southei

Appalachians.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Henry E. Hardtni
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President of the Louisiana State Forestry Association,

several delegates to the Congress accepted his invita-

tion to go to Urania to look over his 70,000 acre

pine tract. Mr. Ilardtner started experiments here

some fifteen years ago to find out for himself the

answer to some of the problems of forestry. In this

work the IT. S. Forest Service and officials of the

Louisiana Forestry Department came to take a part.

Tin- results of the work give convincing proof of the

great possibilities in forestry work and how very

many of the difficulties may be overcome.

The Farm Tree Planters Club

Last spring the Division of Forestry, of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota, formed a Farm Tree Planters'

Club among the public school children in six of the

prairie counties in the southwestern portion of the

state. One hundred twenty-four children applied for

membership and were furnished one hundred ever-

green transplants each from the Forest Experiment Sta-

tion nursery at Cloquet. They paid fifty cents a

hundred for the trees to cover the cost of lifting,

1 lacking and transportation.

It was part of the agreement that each member
should make a report in the fall describing where the

trees were planted, how they were cultivated and
what degree of success was attained. Approximately
half of the members returned the report blanks prop-

t-rly filled out. The results were very encouraging.
Of the fifty-five hundred trees on which reports

were received over sixty per cent were alive and

thrifty in October. Most of them were well culti-
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vated and cared for. That is a very fair record for

amateur planters in the prairie sections.

Of course it is very probable that many of the

fifty per cent who did not report took less interest

in the work , and had a poorer showing. Some of

them probably failed to report through procrastina-

tion; some of them may have wanted to avoid re-

porting a failure.

But even at that the results are good. Even if

the other fifty per cent were all failures those child-

ren have all learned a valuable lesson and it is safe

to say that every pupil who took these trees has had

his or her for many of them were girls interest in

tree planting stimulated and will not lose it for many
years to come.

In the light of these results it is probable that the

experiment will be repeated in some other counties

this spring.
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Tree Planting Along Highways
FORESTRY SECTION

Michigan Quarterly Section

Many of the roads in the state can be greatly

beautified by the phi nt ing of trees and the value of

adjoining property increased thereby. While the

state will doubtless ultimately see that our highways
are properly planted, it is often to the advantage of

landowners to plant trees immediately so as to secure

early results. An Act passed by the last session of

the Legislature, Act No. 36 of the Public Acts of

1919, authorizes the State Highway Commissioner and

the State Board of Agriculture to select and plant

ornamental and nut-bearing trees along highways

upon which state reward has been paid or earned,

the trees for planting to be supplied by the Agricul-

tural College or the Public Domain Commission. The

AH provides that in no case shall such trees be plant-

ed except with the consent of the owner of the ad-

joining property, and that the Highway Commission-

er shall establish rules and regulations for the uni-

form planting of trees under the Act. The Act also

provides that any owner of land bordering upon a

highway upon which State reward has not been paid

may plant approved ornamental or nut-bearing trees

along the line of the highway and shall receive an-

nually a credit of five cents upon his highway repair

tax for a period not to exceed five years for each

tree so planted and in good growing condition not

less than six feet high and not less than 20 or more
than 40 feet apart.

The Michigan Agricultural College and the Public
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Domain Commission are authorized to raise trees for

planting and to sell them at nominal cost to coun-

ties, cities, villages and citizens of the state for high-

way planting and also for planting in state parks and

other public places.

The Forestry Department of the College has at the

present time a considerable number of trees suitable

for this purpose.

Mistakes made in the selection of species of trees

for highway planting, may not be discovered in a

decade. In order to make such mistakes less com-

mon and to safeguard the public against errors in

spacing of trees and selection of species for our

highways, the following simple principles are offered :

1. Use only such trees as are comparatively free

from destroying insects and disaeses.

This will eliminate at once such trees as the black

locust, the elm, the fruit tree, and any others which

may have local enemies.

2. Use trees adapted naturally to the soil and

climate of the locality.

For example, a burr oak section should not have

its highways planted with pine nor should a red

pine section be planted to burr oaks.

3. Pure planting of one species should not be

used for distances exceeding one mile.

4. Use trees that are native to the locality wher-

ever possible. They give quick results and furnish

variety.

5. Along roads that have been entirely denuded

of tree growth, plant a temporary and a permanent
tree alternately. An example would be : The sugar
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maple for permanent and the l)ox older for quick

results mid removal Inter when the sugar maple had

attained useful size.

(1 Space trees on the highway according to the

spread of their crowns at maturity. Taking the su-

gar maple as an example with a spread of crown of

;>-"> feet from the stem we see that a spacing of less

than seventy feet will permit the interlacing of

branches, which is not desirable with highway trees;

therefore, a safe spacing for sugar maple is 85 feet

with trees on the opposite side of the highway to

alternate. A planter may determine the safe high-

way planting distance for any species by measuring

the crown spread of a fully mature specimen of that

species and adding ten feet to the result.

In general the soil variation gives to the highways
of Michigan an opportunity of rare worth for the

production of a large variety of trees and shrubs of

highly ornamental and utilitarian value.

Why Minnesota Should Have More State

Forest Lands
P. O. ANDERSON

The "pinch" of the lumber shortage is now felt,

and it behooves the people of the state to read "the

hand-writing on the wall." The American farmers

or business men who are the most successful usually

study the economic situation and sense the coming

changes and need long ahead of their neighbors. Tt

is very evident to all who have studied the situation

that greater timber conservation and reforestation

policies must be induced, to avoid the timber shortage
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or serious lumber famine which is rapidly approaching.

There are in Minnesota vast areas of idle land ; the

decreasing timber supply, rising cost of lumber and

increasing population, the increasing need of lumber

for building purposes, etc., are the vital factors that

confront the people of Minnesota.

Lumbermen and foresters agree that within the

next twenty years, the great forests of the South will

be exhausted. This will throw thousands of wood

working plants' out of business and thousands of peo-

ple out of work. Must Minnesota, once the King of

the Pine producing states, suffer the same humiliation

just on account of not heeding the warning, and

profiting by the experience of others?

The Eastern states have already recognized the

coming shortage and have begun purchasing lands

and reforesting them, as a protection against a future

timber famine. New York appropriates millions of

dollars every year to purchase lands for forests and

water supply.

The matter of timber shortage in Minnesota affects

the country as a whole. If we do not contribute our

share to the country's supply of timber we are shirk-

ing our responsibility. We have exported timber

without reservation until now our forests cannot

supply us at home. We are consuming more than we
are producing, and at our present rate, the supply

will be short lived. The shortage of this crop cannot

be helped in one year, but requires from fifty to one

hundred years and nothing on earth can shorten that

period. Continued delay only makes the situation

more grave.
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Millions of dollars have been lost in Minnesota due

to fires. The appropriation of sufficient funds 1<>

carry an adequate field force to guard our resources

would have prevented a large part of this loss. Much
of the land burned over is of little value to the pres-

ent owners, slash and windfalls are allowed to re-

man and become a menace to adjoining valuable tim-

ber property.

If the state had the power of purchasing forest

lands, these "fire traps" could be cleaned up and re-

forested. These areas under state control, as State

Forests, would protect other valuable timber owned

by individuals and, would-be a safeguard to lives

and towns with the fire hazard removed. Before any
definite steps can be taken toward reforestation, fire

danger must.be controlled; this can be done only

through absolute control of a large area by one man-

agement. The State which, as such, lives on forever

is the only permanent body which can obtain and

practice adequate control and develop the land with

an eye toward the future.

Lumbering
1 ranks next to agriculture as the most

important industry of our country, and the public
should be deeply concerned in any industry on which

one twentieth of the population depends for a living.

The states must take a lead in purchase of lands for

reforestation work. Wood using industries depend up-
on our lumber supply; these same industries give
work to thousands of men, wrho in turn give back
to the state millions of dollars per year in taxes and
other state assets. It should be the duty of the state

to protect and help retain these industries by produc-
ing raw material.
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Most of the timber cut in France during the war

was produced on land which seventy-five or a hun-

dred years ago was considered worthless. No one can

deny that the timber of France was certainly a large

factor in winning the war. This timber brings in enough

yearly income to pay a major portion of the taxes of

the country. Minnesota, with its natural pine soil and

its available market and its large amount of idle

waste land, should not overlook the future worth of

timber growing; confronted by the scarcity of timber

we only show weakness if we do not heed the "signs"
and only lend a deaf ear to economic appeal. Xo

industry can be so valuable in the midst of hundreds

of thousands of acres of idle waste land as when sur-

rounded by steadily productive forests.

Most of the people of the state live in cities and

are therefore concerned about their water supply.

State forests wisely located and of sufficient extent

will go far toward maintaining the present wrater re-

sources and water supply. The hillsides or ravines

from which our water supply is taken should be kept

in forest; this should be done by a permanent con-

trol agency. The state is the only logical agency.

In Xew York State a large source of the state

revenue is derived from parks and recreation areas.

Every year they are purchasing and adding to their

already vast holdings for the special purpose of giv-

ing the people in the State a means of enjoying their

vacations, and to satisfy their love of the wild. The

value of these parks and resorts to the people of the

state cannot be estimated in dollars and cents.

Minnesota with her ten thousand lakes, her mull
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tudc <>!' picnic and summer resort places, her ideal

fishing, camping and canoeing possibilities has by no

menus developed these resources to the fullest extent.

Our lakes ,-ind forests attract thousands of tourists

every year from every section of our country, and
since the war, the slogan has changed to "See America

First." Our State is the Mecca of tourists and. camp-
ers. To encourage this t raffic and to meet the de-

mands which each year are more pronounced we must

conserve and manage our timber, establish roads,

routes and camp sites to add to the enjoyment of

our "outdoor people."

in nearly every community in Europe there have

heen established commercial forests, and it is needless

to say that rural and city population have benefited

to the utmost. The farmers secure employment dur-

ing the slack seasons of the year; and in the nearby
towns many wood using industries are established,

which obtain their raw material from the commercial

forests.

In this State, there are many abandoned farms or

homesteads. Local timber markets which helped

support these farms are no longer there. Within a

comparatively short time most of the timber has been

cut and land that once produced it allowed to grow
up to worthless scrub. We have many towns in this

Slate which years ago were 1

thriving and giving work
to many men; today they are merely mock re-

minders of the past; or have been entirely abandoned,

leaving only ruins to mark the place where they stood.

If we re-established our forests on lands now only
fitted for tree growth, we would revive many com-
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munitles which are now only struggling along. The

State being the only agency which can afford to do

this over the period necessary before the crop ma-

tures, it is important that land be acquired and de-

veloped into State Forests.

Pine in the State Park was bought for thirteen dol-

lars per M., Spruce nine dollars per M. and Jack

Pine for five dollars per M.
;
from the aesthetic stand-

point and the value of this outlay to the State, the

present value cannot be calculated in dollars and

cents. The facts remain that timber is getting

more scarce, the future prices will hardly go below

what they are at the present time and that present

land values are due to increase. From a financial and

business standpoint the State cannot lose 011 this

deal. The land purchased becomes a good investment

which will return to the State a good profit.

We could quote specific instances from every coun-

try in Europe showing the need of such an undertak-

ing for this State. There is no sound economic argu-

ment against such an undertaking, and there cer-

tainly is a great need of meeting this problem. Wheth-

er we have war or peace the safety and prosperity

of our State depends upon the steady and abundant

supply of material such as the forests can produce.

Christmas Trees For Communities.

Why Not Here?

"Growing Christmas trees is the latest industry sug-

gestion for Ohio. The forestry department of the

state experiment station at Wooster, believes it would

be a profitable industry, and there is no doubt that it
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would be since only ground that is otherwise valueless

need be used.

"Ye1 there arc thousands of acres of almost barren

hind in Ohio admirably suited for the growth of

spruce, and 'Christmas' and not pine as so many be-

lieve. The evergreen is a slow-grower but the forestry

department says 2500 Norway spruce can be grown
to a size suitable for Christmas decorations on an

acre of ground in four to six years, and will bring

perhaps 60 cents each. Netting that return on poor

ground is worth while, and in addition really valuable

trees now cut down merely for temporary decorations

would be saved."

The History of Johnny Appleseed

During the first decade of the nineteenth century,
when Ohio was still a vast wilderness, save for a few
river and lake towns, a queer looking man came down
the Ohio in a canoe, towing another, and both were

loaded with sacks of apple seeds, according to High
Spots in Ohio's History in the Columbus Citizen. The
work of the American Forestry Association of "Wash-

ington, D. C., in campaigning for memorial tree

planting and the planting of fruit or nut bearing trees

wherever possible, particularly in the gardens of the

country, makes the life story of "Johnny Appleseed''

interesting at this time.

The man was John Chapman, known in Ohio history
as "'Johnny Appleseed," who did more for encourag-

ing the growing of apples within the Buckeye State

than any man who has come after him.
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Johnny
'

went ashore in what is now Jefferson

County and at a spot nine miles below Steubeiiville

he planted his first orchard. This was in 1806. He
had brought the seed from cider mills up in Pennsyl-

vania.

For more than 30 years, following this, Johnny
Appleseed was a noted character in the wilds of Ohio.

Every pioneer family knewr and loved him and every

latchstring was open to him.

People in those days called Johnny "queer," but

even so, he had a wide influence on their lives. He
was educated, refined and polite and everywhere he

went throughout the state he carried a Bible and a

few books with him and of evenings, as he enjoyed

the hospitality of some log cabin, he would lie before

the fire and read to the, family and expound religion.

Johnny's idea was to set out orchards in various

parts of the state so that there would be young trees

ready for the new settler to plant on his land when
he arrived in Ohio. In the course of a year Johnny
would travel hundreds of miles going and taking care

of the young trees that he had planted.

Although the forests abounded with hundreds of

savage Indians who were continually murdering the

whites, none of them ever bothered Johnny. They re-

garded him as a wizard and the fact that he never

carried a gun convinced the Red Men that he was

under the special guidance of the Great Spirit.

An early Ohio historian describes Johnny as follows :

"His nature was a deeply religious one and his

life was blameless among his fellowmen. He regarded

comfort more than style and thought it wrong to
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spend money for clothing to make a fine appearance,

lie usually wore a broad-brimmed hat. He went

bare-footed not only in the summer, but often in cold

weather, and a coffee sack, with neck and armholes

cut in it, was worn as a coat.
"
Tpon his journeys Johnny usually camped out. He

never killed anything, even for food. He carried a.

kit of cooking utensils with him. among which was a

mush pan. which he sometimes wore as a hat."

During the "War of 1812, when the British and the

Indians were terrorizing the population of Ohio,

Johnny often warned the people of approaching

danger.

Once, the Indians killed a man in Richland County

and the residents of Mansfield fled to the blockhouse

which was the town's public square. It was believed

a general massacre was about to be attempted by the

sa\ages and it was imperative that help be secured

from troops that were then at Mt. Vernon. But who

would go
' The Indians were lurking on every side

and it was thought to be certain death for any mes-

senger who might attempt the trip.

Johnny Appleseed, barefooted, bareheaded, volun-

teered to go. That night he disappeared into the woods

and between Mansfield and Mt. Vernon he visited

many settlers' cabins and warned them of the danger.

When he returned to Mansfield it was with enough

help to overawe the Indians and prevent the attack.

In his late years Johnny left Ohio and went to Fort

Wayne, Indiana, to live with a relative. There he

died in 1847.

Are we getting less intelligent, more obstinate, more
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indifferent, or what? A hundred years ago one man
could teach a dozen states the value of an apple tree;

now a dozen strong organizations seem unable to con-

vince people of the value of a pine tree.

About Camp Cookery
BY D. LANGE

The orthodox cooking utensil for the camper is the

frying pan and it deserves an honored place. Little

however, need be said about its use, for all men and

many women know that almost any article of human
food may be either cooked or heated in the frying

pan. A good camp frying pan should have a folding

handle which permits the insertion of a stick into the

handle, otherwise the camper is in constant danger
of burning his fingers, which is particularly painful

in camp, because there is generally no wife or mother

present to nurse and bandage the seared digits. The

camp cook also soon learns that the smoke of a camp-
fire blows in many directions and that it is not pleas-

ant to squat like an Indian over a smoking campfire.

Each well-appointed camp has two frying pans so the

bacon does not get cold while waiting for the pota-

toes to fry. The size of the pans depends on the num-

ber of people in the party, but I have found the small-

est size on the market too inconvenient to work with

under an}r conditions.

A very close second to the frying pan. a cooking

dish, is the tin pail. In the tin pail the camper makes

tea, coffee, chocolate. In the tin pail he makes many
kinds of soup, thick and thin, and all kinds of stew.
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In the tin pail he boils eggs, meat, fish, potatoes and

vegetables and all kinds of wild fruit, and in a

tin pail he often washes his dishes and in a large tin

pail he fetches the good water from the spring or

si ream. A well appointed camp that is to run for a

week or more can make good use of from three to

five tin pails that should make one nest, which means
that the largest pail should hold all the others. They
may be of the usual circular type, which is a little

more convenient on the fire, or they may be of the

more expensive oval kind specially designed for camp-

ing, which is a little better adapted to fit into a pack
sack.

Iron pans and tin pails are as good as aluminum

cooking dishes for ordinary trips, where the weight
of the equipment is not of supreme importance. Alum-

inum looks well and is very light, but it is such a good
conductor of heat that food cooked in such dishes is

easily scorched or burned, while aluminum drinking

cups nearly always mean scorched lips. The 'best

camj) cups are those of the so-called granite ware.

They look appetizing and don't break.

Rations sometimes have to be husbanded and I

remember quite vividly a camp on Red Lake, where

for three days my boy companions and myself had

scorched bean soup three times a day. And this

brings us to the selection of camp foods. The novice

is inclined to stock up with a supply of canned goods.

Wliile some tinned food adds variety to the bill of

fare, a large quantity of it is both too bulky and too

heavy, and canned food is not as tasty as many other

camp dishes. The old hand at the game selects in-
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stead: dry beans, peas, lentils and rice, and a variety

of dried fruit. These foods furnish the largest amount

of nutriment for their bulk and weight and can be

cooked up into a great variety of palatable dishes.

A. good grade of dry peas has a much finer flavor

than beans and I shall therefore describe the making
of camp pea soup somewhat in detail. One who pre-

fers to do so may substitute beans for peas. -

After supper, when the dishes are washed, hang a

pail with two handfuls of peas over a gentle fire, let

them come slowly to boiling and while you sit around

the fire let them boil and simmer for about an hour,

and leave the pail on the dying embers when you

retire, unless danger of forest fire demands that you
"kill" the fire before you go to bed. Some attention

must be given the boiling kettle so the peas wont boil

dry or get scorched. The covered pail, when hung
on the fire, should be almost filled with water and

some bacon or ham, or bacon rind or ham bone should

be added if possible. In the morning the peas should

be nearly or entirely done. Before they are eaten they
should be boiled again for a short time, or long

enough to be done, with a few slices of onion, a little

salt and perhaps just a pinch of pepper.

If it seems desirable, some scraped boiled potato, a

little flour, bread or crackers rubbed into fine crumbs

may be added for thickening. A piece of erbst-wurst,

and some canned tomato soup also makes a palatable

addition to almost any camp soup. The rules for camp

cooking are extremely flexible, but burning soups and

oversalting them will make a camp cook quickly

unpopular.
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The process of making bean soup or lentil son]) is

similar to that of pea soup. If obtainable, potatoes.

turnips and carrots may be added to these pulse soups,

but it must not be forgotten that these vegetables re-

quire a much shorter time to cook. Such a mixture

might not be in demand at fashionable city restaur-

ants, but T have cooked a mess large enough to last

two or three days. Quite often the soup has to be

"repaired" so to speak. Water has to be added, per-

haps a piece of meat must be added so that the

liquid may not taste watery, or erbstwurst, tomato

soup, or vegetables and a little salt are added until

the original stock is exhausted. At the first meal,

the beans and peas are probably whple ;
before the last

meal they have reached the pouree stage and it is at

this stage that the cook should let the mixture just

simmer over a slow fire and stir it occasionally or he

is likely to serve burned soup, the special abomination

of all campers.

If fresh meat is obtainable, or if the camp is made

during the hunting season when grouse, ducks, or ven-

ison may be brought to camp, the opportunities of the

cam]) cook become almost unlimited.

I once travelled and camped on Lake of the Woods
with a young French Canadian, who really enjoyed

cooking. He agreed on a division of labor, he acting

as cook and I as tent man and bedmaker. One day
he came to camp with four young grouse. In the

evening he quickly skinned and cleaned the grouse
and started boiling them in an iron pot. He called :

"Supper" when I had scarcely finished my tent duties.

"I tried to make some dumplings of that who!'. 1
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wheat flour we took along," he remarked, "but they

came apart and made a mushy looking soup. I don't

.know how it will taste."

I soon discovered that it was the best tasting

chicken soup I had ever eaten. We carried that pot

of soup and chicken in our canoe for a day and a

half, ate of it for four or five meals and were sorry

when the last scrap of meat and the last spoonful of

the gray soup were gone.

This young man also kept on hand a constant sup-

ply of wild fruits. At one camp we picked enough
blueberries to last us several days, at other camps we
found choke-cherries, sandberries and high bush cran-

berries. Most of the blueberries we ate with sugar

and a little condensed milk; the other three fruits

were cooked into sauces and sweetened with a little

sugar and furnished a very desirable variety to our

camp fare.

Hot soups are desirable in camp because they fur-

nish the body with a large amount of liquid and thus

prevent the excessive use of tea or coffee, especially

when good water is not obtainable. Hot soups also

bridge over the transition from home fare to camp
fare and help to prevent digestive troubles; and a

camper with stomach or bowel troubles is about as

happy and as enthusiastic as a camper who spends
his nights fighting mosquitos. Moreover, with some

planning, it takes but little work and trouble to keep
on hand a supply whcich only needs to be heated to

be ready for use. And it should not be forgotten that

in the hands of a fairly skillful camp cook, the soup
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is better on the second or third day than on the

first dny.

Another dish, which adds much to the variety of

camp diet and is always relished, is potato salad, al-

though the novice might think it a difficult dish to

prepare. The ingredients needed for it are: Potatoes

boiled medium with the jackets, bacon cut into small

pieces and fried, raw onions, salt, pepper and vine-

gar and a little hot water. A detailed account for

making it is not necessary. Try it and see what you
will get. There is no limit to experimental cookery

in camp, except that no experiments must be made

with unknown mushrooms or fungi. Only an expert

on mushrooms should eat any of the wild fungi; boye
and young people should let them alone, because cases

of mushroom poisoning are exceedingly dangerous
and often end fatally.

One of the staple foods of all campers is bacon and

the number of ways it can be used is surprising. It

is good fried alone or with onions, it can be boiled

with any pulses or cooked in a pothole with beans

or pens, and it gives -off enough fat for frying pota-

toes, fish and other articles. Well cured bacon does

not easily spoil. It should be protected against flies

and other insects and- kept as dry and cool as possible.

A wise camper does not waste any bacon grease, but

saxes it all in clean tin cans or pails kept covered so

that bugs, flies and wasps cannot fall into it.

If the camping party expects to do any baking they

should take some lard, because for that purpose the

fried bacon fat would not be sufficient.

1 generally take a pound or two of butter, but of
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all provisions butter is one of the hardest to keep.

Unless one can set it in a cold spring or stream it soon

becomes rancid. It should be kept in a tin pail.

The food I miss most in camp is bread. "With most

campers nothing can really take its place. "When

there is no longer any bread in camp something is

missing.

My plan is to take along as much fresh bread as

possible. An ordinary loaf a day for each person is a

fairly liberal allowance and half a loaf can be made

to do. One of the difficulties in warm and damp
summer wreather is that the bread becomes mouldy.
As soon as the first indication of mould appears, the

affected spots must be trimmed off; the bread should

be placed in a clean muslin bag and placed in the

sun to dry. This bread like some other camp dishes

might not be attractive at home, but it tastes good in

camp. If it gets too hard, it can be softened by being

placed over night in a closed tin pail together with

a damp cloth. I do not bake in camp, except in

case of real need. I bake biscuits and pan cakes,

leaking takes too much time and my object in camp
is to provide wholesome appetizing meals that do

consume in preparation as little time as possible, for

I never find enough time for exploring, fishing, bird-

ing, botanizing and observing all k^nds of woodland

creatures. For these purposes one must frequently

leave camp early in the morning, stop somewhere for

a light noon lunch and return after dark.

On such occasions baking bread would be too

long and laborious a process; but if one can heat up
some bean or pea soup, make a pail of coffee, fry some
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bacon or fish, and potatoes, a very good supper can

he ready hall' an hour after the fire is started.

As a partial substitute for bread, I have found the

Swedish rye bread most serviceable. It is nourishing,

light in weight, more tasty than crackers and. i!' kept

dry, it does not mould: but it is bulky for its weight.

Crackers also .to some extent, take the place of bread,

hut 1'ew campers really relish them as a permanent
substitute for bread. A man who has lived on crack-

ers for a few weeks is willing to pay a dollar for a

loaf of bread.

One might think corn mush, oat meal and other

cereals would take the place of bread, but they are

iuite unsatisfactory.
" Xone of those things stick to

the ribs'', an old trapper said to me.
"
Knaekkebroed," pancakes, biscuits and camp

bread baked in the folding tinoven or in a frying pan
do stick to the ribs, and are the only real substitutes

for wheat bread.

As this article was only to call attention to some

less known features of camp cookery, the reader will

have to consult some book 011 camp cookery or learn

camp baking by experiment. It is not a very difficult

matter, if one is willing to give the time to it.

A word should be said about camp sanitation. All

scraps should be burned, or they will attract flies

and sometimes skunks. All excrements must be bur-

ied, otherwise hosts of flies will crawl over them and

these same flies will crawl over your victuals and

wipe their feet on them.

The presence of both houseflies and barnflies, and

other kinds of flies at all summer, camps is one of the
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curious facts of insect life. Where they come from is

a mystery; they seem to be universally disturbed. I

have camped on the islands in -Lake of the Woods, on

the coast and in the interior of Isle Royale, surround-

ed by cold Lake Superior, but whenever the weather

was right both houseflies and barnflies found the

camp. And on sultry days, the barn flies on Isle

Royale bite as viciously as they do in Illinois or Mis-

souri. How they came there and on what or whom
they normally feed I do not know, for there is not a

cow on the island and but very little big game.

The last thing at the camp meal is washing the

dishes. At' the beginning of the meal, a large pail of

water is set near the fire or hung over it, and when
the meal is finished, the water is warm enough for the

dishes and in five or ten minutes the work is done.

Dishes should be washed generally after every meal

and without fail every evening. Letting soiled dishes

pile up from one day to another is as slovenly in camp
as it is at home.

Most of the bags and tins containing food should be

kept in a large box or in a packsack, and after sup-

per the box or packsack should be placed in the tent

or under the canoe; for it is not pleasant to be

aroused in the middle of the night by an unexpected
storm and to remember suddenly that the grub box

was left outside and to realize that sugar and salt.,

flour, bread and crackers are all being soaked.
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Forest Lands and Forest Settlements
BY M. M. BUCKMAN

It seems as though the main issue in forest matters

is being clouded with a lot of side issues which are

of no practical importance. Let us get back to funda-

mentals and then go ahead. Basically every endeavor

in any line is made to better living conditions and

Forestry is no exception to this rule. Any timber or

timbered land which is to be protected must have the

possibilities of being a help to our people and our

state. It is not advantageous to set aside for timber

production any lands which are better suited for farm-

in u: such lands should be opened into farms and pro-

duce their share of our food stuffs. However we have

a class of lands which can not be profitably farmed.

Most of the foreign countries and a number of our

states, notably New York, have found this out to their

loss. On tracts of this kind it is a w^aste of time and

money to try and make a living by farming but they

an and will produce a valuable crop of timber. Let

us set aside lands of this kind and where necessary

plant them back to trees and after they have been

planted or have planted themselves let us protect

them. What would you think of a farmer who plant-

ed a crop and then trusted to luck that he would

have a good harvest? Trees are a crop and like any
other crop must have proper attention if they are to

produce a proper return for 'the time and money in-

vested.

One of the things which is hard to handle and diffi-

cult of solution are those lands which are clearly agri-
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cultural and yet which have a valuable stand of par-

tially grown timber. In many instances this land if

protected until the timber matures will yield a greater

profit than it would if opened into a farm for the

period necessary to allow the timber to grow- to com-

mercial size. On privately owned land this is however

a matter for the owner to decide, but it is the duty
of the State to furnish the owner the best information

as to the proper care and possible yield if left to

timber.

The matter of protecting the lives and homes of

those living in the timber is a very serious one and

a certain amount of risk must necessarily be assumed

by anyone who lives in these surroundings but the

danger can be made almost negligible if proper pre-

cautions are taken. Under the present laws it is the

duty of the residents to see that combustible mater-

ial is removed from the vicinity of any city or village.

Most of these settlements are pressed for funds and

can not see their way clear to authorize the necessary

expenditure. During the Session of 1919 the Harrison

Bill (Chapter 459 Session of 1919) was passed and

which makes it possible to have the property owner on

whose land the menace exists stand the expense of

the destruction of the combustible vegetation. This

law applies to all villages and cities of under 3,000

population and should be more fully applied.

Settlements which are not organized can make them-

selves comparatively safe by holding annual clean-up

days. In most cases the owners of the adjacent land

will be more than willing to allcxw the destruction of

the dangerous growths and debris. In some cases the
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land owners may even furnish a considerable part of

the cost. These annual clean-up days which can be

applied to organized as well as unorganized settle-

ments will add to civic pride in other directions if

(nee started.

Col. W. B. Greeley to be Chief of Forest Service

Secretary of Agriculture Selects Assistant Forester to

Succeed Henry S. Graves May 1.

Secretary .Meredith has selected Col. W. B. Greeley,

Assistat Forester in the Forest Service, for chief for-

ester to succeed Col. Henry S. Graves on the latter 's

retirement May 1.

Colonel Greeley is from California, a graduate of

the rniversity of California and the Yale Forest

School, and lias been in the Forest Service continu-

ously since 1904 except for two years of military

service with the American Expeditionary Forces. He
is 40 years old.

In the Forest Service he has had long and varied

administrative experience. He has been advanced

through all the technical grades from the lowest to

his present position as assistant forester. His first

assignment was in the Southern Appalachians. From
1906 to 1908 he was Supervisor of the Sequoia Na-

tional Forest in California.

After a short period of service in the Washington
office he was appointed District Forester in charge

of the National Forests of Montana and northern Ida-

ho, with headquarters at Missoula, Montana. In this
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position it fell to him to protect these forests, having
a total area of over 29.000,000 acres, at the time of

the great fires in 1910.

The following year he was appointed Assistant For-

ester and placed in charge of the Branch of Silvicul-

ture, now the Branch of Forest Management, in the

AYashingtoii office. This branch has supervision of all

national forest timber sales and timber cutting, to-

gether with other important lines of work.

"With the opening of the war it was decided to

raise and send to France forestry troops, and their

recruiting was assigned to Colonel Greeley. To pre-

pare the way for their operations in the French for-

ests, the chief forester. Colonel Graves, was sent to

France and attached to the Central Staff. One of his

first steps was to send for Colonel Greeley to aid in

the work. After Colonel Graves returned to the

United States. Colonel Greeley took his place and

finally became chief of the Forestry section in the

American Expeditionary Forces, in charge of 21,000

forestry troops and 95 sawmills, with lumbering op-

erations scattered from the zone of military operations

to the Pyrenees and from the Swiss border to the

Atlantic.

He was awarded a decoration by the French, in

recognition of his war service, as a Chevalier of the

Legion of Honor, and by the English as member of

the Distinguished Order of Great Britain. Last July,

after nearly two years of foreign service, he was

brought back to the United States, and in October

resumed his old position in the Forest Service, but

retaining a commission as Lieutenant-Colonel in the
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Officers' Reserve Corps.

He is also a fello'\v of the Society <>i' American For-

esters and an author of various publications and

papers on forestry subjects. His high professional

standing, broad training, and experience, and demon-

strated capacity as an executive cause him to be re-

garded as undoubtedly the best man in the country

for the position of chief forester.

"I consider," said Secretary Meredith in announc-

ing his selection, "that the department is fortunate in

having available a man so well qualified to fill an

exceptionally difficult and responsible position, and

1 am convinced that the public interests in forestry

will be in good hands with Colonel Greeley at the

head of our Forest Service."

U. S. Forester Resigns

Col. Henry S. Graves Notifies Secretary Meredith He Will

Retire Pay in Government Service Inadequate, He Says.

Associate Forester Also Resigns.

After ten years' service as Chief Forester of the

Tinted States Department of Agriculture, Colonel

Henry S. Graves has notified the Secretary of Agri-

Culture that he intends to ask to be relieved of his

position. No immediate move is required, says Colonel

(J raves' letter, but it is desirable to make plans well

in advance of the field season.

"Since the pecuniary returns afforded professional
and scientific men in the Government service inade-
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quately provide against the exhaustion of the work-

ing powers which must inevitably take place in time,

and entail sacrifices from which employment is free,"

Colonel Graves wrote, "the only course consistent

alike with self-respect and a regard for the public in-

teivsts seems to me to be retirement from office be-

fore efficiency has been impaired.

"Present conditions, which amount to a heavy re-

duction in the rate of compensation in practically

every branch of the Government service, emphasize

this point of view."

Important Work He Headed.

During the ten years tof Colonel Graves' administra-

tion of the Forest Service great strides have been

made in national forestry. The system of operating

the public forests has been greatly improved and de-

veloped, both in business methods and in the appli-

cation of technical forestry to the problems of manage-
ment, while marked opposition to them has been trans-

formed to general support.

Their use by the public has been vastly increased.

Individual timber sale transactions have risen from

5.398 to over 12,500 annually, and the timber cut from

379 million to 705 million board feet. The grazing

permittees have increased from .25,687 to 39,152: the

number of stock grazed under permit from 9.140,000

to 10,230,000, and the annual receipts of the forests

from $2,090,148 to $4,358,414.

A gigantic task of land classification has been near-

ly completed. This segregates and opens to settlement

agricultural lands while insuring that the real forest
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land will In 1 permanently held and administered as a

public enterprise. In the Mast, negotiations have been

conducted on behalf ol' the National Forest Iieserva-

tion Commission for the purchase of nearly two mil-

lion acres ol' mountain lands, and administration of

the purchased lands has been inaugurated.

National Forests Developed.

A large and forward-looking policy of developing

the National Forests by road building has been enter-

ed upon and recognition of this policy by Congress

has been secured, iwith appropriations totaling $19,-

000,000 for this work.

As the contribution of the Forest Service to winning

the war many men were sent to participate in the

forestry operations of the American Army in France,

for which the preliminary organization was effected

by Colonel Craves in person. At the same time the

administrative activities on the National Forests were

maintained essentially unimpaired and a very large

task of aid to the Government in problems relating

to war supplies of forest products and their use was

successfully assumed.

Finally, a new movement that looks to the right

handling of private forests and the halting of ex-

tensive forest devastation has been set on foot.

Associate Forester Also Resigns.

Resignation of Albert F. Potter as associate chief

of the Forest Service also is announced. Mr. Potter,

in asking that his resignation be made effective on

April 15, says he feels that "the time has now arrived

when 1 should retire from the Government service
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and give my attention to private interests."

In asking that the effective date be deferred, Col.

Graves wrote to Mr. Potter that "your retirement 'will

be a very great loss to the public service. The work
that you have done in building up a system of manage-
ment of the National Forest ranges is a gigantic

achievement.

"Previously millions of head of stock ranged
over the western mountains without any regulation

whatsoever. The ranges were overgrazed and abused.
*

Dangerous erosion was starting in a multitude

of places. It was your work which built up a regula-

tion of the National Forest ranges, and substituted

orderly use for the chaos which existed before."
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Minnesota Is Paying

For the Importation of Wood

There are enough idle, non-producing lands in

the State to supply all our own needs

and some of our neighbors'

HOW LONG ARE WE GOING
TO BE BLED IN THIS WAY?
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Lyman Warren Ayer

(Courtesy of St. Paul Daily News)

A few weeks ago there died at Little Falls a man
who might justly have been called the connecting link

between the past and present of Minnesota.

Lyman Warren Ayer, pioneer school teacher, woods-

man, buffalo hunter, Eed river pioneer, fur trader and

timber cruiser. He was all of these in an unusually

long life of 87 years.

In the little Indian mission of Pokegama Lake, near

what is now Pine City, Mr. Ayer was born on June

10, 1832, the son of a missionary who had arrived from

New England in the early 30 's. Although credited in

Central Minnesota as the first white child born in

what is now the state of Minnesota, this distinction

is doubted by some historians who assert that there

were children born at Ft. Snelling, then a soldiers'

outpost, before that time. However, there is no his-

torical doubt about the fact that Mr. Ayer was the

son of the first white settlers in the Indian country,

which was then known as the Northwest territory.

Constant association with the Indians resulted itf

the lad acquiring a thorough knowledge of the Chip-

pewa tongue, and as a boy he assisted his parents

materially in their missionary work.

When he was 11 the war-like Sioux raided the mis-

sion. The settlement was broken up, and he went

East with his parents. They soon returned and es-

tablished a mission at Red Lake.

During the summer of 1844 Lyman began pioneering
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on his own hook. He went to the "Red River settle-

ment," now Winnipeg, to procure supplies for the

new mission. The next year the elder Ayer went to

the settlement, taking with him Lyman and a younger
brother. Here the boy was left to attend school,

which comprised a six months' period the only

"schooling" Lyman ever had.

Let no one get the impression that Lyman suffered

a lack of education because of this. He was consider-

ed one of the best educated men in the state, because

of his intensive study of books, and by observation.

Four years later Lyman went to Crow* Wing, where

an Indian agency had just been established, and Belle

Prairie was selected as a good location for a school,

which was opened in the winter of 1849.

A buffalo hunt in 1851 took Mr. Ayer as far west as

the Montana line. Returning to St. Paul, he disposed
of a consignment of fur and hides, bought a McCor-
mick harvester, went to Belle Prairie and began the

cultivation of land. During the following three win-

ters he taught school in the log school house construct-

ed previously at Belle Prairie, which was the first

school north of what was then St. Anthony, now Min-

neapolis.

Mr. Ayer at that time had had some experience in

saw mill operating, and during the summer of 1858 he

set up a saw mill at what is now "Winnipeg.

In 1859 Mr. Ayer was married to Laura A. Hill at

Belle Prairie. She had come out from Maine with her

parents. Soon after the couple went to Leach Lake,

where Mr. Ayer operated a sawmill for two years and

then moved to St. Cloud, where he taught school until
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the Civil war called him into military service.

He enlisted as a private in the 2d battery, light ar-

tillery, Minnesota volunteers, and served till the close

of the war. He was mustered out Aug. 16, 1867, with-

out missing one day's service.

In 1867 he went to Atlanta, Ga., where he had

charge of the largest sawmill in the South, but re-

turned in 1869 to St. Cloud and became deputy county
auditor for two years.

'

His experience in woodcraft and timbering opera-

tions resulted in his being appointed by the Northern

Pacific railroad in 1878 to select and appraise indem-

nity lands and investigate timber trespass cases, look-

ing after stumpage, and cutting permits and inspect-

ing tie cutting work.

From that time until his death Mr. Ayer spent most

of his life in the forests of Minnesota. He traveled

extensively on foot and, according to W. T. Cox, state

forester, had probably estimated or cruised more tim-

ber than any man in America.

In 1908 he was appointed by Gen. C. C. Andrews,
estate forestry commissioner and fire warden, to report

on the extent of the forest fires in Northern Minne-

sota and appraise the damages.
He then turned his attention to mineral land pros-

pecting or "needling" for former Cong. C. B. Buck-

man, Little Falls, and four years ago assisted the fed-

eral government in taking the Indian census and

classifying Indians on the reservations of Minnesota,

more recently working for the Minnesota Forest Service.

It was thus a very busy and useful life which ter-

minated when Mr. Ayer died.
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He was a hale old man, filled with knowledge gain-

ed in a long life in the open, meeting big men in the

big woods.

Outdoor enthusiasts might do well to study the

methods of the old man. He never rode when he could

walk, and for years, when in the woods, refused to

sleep in a tent or under cover, always preferring to

wrap himself in a blanket and sleep in the open.

He leaves a widow, who is 80, and one daughter,

Mrs. Ima Sims, Little Falls, who has been a school

teacher at River Falls, "Wis.

It is rather a peculiar coincidence that almost simul-

taneously with the death of Mr. Ayer, the last sawmill

at Little Falls closed down "for good." The mill

had been in operation for more than 30 years and was

one of the plants developed through the untiring work
of Lyman Warren Ayer.

Adventures With Bumblebees
BY D. LANGE

It is an interesting fact that the bumblebees are the

only social bees native to North America. The several

kinds of honey bees have all been introduced from

Europe, but of the big rovers of flowerland, the bum-

blebees, about fifty native species are known.

I had a fine opportunity to observe a nest of bum-

blebees during the middle of August, while I was

camping on the beautiful St. Croix River in Minnesota.

Late one afternoon as I was cutting grass on a bog
studded with blue lobelias and purple thistles, a bum-

blebee began to buzz angrily about my head. I paid



no attention to it, because I knew that these insects,

although well prepared to defend themselves, hardly
ever sting unless their nests are disturbed. When,
however, several angry bees began to buzz around me
and one of them stung me on the head, I knew that

I had come too close to their nest and I left the place
without taking time to gather the grass I had cut.

About ten o'clock that evening, when the air had

grown so cool that the bees could not fly, I went back

with a lantern to find the nest. Gently tapping the

ground with a stick, I soon located the nest by the

sharp angry buzzing of a small chorus hidden in a

round ball of moss, which seemed to be a deserted

mouse nest of last winter, but on this point I am not

sure.

AVhen I carefully opened the nest and took out

the small irregular comb of cells, I found the number
of bees at home unexpectedly small. Scarcely half a

dozen of them were crawling about slowly vibrating

their wings and buzzing in a high angry tone.

Next morning, I examined the comb. It consisted

of about a dozen cells of a blackish waxy substance,

built on moss and a dead leaf. Eight of the cells

were closed, and filled with larvae, but, although the

whole comb smelled of honey, the cells which did not

contain larvae were entirely empty.
In the evening, I returned the comb to the nest

which I covered up again as carefully as possible. At
this time too only a few of the bees were at home.

To my human mind the place seemed ill chosen for

the home of an insect wrhose very life depends on

flowers and sunshine. The nest was placed in tall
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grass on damp boggy ground, and was shaded by
trees until ten in the morning and was again in the

shade at four in the afternoon, so that on several

showery days the place remained wet and cool nearly
all day, while during every cool night, it was covered

with heavy, dripping dew.

For a week I visited the nest several times a day.

On warm, sunny days, there arose a sharp angry

buzzing as soon as I touched it and several of the

inmates came out at once to drive off the intruder.

But these big wild bees, although well armed and

prepared for war, were nevertheless a peaceful race.

As I stood quietly a few feet from the nest, they never

came to attack me, and soon went back to the nest,

as if satisified that they had been called out by a

false alarm. One evening after dark, I found a large

bee that had evidently lingered too long on the lobe-

lias and thistles, benumbed on the damp moss. I

placed it on the nest and after a few minutes, it had

crawled inside.

While I always found some of the bees at home, the

number never exceeded six or seven individuals.

My own observations, compared with those of a

friend led me to believe that bumblebees, in contrast

with the habits of honey-bees, do not try to reach

home every evening, but are in the habit of staying

out nights, even to the extent of being out several

nights in succession.

I have often found them, especially late in summer
and in September, sitting benumbed and apparently

asleep under a thistle flower or goldenrod. If one

touches them, they try to push the intruding object
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away with their legs. On one occasion, I found a

big bumblebee hidden in a large pink moccasin flow-

er after the weather had been cold and rainy for two

days. Evidently the bee had crawled into the shelter-

ing pocket of the flower at the first approach of the

storm, and it must have been away from home at

least on three successive nights.

One of my friends had an adventure with a nest

of bumblebees which seems worth telling. He was on

a fishing trip in Northern Wisconsin about the middle

of August, and one warm afternoon he accidentallly

pitched his tent over a nest of bumblebees.

He dug up the nest and killed three or four bees

that were found at home. Before dark, eight or ten

more returned and tried to find their nest which had

been located in the rear end of the camper's tent.

The fisherman now thought he had disposed of all

the bees belonging in the nest, but the next forenoon,

when the day grew warm, more bumblebees began to

come home. On this day the camper landed a few

trout, but caught about twenty-five bumblebees who
desired to share the tent with him and who appeared
at irregular intervals until late in the afternoon when
the air grew cool.

On the third day about twenty more returned from

some long journey.

On the fourth day, the camper went fishing early,

after having made his bed directly over the nesting

place. He left the tent open, thinking that the

bumblebees, if they found their nest covered and in-

accessible, would voluntarily leave the place. When
he returned, after dark, he found three bumblebees
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sitting on the rear wall of the tent, and 'when he went

to bed, he was greeted by the well known buzzing,

for twro of the homeless bees had taken lodgings under

his pillow, while three more had retired into his

blankets.

The plan of peaceable eviction having failed, the

fishermen closed his tent on the fifth day and stayed

in camp. From time to time more bumblebees came

home and he killed them as they tried to get into the

tent. The total number of bees killed wras one hun-

dred and twenty-seven ;
and no more returned after

the fifth day. During these five days the camper
was stung only once by a bee, which he accidentally

touched as it was sitting on the wall of the tent.

Whether the bumblebees stay out nights as a matter

of choice, or whether they range so far that they can

not return every night, I do not know.

At all events the life of the "Yellow-breeched phil-

osophers" does not seem to be monotonous.

I returned to the bumblebee nest on the St. Croix

about the first of October. Rains had raised the

water level and soaked the nest. The unhatched lar-

vae had changed into a sort of wax, and there were

several drowned bees in the wet ball of moss.

This seems to confirm the idea that bumblebees do

not build their own nest and have but little choice in

the site of their nests. They have come to depend en-

tirely on the deserted nests of mice which are often

built in meadows too wet and cool for insects so de-

pendent on warmth and sunshine. The foundress of

the nest on the St. Croix, for it is always a bumblebee

queen that selects the nest and starts the colony, had
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evidently made a poor choice in the matter of nesting

site. But the nest was in a closely cropped pasture,

where the wild mice could build their winter nests

nowhere else, but in the moss and grass of a swamp.

Our Pulpwood Supply

Mention our failing pulpwood supply to the man on

the street and nine out of ten will reply: "Oh, well,

what's the difference? We can get all we want from

Canada."

In this connection the plea of Mr. Clyde Leavitt,

Forestry Executive for the Conservation Commission

of Canada is somewhat enlightening.

"While there will inevitably be a large development
of the pulp and paper industry in the Rocky Moun-
tain states and a great increase of existing develop-

ments in the Pacific Northwest, including particularly

Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia, pulpwood

supplies in Eastern Canada and the eastern states will

always have the material advantage of higher value,

owing to the proximity to the great centers of popu-

lation, with consequent saving in freight rates upon
the manufactured products.

"Authorities in Canada are already becoming alarm-

ed at the increasing difficulty of securing, in the

eastern provinces, adequate supplies of pulpwood
readily accessible to existing developments. Already,
in too many cases, pulpwood placed in the water for

driving does not reach the mill until the second year
after cutting. This adds to the cost of transportation

and to loss by sinkage en route, and is inevitably re-
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fleeted in higher prices to the consumer.
"
Great areas of the most accessible pulpwood lands

have been so denuded by wasteful methods of logging
and by fire, that they are now in an absolute or rel-

ative condition of unproductiveness. This is exactly

the reason why the pulpwood supplies of the eastern

states are so near exhaustion that many mills are

largely dependent upon imports from privately owned
timber lands in Canada.

,
This heavy exportation from

private lands in Canada of course correspondingly

decreases the supplies that would otherwise be avail-

able for manufacture in Canadian mills.

"It is obviously of the greatest importance to East-

ern Canada that its great pulp and paper industries

shall be permanent, rather than transitory, as is prov-

ing to be the case in the eastern states. To accomplish
this end, however, it is necessary to make fully effec-

tive the view point that the forest is a crop, which

can, with proper care, be produced time after time

upon the same land. This means the practice of

forestry.
' '

Under these conditions how much longer is Canada

going to permit the export of pulp or pulpwood with

excessive export duties? Already the diminishing

supply of pulpwood and the never ceasing investiga-

tions of the paper industry have driven over $30,000,-

000 of American capital into the paper industry of

Canada. More of it will inevitably follow if the con-

ditions in this country are not improved.

Minnesota's share in this industry is not a small

one. Ten or twelve million dollars are invested in

plants and millions more in timber holdings. The
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abundance of water power and forest land offer un-

limited opportunities for further development. The

source of raw materials for the future is the only

problem, and that would be no problem if we would

only make use of the millions of acres of cut-over

lands which are now idle.

Are we going to let this source of state wealth dry

up? That is what our present "penny wise" policy

is doing. In the meanwhile there is enough money
being wasted in worthless ditches to successfully foster

this great industry.

AVhy not open our eyes and use a little judgment?

Our Pulpwood Supply

Few of us seem to realize the condition of our

pulpwood supply. The st?are headlines appearing in

almost every newspaper are not without foundation.

There is a real shortage of pulpwood. We are so

used to seeing the price of everything boosted to the

sky and of hearing a shortage of material alleged as

the cause that it is very hard to tell when the alarm

is legitimate.

A brief survey of the timber now standing in the

state would furnish all the necessary evidence. The

timber we now have is the accumulation of centuries

of unused growth. We have been using it at a tre-

mendous rate. We have built up in the state large

pulpwood paper mills at International Falls, Grand

Rapids, Cloquet, Brainerd, Little Falls, Sartell. They

represent an investment of millions of dollars in a

form which cannot be transferred to any other field
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without tremendous loss to the owners. Nor can the

raw material, bulky as it is, be brought to them for

any great distance. They must have a continuous

local supply, such as can be furnished only by a

growing forest.

These mills use only a few species of our forest

trees, and by no means the most abundant species.

The only possible way in which they can be perpetuat-

ed is through careful and skilled management. These

pulpwood forests will not renew themselves of them-

selves any more than will a wheat crop. They must

be planted and cultivated. Yet absolutely nothing is

being done.

Surely the perpetuation of this business is well

worth while. It pays hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars in wages, produces millions of dollars worth of

products and gives us an accessible supply of paper.

The following address to the Paper Manufacturers

Association by the secretary of the U. S. Agricultural

Department throws some rather authoritative light on

the subject. Mr. Merideth says :

"The United States is today facing the most critical

pulp and paper situations in its history. Of these

the newsprint situation is the most serious. Present

demands, abnormal though they may seem, are merely
an incident in the rapidly growing normal demand for

ne.wsprint paper.

"Today we are dependent upon other countries for

the equivalent of two-thirds of the pulpwood, pulp,

or newsprint w^hich goes into American newspapers.

Our newsprint industry is concentrated largely in

New England, New York, and the Lake States. I am
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told that 60 per cent of the pulp and paper concerns

in New York have 110 stumpage of their own, and

that less than five have enough timberland for con-

tinuous future operation. The predicted life of the

industry in New York, New Hampshire, and even in

Maine, where the great bulk of our eastern pulpwood
still remains, is alarmingly short.

"We have, on the other hand, large quantities of

suitable newsprint woods in the Pacific Northwest

and in Alaska. The annual growth of timber on the

National Forests of Southeastern Alaska alone would

supply half of our present American newsprint re-

quirements. Here the industry is undeveloped.

"A far greater degree of independence in newsprint
manufacture can be accomplished by two measures

the development of the industry in the Pacific North-

west and in Alaska, and the large-scale growing of

timber in New England and Lake States. Both of

these measures would be greatly stimulated by the

passage of the Poindexter Pulp Bill now pending in

the Senate. A pulpwood survey would secure the

facts on which a sound development of the industry

in the Northwest and in Alaska could be based, and

it would also afford a basis for the production of pulp
timber in the Lake States and in the Northeast.

"Your association has urged the purchase by the

Government of large areas suitable for the growing
of pulpwoods. The Government has made a begin-

ning in this direction during the past decade. In

New Hampshire and Maine an area of about 362,000

acres has been acquired admirably adapted for this

purpose. This area should be greately enlarged to in-
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elude much of the mountain region in New Hamp-
shire, Maine and Vermont.

''We already have some technical knowledge of the

best methods for growing the pulp timbers of the

Northeast and the Lake States, enough to begin intel-

ligently; but a great deal of investigative work re-

mains to be done. If the pulp industry of the North-

east is to be perpetuated in anything approximating
its present size, the entire forest area of the region

must be utilized to the limit of its productive capacity.

This is hardly less true of the Lake States. Forest

experiment stations alone will, in any reasonable time,

furnish the required knowledge of the best methods

of cutting, planting, production, and the various other

steps- in such intensive timber growing. Bills now

pending in both the Senate and House of Representa-

tives provide for experiment stations on the White

Mountain National Forest in New England and in

Minnesota.

"Protection of forests from fire is perhaps the most

important single requirement in the growing of timber.

Twenty-four States are receiving co-operation. These

States expend yearly for fire protection upwards of

$625,000, and private owners of forest land within

their borders expend in normal years approximately
a like amount. The Federal appropriation is but

$100,000, which is entirely inadequate. This amount

has remained unchanged since 1915, in spite of the

fact that the number of co-operating States has in-

creased from 18 to 24, and the cost of the work has

practically doubled. The national policy of forestry

advocated by the Forest Service contemplates a large
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extension of such co-operative fire protection. Not

less than $500,000 is required to meet the needs of this

situation adequately. Yet the present appropriation

is but $100,000 and there is even danger of its being

reduced.

"The Forest Service is conducting at its Forest

Products Laboratory work of very great and im-

mediate importance to the pulp and paper manufac-

turer. Limited though such work is, it has already

covered a large field in the suitability of various

American woods for the different kinds of pulp, and

incidentally has developed information of great im-

portance on the technique of the various paper making
processes. Along a limited number of other lines it

has also been possible to make a beginning, as, for

example, through your co-operation, on the causes of

and remedies for the molding and decay of pulp. The

work already underway should be very materially ex-

panded, and there is a wide range of other subjects

on which intensive investigations would benefit both

the public and the pulp and paper industry."

Shall We Import Our Lumber or Grow it

Ourselves

The question is now squarely up to the people of

Minnesota whether they will import their lumber and

other wood products or whether they will produce it

at home, receive all of the returns from its culture and

manufacture, and save millions of dollars a year in

freight. It is an important question for the state to

settle and immediate action is needed if a tremendous
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drain on the wealth of the state is to be stopped.

Few people seem to realize what the loss to the

state is. Already we are importing half the lumber

we use. That means at least 400,000,000 feet, and it

means thaf we are paying out around $4,000,000 a year
for freight and about $12,000,000 a year more for the

lumber. $16,000,000 a year flowing steadily out of the

state and it will not be very long, unless some vigor-

ous measures are taken at once, till the stream will

have increased to $30,000,000.

Only 15 years ago we produced over three times as

much as we used!

This would not be so bad if the lands which once

produced the timber were now producing some more

valuable crop. But they are not. The bulk of them

are producing absolutely nothing. Of course the land

men tell us that these cut-over lands will all very

shortly become converted into farms and will be sup-

porting a dense population. There is not the slight-

est possibility of this. New York state with an area

little more than half that of Minnesota and a popu-
lation of ten millions has now after three hundreds

years of settling still 4,000,000 acres of forest on her

farms exclusive of the mountain regions of the Adi-

rondacks and the Catskills. That area alone is large

enough to grow all the timber Minnesota could use

for years to come.

During the past hundred years since the first white

man came to Minnesota, the state has rolled up a

population of less than two and one-half millions. The

great bulk of that has flowed into the great cities and

the easily settled prairies. Scarcely a dent has been
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made in clearing up the great cut-over regions of the

pine lands; little more than a dent can be made for

decades to come
;
and not so much as a dent should

ever be made in a considerable part of it.

We would be wise to admit right now that there are

millions of acres of land in Minnesota which will never

be cultivated, enough millions to produce all the

timber we shall ever need, and enough more to ship

to our prairie neighbors. Unless it does produce that

timber it will produce nothing.

The question is up to the people; which shall it

Shall we make that land save us $30,000,000 a

year or shall we let it loaf and pay the $30,000,000

to some more far sighted state? Decide.

Thee Planting in New York State

According to a report from the Extension Division

of the New York State College of Forestry, there will

be a great deal of forest planting -in that state this

spring. A number of counties are establishing public

forests in the different townships.

In Otsego County the township forest idea will be

started with the planting of 50,000 trees, in several

localities, with an additional planting of 50,000 by a

private o\vner who wants to do his share toward im-

proving the county. Chenango County is also to have

public forests, and plans to plant nearly 50,000 trees

this spring. It already has had an acreage given in
^

various parts of the county for five times this num-

ber of trees, but the work will be done in annual

installments. Herkimer County will plant probably
as many trees, in scattered small tracts.
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Malone will plant the first tract in what will be a

big city forest, planted as are those of the southern

counties, to produce a future cash revenue to the

public, and its first year's planting will be 40,000

trees.

A lumberman is planting 30,000 trees at Lacona.

Another big company has decided to reforest a 1700

acre tract at Streeter Lake, in nothern New York,

and the State Ranger School has made plans for the

planting this year of 65,000 trees.

This, of course, does not include the extensive plant-

ing done by the State Forest Service on the State

Forests or anywhere near all the planting being done

by individuals. Its chief interest lies in the establish-

ment of township and city public forests. Such forests

have proved more successful in Europe than those

under any other form of government. In many in-

stances they pay all of the taxes of the community;
besides furnishing a convenient and cheap lumber

supply.

Minnesota has a law permitting the establishment

of city forests either within or without the city limits.

Many towns in the northern part of the state, as well

as those located along the streams in the southern half

have plenty of suitable land right at their very doors.

Why not make use of these opportunities and es-

tablish tracts which will make beautiful parks in the

near future and which later will furnish them with

a large and perpetual income?
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(The following correspondence has come to our attention

relative to the "Deerfield Family" near Backus, Minnesota.
It is to be hoped that many more such families may spring
up throughout the State.)

The Deerfield Family
Deerfield Twp.

Twp. 139, R. 31, Cass Co.

Shipping Point, Backus, Minn.

Post Office, Oshawa, Minn.

May 31st, 1920.

Mr. II. W. Page,

District Forest Ranger,
Park Rapids, Minnesota.

Dear Mr. Page :

In re Deerfield Township.

I am writing to you with reference to forestry in

Deerfield Township. I have quite a large farm down
there and am much interested in the general develop-

ment of the community. We have organized a club

which we call our family, and we have some interest-

ing family reunions, birthdays, rows, etc. During our

brief existence as an organization we have accomplish-

ed a considerable amount. We have incorporated our

livestock association and purchased registered cattle,

pigs, poultry, and a large supply of tested seeds. We
are going to have a township fair next fall.

As you will see by our stationery, we have a com-

mittee on tree planting and forestry. We are trying

to encourage respect for trees, something that is

woefully lacking in our Northern country. We have

all agreed to reserve and care for large woodlots, and
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at strategic points we are going to plant out groves
as windbreaks. AVe are installing telephones as fire

protection, as they have proved their value for this

work.

Some time between seeding and haying time, when
the farmers are not so busy, we would like to have

a meeting devoted chiefly to forestry, and we would

like very much to have you and Mr. Cox present to

give us a talk on forestry. If you cannot both get

away we would be pleased to have one of you present,

we realize that this is a busy time for you. We
can arrange a date to suit your convenience, some-

time in the evening, so that you could motor from

Park Rapids and return without losing much- time.

Hoping to hear from you soon, to the effect that

you can be with us, I remain,

Very truly yours,

(Signed) DANIEL DeLURY,
AValker, Minnesota.

June 4th, 1920.

Mr. Daniel DeLury,

Oshawa, Minnesota.

My dear Mr. DeLury:
I have read with a good deal of interest and pleas-

ure your letter of May 31st to Ranger Page at Park

Rapids; and I want to congratulate you and the peo-

ple of Deerfield Township for your original idea and

your splendid organization. It is easy to prophesy a

bright future for the "Deerfield Family" and the

territory where your influence reaches.

It would be a great pleasure for me to attend the
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meeting to which you refer, and you may count me

present unless something exceedingly important oc-

curs to prevent my attendance. It is particularly en-

couraging to note your interest in the retention and

better care of woodlots on the farms of your members.

One of the signs of the times is the rapid awakening
on the part of farmers all over the State to the value

of groves, woodlots and shelterbelts on farms, groves
to protect and beautify the home site, woodlots to

utilize rough spots and furnish timber products, and

shelterbelts to protect the fields from drying winds

and to beautify the entire farm property. The com-

munity where every farmer pays heed to the need for

these features is going to prosper.

"Whether I can attend your meeting or not, I am
sure that Ranger Page can ably represent the Forest

Service, and will be glad to serve your organization
AVith best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) W. T. COX,
State Forester.

Other People's Forest Fires

Sometimes we are apt to be discouraged with the

results of our fire fighting work. We are apt to think

that fires in the woods can be handled with the same

facility and efficiency as fires in the city. That when
we have appropriated a few measly dollars for fire

protection, no matter how miserably inadequate the

sum may be, the forest fires should cease absolutely,

no matter how dry the season may be or how crimin-
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ally careless our people living in the forest regions

are.

The following account of some fires in the Northern

Rockies, in a region where the fire fighting is very

thoroughly organized, written by a forest officer who
saw active service in the wr

ork, will help to give us

the proper perspective and enable us to judge the

work in our own state more justly. One might get

the impression that the situation there was pretty

bad and the work more or less hopeless, and yet they

know that they have made almost incredible progress,

that conditions are far better than they used to be,

and the losses lessened by many times the cost of

the fire service. Let us be reasonable.

The letter goes on to say:

After a fire has gained such proportions (as the

Cloquet-Moose Lake fire), and number of men are

usually powerless to check it, as has been proven re-

peatedly throughout our experience here. It seems

a miracle that no lives were lost in this District dur-

ing the past season through men being actually burn-

ed, for a great deal of equipment was lost. Crew
after crew of firefighters were compelled to abandon

camps or bury them on the Clearwater and Selway
Forests and in other localities also. There were a

few casualties among the men working in the way
of broken bones, or cuts, etc., which is to be expected,
and in all about six deaths, from falling trees and

other accidents. The fact that all of our great fires

this year were quite remote from settlements would,
of course, tend to keep down the loss of life, still

there were many narrow escapes involving Forest
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Officers who were out alone or handling large crews

of men.

Our Logging Engineer, "Jim" Girard, had a mighty
close call on the North Fork of the Clearwater in. the

big blow-up of August 19. He was going down the

river and got caught between twro fires which came

together just above him after he had picked out a

place in the river under shelter of a large boulder.

When he saw the fire coming up the river it was at

least a half a mile away. He built up a sort of low

wall of rocks flanking this boulder, took off his stag

shirt, soaked it, and spread it over his head and face

lolding it down against the wall he had built. He
mid that the black clouds of smoke were rolling and

tumbling like a tornado, and that the gases at that

iistance choked him and filled his lungs so quickly
that he felt that there would be little chance to sur-

dve when the fire would actually pass. After taking
le precautions or making the preparations described,

he said the gases did not affect him and did not

seem to travel low down or just above the surface

of the water.

AVTien the fire approached closely he said the noise

was terrific. Big trees two or three feet in diameter

were up-rooted and hurled or tossed about like tooth-

picks, for there was a real cyclonic wind with it. He
said that sheets of water were lifted from the stream

and carried along by the wind. It was pitch dark

and it must have been an awful experience. He said

he swore at that time he would never fight another

fire, if he got through alive. It was not very long

afterward that he was right into the thick of it again.
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After remaining near his place of refuge from 1

P. M. on the 19th until 6 A. M. on the 20th he ven-

tured to go through some of the burned areas along

the trail. He said that for several hours, in fact all

during that night, big boulders were rolling down the

steep slopes which had been burned and kept crashing

into the river, logs and tree trunks were also rolling

down these slopes. There were several crews prac-

tically in the path of this fire who somehow or other

managed to take refuge in such a way that they were

not killed. The Bungalow Banger Station, which was
one of the supply stations up the river was burned

out by the same fire and a friend of mine with sev-

eral men who were working under him just barely

got away. This fire covered a distance of from 25

to 30 miles in two or three hours.

I was on fire work in Clearwater on the same day

(August 19), but in another District. "We had the

blow-up too, for it was general throughout Montana
and Idaho, and I shall remember what I saw and did

that day as long as I live. I was in no great danger
at any time of losing my life, still it was exciting. I

had just gone from what was called the Holo Camp,
where I had spent about a week helping to put three

rather small fires under control, to a larger fire some

12 miles farther on up the Holo Trail. I was under

instructions to assist a Forest Officer named Joe

Holm who had three camps and w<as working about

150 men. Upon arriving at the headquarters camp,
I found the crews had been pretty well concentrated

at the camp and about 100 men were working their

heads off to hold some two or three miles of line
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where the fire was crowning and setting spot fires

by the dozen in green timber below the line. The

main camp was in danger of being wiped out at any
time should the wind take a freakish turn, and

trenches had been put in all around it with fire

within a few yards of the tents and equipment that

had been assembled there.

Plans were carefully made to reach a place of safety

and we had everything framed up to go around a

little hill into a portion of the burned area which was

beginning to cool if we had to abandon the outfit

and run. The fire that I speak of spread away from

us on one side for a distance of 6 or 7 miles that day
toward Rocky Ridge and Weitos Creek, burned about

800 head of sheep and destroyed several thousand

acres of timber. It was held from spreading over the

lines which had actually been constructed and kept

out of the valuable Holo Creek Watershed, where

there is estimated to be about 600 million feet of

merchantable timber. After that day the main fire

had passed so far beyond us that we could only fight

it on one side. It worked over and joined another

big fire in the Oxford District. By holding it on one

side with 12 or 14 miles of fire line the entire Holo

Watershed was saved, and I feel that this fire fight-

ing work, which I had some small part in, really did

considerable good.

After the big blow-up, I was given charge of a

patrol camp with about 40 men to cover about 6

miles of line. We organized the patrol men into

squads and shifts. A day and night shift to patrol

stations for three miles East and three miles West
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of Camp Xo. 4 where the patrol was concentrated.

"We got very good results by keeping a reliable man
as straw boss with each squad.

"Well, the 1919 fire season was certainly a corker

and I spent all of July and August on the fire work.

The season really started about June 10 or 12 and on

some forests extended up into October. My first job

was on the Madison Forest, for the Ice Creek and

Greenhorn fires, handling commissary and supplies.

I. had been out on a cruising job (Elliston Trespass

Case) from May 27 until the end of June, got into

Missoula on July 1 and left the same afternoon for

Sheridan, Mont., to help on fires. After returning
from Sheridan on July 11, I was sent to take charge
of a supply station which was established at Como
Lake, about 8 miles from Darby, a little town in the

upper Bitterroot Valley. The camp at Como Lake

was used as a base station for the pack trains taking

supplies into the Bear Creek District of the Selway
Forest. It was nearer to get supplies in by this route

than from Kooskia on the Idaho side. "We had as

high as 70 pack animals going back and forth on

this trail, and packing distances of from 30 to 50

miles. I was kept fairly busy at the Lake for three

weeks and then turned the job over to an ex-soldier

and came to town.

After that was sent to the Clearwater with Jim

Girard. All the overhead that could be raked and

scraped was in demand at that time and the Clear-

water men 'were having their hands full. I had often

said I would like to get on a big fire in the western

part of the District, and as Girard is one of our best
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fire fighters was glad to be sent with him. Old Jim

said when we started out that he wouldn't let me get

tied up on a commissary job this time, but that we
would both go through together to the same camp.
On arriving at Orofino, Idaho, however, we were split

up. I went to Musselshell and Jim to Oxford, and

as it turned out I guess it was just as well. Jim

had to do a lot of scouting and I would probably
have seen more fire and less fire fighting if I had

followed his tracks. I got my fill of it anyhow in

about three weeks time, for there is a good deal of

care and grief connected with this sort of work. The

trails were so dry that the dust was six inches deep
in places, and the fire fighters were harder to handle

than ever before.

My first job was in the Lolo Camp with about 40

men. and after getting three fires under control which

could all be worked from the camp we reduced the

crew to 16 patrolmen. Canned all of the others who
were "wobblies" and I went to Holm's fire, which I

have mentioned before. I had a very good chance

there to see some very efficient work done. I was

called in from the fire to go to another District on

the Clearwater (Fish Creek) but different" arrange-

ments were made before I actually got there, and

after getting into Missoula in the latter part of

August, took up some of my owrn work in Silviculture

and have been picking up the loose ends ever since.
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Soil Building Power of Trees

Certain kinds of trees, like the locust and the aca-

cias, build up poor soil through nitrogen-gathering

bacteria in the root nodules, according to the U. S.

Forest Service, others simply through the dropping of

their leaves. The soil building power of the trees

is a fact which a farmer should not overlook, espe-

cially on steep slopes. Steep lands which have been

cleared of timber at great expense, after being cul-

tivated a few years, often becomes gullied, and the

rich lands adjoining are covered deep with deposits

of sand. The surest and cheapest methods of pro-

tecting such slopes is to maintain forests oil them.

Small gullies can be stopped up by closely packed
brush arid tree tops, anchored by stakes if necessary.

Large open gullies are checked successfully only by

planting over the entire gully basin, supplemented by
low brush dams across the larger units of the gully.

There are thousands of acres of such steep slopes

along the streams in the southern part of this state

and thousands of just such gullies. These hillsides

are practically worthless for cultivation or even for

grazing, but they offer a splendid opportunity for

city or county parks and forests.

The fuel and lumber problems of many a town

could be successfully solved by these hillsides, if they
were only given a chance.
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Minnesota Is Paying

For the Importation of Wood

There are enough idle, non-producing lands in

the State to supply all our own needs

and some of our neighbors'

HOW LONG ARE WE GOING
TO BE BLED IN THIS WAY?
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FIRE PREVENTION SLOGANS FOR SMOKERS

Don't drop FIRE when you smoke in the woods,
nor throw it out along .the road. Keep the forests

GREEN.

DANGER! Matches, pipe coals, cigar stubs and

cigarette ends start many forest fires. Help protect

woods, streams, scenery.

BE CAREFUL! Don't start a fire in the woods

when you begin or end your smoke. Be sure your
match, cigarette, or pipe is out.

DON'T START WHAT YOU CAN'T STOP! Be
careful with fire in and near the forest.

FIRE IS DANGEROUS! Be careful when you
smoke in the woods.

LOOK OUT! When you smoke in the woods, don't

start a forest fire.

YOUR CO-OPERATION with the company to keep
down forest fires is asked. Break your match in two.

Knock out your pipe ashes into your hand. Don't

drop a burning cigarette.

FOREST FIRES cost millions a year. Don't start

one.

DON'T THOW FIRE AWAY in the woods or along

the road.

HELP PREVENT FIRES
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Forests As a Farm Crop

BY E. T. MEREDITH, SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

(From American Forestry Magazine)

A larger portion of the farm area of the United

States is devoted to wood than to any other crop.

The total area of woodland on farms, according to the

1910 census, was double the acreage of corn, nearly
three times that of hay and forage, four times that of

wheat, and six times that of cotton. There was as

much farmland in woods as in all cereal crops com-

bined.

In New Hampshire and Vermont, the forest prod-
ucts of farms were second only to hay and forage in

total value; in Maine they stood third, exceeded only

by hay and forage and potatoes, while in Alabama,

Arkansas, Georgia, Mississippi, and South Carolina

they also held third place, following corn and pota-

toes. The value of timber products from farm wood-
lands for the entire United States was more than

$195,000,000.

Yet, in spite of the enormous area of farm woods
and the value of their product, this branch of farm-

ing has, in practically the whole country, received less

attention than any other. Few farmers nowadays
would expect to make a profit from their wheat, corn,

hay or cotton fields, or from their orchards, without

giving them a great deal of care and attention. They
certainly do not attempt to raise these crops merely

by harvesting what chances to grow wild, with no

preparation of the soil, no fertilizer, no selection of
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varieties, no cultivation or weeding, no protection

against fires, grazing animals, or destructive insects

and fungous disease.

But this is the way most farm woodlands have been

treated. The total value of woodland products, $195.-

000,000 seems large, to be sure, but when it is remem-

bered that this comes from more than 190,000,000

acres of land, the average production per acre is very
small. Pasture is, of course, not being taken into

consideration here. It is safe to say that, with very
little additional outlay, the woodlands now on farms

could produce an annual net income from timber prod-

ucts alone several times greater than the present

amount.

Farm production of timber should be much greater

than it now is, not only because of the benefit to the

farmers, who by better use of their woodgrowing land

might increase their income, but also because of the

benefit to the public generally; which, with good

reason, is becoming deeply concerned over the ques-

tion of waning timber supplies. The Department of

Agriculture has an obligation to the country in the

whole matter of forestry. Our public forests can not

begin to supply our needs. Private forest lands, other

than the farm woodlands, are being cut over destruc-

tively. Those owned by farmers are as a rule neglect-

ed. "We can no more do without wood than we could

do without iron or coal. It is a necessity of our na-

tional life; and it must be grown. The Department
of Agriculture would be neglecting an important field

of duty were it not to concern itself with the replace-

ment of timber growth on lands naturally best
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adapted to produeinu' timber, and with the most effi-

cient handling of the lands devoted to this important

crop.

The department, through one of its bureaus, the

Forest Service, has for years been studying the prob-
lems which scientific timber production involve, and

can. therefore, give much helpful advice to farmers as

to progressive methods. The department has also in-

augurated a nation-wide movement looking to the

general practice of forestry by private owners, so

that the forest devastation, which now almost univer-

sally attends or follows large-scale lumbering may
1 e hailed.

Most farm woodlands are used to a greater or less

extent for pasturing stock. Many woodlots start as

open pastures, in which the trees gradually seed in and

shade out the forage crop.' Others start as dense for-

egts, where the stock and frequent fires, by gradual-
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ly reducing the density and preventing tree repro-

duction, eventually destroy the forest or reduce it to

open, park-like stands of defective timber which has

little commercial value. Too little attention is gen-

erally given to maintain the proper balance between

grazing use and the production of timber.

If the main object is to raise forage crops, it would

be more profitable, as a general rule, to remove most

if not all of the tree growth. On the other hand, if

the land is chiefly valuable for growing trees, it

should not be pastured in such a way as to make im-

possible the profitable production of timber. One of

the most serious abuses to which our farm woodlands

are subject is excessive over-grazing, or grazing with

the wrong kind of stock, or the annual burning which

is often practiced on the theory that it improves graz-

ing. A certain amount of regulated pasturage is in

most regions not incompatible with timber produc-

tion, and indeed may be the means of utilizing a very

important by-product of the woodlands, and so add

very materially to the revenue derived from them.

In some cases properly regulated grazing may even

be used as a silvicultural measure to improve the

wood crops. Once the individual farmer realizes the

value of the wood crop, if it is rightly handled, un-

derstands the conditions which must be maintained

to grow good timber, and grasps the nature of the

damage which overgrazing does, he can readily work

out for himself how to make his woodland best an-

swer his needs.

From the standpoint of timber alone, most farm

woodlands as at present handled serve principally for
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one or both of two main purposes. They afford shelter

to crops, buildings, and stock, and they furnish a

ivady supply of firewood, fence posts, and other low-

Tado material for farm uses or for sale in nearby
communities. Of the $195,000,000 forest crop of 1909,

the farms themselves used $103,000,000 worth, and

only $92,000,000 worth was sold.

In striking contrast to this figure, the total value

of all forest products for the United States was more

than a billion dollars, of which approximately three-

fourths came from the woodlands owned by lumber-

men. Few people realize that farmers own as large

an area of forest land as do all of the lumbermen
and other private owners combined. Yet such is the

case. Moreover, the farm forests, in most instances,

have a decided advantage over the holdings of other

owners in that they are usually easy of access and

are close to a market for the low-grade material that

is wasted in most lumbering operations. In fact,

this low-grade material, really almost a by-product
of the main business of growing timber, is, in a very

large proportion of cases, about all that the farm for-

ests now produce.

This condition is due entirely to neglect and lack

of knowledge of woodlot care. With any treatment,

or lack of treatment, which stops short of the most

ruinous abuse, the farm forest will provide shelter,

and also a certain amount of firewood, fencing, and

similar material. But it will not be a profitable part
of the farm. There is no more reason to feel satisfied

with a woodlot which merely fills these needs than

there is to be satisfied with wheat which yields only
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five bushels to the acre, or with orchards which

produce only cider apples, and less than a half a

crop at that.

It is not yet generally understood that forest crops

also may be greatly improved, both in volume and

quantity, if care is used in handling the woodlots.

That this is true has been amply demonstrated not

only in other countries, where returns from wood-

lands are often a very important part of the farm

revenues, but also in every part of the United States

where a fair trial has been made. On many of the

farms in the white pine belt of central New Eng-

land, saw-timber furnishes the best-paying crop pro-

duced. There is no good reason why our farm for-

ests should produce only firewood and similar low-

grade material. They can, and should, produce a very

large share of the nation's railroad ties, telephone and

telegraph poles, cooperage material, tanbark and acid-

wood, veener logs, and even of lumber.

When trees are cut from time to time merely to

supply farm needs as they arise, with no definite plan

or forethought for future needs, the woodlands, of

course become run down. If when the farmer wants

a few fence posts or his winter's firewood, he selects

the trees which will work up most easily or are most

convenient to get out, the chances are that he will

remove the very trees which ought to be left until

they develop into high-grade material. Then later,

when perhaps he wants to raise some ready money,
instead of a valuable stand of readily salable timber

he may find on his woodland a poor growth of trees

fit only for firewood. Relatively few farm wood-
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lands are fully stocked -with the kinds of trees that

will produce the greatest return. Using these lands

to grow poor crops of inferior wood is very much like

using good pasture land to support scrub cattle. Cer-

tainly, no good farmer would market steadily the best

animals from a herd of cows and breed from the

poorest.

Recent developments are bringing out much more

clearly than ever before the opportunities to make
farm woodlands yield a good return. The increasing

scarcity of many important and high-priced woods,
such as black walnut, black locust, red cedar, ash,

hickory, and white oak, is resulting in an intensive

combing over of the small holdings in many parts of

the country. In some sections, the search for timber

for box boards or for pulp is almost as intensive. The

extension of good roads and the development of the

motor truck have made it possible, in many instances,

for buyers to scour a region and even pick up single

trees, where they could not consider any lots less

than a carload. Farmers who have been far-sighted

enough to maintain their woods in first-class condi-

tion are noAV in position to begin to reap the bene-

fits, if they have not already done so. Those . who
have overlooked the possibilities of timber as a

money-producing crop should take immediate steps

to develop this important source of farm revenue.

.More than half of the entire hardwood forest area

in the country is on farms, and, with the cutting out

and gradual clearing of the larger hardwood tracts,

they must, more and more, come to be the main

source of supply for many of our most valuable woods.
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Among these are the oaks, walnuts, yellow poplar,

hickory, ash, maple, elm, and beech, which are indis-

pensable for many of our most important and wood-

using industries, such as the manufacture of furniture,

vehicles, and farm tools and machinery. Farmers own
about one-third of all the softwood forest lands from

which must come the lumber used for construction

of buildings, cars, and other structures, and most of

the pulpwood used for the manufacture of paper.

While, of course, part of the increase in lumber

prices is due to the conditions that have brought
about the general rise in the price level of all mater-

ials, part of it is due to the failure to keep productive
the forest lands in the older settled parts of the

country. Much can be done by the farmers them-

selves, through careful handling of their own wood-

lands, to protect the country against the consequences
of the present methods of the lumber industry and

keep at a reasonable level the costs of lumber and
other forest products used by farmers.

The benefits of forestry are real benefits. While
wide use of up-to-date methods of growing timber
on the part of farmers generally would mean a ma-
terial increase in the value to them of their farms,
it would also contribute very materially to the na-

tional welfare. It would mean that not only greater

production of wealth, but also of local supplies of

material necessary for many industries. It can not
be emphasized too often that the country must have

forests, widely distributed and abundant. It will not

do for us to depend entirely on supplies that are

thousands of miles away from the consumer.

By learning and applying the principles of forestry,
as a part of intelligent agriculture, our farmers will

make their forest property serve the national welfare
at the same time as their own.
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Protecting Woodlands from Injury

What is popularly known as "brush" in the farm

woodlands is not always undesirable. It is made up

very largely of the young growth of the hardwood

trees. No forest can maintain itself long without re-

production. This young growth is needed to replace

the old trees which die or are cut out. For the sake

of getting a little green grass in the spring, it is the

short-sighted practice in hundreds of localities to fire

the woods regularly. This results in killing of thou-

sands of small trees needed to continue the forest in

the future and also injures a large amount of market-

able timber. Furthermore, such burning destroys a

large amount of rich vegetable fertilizer.

Cattle and hogs in hardwood stands keep the forest

from being restocked. Damage from insects can be

reduced by cutting timber at the proper time of year

and by using lightning-killed trees without delay,

since they harbor destructive pests. Cattle destroy

the protective leaf mulch which keeps the trees grow-

ing during the long, dry spells. All large openings

where light comes through into the forests should be

filled with younger trees. Fully stocked woods con-

tain little or no grass, but afford full shade, which

prevents the soil drying out and keeps the trees

growing.

Does It Pay to Cut Young Pine?

The following data on a young southern yellow

pine, left on the land of the Urania Lumber Com-

pany of Louisiana and measured by Prof. Chapman
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of the Yale Forest School, answer very definitely
that it does not pay. This tree was left by the lum-

bermen in 1902 because it was too small to cut, and

was cut in 1920 to discover what the growth of the

past eighteen years had been.
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.Minnesota Avhich are growing faster than this, and

yet we are permitting them to be destroyed by fire

without any compensation, or cut by some settler

who hopes often without much basis for his hope to

make a miserable five per cent on his investment.

When will we awaken to the fact that these young
trees are amassing wealth faster than we can do it

in any other way?

Taxing Forest Land

Forest land is, ordinarily, in this country taxed an-

nually the same as any other property. This works

a hardship on the timber owner, who gets an income

only when the timber is cut. It often forces him to

cut before maturity because additional taxes will eat

up all his profits. In case the timber is burned, he

has a double loss, the loss of his ultimate income and

the loss of taxes paid to the State on timber which

he never harvests.

The following application of the law in the State

of Utah shows where it is unjust and why private in-

dividuals can not hold land for the growing of tim-

ber alone : The average assessed valuation of timber

lands in Weber County, Utah, is $4,000 per acre. he

assessment is 14 mills on the dollar. In 100 years

this tax, compounded at three per cent annually,

amounts to $36.51 per acre, requiring at least twelve

thousand board feet per acre (stumpage value of

$3.00 per thousand) to meet taxes alone.

The United States is practically the only large na-

tion which has not made reforms in its timber tax
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laws. Six states Massachusetts, Connecticut, Ver-

mont, New York, Pennsylvania and Michigan have

made some advance, the Connecticut and Massachu-

setts laws being by far the best. The latter provides
for a ground tax on bare land paid annually, and an

income tax, paid when the timber reaches maturity.

This law is practically ideal, better even than an in-

come tax alone paid when the timber is cut, since

the latter would not protect the public treasury in

case an owner held his timber indefinitely for specula-

tive values.

An Opportunity for Citizenship

The State Forester has received the following letter

from the Director of Citizenship, Bureau of Naturali-

zation, U. S. Department of Labor:

Dear Sir:

1. Will you and some of your teachers devote a

very short time to a simple, inexpensive but effective

plan for the teaching of Americanism to the foreign-

born candidates for citizenship, residing in your coun-

ty? In many counties numbers of aliens reside on

farms, ranches, in logging and mining camps and other

places where facilities for their citizenship training

have not yet been provided. In case the candidate

resides in a place such as a mining or logging camp.
a company employee or other public-spirited citizen

might be designated as a teacher. Though only one

alien resides in a given place, he deserves the oppor-

tunity to learn. English and the duties of good citizen-

ship.

16



2. With your approval I will send THROUGH
YOU to each new candidate for citizenship living

within your educational jurisdiction (and to his wife,

if he be married) a letter requesting him to call on a

1 cm-lier to be designated by you. There will also be

sent THROUGH YOU two copies of the Federal Citi-

/ciiship Textbook (one for the teacher designated,

one for the student), a Teacher's Manual and an ex-

planatory letter for the teacher. You would add to

the candidate's letter the name and address of the

nearest accessible teacher upon whom he should call

for instruction, to be given as often as the student's

needs require, one session a week, if possible, and at

the most convenient place. Upon the teacher's envel-

ope you wrould write the name and address of the

teacher and mail these two envelopes which will be

furnished and which will require no postage.

3. The Federal Government, in appreciation of

your assistance, will issue to you and to each teacher

who undertakes this work a Certificate of Recognition

and Approval, and Certificates of Graduation and

Proficiency will be presented, jointly with you, to

worthy citizenship candidates and their wives making

satisfactory progress. The certificates issued to the

candidates provide for attestation by you, the teach-

ers and Federal officials. A Textbook and Manual

are being sent to you and a memorandum, in requisi-

tion form, together with samples of some of the

helps listed thereon, furnished by this Division, are

attached.

4. I am sure you will gladly indorse this plan,

which means so little work and so much good. For

17



your response, I inclose a franked envelope and a

form for indicating your acceptance.

Cordially yours,

DIRECTOR OF CITIZENSHIP.

If you know of anyone who would like to take ad-

vantage of this opportunity urge them to write to the

State Forester.

Farm Woodlands An Asset

Farm owners are slowly waking to the fact that

their woodlands are an asset instead of a liability.

Their 200,000,000 acres well on to 40 per cent of

the total timbered area of the United States today-
must be made to do their part by adding to their

owner's income, and our country's wealth.

What do owners desire of their woodlands?

Many are looking at the aesthetic side and are

beginning to realize the extent to which woodland

adds to the beauty of the farming country, and to

the desirability of country living. To a very consid-

erable extent, these owners and their neighbors
can ^eat their cake, and have it, too" for the forest-

er can show them how to harvest their timber crop,

and yet preserve the external general appearance of

the piece of woodland.

A large number appreciate as never before the rela-

tion between the permanence of springs and streams

and the presence of a woodland cover. But here

again the forester can help the farmer by showing
him how he may cut his timber crop and yet protect

the water resources of his farm.
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The shelterbelt or windbreak of mid-western farms

is well recognized as a highly desirable feature and

in many cases, as essential to the farmer's proper de-

velopment. But farmers of other parts of the country
as well, place a high value on the protection against

the wind furnished by their woodlands. All such

can and should call on the forester to show them
how they may harvest the timber crop, and yet con-

tinue to enjoy the greatest measure of protection.

Other farm owners may desire a cover for small

game or a cover to prevent erosion with its ruinous

effects upon lower-lying lands. The assistance which

can be rendered the farm owner in this connection

is obvious.

And last, but not least, comes the farm owner's

production of timber, maple sugar, or some other

forest product, for his own needs or for sale. He
need only inquire the retail price of very ordinary
lumber today to learn that there is money enough
in it for someone. Practically all forest products are

selling well. The growing of timber for sale or use

is a coming business.

In connection with this whole question it appears
that

The treatment given by the farmer to his woodland

affects the well-being of the country.

Only a small percentage of farm woodland owners

today realize what possibilities exist on their wood-

lands.

Farm woodland owners will sooner or later be ex-

pected by the general public to so manage their lands
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that they can actually contribute to the country's

forest products.

The farm woodland owner should look to the fed-

eral government and the state government to pro-

vide the necessary technical assistance. The machin-

ery now exists in the Smith-Lever Act. Funds and

technical assistance will be forthcoming when wood-

land owners in great enough numbers make their

needs known through their County Farm Bureaus.

Future Forest Policy for New England

Fully 60 per cent of the land area of New Eng-
land is forested and this percentage has increased

during the last 30 years. In spite of its early settle-

ment and relatively dense population, which is 106

inhabitants per square mile, and for the three southern

states 360 per square mile, New England still re-

mains a wooded region.

Forest, waterpower and agricultural lands consti-

tute her principal natural resources. Lumbering, un-

der which wood for pulp is the most important single

product, manufacturing, agricultural pursuits and the

business built around the summer tourist and sports-

man form the four leading industries. These are all

interested in the forest resources.

Lumbering is directly dependent upon the forests

for its existence, which is threatened unless forestry

be practised. Under regulated management the lum-

ber industry could draw an inexhaustible supply from

the forests.

Manufacturing may secure its raw materials from
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the forest, or use wood in shipping its products or

utilize for power purposes waterpowers dependent
for their constancy upon preservation of the forest

cover.

Agricultural land throughout most sections of New
England is intermixed in relatively small areas with

forest land. Under such circumstances agriculture

must be combined with forestry in order to realize the

highest returns. Thousands of acres of agricultural

lands have been left idle because of the exhaustion

locally of the forest resource and the consequent de-

parture of the lumbermen who furnish the farmer

his market.

The revenue annually derived from fishing, hunt-

ing and the summer business reaches a large total and

is the chief cash income of many communities. An
attractive forest cover is an important item in holding
and increasing this business.

When fully appreciative of the part in their pros-

perity which the forest resource has played, and is

capable of playing in the future, the people of New
England will demand one of two things or both

namely :

That the great majority of the forest lands be pur-

chased and managed by the federal or state govern-

ments; or, that such restrictions be placed upon priv-

ate owners of forest lands as will, while utilizing,

perpetuate the forest resources.
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Protection from White Pine Blister Rust

There does not seem to be any reason why the man
who wants to plant white pine should abandon his

project on account of the white pine blister rust.

This is especially true of prairie plantings and other

farm plantings where there is little wild land. The

disease has been proven to be serious enough under

certain conditions, but fairly simple prevention meas-

ures have been found and those measures are most

easily applied under the conditions cited above.

It has been proven conclusively that the presence

of currant or gooseberry bushes within a comparative-

ly short distance of the pine trees is absolutely neces-

sary to the spread of the disease. Trees which are

not less than 600 feet from such bushes are considered

safe. It is a very easy matter to remove all bushes

of those kinds for this distance around a plantation

or grove where the surrounding land is prairie or

under cultivation.

It becomes difficult only where the wild currants

and gooseberries are very abundant as in some of our

woodlands. Even there it is not at all an impossible

thing to do. It requires only a little care and per-

severance in cutting out the bushes in and 600 feet

around the pine to be protected. It requires care

because they must be cut off belowr the surface and

none of them missed. It requires perseverance be-

cause they are likely to sprout if any of the crown

is left or the root ends are exposed. Moreover seeds

may germinate and seedlings, which were too small

to see when the work was first done, may develop.
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Go over the ground to be cleared and cut out with

an old axe or grub hoe always cutting the roots below

the crown all the currant and gooseberry bushes you
can find. Cover the ground slowly and systematically

so that you will not overlook any. You can get a

very large per cent of them in this way, but will al-

ways miss some. To get them go over the ground

again the next spring about the middle of May, and

take out all you find. As these species start to grow
a little earlier than the other plants, they are particu-

larly easy to find at this time of the year. This ought

to get practically all of them, but it will be best to re-

peat the process every spring for two or three years

to make sure that the birds or some other agency
are not bringing them in.

Remember that this applies to tame as well as to

wild rabies.

Follow these directions and your white pine should

be safe anywhere.

Many New Jersey Woodland Owners Are

Practicing Forestry

A survey of the progress of Forestry in New Jersey,

conducted during the past winter by the State Divi-

sion of Forestry to determine the extent that woodland

owners have actively engaged in forestry practice,

has shown most gratifying results. Since the State

itself owns less than one per cent of the forests within

its borders, it has been the policy of the State Forester

to support and encourage the interest of private own-

ers in the practice of forestry, and in this way serve
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the public interest. Many owners who have taken ad-

vantage of this aid, have found woodland manage-
ment and forest planting both practicable and profit-

able.

The replies received to questionnaires sent to all

persons who have indicated an interest in forestry

in the past, show that 114 active co-operators, includ-

ing 11 municipalities and public institutions, have

practiced intensive forestry methods, including im-

provement cutting, close utilization of products, as

well as fire protection, on approximately 10,000

acres, while 40,000 acres more under the same owner-

ship have been protected and improved to some ex-

tent, and definite plans made for more intensive man-

agement. The same co-operators, together with 41

others, are planning to extend forestry manage-
ment to more than 12,000 acres of woodland that

have received no special attention up to this time.

Progress has also been made in forest planting.

While natural reproduction is usually adequate and

satisfactory in most parts of the State, it is often

advisable to re-establish forest growth by planting on

land unwisely cleared and unfit for agriculture, or

where all reproduction has been destroyed by fire.

More than 1600 acres have been planted by persons

co-operating with the State Forester, and nearly 300

acres more will be planted within a short time.

Believing that a number of State Forests are valu-

able as public demonstrations of the methods and

results of forestry practice, the State has acquired
six public Forests with a total area of 16,591 acres.

Upon these lands 50 acres of forest plantations have
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l-Mi established for the purpose of experiment and

demonstration.

Altogether there are 80,000 acres within the State,

approximately 4 per cent of the total woodland area,

upon which forestry practice is now established or

definitely planned for the immediate future. The

owners have been won over to a realization of the

importance and practicability of forestry methods and

are pledged to its practice.

The progress indicated in this survey is encourag-

ing when it is realized that the work was commenced

nily 13 years ago. Much however is yet to be done.

Xew Jersey has nearly 2,000,000 acres of woodland,
most of it in a degraded condition because of repeat-

ed forest fires, wasteful logging, neglect of owners,

and abuse by the public. As determined by soil sur-

veys and careful studies nearly three-quarters of this

area is unfit for any profitable use other than grow-

ing timber. The State's problem therefore is to

make this great area a group of productive, profit-

able forests
;
the means clearly are preventing and con-

trolling forest fires, and applying practical forestry

management. These established, the value of New
Jersey's forests can be rapidly increased from the

present total of 6 million dollars to over 200 million

dollars. Instead of furnishing less than one-twentieth

of the lumber used within the State as at present,

Xew Jersey's woodlands are capable of supplying a

large part of the ordinary lumber and wood products

required by her people. The benefits to land owners,

producers and consumers are self-evident.
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Free Camping Grounds for Tourists at Bemidji

Bemidji has come to the fore by establishing camp-

ing grounds for tourists, something which other cit-

ies and municipalities should do. The Forestry As-

sociation has long advocated the need of camping

grounds where tourists may put up their tents and

coo"k their own meals. Boy Scout organizations have

been urged to establish camp sites at suitable points.

This is one of the first definite steps looking toward

a series of such camps, and Bemidji is to be con-

gratulated. Hotel accommodations during the sum-

mer in northern Minnesota are insufficient, crowded

and uncertain, and camping sites like this one estab-

lished at Bemdiji will do much to bring tourists to

Minnesota or make them comfortable while here. The

following is taken from the Bemidji Pioneer:

That Diamond Point this season will be a most pop-
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local people, is a foregone conclusion. A free camp-

ing ground has been in great demand in this section

of the state and the announcement that the best spot

on beautiful Lake Bemidji is to be given over for

such purposes will be met with favor from far and

near.

I'. M. Peterson, special officer and custodian of the

City park at Diamond Point, announces that arrange-

ments have been completed for receiving campers and

tourists at this free camping grounds.

Mr. Peterson has arranged a number of fire places

which campers may use for cooking purposes and for

which no charge will be made. He also has installed

a complete kitchen and dining room and will serve

meals for 50 cents. In connection with the meal

service. Mr. Peterson operates a confectionery and

light lunch stand at which soft drinks, ice cream, etc.,

are being sold.

The bath houses are being overhauled and will soon

be ready for use. With a few more days of warm

weather, it is expected that bathers will swarm to

this popular beach and Mr. Peterson is making ar-

rangements to take care of all who desire to come.

Under his supervision last year, Diamond Point was a

most popular resort and he expects to continue with

the same obliging service as rendered in the past.

Interest in Forest Fire Protection

Forest fire protection seems to be gaining interest

everywhere except in the Minnesota legislature where

it so narrowly escaped complete neglect at the last
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session. The latest move is a proclamation issued this

year for the first time by a number of governors in

the western states setting aside a "Forest Protection

Week." This proclamation will receive publicity in

all of the schools and churches and in many other

ways. It is intended to concentrate everyone's atten-

tion on the necessity for greater care in the handling
of fire in the forest. If this can be done for a week
each year, it should have some tendency to turn peo-

ple's minds permanently in that direction.

The present paper necessity, the high price of lum-

ber and all other wood products and the disastrous

results of great forest fires in the past should add

weight to the observance of such a week this year.

The Pacific Coast states and most of those in the

Rocky Mountains have joined the movement. Strange-

ly enough none of the Lake States are included. There

is probably no other section of the country which has

suffered more heavily from fires than the Lake States

and yet they are the hardest ones to move. The

Eastern states probably do not feel the need of it.

They have very small areas to protect, plenty of

people to protect them and a well developed senti-

ment against fires. The South with its annual grass

fires, generally believed in that section to be benefi-

cial and never doing any great damage except to the

forest soil and young growth, where it is not noticed,

have not awakened to the necessity of fire protection.

The Lake States with their lurid history and great

future forest possibilities should be in the lead, and

they will be when the people get over the idea that

every square foot of the state is agricultural and des-
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lined to be under cultivation next year.

The sooner we realize that there are large areas of

this state which will produce more wealth as forests

than they will as farms and treat them accordingly
the better off we shall be. This is no insinuation

airainst the quality of the state. It simply means
that forest products are so valuable and so essential

that a considerable area of the state could be profit-

ably devoted to the raising of timber even if every
foot of her sacred soil were "the most fertile in

America.

The Cornell Forester
The Forestry Club at Cornell University has issued

a very interesting annual under the title of the

"Cornell Forester" for 1920. It is a very interesting

little volume. In addition to short articles of local

interest it contains contributions from such men as

B. E, Fernow, AV. B. Greeley, the U. S. Forester;

Gifford Pinchot, Hon. G. D. Pratt, Conservation Com-
missioner of New York; Boiling Arthur Johnson,

editor of the Lumber World Review; S. T. Dana
of the U. S. Forest Service; Dean R. S. Hosmer and

others prominent in the field of forestry.

These Forestry Club annuals are coming to fill a

rather important place in the forestry literature. The

articles very largely represent the advice of experi-

enced men in many branches of work to the uninitiat-

ed student. They are one of the best sources from

which the student may learn the varied opportunities
of the profession. There is no place else where this

field is so well covered.

The students who get them out deserve consider-

able credit. 29



Forest News in Brief

Of all the paper used in the United States 22 per
cent is used by the newspapers. Before the war it

sold for 2 cents a pound. Xow it sells for from 5

cents to 10 cents according to the quantity bought.

In the last 20 years the use of newsprint has in-

creased over 200 per cent.

All exports of pulpwood from Newfoundland and

the crown lands of Canada have been prohibited.

Ten years ago the United States produced its entire

newsprint supply ;
now we import two-thirds of it.

And yet there are millions of acres of land suitable

for the growing of pulpAvood lying idle.

Much pulpwood is freighted 500 miles to the mills

instead of being produced in the same township.

We bought 1,400,000 cords of pulpwood from Can-

ada in 1918, and the price has jumped to $25.00 per
cord.

The Disston Saw Co. recently manufactured two of

the largest circular saws ever made. They were nine

feet in diameter.

Germany, even in her present dire need for wood,
when spruce logs are selling for 2,000 marks per 1,000

feet, is restricting her annual cut to her annual

growth.

The forest fires in this country burn ten times the

area of devastated France every year.

It is estimated that there are over one hundred mil-

lion acres of idle cut-over lands in the southern states
;

and the area of the unproductive cut-over lands in the

lake states is greater than the area of Michigan.
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The Province of Quo 1 KM/, in 1919, had 518 lakes and

4!) rivers leased for fishing purposes, producing a

revenue of .^76,248. Minnesota has 10,000 lakes and

oodles of rivers which are not producing anything.

Eight and three-quarter million pelts were offered

at the April fur sale in London. v

Almost thirteen million pelts were imported into

the United States from Canada in 1918-19. These

furs wore valued at millions of dollars. They arc a

by-product of the forest and a by-product worth pre-

serving. AVe must save the forests if we are to pre-

serve the furs.

In 1919 Quebec produced 12,350,000 pounds of maple

sugar and 1,470,000 gallons of maple syrup valued at

$6,400,000. Minnesota has thousands of maple trees

which are not being worked. This is another by-

product of the forest.

Timber is essentially a poor land crop. Steep slopes,

poor soil, rocky land, .unusual corners, gullied and

wooded tracts, all these afford opportunities for

growing timber profitably. A careful survey of the

average farm will reveal a surprising number of spots

of this sort which can be utilized to advantage. If

they do not already have trees, planting them with

the proper varieties will materially increase the value

of the land.

Certain kinds of trees, like the locust and the

acacias, build up poor soil through the nitrogen-gath-

ering bacteria in the root nodules, as do the clovers

arid other legumes. All trees build up the soil by the

introduction of humus from their fallen leaves. This
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soil-building power of the trees is something which the

farmer should not overlook. Steep lands, which have

been cleared of timber at great expense, after being
cultivated for a few years, often become gullied, and

the rich soils adjoining are covered with deep deposits

of sand. The surest and cheapest method of protecting

such slopes is to maintain forests 011 them.

Small gullies can be stopped up by closely packed
brush and tree tops, anchored by stakes if necessary.

Large open gullies may be checked successfully only

by planting over the entire gully basin, supplemented

by low brush lanes across the large units of the gully.

For the sake of getting a scattering of green grass

in the spring, it is the short-sighted practice in hun-

dreds of localities to fire the woods regularly. This

results in killing thousands of small trees needed to

continue the forest in the future and also injures a

large amount of marketable, timber. Furthermore,

such burning destroys a large amount of rich vegetable
fertilizer.

Idle cut-over lands produce neither timber, farm

crops, nor income to meet taxes. They must be put

to work.

Secretary Meredith has suggested to the manufactu-

rers of cigarettes that they place a fire warning in

every package.

Liberty Bonds at the present market price are a

good, gilt-edged investment.
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Minnesota Is Paying

For the Importation of Wood

There are enough idle, non-producing lands in

the Slate to supply all our own needs

and some of our neighbors'

HOW LONG ARE WE GOING
TO BE BLED IN THIS WAY?
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FIRE PREVENTION SLOGANS FOR SMOKERS

Don't drop FIRE when you smoke in the woods,
nor throw it out along the road. Keep the forests

GREEN.

DANGER! Matches, pipe coals, cigar stubs and

cigarette ends start many forest fires. Help protect

woods, streams, scenery.

BE CAREFUL! Don't start a fire in the woods
when you begin or end your smoke. Be sure your
match, cigarette, or pipe is out.

DON'T START WHAT YOU CAN'T STOP! Be
careful with fire in and near the forest.

FIRE IS DANGEROUS! Be careful when you
smoke in the woods.

LOOK OUT! When you smoke in the woods, don't

start a forest fire.

YOUR CO-OPERATION with the company to keep
down forest fires is asked. Break your match in two.

Knock out your pipe ashes into your hand. Don't

drop a burning cigarette.

FOREST FIRES cost millions a year. Don't start

one.

DON'T THOW FIRE AWAY in the woods or along
the road.

HELP PREVENT FIRES
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North Woods July-August

We know of no better thing to present to anyone

this month than a summary of the information re-

cently collected by the IT. S. Forest Service in re-

sponse to the "Capper Resolution" passed by the

last session of Congress. Certainly nothing could be

of more vital interest to anyone who is at all con-

cerned over the welfare of Minnesota or of the coun-

try as a whole. For one interested in any way in the

timber supply, timber prices, or the use of land the

report contains invaluable information.

An attempt has been made in this issue to analyze

the report, quote certain portions which deal espe-

cially with this section of the country, and explain

the significance of the facts set forth.

The report is entitled "Timber Depletion, Lumber

Prices. Lumber Exports and Concentration of Tim-

ber Ownership." It is known as "Report on Senate

Resolution 311" and may be obtained from the Su-

perintendent of Documents, Government Printing Of-

fice, Washington, D. C., for 25 cents per copy.

The text of the resolution which was introduced by

Senator Capper and passed by the Senate February

21, 1920, follows:

Whereas, it has been reported that the forest re-

sources of the United States are being rapidly deplet-

ed, and that the situation is already serious and will

soon become critical; and

Whereas, these alleged facts are either largely un-

known to the public or are in dispute ;
Therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the Secretary of Agriculture be,
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and he is hereby, directed to report to the Senate on

or before June 1, 1920, on the following matters, us-

ing what information the Forest Service now has

available, or what may be obtained readily with its

existing organization :

1. The facts as to the depletion of timber, pulp-

wood, and other forest resources in the United States.

2. Whether, and to what extent, this affects the

present high cost of materials.

3. Whether the export of lumber, especially of

hardwoods, jeopardizes our domestic industries.

1. Whether the reported depletion tends to in-

crease the concentration of ownership in timber lands

and the manufacture of lumber, and to what extent;

and if such concentration exists, how it affects or

may affect the public welfare.

Foreword

Such facts as these, based on the most complete

data so far collected in this country, are not to be

denied. They need little explanation or comment. To

any one who cares to see, their purport is self evident
;

to those who do not want to see, attempted explana-

tions are useless.

The state is already spending millions each year for

the importation of wood. This amount must inevit-

ably increase steadily and rapidly as our local supply

declines and our population increases.

We can do one of three things: continue to pay
out money for imports and freight ; go without lum-

ber; or grow trees on the millions of idle acres we

have on our hands and keep our money at home. It

does not take much of an economist to see which is
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the wisest emirse, aml the decision is in our own
1m nds. AVhieh shall it be?

Summary of the Report

The following letter from the Secretary of Agricul-

ture transmitting the report to the Senate gives a

fairly good summary of its contents.

LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL
June 1, 1920.

The President of the United States Senate.

sir: I have the honor to submit herewith a report

on forest depletion in the United States, prepared by
the Forest Service in this department pursuant to

Senate resolution 311.

This resolution requests information on:

1. The depletion of timber in the United States.

2. The effects of timber depletion upon the high

cost of materials.

I. The effects of lumber exports upon domestic

industries.

4. The effects of depletion upon the concentration

of timber ownership and manufacture and the rela-

tion of such concentration to the public welfare.

The outstanding facts reported by the Forest Serv-

ice are:

(1) That three-fifths of the original timber of the

United States is gone and that wre are using timber four

times as fast as we are growing it. The forests remain-

ing are so localized as greatly to reduce their national

utility. The bulk of the population and manufactur-

ing industries of the United States are dependent up-
on distant supplies of timber as the result of the de-
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pletion of the principal forest areas east of the Great

Plains.

(2) That the depletion of timber is not the sole

cause of the recent high prices of forest products, but

it is an important contributing cause whose effects

will increase steadily as depletion continues.

(3) That the fundamental problem is to increase

the production of timber by stopping forest devasta-

tion.

The virgin forests of the United States covered 822

million acres. They are now shrunk to one-sixth of

that area. All classes of forest land, including culled,

burned, and cut-over areas, now aggregate 463 million

acres, or a little more than one-half of our original

forests. Of the forest land remaining and not utiliz-

ed for farming or any other purpose, approximately
81 million acres have been so severely cut and burn-

ed as to become unproductive waste. This area is

equivalent to the combined forests of Germany, Den-

mark, Holland, Belgium, France. Switzerland, Spain

ind Portugal. Upon an enormous additional area

the growth of timber is so small in amount or of such

inferior character that its economic value is negligible.

The merchantable new timber remaining in the

United States is estimated roughly at 2,215 billion

board feet, something less than three-fourths of which

is virgin stumpage, The rest is second growth of

relatively inferior quality. About one-half of the

timber left is in the three Pacific Coast States, and

over 61 per cent is west of the Great Plains. A little

over one-fifth of the timber left in the country, o|
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460 billion board feet, is hardwoods.

There is now consumed or destroyed annually in

the rnited States 56 billion board feet of material of

saw timber size. The total yearly consumption of all

classes of timber is about 26 billion cubic feet. Our

depleted forests are growing less than one-fourth of

this amount. The United States is not only cutting

heavily into its remaining virgin forests every year,

but is also using up the smaller material upon which

our future supply of saw timber depends much more

rapidly than it is being replaced.

The two striking effects of timber depletion already

apparent are:

(1) The injury to large groups of wood users and

to many communities resulting from the exhaustion

of the nearby forest regions from which they were

formerly supplied ;
and

(2) The shortage of timber products of high

Quality.

Less than 5 per cent of the virgin forests of New
Knuland remain, and the total stand of saw timber

in these States is not more than one-eighth of the

original stand. New York, once the leading State in

lumber production, now manufactures only 30 board

feet per capita yearly, although the requirements of its

own population are close to 300 board feet per

eapita. The present cut of lumber in Pennsylvania is

less than the amount consumed in the Pittsburg dis-

trict alone. The original pine forests of the Lake

States, estimated at 350 billion feet, are now reduced
to less thaa 8 billion feet, and their yearly cut of

timber is less than one-eighth of what it used to be.
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These four densely populated regions, containing
themselves very large areas of forest land, are now

largely dependent upon timber grown and manufac-

tured elsewhere and are becoming increasingly de-

pendent upon timber which must be shipped the

width of the continent.

The bulk of the building lumber and structural

timbers used in the Eastern and Central States during
the last 15 years was grown in the pine forests of the

South. The virgin pine forests of the South Atlantic

and Gulf States have been reduced from about 650

billion board feet to about 139 billion feet. The

production of yellow-pine lumber is now falling off

and within ten years will probably not exceed the re-

quirements of the Southern States themselves.

The United States at one time contained the most

extensive temperate zone hardwood forests in the

world. One region after another has been cut out.

The production of hardwood products on the past

scale can not be long continued. The scarcity of high-

grade oak, poplar, ash, hickory, walnut, and other

standard woods is now placing many American in-

dustries in a critical condition.

The depletion of forest resources is not confined

to saw timber. Since 1909, the country has ceased

being self-supporting in newsprint paper and now

imports two-thirds of the pulp, pulp wood, or news-

print which we require. This condition is due in part

to timber depletion, in part to failure of the paper

industry to expand in our western forest regions as

the lumber industry has expanded. In 1919 the pro-

duction of turpentine and rosin had fallen off 50 per

10



cent. AVithin ten years the United States will lose

its commanding position in the world's market for

these products and may in time be unable to supply
its domestic requirements.

The termination of the war found the lumber in-

dustry with depleted stocks. Production during the

war had been much less than normal on account of

shortages of labor and equipment and embargoes on

transportation. A large part of the lumber produced
had been taken by the Government for war purposes.

During the same time, the normal construction^ of

dwellings and industrial structures and the use of

lumber in many manufacturing industries had been

greatly curtailed. Following the war, these pent-up

demands were released. They caught the lumber in-

dustry not only with its stock short and broken from

war conditions but unable, on account of labor diffi-

culties, lack of freight cars, and bad weather in im-

portant producing regions, to respond rapidly with

increased production. Aside from the general causes

affecting prices of most commodities, the expansion of

credit accompanied by currency inflation and the

wave of speculation and extravagance, an "auction"

lumber market would no doubt have resulted from

the frenzied competition of buyers to obtain the

limited stocks available, wholly inadequate to satisfy

current demands.

Under the combined influence of the general con-

ditions making for high prices and this situation in

the lumber industry itself, prices rose to unprecedent-
ed limits. In March, 1920, average mill prices in the

South and West had increased 300 per cent and more
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over the prices received in 1914, and average retail

prices in the Middle West showed increases ranging
i'rom 150 to 200 per cent. In the case of high quality
hardwoods and other specialized products, the aver-

age advance in eastern wholesale markets was from
200 to 250 per cent, and the demand at this advance

was still unsatisfied.

The timber market has been more unstable than

ever before in our history. Many industries have

been unable to secure their supplies of timber at any

price. The output of certain entire industries has

been reduced as much as 50 per cent. Middlemen
and manufacturers of wooden commodities have been

able to pass on to the consumer and even augment

any price they might pay. Necessities have fared

worse than luxuries. The ramifications of lumber

shortages and high prices are limitless and have af-

fected seriously practically our entire population.

Obviously these lumber prices bear no relation to

the cost of production and distribution. While the

costs of production in the lumber industry have at

least doubled as compared with 1916, lumber prices

iiace much more than doubled and have become

wholty disproportionate to operating costs. Exces-

sive profits have been made by the industry. The

division of these profits between manufacture and

distribution has varied in accordance with circum-

stances and the ability of the various elements in the

industry to dominate the situation. That prices have

been too high is recognized by the best thought in

the industry, and some manufacturers have sought
to stabilize the market.
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The depletion of timber in the United States has

not been the only cause of these excessive prices on

In rest products, but has been an important contribut-

ing cause. It has led to the migration of both the

Softwood and hardwood lumber industries from region

to region and each is now cutting heavily into its

last reserves. The exhaustion of timber in near-by
forest regions has compelled many large lumber con-

suming centers to import their supplies from greater

and greater distances. The wholesale prices on upper

grades of softwood lumber in New York were from

$20 to $25 per thousand prior to 1865 when mills in

the same State supplied this market, from $35 to $45

!>'! v/cen 1865 and 1917 when most of the supply came

from the Lake States and the South, and are now

entering a general level of $130 a thousand feet with

a large part of the material coming from the Pacific

coast. In the Middle "West, the building grades of

white pine lumber cut in Michigan, Wisconsin, and

Minnesota, retailed at $15 to $20 per thousand feet

prior to 1900. As lumber from the Lake States be-

came exhausted and southern pine took over this

market, the retail prices rose to a level of $25 to $35

per thousand feet. The replacement of southern pine

by West Coast timbers now in progress is initiating

a new price level of about $80 to $85 per thousand

feet. The increased cost of transportation is but one

factor in these new price levels, but it is an important
one. The freight bill on the average thousand feet

ol' lumber used in the United States is steadily increas-

ing as the sawmills get farther and farther away
from the bulk of the lumber users.
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Much information is available to show the disad-

vantages of the lumber consumer in regions whose

near-by forests have been exhausted. Retail prices in

the Ohio valley, for example, on certain grades
exceed retail prices 011 the identical grades in

Oregon in some instances by as much as $50

per thousand board feet after allowing for all

transportation costs. The curtailment of lumber out-

put in the eastern regions not only has compelled
the average consumer to pay more for freight but has

enhanced the effects of congestion in transportation

and of climatic and other factors limiting the pro-

duction in regions which still support a large lumber

industry. It has restricted opportunity for competi-

tion and thereby increased the opportunity of the

lumber manufacturer or dealer to auction his stocks

for higher prices. In other words, the effects of forest

depletion can not be measured in terms of the total

quantity of timber remaining. Its injury is felt par-

ticularly through the steady process of regional ex-

haustion. Our remaining timber is so localized that

its availability to the average user of wood is greatly

reduced. Particularly does such a restricted location

of the timber supplies assume a serious national as-

pect in the face of transportation congestion and in-

adequate transportation facilities such as the United

States is now experiencing. Had the forests and for-

est industries of the Eastern States still existed, the

opportunities for regional competition in supplying
the lumber markets and the wider distribution of

lumber transport undoubtedly would have afforded

a curb upon rising prices which did not exist in 1919.
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The export trade in lumber does not have a serious

i-ing upon timber depletion from the standpoint
ot quantity, but does have an important bearing

1

upon
the dnr-ition of our limited supply of high-grade tim-

ber, particularly the hardwoods. The exports' of high-

grade oak, walnut, hickory, ash and other woods es-

S'.-ntial to many industries in the United States which

now seem probable will further enhance the shortage

of such products for the domestic market and the

tendencies already evident toward sustained high
:

. On the other hand, the United States imports

from Canada about two-thirds of its total consump-
tion of newsprint or newsprint materials. The effects

of our export trade in lumber should be considered

from the standpoint of the specific timber grades or

products whose depletion is most imminent and

threatening to American industries.

The concentration of timber ownership has not

changed materially since the exhaustive report made

upon this subject by the Bureau of Corporations

in 1910. One-half of the privately owned timber in

the United States is held by approximately 250 large

owners, the ownership of the remaining timber being

very widely distributed. The tendency toward the ac-

quisition and speculative holding of timber beyond

operating requirements has been checked, and the

present tendency is toward the manufacture of large

timber holdings. At the same time the lumber in-

dustry, particularly in the Western States, is going

tlr.-ough a partial reorganization into larger operat-

ing and marketing groups. In this there is a tend-

ency for small mills to disappear and small timber
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noldings to be blocked into larger ones adapted to

extensive lumber manufacture. AVhile there is still

a large number of individual timber owners and of

sawmills operating as separate units, the larger in-

terests a*re acquiring a more dominant place in lum-

ber manufacture in the AYest. It is to be expected
that these large interests or groups will maintain as

time goes on, a fairly constant supply of timber for

their manufacturing plants by acquiring smaller hold-

ings. No information is at hand which would justify

a conclusion that monopolistic conditions on any gen-

eral scale have grown out of this situation. There are

many instances to the contrary. On the other hand,

the degree of control of the timber remaining in the

United States exercised by a comparatively small

number of large interests will steadily increase as

timber depletion continues, approaching a natural

monopoly in character, and this control will extend

particularly to the diminishing supply of high-grade

material.

In 1918 our per capita consumption of lumber was

about 300 board feet. The homes and industries of

the United States require at least 35 billion feet of

lumber yearly, aside from enormous quantities of

paper and other products of the forest. A reduction

in the current supply of lumber below this figure

would seriously curtail our economic development.

Appreciable increases in lumber imports are not pos-

sible except at excessive prices. We can not afford

to cut our per capita use of lumber to one-half or

one-third the present amount to the level of Euro-

pean countries where lumber is an imported luxury.
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\Ve must produce the great bulk of the timber which
we need ourselves and we have the resources for

doing so.

The solution of the problem presented by forest

depletion in the United States is a national policy of

reforestation. Increased and widely distributed pro-

duction of wood is the most effective attack upon
excessive prices and monopolistic tendencies. Deple-
tion has not resulted from the use of forests but from

their devastation, from our failure, while drawing

upon our reservoirs of virgin timber to also use our

limber-growing land. If our enormous areas of forest

growing land, now idle or largely idle, which are not

required for any other economic use, can. be restored

to timber growth, a future supply of forest products

adequate in the main to the needs #f the country

will be assured.

I therefore most earnestly request your considera-

tion of the practical measures proposed in the accom-

panying report for putting a stop to forest devastation

and restoring our idle land to timber production. I

would emphasize especially the immediate urgency of

legislation (1) which will permit effective co-operation

between the Federal Government and the several

States in preventing forest fires and growing timber

on cuf-over lands, and (2) which will greatly extend

the National Forests. Enlargement of the National

Forests offers immediate relief. On these publicly ad-

ministered areas high quality timber can be grown
and utilized to the maximum advantage; regrowth
will follow cutting; and, under the regulations of

the Forest Service, the disposal of timber will foster
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competitive conditions in the lumber industry. These

steps are the foundation of an effective national

policy for insuring a permanent and adequate supply
of timber.

Concurrently with these measures, a comphehensive

survey of the forest resources of the United States

should be made.

Respectfully yours,

E. T. MEREDITH, Secretary.

Improve Your Woodlands by Proper Cutting

Lack of proper thinning and cutting is a common

cause of woodlands being unprofitable, according to

a recent bulletin entitled, "Making Woodlands Prof-

itable in the Southern States," issued by the United

States Department of Agriculture. Nature usually

overcrowds trees in a given space, says the publica-

tion, and so steps should be taken to give them suffi-

cient light and soil moisture to thrive and become

profitable.

By properly controlling the number of trees on a

tract it is possible to increase their rate of growth and

eventually their size. Except for the production of

cordwood, a few large trees on a given area are

usually more desirable than many small ones. If pos-

sible valuable kinds of wood should be grown in

preference to common woods, which bring lower

prices. Woodlands in this country, as a rule, contain

many crooked, forked and diseased trees, which should

be replaced by straight, sound ones. Soon after a

cutting the remaining trees show an increased growth
18



and the whole woodland rapidly increases in value by
the elimination of inferior trees.

With an active market for cordwood and for fence

posts, poles and lumber there is every inducement

to clear out the inferior trees diseased, dying, crook-

ed, and less valuable kinds. Right cutting also in-

cludes the removal of large, sound trees whose growth
is slow, because they are nearing or have reached ma-

turity. The cutting should be done only at a time of

favorable market condition or when building or other

timber is needed on the farm. Copies of this bulletin

may be had by addressing the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

These statements are quite as true of the old tree

claims and planted groves of southwestern Minnesota

as they are of the natural woodlands of the southeast.

Thousands of these groves have suffered in the past

and are now rapidly degenerating through lack of

care. They have not made anything like the growth

they should have made and are now beginning to die

out because they are too crowded. Thinning is to the

irrove what cultivation is to the corn.

The trees must be planted thickly at first that they

may quickly crowd out the grass and conserve the

moisture in the soil, but once they have accomplished
this it is a great mistake to let them waste their

energy in crowding each other. It is certainly dis-

tressing to see hundreds of splendid tree claims plant-

ed thirty years ago going to rack and ruin for the

lack of a little intelligent thinning. The men who
planted them succeeded in making them grow only
with considerable difficulty and it is only natural that
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they should be loath to cut any of them down, but it

is a case of kindness spoiling the child. Spare the

rod and spoil the child is as true of groves as it is

of sons and daughters. It may be hard to cut these

trees which you have planted and cared for, but

the failure to do so means the inevitable stunting of

the trees and the early depreciation of the grove.

As a rule these first plantings were made up of

rapid-growing, short-lived species as they should have

been, but it is not fair to expect them to make perma-
nent groves. As these trees mature, even though they
are not crowded, they should be cut out and more

permanent trees, such as ash, elm and spruce, planted
in the openings thus made. Some time can often be

saved by planting under the old trees a few years
before they are to be cut.

There are many different methods of handling a

wood lot, but no matter what one is used old, defective

or badly crowded trees must be cut, and replacements
made if the tract is to serve its purpose successfully.

Idle Forest Land

The depletion of timber in the United States has

not resulted primarily from the use of our forests

but from their devastation. The kernel of the prob-

lem lies in the enormous areas of forest land which

are not producing the timber crops that they should.

There are 326 million acres of cut-over timberlands in

the United States. Their condition ranges from com-

plete devastation, through various stages of partial

restocking or restocking with trees of inferior quality,
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to relatively limited areas which are producing tim-

ber at or near their full capacity. On 81 million

acres there is practically no forest growth. This is

the result of forest fires and of methods of cutting
which destroy or prevent new timber growth. There

were 27.000 recorded forest fires in 1919, burning
a total of 8 1-4 million acres. During the preceding

year, 25,000 fires burned over 10Vi> million acres

of forest land. An additional large acreage was
burned each year, of which no record could be

obtained.

The area of idle or largely idle land is being in-

creased by from 3 to 4 million acres annually as the

cutting and burning of forests continue. The enor-

mous area of forest land in the United States not re-

quired for any other economic use, estimated at 463

million acres, would provide an ample supply of wood

if it was kept productive. Depletion has resulted, not

from using our timber resources but from failure to

use our timber-growing land.

Nor does this situation exist simply in the less

developed and thinly settled regions of the country.

The State of Massachusetts, as a typical example, con-

tains denuded forest lands within a stone's throw of

her dense population and highly developed industries,

which have been estimated at 1,000,000 acres and

which are largely idle as far as growing wood of

economic value is concerned.

.Minnesota has millions of acres of idle cut-over

lands and is already spending $4,000,000 a year for

importing lumber. Does that pay?
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Some Specific Effects of Regional Depletion on

Prices

Regional forest exhaustion, with constantly increas-

ing distance between forest and market, gives rise to

many accessory conditions vitally affecting the price

of lumber to the consumer. Among the more im-

portant are :

Opportunities for speculation in lumber prices by
both producers and distributors tend to increase as

the distance between forest and market becomes

greater and as a species of lumber becomes scarcer.

Curing the 8 or ]0 months preceding March, 1920,

much speculation entered the trade in markets far

removed from the producing regions. The common

use of the reconsignmeiit privilege, for example, by
which cars of lumber are shipped prior to sale, the

shipper or wholesaler, as the case may be, relying

upon favorable sale while the lumber is in transit or

when it reaches, a consignment point, was a fruit-

ful source of speculation. These cars were often held

for bid prices and served to intensify the auction

market and to lift prices.

During the past year demurrage charges on transit

cars amounting to $100 and $200 per car were not

uncommon. The records of transit cars at the Minne-

sota transfer alone show that during the period Octo-

ber, 1919, to March, 1920, 3,000 cars were held with-

out disposition for an aggregate period of 17,453 days
and average of 5.8 days per car and incurred

accrued demurrage and penalty charges amounting to

a total of $76,529.
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As rm\vm<r distances between forests and market

increase opportunities for price speculation, more and

more middlemen are drawn into the trade. While

tin- lesponsible wholesaler is an essential factor of

the trade, a surplus of middlemen is an added bur-

den of cost upon lumber distribution. It has been

estimated that lumber brokerage and wholesalers'

offices on the Pacific coast increased 50 per cent

during 1919 and 1920. It is often the case that men

drawn to the trade by its speculative possibilities are

of the less responsible type, whose methods are not

to the best interests of the trade and the public.

Prices in Depeleted or Nonforested Versus

Forested Regions

Retail prices collected indicate that in normal

times and much more during periods of shortage and

extreme prices, such as the present communities close

to large lumber-producing regions, benefit very ma-

terially in lumber prices. Retail lumber sales in

producing regions of the South and the West are

often made at rates which check closely with whole-

sale prices in the respective regions. This is an ad-

vantage which formerly forested regions, such as the

Lcike States, Pennsylvania, New York, and New Eng-

land have now lost. Lumber dealers in producing ter-

ritories are able to handle lumber on a smaller margin

than retailers at distant points, primarily because

they are near the source of supply and are not re-

quired to carry large stocks or to buy lumber far in

advance in anticipation of delayed shipments and
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traffic breakdowns. Present differences, however, far

exceed pre-war margins.

Furthermore, many mills retail lumber locally at

wholesale prices. Instances were found, in fact, where

special prices below the going wholesale price were

made by mills in order to stimulate local building and

community development. Redwood bevel siding sold

in February, 1920, at a producing city in California

for $40.90 wholesale and $43 retail. During the same

month in Washington, D. C.. and at Dayton. Ohio,

the quoted prices on the same material varied from

$110 to $130. The freight rate from California to

these points was approximately $8.50.

The three tables which follow indicate retail selling

prices in towns and cities in lumber-producing regions

in contrast to prices prevailing in markets far re-

moved from forest regions. In some instances, sale

prices and price quotations from different dealers

varied considerably, and in these cases an average

of the prices obtained is used.

Differences shown in the foregoing tables are in

most cases very striking. No. 2 and better flooring

. of North Carolina pine, for example, was retailing

at around $150 in New York in February, 1920, but

was retailing in Wilmington, N. C., at about $100 per

1,000 feet, although the freight rate to New York

amounts to only $4 or $5 a thousand. Similarly. No.

2 southern pine common boards 1 by 8 inches were

being bought in southern cities at from $50 to $60

a thousand feet, but were costing $80 a thousand in

Dayton, Ohio, and Pittsburgh, Pa., despite freight

rates equivalent to only about $6.50 and $7.50, respec-
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lively. In the case of Pacific coast Douglas fir floor-

ing No. 2, clear vertical grain, 1 by 4 inches, average
retail prices were as low as $85 in some western cities

and as high as $140 in some eastern, with freight

rates of $20 or less. In some cases the difference be-

tween present retail prices in producing regions plus

freight and retail prices in consuming regions exceeds

the total pre-war prices in the consuming region.

Twenty years ago sawmills in Minneapolis were

cutting more than 500 million feet of lumber annually.

As tributary forests became exhausted these mills

were forced one by one to close down. The last re-

maining mill closed a year ago, and one of the larger

cities of the country, as well as the rich agricultural

region surrounding it, is today forced to obtain from

80 to 90 per cent of the lumber from Pacific coast

forests some 2,000 miles distant. Douglas fir, common

dimension, 2 by 4, from western Oregon and "Washing-

ton, for example, cost at retail in Minneapolis in

February, 1920, $60 to $65, whereas in 1900 2 by 4

dimension of white pine could be purchased for $15

to $20. The growing scarcity of white pine has

constantly tended to enhance its value. During Jan-

uary and February of this year it is said that the

relatively few remaining northern pine mills could ob-

tain almost any price desired for their lumber cut.

Price lists recently issued by two groups of mills, for

example, quoted prices varying $15 or more on the

same grades.

Even in normal times lumber purchasers in non-

forested and depleted regions are at a distinct disad-

vantage over purchasers in regions of lumber produc-
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tion. This disadvantage becomes much more pro-

nounced in times of scarcity and unsettled conditions

such as the present, when the excess in retail prices,

deducting all transportation costs, may even exceed

the total price of the same grades under normal condi-

tions.

The State Legislation Needed

The State legislation necessary to stop forest devas-

tation will necessarily vary in different regions. Cer-

tain essential features of such laws, however, are

common to all of the States containing large forest

areas. The more important of them may be stated

briefly as follows :

FIRE PREVENTION AND REFORESTATION OF PRIVATE
LANDS

State laws should provide for the organized pro-

tection of all forest lands in the State during per-

iods of fire hazard, the protected areas to include

all cutover and unimproved land, as wT
ell as bodies

of timber. The protective system should include

patrols during dry weather, lookout stations, fire

breaks and roads where effective, and organized

fire-fighting forces. Every forest owner, large or

small, should bear his proportionate share of its cost,

about half of which may be properly borne by the

State itself with the aid of the Federal Government.

Police regulations for the control of fire during dry

periods, in connection with railroad or industrial op-

erations near forest land, land clearing or slash dis-

posal, hunting, etc., and for the control of incendiar-
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The agency in each State charged with the admin-

istration of the laws dealing with forest fires and

devastation preferably should be a nonpartisan com-

mission exercising wide latitude under the general

authority of the State in determining equitable regu-

lations applicable to varous classes of forest lands.

It should have authority, backed by penalties prescrib-

ed in the law, to enforce its regulations, subject to

appeal by landowners to a judicial review. It should

have authority to investigate any questions concerning

the forests and forest industries of the State and to

advise and assist forest owners in carrying out the

most effective technical methods on their land. It

should have authority and funds for growing plant-
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ing stock and distributing it to local owners in the

State at cost. It should have charge of the acquisi-

tion and administration of State forests and of the

classification of receded tax lands to segregate areas

which should be incorporated in State forests. It

should unify in one body all forest activities of the

State. The make-up of this commission should repre-

sent the general public, its forest owners, its wood-

using industries, and other interests or organizations

concerned with timber production.

STATE AND MUNICIPAL FORESTS
Effective progress in restoring the enormous areas

of denuded land to timber growth can be made only

by largely increasing public forests. Supplementing

the policy of forest acquisition by the Federal Gov-

ernment, every State, including States in the prairie

regions, should acquire forest lands or lands adapted

to tree growth, and provide systematically for the

planting of such areas as will not otherwise rostock

with timber of valuable species. In the forest regions

State acquisition should be concentrated largely upon

cut-over lands not needed for other purposes. As a

part of this program, provision should be made for

the classification of lands owned by the State or ac-

quired through nonpayment of taxes or otherwise,

and for the segregation as permanent State forests of

areas best suited for growing timber or protecting

watersheds.

State laws should encourage the acquisition of

forest lands by municipalities, to the end that public-

forest ownership may be extended by any agencies

capable of undertaking it. Public-forest ownership
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not only is the most effective direct attack upon
timber depletion ;

it serves other vital public interests,

particularly recreation, the protection of water

sources, and the conservation of wild life.

Furthermore, publicly owned and administered for-

ests, widely distributed and setting standards of

technical practice, will be of the greatest educational

value and stimulus to the general adoption by

private owners of methods \vhich will keep their

lands productive.

TAXATION OF FOREST LANDS
The adjustment of existing methods of taxation to

the growing of timber crops is one of the most

essential steps for arresting devastation. Every State

containing forest areas should provide for an exhaus-

tive study of the effects of exisiting methods and

local practices of taxation upon forest devastation,

to the end that needed revision of tax laws may be

drafted and considered by its legislature. The na-

tion-wide study of forest taxation proposed for the

Federal Government would serve to assist and corre-

late the consideration of this problem in the respec-

tive States.

New York state operates a number of nurseries with

an aggregate capacity of ten million seedlings. These

are available for reforestation purposes to any citizen

of the state at cost.

Trees should not be planted directly in front of a
farm house, but should be placed somewhat to each
side so as to make a frame through which a view of a

portion of the front is obtained.
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Steady Progress of Forest Depletion

FOREST DEPLETION AND MIGRATION OF THE
LUMBER INDUSTRY

Each successive chapter in the history of the lum-

ber industry in the United States has been a story

of depletion and migration. In softwoods it is a

history of regional industries, each developing in its

turn, dominating the consuming markets of the coun-

try, and declining at last so far as to be unable to

meet the local requirements of its region. Each has

had the same essential features of beginning, rise,

gind fa?] from light culling operations to clean cutting

of good timber and poor alike and of the shifting of

cut from the more to the less desirable species. The

story of each region will be taken up in detail, but

the main outlines should first be made clear.

In New England lumbering early became a lead-

ing industry, supporting local needs, furnishing the

basis for the early shipbuilding industry, and provid-

ing exports. The industry expanded very slowly,

and owing to the shifting of the cut from one

section to another, from one species to another,

and finally from virgin stands to second growth,

partly on deserted farm lands, production did not

reach the maximum until as late as 1907. Since

then it has been falling rapidly.

New York followed New England as the center

of softwood lumber production and was the leading

lumber State in the country in 1850, although the

greatest volume production was reached from 10 to

20 years earlier. Pennsylvania followed New York,
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and led all the States in 1860, but has now declined

until one city district consumes more than the total

lumber cut of the Slate.

While-pi IK- operations in the Lake States began
with a single sawmill in 1832; eastern shipments were

being made three or four years later; and the culmin-

ation was reached in 1892 with a cut of nearly 9

billion feet. Dreary wastes, dismantled sawmills,

deserted towns, and an insignificant pine output of

a single billion feet in 1918 are depressing reminders

of the day when Lake States lumber supplied the

markets of the country from the Rockies to the At-

lantic Ocean and from the Canadian boundary liter-

ally to the Gulf.

The great development of the southern industry

began in the seventies and increased rapidly to what

was probably the maximum, about 16 billion feet,

in 1909. In its turn, southern pine dominated the

markets little if any less completely than white pine ;

but the South is following the course of other re-

gions, and the remaining supplies of virgin pine arc

only about one-fifth of the original stand. Within

a single decade southern pine production promises

to exceed by little, if any, the needs of the South.

A great start has been made in the last chapter of

the history of virgin softwood stands. Since 189-i

Pacific coast and Rocky Mountain timber has been

forcing its way increasingly into the middle western

and eastern markets. Within the year it has domin-

ated those of the Lake States and has even en-

tered in appreciable quantities those of the South

itself. To the West only, of all our heritage of
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magnificent softwood forests, can the country look

to an increasing cut; but even here there are already
local evidences of depletion, warnings that the con-

clusion of the story will be the same as that of other

regions and in far less time than has Hen estimated.

Hardwood depletion and the migration of centers

of production has followed along much the same

line, although regional boundaries have been much
less distinct. Cutting began early in New England
and along the Atlantic coast, spread slowly to the

westward through New York and Pennsylvania as

local supplies were cut out, and became important in

Ohio and the Middle Atlantic States after water and

rail transportation was developed. From here it

spread north into the Lake States and south into

Kentucky and Tennessee and the southern Appalach-
ian Mountains. The stands of these various regions

have been successively depleted. In. New England
and New' York, aside from second growth, largely

in farm wood lots, there remain only the stands of

hardwoods in the North. The commercial cut of the

Middle Western States is almost a thing of the past.

That of the Lake States has fallen off materially, as

has also even that of the southern Appalachians.
The end of the cut in the Appalachian States is

pretty definitely in sight. The only reserve of im-

portance is the southern Mississippi Valley, and

even here it is doubtful if future production will

for any length of time materially exceed the average

output of the last few years.
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Minnesota Is Paying

For the Importation of Wood

There are enough idle, non-producing lands in

the State to supply all our own needs

and some of our neighbors'

HOW LONG ARE WE GOING
TO BE BLED IN THIS WAY?
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FIRE PREVENTION SLOGANS FOR SMOKERS

Don't drop FIRE when you smoke in the woods,

nor throw it out along the road. Keep the forests

GREEN.

DANGER! Matches, pipe coals, cigar stubs and

cigarette ends start many forest fires. Help protect

woods, streams, scenery.

BE CAREFUL! Don't start a fire in the woods

when you begin or end your smoke. Be sure your

match, cigarette, or pipe is out!

DON'T START WHAT YOU CAN'T STOP! Be
careful with fire in and near the forest.

FIRE IS DANGEROUS! Be careful when you
smoke in the woods.

LOOK OUT! When you smoke in the woods, don't

start a forest fire.

YOUR CO-OPERATION with the company to keep

down forest fires is asked. Break your match in two.

Knock out your pipe ashes into your hand. Don't

drop a burning cigarette.

FOREST FIRES cost millions a year. Don't start

one.

DON'T THOW FIRE AWAY in the woods or along

the road.

HELP PREVENT FIRES
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AN EPIGRAPH
by

OTTO L. ANDERSON,
of Minnesota Forest Service

This is the spot, This is the spot,
Where once there stood, Where once there stood,
A stand of Pine, A careless man,
Both straight and good, Camped in the wood,
A stand that smiled, Who threw the match,
And laughed out loud, That burned the pine,
And brightened the world, That flooded the world,
Every time it bowed. With their bright sunshine.

Newsprint Supplies

THE FACTS AS TO DEPLETION

Newsprint paper is one of the leading products of

the pulp and paper industry, which in its modern

development depends upon the forest for its raw

material. The present newsprint shortage goes back

fundamentally to our dependence for newsprint pro-

duction upon the forests of the Northeast and the

Lake States, where timber supplies have already

been seriously depleted, and where, considering the

remaining stands, the pulp and paper industry is

already seriously overdeveloped.

Until the abnormal demands, short supplies, and

resulting prices of the past few months led to

increased newsprint production through the utiliza-

tion of plants designed for and formerly used in

making other kinds of paper, there had been no

expansion in the newsprint industry in the United

States since 1909. The demands for newsprint paper

had, however, been increasing by leaps and bounds.
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In 1899 our consumption amounted to 569,000 tons.

In 1918 it had reached 1,760,000 tons, an increase

of approximately 200 per cent. Per capita consump-
tion of 3 pounds per person in the United States in

1880 had increased to 33 pounds per person in 1919.

With an increase of 11 times in 40 years, rapidly

increasing requirements between 1909 and 1919, and

very little increase in production, imports were ob-

viously necessary.

Before taking up the extent to which the United

States is supplying its domestic requirements, the

importance of the country's being on an independent

basis so far as newsprint production and the necessary

raw materials are concerned should be briefly con-

sidered. Dependence upon foreign sources for pulp

wood or pulp newsprint exposes the American con-

sumer to the danger of price control. He must

also reckon with the possibility of embargo, which

even now is far from being a theoretical menace.

All exports of pulp wood are prohibited from the

colony of Newfoundland. The Canadian Provinces,

have prohibited the export of pulp wood from

crown lands, which form a very considerable extent

of the timberlands both in eastern and western

Canada. For a year or more American manufacturers

have been apprehensive concerning the possibility

of embargo on all pulp-wood exports from Canada.

It would unquestionably be desirable to make the

United States as nearly self-supporting as possible.

In lumber the United States is still an exporting

country, but in pulp wood, pulp, and newsprint we
have become large importers. From being self-
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supporting in newsprint production as late as 1909

tin* Tinted States had, in 1919, 10 years later,

1 <voim> dependent upon foreign sources for ap-

proximately two-thirds of our newsprint or its raw
material.

The factors which have held our newsprint in-

dustry practically at a standstill in the face of

rapidly growing domestic requirements are pertinent

in a study of timber depletion. The various re-

quirements of paper making have restricted the

number of species which have gone into newsprint

paper, and incidentally into all kinds of pulp and

paper, very largely to four, of which spruce supplied

55 per cent of the total pulp manufactured in 1917,

hemlock 16, balsam 7, and poplar 6, a total of 84

per cent from four species. The overcentralization

of the industry in the Northwest and Lake States and

the consequently serious overcutting of the timber

in these regions is due in no small degree to this

restricted use and the occurrence of these species

chiefly in New England and the Lake States.

The lumber industry has followed the timber,

but a much smaller investment per unit of output

is required hi the lumber mill than in the pulp

and paper plant. On a prewar basis an investment

of approximately $1,500 per thousand board feet of

daily product is required in lumber manufacture,

whereas pulp and paper establishments require ap-

proximately $50,000 per thousand feet of daily con-

sumption. Large investments have therefore tended

to hold the pulp and paper industry in the regions
in which it was first established, arid timber has
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been hauled increasing distances to the mills. A
rail and water transport exceeding 500 miles is now
not uncommon.

When overdevelopment of the American industry
in the Northeast and the Lake States, as compared
with timber supplies within our own borders, pre-

vented further development, and when Canada be-

gan to take measures to withhold pulp wood for the

upbuilding of a home industry, new construction to

meet growing demands shifted to the other side of

the international boundary, where it was welcomed .

by the Canadian and the various provincial govern-

ments. Since 1909, the year which marked the sus-

pension in American development, Canadian produc-

tion has increased from 150,000 tons to 800,000 tons,

or approximately 433 per cent.

The depletion of supplies in the Lake States is

clearly indicated in the rapidly increasing distances

irom which the pulp and paper mills find it necessary

to secure their material. A representatve of one of

the purchasing companies which supplies a large

number of the Wisconsin mills reports that in 1904

supplies were largely obtained within the State. Five

years ago it had become necessary to go far north

into Minnesota, but it was rarely necessary to ship

material from points more than 50 miles north of Du-

luth. At the present time, however, a very material part

of the supply is secured from the extreme northern

part of the State. Spruce from Minnesota is now

being hauled from 700 to 750 miles by railroad to

the Wisconsin mills, and from Canada up to distances

of 1,000 and 1,200 miles. The situation has become
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:;o critical that the Wisconsin mills are seriously con-

sidering the possibility of securing their raw material

J'rom the Rocky Mountain region of Montana. For

hemlock the paper industry must compete with the

lumber industry for logs of saw timber size, and,

unfortunately, from the standpoint of future sup-

plies, the cut now includes a very considerable

amount of material obtained from trees under saw

timber diameters.

A state nursery to supply evergreen seedlings and

transplants at cost to her citizens who wish to do

forest planting would be a good investment for Min-

nesota. They have obtained great benefits from this

in other states, why not here?

The Lake States

GROWTH AND DECLINE OF THE LUMBER INDUSTRY

White pine. The history of lumbering in the Lake

States during the greater part of the past century is

substantially the history of white-pine exploitation.

Lumbering began in Michigan and Wisconsin about

1835. Pine in enormous quantities drew lumbermen

from the East, and before 1870 these States captured

the lead in lumber production. They held it until

superseded by the southern pine region, between 1900

and 1910. The peak of production was passed in 1892,

when the reported output was a little more than

8,900,000,000 board feet largely white pine. This

was an increase of 123 per cent over the cut of 1873.

In 1899 Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota, in the
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order named, were still the leading three states, with

a total production of 8,700,000,000 feet, two-thirds

pine ;
but in 1918 they had fallen to eighth, thirteenth,

and eleventh, respectively, and their total output had
fallen to 3,220,000,000 board feet, of which only 35

per cent was white pine mostly from Minnesota.

Wisconsin now produces less than the second-growth
cut of either Maine or New Hampshire, and Michigan,
from leading the country- from 1870 to 1895, now

actually cuts less than half as much as Massachusetts.

As the Lake States forests dwindled, white-pine

lumber went down, both in quantity and quality, and

Norway and jack pines and even tamarack were

admitted as lower grades of "northern pine lumber."

The fine quality timber which gave white pine its

reputation is now nearly all gone. In Minnesota two-

thirds or more of the cut is box lumber. Only small,

scattered remnants of the old-growth white-pine for-

ests remain in Wisconsin and upper Michigan, and

in lower Michigan, the most widely known tract covers

about 100 acres.

Hemlock. As the higher grades of pine grew

scarce and expensive, hemlock, once left in the woods

as worthless, began to compete with the successively

lower grades of pine introduced. Hemlock production

reached its peak 1,600,000,000 about 1906. In 1914

the cut had fallen to little more than a billion, and in

1918 to 800,000,000. This does not, however, include

the cut for pulp, which would increase the total vol-

ume by about one-third. By affording a market for

cordwood, pulp manufacture is taking the small hem-

lock timber along with the large and thus delaying
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or preventing the renewal of the supply of large

timber.

The northern hardwoods. Maple, birch, beech,

basswood, and elm form at least 85 per cent of the

total stand of hardwoods and furnish over 92 per
cent of the total hardwood cut in the Lake States. As

with hemlock, the logging of hardwoods began as an

aftermath of the white-pine logging. Hardwood pro-

duction progressed gradually from culling operations

taking only the best trees of the preferred species

to cuttings such as those made at present for chem-

ical distillation and charcoal, in which even tops,

limbs, and saplings are utilized. Beech was one of

the latest species to come into commercial demand;

less than two decades ago it was a common practice

to leave all the beech, which fires later destroyed.

Now, the hardwood-using industries absorb not mere-

ly the upper grades but anything which will make

lumber, and in some cases even cordwood.

The veneer industry makes a constant demand for

high-grade logs. Such logs supply also the bulk of

the upper grades of lumber. There has been a con-

stantly growing demand for both veneer and high-

grade hardwood lumber, expressed in the pronounced

growth of such industries as the musical instrument

and toy grades. For a considerable part of this de-

mand lower grades ought to be acceptable; but so

long as the demand for upper grades exists- manu-

facturers will attempt to fill it, and the stand will

dwindle the more rapidly.

ORIGINAL AND REMAINING STAND AND RATE OF CUT
The original forests occupied practically all the
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land area of Michigan, Wisconsin, and the part of

Minnesota not natural prairie a total forested area of

approximately 112 million acres. Lumbering and the

clearing- of land for cultivation have reduced the

merchantable forest cover to little, if any, more than

24,000,000 acres, about 58 per cent in farm woodlots

of relatively small timber, commonly second growth,

and 42 per cent in commercial timber tracts, in many
cases already culled of their choicest trees. A very

large part of the once heavily timbered land, about

20,000,000 acres, is now fire-swept and devastated

sand plain and swamp, much of it with little or no

promise of reproduction.

The original white pine stand of the Lake States

has been estimated by Dr. B. E. Fernow at not less

than 350,000,000,000 board feet. After less than a

century of lumbering, fire, and settlement, only about

8,000,000,000 feet of white and Norway pine remain,

largely in Minnesota. In 1918 the reported cut of

white pine in the Lake States exceeded a billion feet.

Another decade will see the practical exhaustion of

thier commercial supplies of white pine.

Lower Peninsula of Michigan. The depletion of

commercial timber has proceeded furthest in the

LowTer Peninsula of Michigan, where less than a

million (probably not much over half a million)

acres of hardwoods and hemlock remain. The hun-

dreds of large sawmills that once operated had fallen

off in 1918 to about 45 that cut more than 1,000,000

board feet apiece. The number is rapidly becoming

smaller, and within five years there will hardly be a

half dozen large mills left. The exhaustion of the re-
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it mining old-growth stands will mark the end, among
other valuable species, of the highly prized

" Lower

Michigan hard maple," long reputed to be the best

in the Lake States. Prom then on whatever lumber

is cut will come mainly from farm woodlots, in small

amounts and sizes, and of poorer grade.

Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

In the adjacent forest areas of Wisconsin and the

Upper Peninsula of Michigan the case is better. In

1908 the Bureau of Corporations estimated the timber-

land at about 10,329,000 acres, with a stand of 65

billion feet. During the last 12 years probably 30 bil-

lion board feet in lumber has been removed. This

would leave only 35 billion, enough at the present

rate of cutting to last 15 years. There can be no

doubt, however, that there is much more timber than

this. The 1908 estimates were too conservative. There

is reason to believe that the timberland still amounts

to 4 million acres in upper Michigan and 2 million

in Wisconsn, and that the total merchantable stand

is at least 48 billion feet. This would insure a con-

tinued supply, at the present rate of cut, for about

20 years. This rate will not, of course, continue, but

will decrease as successive mills saw out. The rate of

cut is considerably heavier in Wisconsin than in the

upper peninsula. The larger number of Wisconsin

mills and the considerably smaller stand of timber in-

dicate a much quicker falling off in the cut and an

earlier termination of the supply there than in upper

Michigan.

In Wisconsin, assuming a diminishing rate of deple-

tion, the annual lumber cut will be likely to fall off
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within 10 years to 75 per cent, in 15 years to 40 per
cent, and in 20 years to 16 per cent of the present

cut, and in 25 years the timber will be practically

gone. Cutting for other purposes than lumber will

add appreciably to the amount of timber taken out.

Furthermore the pressure of an increasing demand, by
stimulating the rate of cut both at the big mills and
at numerous smaller mills, which will probably oper-

ate, as at present, in small patches of timber, will

very likely hasten the final exhaustion of the timber.

All things considered, it is doubtful if there will be

any appreciable amount of timber left in commercial

holdings in Wisconsin at the end of 20 years. Growth

does not enter into the computation at all, unless a

radical change is made in the direction of efficient

fire protection and the application of forestry.

In upper Michigan the stand will last considerably

longer. Here 60 per cent as many mills operate in

twice the timber enough, in fact, to last 40 years

at the present rate of cutting for lumber only. Some
new operations are already contemplated, however,

and the cut for lumber and other products will doubt-

less increase within the next few years. One princi-

pal holder is reported to have estimated the life of

the stand at 25 or 30 years.

Minnesota. Timber conditions in Minnesota differ

widely from those in "Wisconsin and Michigan. The

Wisconsin lumber cut for 1918 was 85 per cent hard-

woods and hemlock, while that of Minnesota was 91

per cent white pine (which includes also a consider-

able amount of Norway pine and other species in the
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lower grades). Less than 5 per cent of the report-
ed cut was of hardwoods.

The timbered area of Minnesota was estimated by
the Bureau of Corporations in 1908 at about 5,651,000

acres, and the stand at 23,000,000,000 board feet, 81

per cent of wrhich was softwoods. A recent estimate

by the Minnesota State forester places the softwood

stand at 11,450,000,000 board feet, of which 41 per
cent is white and Norway pine, 17.5 per cent jack

pine, 24 per cent spruce, balsam, and cedar, and 17.5

per cent tamarack. The tamarack, which has been

the greatest hewed-tie resource of the region, has

practically all been killed by the larch sawfly, and

must be salvaged soon if at all.

The pine forests of Minnesota have been thoroughly

culled of their best material, and production now

runs heavily to box lumber.

The number of mills operating in this region is

being reduced rapidly. Within the last three or four

years at least four of the large mills have burned,

and these will probably not be replaced. Five have

recently cut out, and two have only a year's supply.

This means a decrease of 30 per cent in the total cut

of the State and of 33 per cent in the cut of the big

pine mills. The annual cut of the remaining mills

will aggregate at least 600,000,000 feet. These mills

depend for the great bulk of their cut upon white

and Norway pine, the remaining supplies of which

are estimated by the Minnesota State forester at 4,-

700,000,000 board feet. This will not last much more

than seven years at the present rate of cutting. If

the estimate of supply is increased by one-third, the
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period of operation would be 10 years at the present
rate. As the mills exhaust their supplies, however,
the rate of cutting will diminish.

Condition of the remaining supplies. The stands

considered above are those which are being or could

be logged on a large scale to large mills mills of 10

million board feet or more annual capacity. Such

mills now supply about 90 per cent of the timber

produced in the Lake States. Their holdings, even

though culled, are almost wholly of old-growth tim-

ber of superior quality as compared with second

growth.

These concentrated commercial stands, aggregating

about 63 billion b:ard feet, contain about 57 per cent

of the total stand of timber in the Lake States,

which amounts to probably 110 billion board feet.

Of this total about 30 per cent (33y2 billion feet) is

widely scattered in farm wood lots, while 13 per cent

(about 14 1-4 billion feet) is in the swamps, jack

pine and scrub hardwood plains, aspen and birch

stands, and cut-over lands in the North. The timber

in these stands is far below that of the commercial

stands in quality. The greater part is second growth.

It is smaller, more limby, and much of it has been

badly damaged by fire. Furthermore, it is largely

in small, scattered tracts unsuited for efficient large-

scale operations. In addition, about 19 million acres

bear a cordwood stand of about 113 million cords

below saw-timber size. If the lumber stand also is

reduced to cords, the total stand in the Lake States

is 630 million cords, or 50,584 million cubic feet.
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THE ANNUAL DRAIN UPON THE FOREST

Lumber cut compared with total cut. The normal

lumber cut of about 3~y2 billion board feet forms less

than half of the total volume of wood cut annually
in the Lake States for all purposes. The lumber cut

is equivalent of about 770 million cubic feet of

standing timber. The total output of wood in all

forms is close to 1,600 million cubic feet. The classes

of output not covered in the lumber-cut statistics in-

clude pulp wood, fuel, and distillate wood, hewed

ties, posts and poles, and logs and bolts used for

veener and other purposes. Of these, pulp wood and

distillate wood make up probably 130 million and

fuel wood 600 million cubic feet. The remaining 100

million cubic feet consists of veener, cooperage, ex-

celsior stock, ties, posts, poles, and other products.

Deterioration of the forest. In addition to the

cut there is a constant loss to standing timber from

fire, wind, insects, disease, etc., probably amounting

to an annual average of from one-fourth to one-half

of 1 per cent of the stand. This is equal to one-half

billion board feet, or 110,000,000 cubic feet, of stand-

ing timber. It includes such losses as that of tama-

rack, of which, as previously shown, about 2 billion

board feet has been killed by the sawfly in Minne-

sota alone. There is also considerable loss from de-

cay following injuries, such as frost cracks and ice

breakage. In most of the commercial stands damage
from these sources is not made up by growth, since

these forests are generally much beyond the age of

active growth.
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THE ANNUAL GROWTH
Growth compared with cut. The estimated annual

growth in the Lake States is much less than the cut.



and could be increased still further by intensive man-

agement.

The life of the industry. At a diminishing rate of

depletion due to the cutting out of one holding after

another, it is estimated that the lumber cut of the

Lake States at the end of the next 5 and 10 years
will be about as follows :

Estimated cut, 1925 2,400,000,000

Present annual cut 3,500,000,000

Estimated cut, 1930 1,800,000,000

This represents only the production from commer-

cial tracts. As the commercial stands dwindle the pro-

duction of lumber and other products from farm wood
lots and from second growth in swamps and cut-over

areas may be expected to increase considerably in

proportion to the total cut, though not in actual

amount. Such lumber will be much inferior in qual-

ity to that from the commercial stands.

PRESENT AND FUTURE CONSUMPTION OF LUMBER IN

THE LAKE STATES
The average annual per capita consumption of lum-

ber in the Lake States is probably not far from the

average for the whole country 300 board feet. As-

suming a 12 per cent increase in population since

1910 (the increase for the previous decade was at the

rate of 14.06 per cent), the present population of the

Lake States is about 8,000,000. The total annual con-

sumption of lumber in the three States is thus about

2,426,000,000 board feet, or 70 per cent of the lumber

produced.

Comparison with the estimates of future cut above

given indicates that by 1925 the local consumption
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will be equal to the local production, assuming no in-

crease in population and the same per capita rate of

consumption. At the end of a decade, allowing for

a 10 per cent increase in population, consumption will

exceed cut by nearly 50 per cent. In other words,
the per capita consumption must either fall from

300 to nearly 200 board feet per year or the Lake

States must import nearly one-third of the lumber

needed for home use. With each succeeding year
the discrepancy between consumption and local sup-

ply will become greater. Much western fir and pine

lumber is already being consumed in the Lake States,

and as the local cut decreases they will depend

more and more upon the far West. While an actual

lumber shortage may not, therefore, be anticipated

as long as the western stands hold out, the lack of a

local supply will be felt in increased prices.

Fire and Razor-Back Hogs Play Havoc With

Young Long-Leaf Pine

How the struggle for existence of young

long-leaf pine on cut-over lands in the South

is handicapped by hog grazing and recurrent fires has

been brought out by a six-year experiment in Louis-

iana.

Millions of long-leaf seedlings sprang up over the

South in the fall of 1913, resulting from a very heavy
seed crop and favorable weather conditions. At the

request of Henry E. Hardtner of Urania, Louisiana,
the Forest Service of the United States Department of
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Agriculture, in co-operation with the Louisiana De-

partment of Conservation, laid out a series of perma-
nent experimental plots. They were established at

Trail m in January, 1914, the aim being to secure re-

liable information regarding natural reproduction of

long-leaf pine.

Well Stocked With Seedlings
Four sample tracts of one-quarter of an acre each

were selected of about the same character and about

equally well stocked with one-year-old long-leaf pine

seedlings. Two of these plots were fenced against

cattle and hogs and two left unprotected. Further,

one plot in each of these two series has since been

burned over yearly (or nearly every year) and the

other two protected against fires,

A remeasurement of the sample areas was made in

the winter of 1919-20. The unfenced tracts were each

found to contain only two long-leaf pine saplings.

Since they originally had 734 and 813 seedlings, re-

spectively, this was a loss of 99.6 and 99.7 per cent of

the trees. The fenced tracts, on the other hand, were

found to contain full stands numbering 1,513 and

1,707, respectively, of little long-leaf trees. This is

the equivalent of 6,052 and 6,826 trees per acre under

protection as compared with 8 per acre unprotected

against hogs. This difference is practically accounted

for, it is definitely known, by the fondness of the

"razor-back" hogs for the thick succulent bark on

long-leaf pine tap-roots. Although present in widely

varying numbers, this famous southern forager usual-

ly occurs in sufficient numbers to destroy during the

course of the first two or three seasons, and even
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during periods of extraordinary reproduction, the ma-

jority of all young long-leaf pines. It should be re-

marked that, so far as known, no damage of this sort

has been reported from blooded hogs.

Big Increase in 5 Years

In the fenced quarter-acre tracts there has occurred

during the five years a considerable increase in the

number of long-leaf seedlings. In one, for example,
the number has increased from 927 at the start to

1,707, equivalent to 84 per cent, and in the other

tract,' from 810 to 1,513, or an increase of 87 per cent.

The experiment further indicates that the grazing of

hogis does not prevent the seeding in of short leaf

and loblolly pines, for some have sprung up on both

the ungrazed and grazed tracts.

The effect of yearly controlled burnings is shown

in a decided check in the growth of long leaf and the

killing out of practically all of the short leaf and

loblolly pines, which are not particularly resistant to

fires.

On the tract burned over yearly three-tenths of one

per cent of the long-leaf saplings were over 2 feet in

height and the tallest was 2.8 feet, wrhile on the

protected tract 16.3 per cent were over 2 feet and

the tallest measured 7 feet. The effect of burning on

a very small tract of this size, whether controlled or

not, is probably considerably less severe and injurious

than that resulting from a fire over a large area where

there occurs a preliminary period of heating and

drying by the wave of hot air preceding the arrival

of the blazing fire front. Since the saplings in the

experiment are just beginning to "shoot" up height
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growth, the difference in rate of growth due to burn-

ings during the next five years may be expected to

be further accentuated.

Forest Fires Caused by Smokers

Our lumber needs and our carelessness with fire

have stripped our forests in advance of our agricultur-

al development. It is now up to us to put the re-

sulting idle land to work.

As a basis for securing, if possible, co-operation of

tobacco users in the reduction of losses from forest

fires, the Forest Service of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture is preparing to gather informa-

tion as to the extent to which fires in the woods are

due to smokers.

"We have been gathering statistics for a number

of years as to the causes of forest fires," said Acting

Forester Sherman today in outlining the plan,
;< but

these statistics have not shown under a separate head-

ing fires known to have their origin in tobacco smok-

ing. All fires started by hunters and fishermen, for

example, are commonly classed as campers' fires;

those started by loggers, to lumbermen; and so on.

From now on our men in the field making reports will

be asked to indicate, so far as they are able, how many
fires are started by smokers. Undoubtedly the gen-

eral use of cigarettes has tended to make the task of

forest protection more difficult. In the days when

woodsmen and manual laborers usually smoked pipes

the danger from smoking was relatively small.

"A burning cigarette end seems such a small matter
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that relatively few people trouble to be sure that it is

out before tossing it away. In the Western National

Forests, where in the summer every spark of fire is

particularly dangerous on account of the dryness of

the vegetation, our forest rangers have again and

again traced fires back to the point of origin and

found there a cigarette butt, from which the fire

had spread fan-wise down the wind. Some of these

cigarette butts lay by the roadside where they had

been tossed from the cars of automobilists.

"Lumber companies sometimes forbid smoking in

the woods. Restrictive measures of this character

would not be called for if smokers had a sufficiently

keen sense of responsibility, and the habit of care

not to drop fire in any form."

Notes

Two acres of white pine near Keene, N. H., were

sold three or four years ago, before the Avar prices,

for $2,000.00 on the stump. The total stand was 254

cords which equals 170,000 board feet, or an average

of 85,000 feet per acre. The trees were from 80 to

85 years old; so the growth on each acre was about

1,000 feet per annum and the gross returns about

$12.20 per acre per annum.

A man in New Jersey is raising cultivated blueber-

ries which reach a maximum diameter of three-quar-

ters of an inch and sell for $10.00 per bushel. Some

of the older plants are producing at the rate of 100

bushels per acre.
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Brief History of Itasca State Park

By General C. C. Andrews, Secretary of the Minnesota

State Forestry Board.

In May 1832, Mr. Henry R. Schoolcraft (born at

Watervliet, N. Y., March 28, 1793, died in Washington,
I). (

1

., Dec. 10, 1864), who had served as geologist in

Lewis Cass' expedition to Lake Superior in 1820, was
instructed by the U. S. War Department to visit the

headwaters of the Mississippi river, to promote more

peaceful relations between the Chippewa and Sioux

Indians and to gather and report information on the

condition and needs of the Indians. He was engaged
in these duties in the summer of 1832, and his "Nar-
rative of an Expedition through the Upper Missis-

sippi to Itasca Lake" was published by Harper
Brothers in 1834. His party consisting of sixteen

persons, Rev. William T. Boutwell, Lieut. James Allen

and several Chippewa Indians, in five canoes ascend-

ed the Mississippi river from Cass Lake in July, and
on the 13th of that month reached Itasca Lake. He
writes in his -narrative: "What had been long

sought, at last appeared suddenly. On turning out

of a thicket into a small weedy opening, the cheer-

ing site of a transparent body of water burst upon
our view. It was Itasca Lake the source of the

Mississippi.
' '

He then goes on in a succeeding chapter of his

narrative to describe the lake as follows:

"Itasca Lake, the Lac la Biche of the French, is,

in every respect, a beautiful sheet of water, seven or
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eight miles in extent, lying among hills of diluvial

formation, surmounted with pines, which fringe the

distant horizon, and form an agreeable contrast with

the greener foliage of its immediate shores. Its great-

est length is from southeast to northwest, with a

southern prolongation, or bay, which receives a

brook. The waters are transparent and bright, and

reflect a foliage produced by the elm, lynn, maple
and cherry, together with other species more abund-

ant in northern latitudes. The lake itself is of irregu-

lar form, which will be best illustrated by the ac-

companying sketch. It has a single island, upon which

wre landed, after an hour's paddling from the spot

of our arrival and embarkation. We found here the

forest trees above named growing promiscuously with

the betula and spruce. The bones of fish and tortoise,

found at the locality of former Indian camp fires, in-

dicate the existence of these species in the lake. We
observed a deer, standing in the margin of the lake.

And here, as well as throughout the lakes of the re-

gion, we found the duck, teal and loon in possession

of their favorite seclusions. Innumerable shells (a

species of small helix) wrere driven up on the hand

of the island. Other parts of the lake yield small

species of the unic, which were found strewing the

bed of the outlet. And it may here be remarked that

this shell exists, in the largest and heaviest species

heretofore known, in the lower parts of this stream

the Mississippi having its origin here.

"The outlet of Itasca Lake is perhaps ten to twelve

feet broad, with an apparent depth of twrelve to

eighteen inches. The discharge of water appears to
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be copious, compared to its inlet. Springs may, how-

ever, produce accessions which are not visible, and

this is probable both from the geological character

of the country, and the transparency and coolness of

the water.

"The height of this lake, above the sea, is an object

of geographical interest, which, in the absence of ac-

tual surrey, it may serve the purposes of useful in-

quiry to estimate. From notes taken on the ascent,

it cannot be short of one hundred and sixty feet

above Cass Lake. Adding the estimate of 1330 feet,

submitted in 1820, as the elevation of that lake, the

Mississippi may be considered to originate at an alti-

tude of 1490, say 1500 feet, above the Atlantic."

It was Rev. \\
rm. T. Boutwell who invented a name

for the park by adopting the last syllables of the

Latin word "veritas" (the true) and the first syllable

of "caput" (head).

Itasca lake is a narrow body of clear water about

four miles long, lying north and south, separating it-

self as its southern half into two arms or forks and

about three miles apart at their south ends. It is an

interesting fact that its waters and Mississippi oultet

flow northward for some distance. There are several

other pretty lakes in the limits of the Park, including

Elk Lake, which is upwards of a mile in length and

about three-quarters of a mile in breadth, and their

shores have for the most part a handsome forest

border. Only about a mile southwest of the State's

principal building, Douglas Lodge, is an elevation 1660

feet above sea level
;
about two miles south of the

lodge is an elevation 1620 feet, and another west of
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Elk Lake 1640 feet above sea level. The scenery is

therefore picturesque and attractive. The Mississippi

J^iver Commission several years ago left in care of our

State a few elevated observatory platforms, two of

which reached by steps now afford visitors an op-

portunity to see the landscape. There are about

twenty miles of fairly good road within and around

the park, but there is need of more roads to enable

the public fully to see the scenery to the best advan-

tage, including some of the grander bodies of primeval
forest.

Xo one man of course is entitled to the credit of

having the legislature of Minnesota set apart the land

around Lake Itasca as a public park; but the late

Mr. J. V. Brower must have been one of its most

active and effective supporters. He was commissioner

of the park during the years 1891-1895, and was the

author of an illustrated and interesting history of

Itasca State Park, \vhich was published by the Minne-

sota State Historical Society in 1904. Some of the

figures, haw-ever, in the volume, as to the number of

acres granted to the State by Congress for the park

and that were obtained from the Northern Pacific

Railroad Company for it, are exaggerated.

The act of the legislature of Minnesota of April 20,

1891, designated thirty-five sections of land to com-

prise Itasca State Park. There are 640 acres of land

in a section, according to LT . S. Government survey;

and if the sections had all been land, the thirty-five

sections would have amounted to 22,400 acres. But

looking at the map it would seem that fully a quarter
of the area is water. If that is so, the total acreage
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in the original park limits would be 16,800 acres.

Four hundred acres were added a few years after the

park was created.

By act of August 2, 1892, Congress granted to

Minnesota for Itasca State Park the undisposed of

lands of the United States in thirty-five sections in

the limits of the park. In the list were two school

sections which, according to the act of Congress or-

ganizing Minnesota as a territory, had already been

granted to Minnesota for school purposes and could

not therefore be accepted for park purposes. Leaving
those out, the total amount of land granted by Con-

gress for the Park was 6,533.54 acres. May 11, 1893,

the State purchased from the Northern Pacific Rail-

road Company in the limits of the park 2,252.96

acres at fifty cents per acre, in all $1,126.48. Thus

in 1893 our State had acquired the large area of

8,786.50 acres, almost as a gift. Certainly this was

a fine beginning in the establishment of a splendid

park. What next ought the State to have done? To

have the headwaters of the Mississippi river in pic-

turesque, salubrious and attractive locality that tour-

ists would wish to visit was one of nature's gifts

that no other state possessed. Especially a state that

possessed such a munificent permanent school fund as

a gift from the United States as Minnesota enjoys,

ought immediately to have employed the best engineer-

ing and landscape talent to lay out and plan the park
and arrange for the erection of tasteful and sufficient

buildings, so that the Park 'Would reflect honor upon
our State. The greater part and best of the primeval

pine forest in the park limits had already been ac-
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quired by private parties. This the State should

have immediately obtained by purchase at a fair

price, or by condemnation proceedings, rather than to

delay and pay a higher price. If this policy had been

adopted, the State itself could have saved money,
and also could have had any mature timber carefully

cut and disposed of that ought to have been cut, and

thus prevented some of the injuries that resulted,

from logging by lumber companies. On two occa-

sionsChapter 303, laws of 1899 and Chapter 250,

laws of 1903 the legislature has expressed the policy

of preserving the park in a state of nature, and in

Chapter 90 of the laws of 1907 it declared that the

primeval forest should be preserved intact and no

part be cut "except weak, diseased or insect-infested

trees."

The law of 1891 establishing the park placed it un-

der the supervision of the state auditor and under

the direct care of a commissioner, to be appointed by
the Governor with a salary of $600 a year. It was

made one of the duties of the commissioner to en-

deavor to obtain title for the State of land within the

park limits. In 1895 the sum of $1,000 was appropri-

ated for the construction of a dwelling for the

commissioner. J. V. Brower was appointed commis-

sioner May 4, 1891, and from that time till 1907 six

different commissioners served on an average, each,

for a term of about two and a half years. In 1907

the park was placed under the supervision of the

Forestry Board.

Section 7 of Chapter 106 of the laws of Minnesota

of 1895 required the Attorney General, when request-
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c<l l>y the Governor, to take all reasonable steps to

procure title to land within the park limits, and

adopt condemnation proceedings when necessary. In

1899, $20,000 was appropriated to carry this provision

into effect.

Hon. W. B. Childs was Attorney General from

.January 2, 1893, to January 2, 1899; but I do not

find in either of his biennial reports any reference

to Itasca Park.

Judge William B. Douglas served as Attorney Gen-

eral from January 2, 1899 to April 1, 1904. In his

report to the Governor dated August 1, 1900, he states

that for the purpose of examining certain lands in

the park, he with Governor Lind and Judge William

Mitchell visited it in the summer of 1899; that a

large portion of the lands of the park were examined
;

that all of the pine timber upon lands not owned by
the state had since been scaled at the instance of

the Governor by J. V. Brower and J. W. Finney, a

detailed report of which was in his office; that the

purchase, at the expense of $1,626 had been made of

a quarter section adjacent to the State house in the

park, upon which was a large quantity of pine. He
also states that negotiations were pending and nearly

completed with John S. Pillsbury for a large portion

of lands owned by him. He suggests a new enactment

prohibiting the carrying of loaded fire arms and the

hunting or shooting of deer in the park or within

one-half mile from the outer limits thereof.

In his biennial report to the Governor dated August
1, 1902, Attorney General Douglas states that, with

the approval of the Governor, he had purchased the
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following lands in the park, which had belonged to

Hon. John S. Pillsbury, at $2.00 per acre and $5.50

per 1,000 feet for all white and Norway pine thereon:

Lots 1, 4,
5^
and 9 of Section 13

;
E i/2 of NW% and

NWi/4 of th*e NEi/i of Section 28
;
and lots 1 and 4 of

Section 15, all in Township 143, Range 36. That he had

also purchased the Rust property, consisting of three

acres of land and house thereon in Section 2 in said

township. That he had caused to be condemned the

NI/O of the SWi/4 and lots 1 and 2 of Section 35,

Township 144, Range 36, which was attached to Itasca

Park by Chapter 52 of the laws of 1901; the title

obtained at a cost of $1,200.00. That the legislature,

session of 1901, appropriated $100 for experimenting
in tree planting in the park, and that ,from experiments

made in the spring of 1901, he caused to be trans-

planted in March, 1902, 10,000 Norway pine averaging
in height six to twelve inches

;
that they were taken

from places in the park where young pine could be

found by the thousands, and transplanted in barren

places; that he followed closely the recommendations

of Mr. J. M. Underwood of Lake City, and after con-

sultation with Prof. S. B. Green of the Agricultural

experiment Station; that the trees were transplanted

early in March, were slightly watered and invariably

placed in the shade of a small shrub or tree; that

"the result of the expenditure of the one hundred

dollars referred to as the state's bounty is that from

seventy-five to eighty per cent of the trees so trans-

planted are now living."

(To be continued)
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Minnesota Is Paying

For the Importation of Wood

There are enough idle, non-producing lands in

the State to supply all our own needs

and some of our neighbors'

HOW LONG ARE WE GOING
TO BE BLED IN THIS WAY?
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FIRE PREVENTION SLOGANS FOR SMOKERS

Don't drop FIRE when you smoke in the woods,

nor throw it out along the road. Keep the forests

GREEN.

DANGER! Matches, pipe coals, cigar stubs and

cigarette ends start many forest fires. Help protect

woods, streams, scenery.

BE CAREFUL! Don't start a fire in the woods

when you begin or end your smoke. Be sure your

match, cigarette, or pipe is out.

DON'T START WHAT YOU CAN'T STOP! Be

careful with fire in and near the forest.

FIRE IS DANGEROUS! Be careful when you
smoke in the woods.

LOOK OUT! When you smoke in the woods, don't

start a forest fire.

YOUR CO-OPERATION with the company to keep
down forest fires is asked. Break your match in two.

Knock out your pipe ashes into your hand. Don't

drop a burning cigarette.

FOREST FIRES cost millions a year. Don't start

one.

DON'T THOW FIRE AWAY in the woods or along

the road.

HELP PREVENT FIRES
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Brief History of Itasca State Park

By General C. C. Andrews, Secretary of the Minnesota

State Forestry Board.

(Continued from September Issue)

The following further quotations from Attorney
General Douglas

'

report will be read with interest :

"During the spring of 1901 the Canadian govern-
ment presented to the State of Minnesota three beav-

er, which I caused to be placed in the park. They
have thriven, and during the past year have built

two dams upon a stream in the park and prepared
their winter quarters and food for the coming winter.

"The roads have been perfected during the past

year by the Park Commissioner, who has been extreme-

ly efficient.

"Approximately $1,200 was realized by the state

treasury from sales of down timber in the park,

which were made during the winter of 1902 by the

State Auditor, the Governor and myself. Pursuant

to authority conferred by Chapter 82 of the Laws of

1902, this amount was placed in the special building
fund to be used in constructing a state house in the

Park. Later a trespass was made by employes of

Messrs. Bonnes & Company, and eighty-seven thou-

sand feet of Norway pine situated in the park was
cut. I made a settlement with this firm for such

trespass on the basis of their paying into the state

treasury $11 per thousand for the pine so cut (being

double its market value), with the understanding that

the timber so cut should be left in the park. Subse-
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quently a foreman of this firm removed such timber

and the claim for its value is still unsettled.

"Arrangements have been made by the Park Com-

missioner, under the direction of this office and with

the approval of the Governor, for the sawing, during
the coming winter, of rough lumber in sufficient

amount and of the dimensions necessary to be used

in the construction of the new state house contemplat-
ed by the act of the legislature above referred to.

The owner of a portable mill in the neighborhood has

agreed to haul down timber from different parts of

the park to the site of such house and saw the same

in the dimensions necessary for the sum of $8.75 per

thousand. Stone has been purchased for the house,

and thus a nucleus has been arranged upon an ex-

tremely economical basis for carrying out the wish

of the legislature.

"In my judgment, the purchase of all standing pine

situated in the park is unnecessary and would be an

idle waste of money. A careful examination shows

that there are hundreds of places which the public

will never visit, and the pine in such localities can be

cut and removed without injury. Care, however,
should be taken that the tops of all trees cut are

burned, and a reasonable appropriation therefore

should be made.

"The road from the state house in Itasca Park to

Park Rapids runs for a distance of three miles just

east of and near the line of the park, across Sections

20, 29 and 32 of Township 143, Range 35, in Hubbard

County, through a beautiful strip of pine which clear-

ly ought to be made a part of the park. I therefore
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earnestly recommend that the West half of the West
half of the West half of said sections, being a strip

eighty rods wide, be attached to and made a part of

the park. I have made arrangements with the owners

of the pine situated on the above tract to refrain

from cutting the same until after the next meeting
of the legislature."

The report of Attorney General W. J. Donahower,
dated August 1, 1904, shows that Attorney General

Douglas, his predecessor up to April 1, 1904, had

during the preceding two years secured title to the

following lands in the park : From Walker and Ake-

ley, 470.35 acres in sections 12 and 24, township 143,

range 36, at $2 per acre for the land, $6 per 1,000

feet for the Norway pine, and $8.50 per 1,000 for the

white pine ;
from T. B. Walker, 141.45 acres in section

11, towT

nship 143, range 36; and from the estate of

John S. Pillsbury, 1,010.25 acres in sections 6 and 18,

township 143, range 35, and in sections 4, 11, 14, 18,

24, 26 and 34, township 143, range 36, at $2 per acre

for the land and $5.50 per 1,000 feet for white and

Norway pine thereon. The total amount paid for all

of the above lands and timber was $33,751.80.

With the $50 appropriated for the purpose, 500

small Norway pine trees were transplanted in the

spring of 1903, and 300 in the spring of 1904 with

satisfactory results
;
and $20 of the fund remained un-

expended.

The following extract is taken "from Attorney Gen-

eral Donahower 's report:

"By Chapter 358 of the laws of 1903, five thousand

dollars was added to the fund theretofore appropri-
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ated for the erection of a new park house on the

shores of Lake Itasca, for the use of the Park Com-

missioner and the general public. With the approval
of the Governor, this Department caused plans of a

log cottage to be prepared and let the contract for

its erection. The building is now Hearing completion

and contains eighteen rooms in addition to the base-

ment. It was erected at the contract price of $5,025.

By the terms of such agreement the state furnishes

the rough lumber and also stone for the basement

and hardwood finishing lumber for the lower story,

including finishing hardware. The contract does not

include plumbing, heating plant or expense of oiling

the exterior surface. The building is a beautiful two-

story log structure with a basement and attic, and is

artistically designed with spacious porches. It is

situated in a pine forest overlooking Itasca Lake.

"Since the resignation of Mr. Douglas as Attorney

General, I have, with the approval of the Governor,

delegated to him all duties with reference to Itasca

Park, because of his knowledge of all matters involv-

ing the same and great interest therein."

As I have before stated Itasca Park was placed

under the supervision of the Forestry Board in 1907.

On the 26th and 27th of June of that year the Board

held meetings at Douglas Lodge in the Park, and one

of the things it then did was to appoint Mr. K. C.

Arnold, Superintendent of the Park. He, however,

resigned the following year and was succeeded by
Mr. Martin Heinzelman who served till April 3, 1913

and was succeeded by Mr. John A. Stillwell who had

had experience several years as foreman in making
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improvements in the Park. Mr. Stillwell served till

July, 1919, when the State Forester was authorized by
the Board to appoint Mr. C. M. Roberts as his suc-

cessor. The salary of the present superintendent is

$1,500.00 a year. He has the free use of a house in

which to live and his expenses paid by the State

average about $28.00 a month. Mr. J. A. McMahon
became custodian of Douglas Lodge in January, 1914

and still manages it as a hotel during the summer

season.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the

Forestry Board February 27, 1912 the State Forester

was instructed to assume complete supervising care

of Itasca Park and control of persons necessary to

be employed therein. Also, the Executive Committee

at its meeting January 30th ordered that the Superin-

tendent of Itasca Park should report monthly to the

State Forester.

At the above mentioned first meeting of the For-

estry Board in Itasca Park, Messrs. Heinzelman and

AYegmann, neighboring settlers appeared and urged
that a road be built around the Park, for one reason,

that people would know when they were in or out of

it. The construction of a road along the south and

west sides of the Park was one of the things which

early received the Board's attention; and I think that

it was in 1909, or early in 1910, that the members of

the Board drove over it in carriages although it was

not then wholly completed. Some visitors object to

many roads because, as they say, automobiles frighten

the deer.
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I might here state that no macadam road has been

built within or around the park.

(The principle of the macadam road is first that

the natural soil will answer for the foundation if

thoroughly drained; second, that the surface shall

consist of a layer from six to ten inches thick of

hard stone, preferably granite, evenly broken to a

size that will pass every way through a ring two and
a half inches in diameter, using no binding material

like fine gravel or sand, but leaving the broken stone

to work in and unite by its own angles under the

traffic. Also that the stone is very much better to

be broken by hand. The system was invented by
John Londan Macadam, a native of Scotland, in 1816,

after many years' experience in road building, and

has been generally adopted by European countries

and to a considerable extent in the United States. As

showing what some countries are doing, Norway
which now has over 6,000 miles of main road, from

1880 to 1895 constructed 1,177 miles of road, mostly
on the macadam system, at a cost of $4,800.00 per
mile. Any road should be a little higher in the center

than on the sides to shed rain.)

The late Mr. Frederic Weyerhauser was an earnest

friend of forestry and served as a member of the

Forestry Board for several years. It must have been

through him that the Pine Tree Manufacturing Com-

pany in which he had an interest made its offer

August 21, 1908 to donate to the State its lands in

Itasca Park reserving the right to cut timber of cer-

tain dimensions and allow the Forestry Board to

select, mark and ultimately purchase certain trees.
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The proposal of that company was accepted by the

Kmvstry Board at its meeting September 11, 1908 at

which .Mr. AVeyehauser was present. The company
reserved the right to cut and remove all White, Nor-

way and Jack Pine, Spruce, Cedar and Balsam timber

eight inches in diameter, over six inches from the

ground at time of cutting, and the right to remove

the timber for a period not exceeding ten years from

date of donation; the State to pay taxes on the land

for a period not exceeding ten years; also, the donors

to have the right to drive their logs through Itasca

Lake with two feet head of water during such period

of ten years for the purpose of getting the timber to

market. The legislature made an annual appropriation

of $800 to pay the taxes.

On certain portions of the land which the Pine Tree

Company had agreed to donate to the State the For-

estry Board desired, for the good appearance of the

Park, to purchase and reserve the standing timber.

Therefore, for the timber on 284.25 acres it caused

to be paid to the Company $6,850 and received a deed

to the State for the land March 26, 1913. For the

timber on 109.40 acres it caused to be paid to the

Company $3,000 and received a deed to the State for

the land, October 1913. By deed of February 23,

1914, the company conveyed to the State with nominal

consideration (one dollar) 682.35 acres. By deed of

June 20, 1919, the Immigration Land Company, sub-

sidiary of the Pine Tree Manufacturing Company con-

veyed to the State with nominal consideration 2,200.20

acres, making in all 3,296.20 acres the state received

in compliance with the terms of the donation.
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The Forestry Board, July 1919 caused to be paid
to the Company for more standing timber which it

desired to have reserved, the sum of $67,212.50.

The total acreage in the original limits of Itasca

Park now belonging to the State and without includ-

ing two school sections is 18,626.52. Deducting from

this 6,591.75 acres granted by Congress leaves 12,034.77

acres which the State has acquired by conveyance
from individuals and corporations. The State has

received thirty-three deeds for land and timber and

paid $167,873.53. The deeds are on file in the office

of the State Auditor. Included in this amount is the

sum of $8,000 paid for taxes, ten years on land donat-

ed by - the Pine Tree Manufacturing Company.
In the limits of the Park are two school sections

1280 acres which of course will ultimately become

a part of the Park. Under our constitution they must

be sold at public sale and the proceeds placed in the

permanent school fund.|

Chapter 306 Laws of 1919 added to the Park 14

sections of land very nearly 9,000 acres that border

its west side; but only five dollars per acre can be

paid for it. So far the Forestry Board has purchased

4,471.59 acres at a cost of $22,358.15. They are not

included in the above total of the State's acreage in

the original limits of the Park.

Besides the principal hotel building called Doug-
las Lodge there are, as neighboring buildings mostly

of logs, a club house, a restaurant, twelve cottages

and foundations for two new cottages. One hundred

and twenty-five guests can be lodged. There is an-

electric lighting plant and a hot water plant. There
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are forty-three miles of trails and paths. There are

thirty-five miles of telephone in the Park and twenty-
five miles of telephone to Park Rapids. Scattered

over the Park are five log cabins for the use of patrol-

men. Guide boards have been properly placed at var-

ious points. As accurately as I can ascertain the

State has expended during the past twenty-nine years
for improvements and care, including the pay for

Superintendents, $126,552.00. Included in this amount

is the sum of $5,000 paid for a herd of elk. Adding

$190,456.68 that has been paid for land and timber

makes $317,008.68 that the Park has cost the State to

the present time.

A report drawn by the late Professor Samuel B.

Green, of the Forestry Board, December 1908 states:

"In the winter of 1907-8 the Forestry Board had dead

and down timber cut in Itasca Park to the amount of

800,960 feet, the net proceeds from which, amounting
to $4,112.53, were turned into the State Treasury. It

is probable that nearly as much timber can be sold

from the Park each year." The records of the State

Auditor's office show that during the years 1903 to

1918 inclusive the amount received by the State for

such timber was $20,523.53. Previous to 1900 no such

logging had been done in the Park. During the year

1919, there was paid into the State Treasury for such

timber $17,266.88. About $2700.00 has been paid into

the State Treasury for beaver skins.

Section 3 of the Law which placed the Park under

supervision of the Forestry Board authorized the Re-

gents of the State University to use for their forest

demonstration work in connection with the forestry
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course in the University any suitable tracts of land

in the Park that may be assigned to them for this

purpose by the Forestry Board. A Forestry School

therefore began work as early as the summer of 1908

on the shore of Itasca Lake about a mile south of its

outlet and has spent a part of each summer there

since. The school, including its instructors, occupy

eight buildings. The Forestry Board at its meeting

May 27th, 1910 thanked the students for their work
in preventing forest fires. There are two other build-

ings in the vicinity in charge of, or occupied by the

Superintendent of the Park.

Neither the Beech nor the Hemlock tree will be

seen in Itasca Park, but there will be found in abund-

ance the same variety of trees that characterize mixed

forests of the Northewestern states, the Alder, Ash,

Basswood, Box-elder, Birch, (White and Yellow),

Cedar, Cherry, Elm, Ironwood, Maple, (Sugar and

Red), Pine, (White, Norway and Jack), Oak and

Willow.

There are in the Park quite a number of deer and

thirty-eight elk. For the latter there is a building with

hay rack as shelter for them in winter.

A topographical party consisting of three topograph-

ers, three recorders and fourteen men sent by the

U. S. Mississippi River Commission in the summer

and fall of 1900 made a topographical and hydrograph-
ical survey of Itasca Park and of a section of the

river in its vicinity. Their report published in the

War Department documents 1901-1902 states among
other things: "On account of the roughness of the

country and the dense growth of underbrush the
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work progressed more slowly than we expected."
After this survey the United States Government pub-
lished a colored and handsome topographical map of

the Park.

Southern and Central Minnesota as well as northern

Minnesota, have lands better suited for timber growth
than for other purposes. Lands of this type should

be put to work regardless of where they are located.

Minnesota Pensioners

Did you ever take the time to figure out the num-
ber of acres in your county that are not working at

the present time ? If you ever did the results probably
astonished you. Even in the prairie countries the

percentage is amazingly high, but in some of the

timbered counties it is appalling.

By acres which are not working I do not mean the

thousands and hundreds of thousands wrhich are pro-

ducing poor crops on account of insufficient handling.

They are bad enough. But I refer to the steep hill-

sides, the bottom lands which are subject to overflow,
the sand barrens, the burnt-over stump lands, the

boulder strewn patches and the thin soil on rock out-

crops. Land which is producing absolutely nothing.

In every county the aggregate runs into thousands

of acres, in some counties in hundreds of thousands.

These lands are not only not working, they are

riding and dragging their feet. Ninety-nine per cent

of them are health}^ able-bodied acres, capable of

earning a fair living, and yet do not even pay taxes.

Their taxes are paid for them by the other
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The people of Minnesota are paying hundreds of

thousands of dollars every year in taxes on lands

which are often a menace to their very lives, and

always a detriment to the proper valuation of their

working lands. An area of barren, blowing sands, un-

sightly, weed-covered overflow bottoms, or cut-over,

burned-over, nonproductive stump land is a detriment

to any community.

Why is this? Why are people content to pay pen-

sions to these idle lands year after year? Simply be-

cause they -have been taught to believe that there is

but one solution and that solution is working so

slowly that several generations will go on paying these

pensions before there is any preceptible change in the

situation. In fact it never can solve the problem for

many of the lands; at least not inside of a thousand

years or so.

That long and loudly heralded solution heralded

by the many who have lands to sell and the many
more who want to see them do it is the agricultural

development of these loafing acres.

What encouragement have the facts to offer? The

first settlers came to Minnesota or rather to that

portion of the old Wisconsin territory which is now
known as Minnesota in 1825. They settled in the

hardwood lands along the southeast border. They
selected that location for two reasons. First, because

the government had not yet completed negotiations

with the Indians for the other lands; second, because

these lands were like the ones they knew at home;

they were unaccustomed to the open wind-swept prai-

ries. Later on when the Indians had been partially
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pacified and the fertility and accessibility of those

prairie lands became better known the settlers poured
into them in ever increasing numbers. In a very
IV\v years, approximately between the years of 1860

and 1880 they were all taken up. Since 1850 about

15,000,000 acres of pine land have been cut-over.

Every inducement that human ingenuity could devise

and that the state and the land men could afford

have been offered for the settlement of that cut-over

land, and yet a very small proportion of it is now
under cultivation. The census figures for 1910 show:

Even if this rate of settlement could be maintained

it would be 150 years before all that cut-over land

would be put to work producing farm crops. But

that rate will not be maintained. The fact that it

never has been maintained anywhere else is sufficient

proof of that. Some of the counties of southeastern

Minnesota with their more favorable climate and rich

hardwood soils are even now 30 per cent wooded

after a hundred years of settlement. Massachusetts

and Connecticut with the densest population and the

best markets in the country are respectively 50 per

cent and 60 per cent forest after 300 years of settle-

ment. Germany with a population more than ten

times as dense as Minnesota and two thousand years

of history is still over 25 per cent forest.

Farm all the lands? It simply can't be done. The

experience of the world for the past thousand years is

there to prove it.

Then why bang away any longer on this impossible

theory? Why waste our energy and our wealth try-

ing to accomplish the impossible? A thousand years
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is a long enough trial to give any failure. It is time

to take a new slant at the problem, to try a new

solution, and the experience of older countries points

the way.
Minnesota has 35 per cent of her area in improved

farm lands; nearly all of the remaining 65 per cent

are idle and non-productive. Germany has only 70

per cent of her area in improved farm lands, and

yet practicall none of her lands are idle or non-

productive. What is the answer?

It is plain enough. There are other crops, as yet

unfamiliar to the Minnesota farmer, which can change
those idle acres to active producers, which have al-

ready turned the trick in all the older civilized coun-

tries and can do it here. They bring in a net annual

revenue of $80,000,000 in Germany; they could pay

$40,000,000 on our own. now idle lands.

It has never occurred to the Minnesota farmer that

there might be a profit in trees. There was not very

often in the years gone by. But things have

changed now. Minnesota no longer has a surplus of

timber. In fact she is now importing about 50 per

cent of all the lumber she uses. The freight alone on

all that imported lumber costs from $8.00 to $15.00

per thousand feet. That freight charge in addition to

any profit the foreign lumberman may make is velvet

to the producer in this state. Why not go after that

profit ?

And remember this : when Minnesota buys lumber

from another state she gets the lumber, but the other

state gets the money and the railroads get the
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freight. When Minnesota raises her own timber sin-

gets the lumber, the money and the freight.

There is a tremendous hurrah because Minnesota

has at last acquired a steel plant to manufacture a

small per cent of her iron ore. And yet the manu-

facture of all of our iron ore would not add as much
to the wealth of our state as would production of

our own timber.

The hardwood supply of the whole country is short.

All that class of timber that we can produce will find

a ready market at a good price. At least 25 per cent

of the whole nation's supply must be produced on

the farms. Our poorer farm lands are just the place

to produce it. Why not get busy? Every year of

delay means a year of lost opportunity and another

year to pay excessive tribute to another state. It is

not something which will right itself. Time alone can

do nothing for us; it will only aggravate the case.

I Jut once make the move, keep out fires, protect the

forests you have, put new forests on the lands which

are not (not CANNOT, but ARE not) producing

any other more valuable crop and time will do nine-

tenths of the rest. Trees grow while you sleep and

while you loaf. It is time enough to clear land when

you can actually use it for something better; till that

time comes, keep it working.

Put those idle acres to work ! Kill off the pension-

ers! Make every acre do its bit, no matter how

small it may be, and Minnesota will be twice as

wealthy as she is now.

It's up to you.
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Pines

By Otto L. Anderson

Here they stand so thick and straight,

Looking forward to their fate,

Arms outstretched and heads held high,

Whispering secrets to the sky.

Here they stand and live and sigh,

Heroes of Peace, not afraid to die,

Silent sentries in rain and snow.

Patiently waiting for the foe.

The day will come when they'll bend
their backs,

To the god of fire, or the woodsman's ax,

They never had a complaint to make,
And they lived and died all for our sake.

No Paper Famine in Finland

With America suffering from an acute white paper

famine, American printers and publishers will be in-

terested in the present condition of the Finnish paper

industry.

According to reports from American Red Cross

workers in that field 46,000 metric tons of paper were

exported from Finland in 1919, this despite the fact

that export trade wTas impossible ior eight months of

that year, owning to shipping restrictions effective in

Europe. The total export of paper mill products in

1919 was 200,451 metric tons, which included wood

pulp, cellulose and cardboard in addition to white

paper.

Virtually all of this export of paper was supplied
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to fifty of the largest periodicals in England, a new
market exploited by the Finns after the breaking up
of the Russian market, where the output had prev-

iously been sold.

In view of the generally demoralized industrial sit-

uation in the Baltic States, the progress of the Finnish

paper industry, today in a process of redevelopment,
is astonishing to the American relief workers stationed

in that part of Europe.

Winter Care of Evergreens

Everyone is asking now: "What shall I do with my

evergreens this winter? When shall I trim them?

How shall I mulch them? Must I cover up the little

fellows?"

To answer the last question first, the little ones

need not be covered up. The cold will not harm

them, that is it cannot harm the foliage and the

tops. If the trees are in an exposed location where

all the snow blows away from them so that there is

a chance for alternate freezing and thawing of the

ground during the late fall and spring, the heaving

of the ground may break the roots and damage the

trees. The heavier the soil the greater will be the

danger. Heaving in light sand soil is seldom serious.

The probability of such damage can usually be

prevented by mulching. Either straw, hardwood

leaves or moss may be used. It must be remembered

that this mulch is not intended to prevent the freezing
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of the ground. In fact it is much safer to let the

ground freeze hard before the mulch is put on. By
that time the mice and other rodents have ''holed

up" for the winter and are not likely to come out

again before spring. If the mulch is put on too early

the mice are almost certain to nest in it and will

certainly chew the bark off of the trees. Therefore,
if you do mulch, do it late in the fall.

''When shall I trim them?" Forget it. Do not

trim them at all. You cannot improve an evergreen

by trimming. It spoils their shape and delays their

development. The single, possible exception is an

arbor vitae hedge. That may be trimmed quite

severely and the neat appearance of the hedge very
much improved thereby; but it will not work with

any of the others. It is a safe rule never to trim

evergreen till they are twenty feet high, and even

then the pruning should be confined to the dead

branches.

The same thing can be said of most of the broad-

leaved trees, especially when grown for a wind-

break. The willow may be an exception. Under

some conditions it may be well to cut the tops off the

willows to make them bushier. But do not trim or

let anyone else trim the side branches off of your
small trees. The reduction of the leaf surface reduces

the rate of growth. The pull of the wind on the little

feather duster top whips the tree about and loosens

its connections with the ground. The lower limbs

will come off in time and the tree will assume its

natural shape. It is pretty hard for man to improve
on that .
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From Address of Governor Wm. C. Sproul

Outlining Administration Forest Policy

"One other great branch of Pennsylvania produc-
tion has been not only neglected but virtually de-

stroyed. Time was when Pennsylvania was the first

lumber-producing state in the Union. Today she has

fallen back so that half of the states have passed her.

If we compare what we need and what we consume

in lumber with what our forests actually grow, we
must recognize the unhappy truth that Pennsylvania
is a deforested state. That we have allowed her to

become so is one of the greatest blots upon our in-

dustrial sagacity and our .statesmanship.

"Because Pennsylvania is deforested our people

are daily paying increasing prices, not only for all

the products of the forest but for all products of

every kind, for there are few articles of human ne-

cessity, use, or enjoyment that can be produced,

transported, or delivered without the forest. We are

beginning to realize what will happen when the ac-

tual famine in lumber and forest products arrives,

the foretaste of which is already upon us. Ten years

ago Pennsylvania was producing as much timber and

lumber products as she consumed. Twenty years

ago we were a lumber exporting state. Today we are

importing three times as much in forest products

as is being cut from our depleted store, and almost

ten times as much as our forests are growing.

"Out of 13,000,000 acres of forest land in Pennsyl-

vania there are 6,000,000 acres that are fit for noth-

ing except to grow trees. Of this 6,000,000 acres, good
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only for trees, 1,000,000 is owned and protected by
the State. The other 5,000,000 has been aptly called

the "Pennsylvania Desert." It is producing nothing,

and that is the best definition of a desert. If this

Pennsylvania desert were protected from fire it

wonld produce substantially all of the wood needed

by the people of our State. Fire makes it and keeps
it a desert. One great problem is to stop fire.

"Forest fires do not stop with the destruction of

the forest. They destroy also the industries which

depend upon the forest and the opportunity for em-

ployment afforded them. I am deeply interested in

restoring the forests of Pennsylvania and the in-

dustries which go with them, and sincere in my in-

tention to leave nothing undone that is practical and

possible to bring back to our forests the enormous

power of production which was once one of the

blessings of the State, and can be so again.

"Why not restore Penn's woods? "Why not let

these mountains contribute once more as they have

done in the past to the wealth, prosperity and beauty
of Pennsylvania?
"The first step is to put an end to the unmitigated

curse of forest fire. The second is to take into the

hands and under the protection of the Common-

wealth, as soon as we can, the 5,000,000 acres of the

Pennsylvania desert.

"These things take money. I have strong hope
that the next Legislature will appropriate generously

to stop the curse of forest fire, and as much as the

revenues of the State and the just demands of the

other departments of our work will permit, for the
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purchase of more State Forests. These are two of

the fundamental policies of this administration.

"The purchase of additional State Forests will be

an investment, not an expense an investment both

sound and profitable. It will not only pay in the

ordinary sense in returns upon the capital invested,

but it will be a powerful means of securing to our

people the supplies of timber without which, under

our form of civilization, there can be no assured

prosperity. Nor can we overlook their value for

conserving the health of our people, regulating the

flow of our streams, and for outdoor recreation.

"Never forget that if we fail to provide for our

own needs in forest products no one else will do it for

us. The very solemn fact is that if we fail to do so,

neither in the other States of the Union, nor else-

where in the whole world, shall we be able to secure

what we need. The supplies of timber still available

in the South will be exhausted in ten or fifteen

years. What remains then will be in the Far West
and Alaska, and the $25,000,000 we are already an-

nually paying for freight on forest products will

seem small compared to what we shall pay then, as

long as the supply lasts. Within a generation that

supply will be scarce to the point of famine.

"As with Pennsylvania among the States, so with

the United States among the Nations. No other part

of the world has or can supply us with the kinds

of timber we need if we fail to produce it ourselves.

Pennsylvania can not trust to the Nation; the Nation

can not trust to the world. We must grow what we
need or go without.
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"It is high time we took the forest question seri-

ously. We can not get along without food, yet we
seem to have neglected nothing that would destroy our

trees and deprive us of it. Our children will see the

time when what we have grown at home will be the

whole supply.

"Substitutes may prevent the demand for wood
from increasing as fast as would otherwise be the

case, but in spite of them the growth of construction,

industry, and population is so rapid that the world

needs and uses more timber decade after decade.

Over the whole world the need for forest products

rises as the forests are destroyed. Pennsylvania's

forests hold the key to her future not less than her

farms, her factories, and her mines. To restore

Perm's Woods is a clear-cut duty, from which we
can not afford to turn our eyes or withhold our

hands."

Fur Supply of Country Being Diminished to

Vanishing Point

Farming of wild fur-bearing animals and the es-

tablishment of large sanctuary tracts is urged by the

United States Department of Agriculture as the only

sure means of preserving the fur supply, which is

being diminished to the vanishing point. Muskrats,

skunks, foxes, and minks are among the animals which

can be successfully bred in captivity or under condi-

tions of semi-domestication.

Decrease in the supply of fur-bearing animals in
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the United States, coupled with a vastly increased

demand, leads the department to urge domestication

of the animals and the establishment of preserves
where they may be safe from molestation.

To Prevent Extermination

Unless fur-bearing animals are rigidly conserved,
the Biological Survey declares in Department Circular

135, the time is not far away when many of the more
valuable species will be exterminated and furs will be

worn only by the very rich. This fact is said to be

recognized by the fur trade generally, and by indi-

viduals who have made a study of the subject.

Directly or indirectly fur contributes to the sup-

port or comfort of a large part of the population of

the United States. We import as much fur as we

produce. In other words, we could sell at home twice

as much fur as we are now producing, in addition to

the foreign demand.

Since 1914, the center of the fur trade has been

transferred to the United States. The greatest fur

sales in history are nowi being held here, and all

branches of fur dressing, dyeing, and manufacturing
are being successfully carried on by American enter-

prise.

Most of the fur goods produced in America are

manufactured in or near New York City, where in

1918 there were about 60 dressing and dyeing plants,

500 dealers, 1,200 manufacturers, 18,000 operatives,

and an investment estimated at between $200,000,000

and $300,000,000.

Values of skins have risen to heights that have

surprised even those on the inside, and skins that
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formerly had little or 110 value as fur became popular
under various trade names. A comparison of the

highest prices paid at the October sales in St. Louis

in 1915 with those in 1919 illustrates the increase in

fur values. Beaver advanced in these four years
from $17 to $38.50; otter from $14 to $101; muskrat

from 36i/o cents to $5.10; red fox from $15.20 to

$64; fisher from $25.50 to $205; skunk from $3.36 to

$10.60; marten from $15.20 to $145.

Highest Prices Reached

The crest of the rising wave of fur values was

reached at the auction sales of February and March,

1920, when weasel brought $4.10; muskrat $7.50;

skunk, $12.25; raccoon, $30; lynx, $66; red fox, $71;

mink, $75; otter, $105; marten, $201, and fisher, $365.

The fur market has been greatly depressed recently,

but its recovery to normal demand and prices in the

near future is anticipated.

The Biological Survey cites the case of one man
who bought a mink-lined coat complete in 1913 for

$500; after wearing the coat two years he sold the

lining for $1,000 and replaced it with nutria at a

cost of $150; in 1917 he sold the nutria lining for

$250 and put in a muskrat lining at a cost of $55; in

1919 he sold the muskrat lining for $300 and still

has the shell of the coat and a clear profit of $84$.

Two boys near Ottawa, 111., sold $1,000 worth of

muskrat, skunk, and mink skins during the winter of

1919-20. Alaskan trappers in 1918 sold furs valued

at $1,363,600. Skunk skins are estimated to have

brought $1,000,000 to New York state trappers in a

single year.
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A fact not generally known is that the United

States Government realizes millions of dollars annual-

ly from its fur industry. The sealskins taken on the

Pribilof Islands by the Bureau of Fisheries in 1919,

to the number of 27,82-1, were worth nearly $4,000,000.

Prom these islands the same year the Government

harvested 938 blue foxes, with pelts worth $165,000.

The skins of bears, bob cats, coyotes, mountain lions,

and timber wolves killed by predatory animal hunters

of the Biological Survey in 1918 and 1919 brought

nearly $160,000.

Foresees Greater Demand
In the resultant stimulation of the fur-garment

trade the department foresees an intensified pressure

on fur-bearing animals, which have been rapidly de-

n-casing in number as a result of excessive trapping,

clearing of forests, and draining of marshes. Already

beavers and martens have been exterminated over a

large part of the country. Even in Alaska trappers

have had a close season for several years, declared

for the protection of beavers.

Reports from raw fur buyers indicate that fur-

bearing animals have decreased approximately 50 per

cent during the last decade. A raw fur buyer in

Boston declared that the muskrat supply of 1918-1919

was 50 per cent short of normal, and the following

winter had decreased another 50 per cent. In 1917,

Wisconsin trappers took 800,000 muskrats; in 1918,

less than 300,000; and in 1919, only 150,000.

The department urges stringent uniform state laws

and close seasons over periods of years for the pro-

tection of species, but it believes that still further
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measures are necessary to preserve fur-bearing ani-

mals.

Department Circular 135 asserts that a greatly in-

creased production can be made possible only by
domesticating the animals, just as live stock are now

raised, and by establishing preserves for them where

they will be safe from molestation. Protected areas

stocked with the best fur animals that can be found

will become centers from which choice breeding stock

can be obtained for establishing other preserves and

for private use.

Soon Learn Places of Safety
Wild creatures soon learn where they are safe from

molestation. Wild water-fowl in city parks swarm
around visitors who feed them as if they were do-

mesticated. Wardens in Jaspar Park, Alberta, say

that as soon as the hunting season approaches many
wild animals take refuge in the park.

Muskrat farming is a profitable industry in Mary-
land. Marsh owners in Dorchester County harvest

from 100,000 to 125,000 muskrat skins a year. There

is a market for the meat as well as for the fur. A
single Baltimore firm handles 25,000 to 30,000 musk-

rat carcasses a year and is unable to supply the de-

mand at that. One Maryland hotel has them on the

bill of fare as "marsh-rabbit." Marshes that were

considered valueless are now worth from $30 to $40

an acre for muskrat culture.

Experiments in propagating fur animals in confine-

ment have been tried with varying results. The De-

partment of Agriculture has already determined that

silver foxes, black foxes, blue foxes, skunks, and
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muskrats can be farmed profitably under suitable

conditions.

The department calls the attention of farmers to

the desirability of keeping poachers off their forest

lands and encouraging fur-bearing animals by pre-

serving hollow trees and by substituting animal-proof
chicken yards for the gun and trap in protecting
their poultry.

Tactful Handling of Skunk Makes Him

Valuable on Farm.

Few persons have seriously considered establishing

friendly relations with a skunk. It has been done

in some cases under the misapprehension that the

animal was a cat, and the results have been unpleas-
ant. But the Biological Survey of the United States

Department of Agriculture has investigated the skunk
and found him to be the best wild-animal friend the

farmer has.

Almost any farmer might have 2 or 3 dozen skunks

at work for him destroying mice, grasshoppers, crick-

ets, and white grubs, and furnishing him from $50

to $100 worth of fur a year. All that is necessary is

that he respect their dens, keep his poultry in skunk-

proof yards, kill an old horse for them every fall,

and be tactful when he meets them in the evening.

There is a marked depression of the fur market at

present, but recovery to normal is anticipated.

It has been estimated that a year's catch of skunks

in New York state is worth $1,000,000. Only one-
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fifth of them are black or short striped. If all were

of this higher grade, they would be worth $3,000,000.

The department suggests that a preserve stocked

with black skunks would eventually double or treble

the catch of skunks in the territory surrounding it.

Serbs Learn to Can

There is a splendid opportunity for some enterpris-

ing Americans to establish canning factories in Ser-

bia and teach the Serbs the process of canning and

preserving as it is done in this country. For this is

an industry which until last summer the Serbians

knew nothing about.

American Red Cross workers, while in Serbia,

taught the housewives to preserve fruit and vegetables.

The scope of this work was limited by the lack of

cans and jars, but in spite of the scarcity of contain-

ers many Serbian menus will boast green peas, beans,

tomatoes, asparagus and canned fruits with their

bread and meat next winter. And once having tasted

such delicacies out of season, there will in the future

be a ready market for them.

The only fruit which the Serbs have made any at-

tempt to preserve heretofore have been the plums,

great quantities of which are grown and xported.

These are known as Bosian prunes and are noted for

their excellence. A very good syrup called "pekmez"
is made from these prunes and before the war great

quantities of it were shipped all over the world, es-

pecially to Austria and Germany.
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Minnesota Is Paying

For the Importation of Wood

There are enough idle, non-producing lands in

the &ate to supply all our own needs

and some of our neighbors'

HOW LONG ARE WE GOING
TO BE BLED IN THIS WAY?
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FIRE PREVENTION SLOGANS FOR SMOKERS

Don't drop FIRE when you smoke in the woods,

nor throw it out along the road. Keep the forests

GREEN.

DANGER! Matches, pipe coals, cigar stubs and

cigarette ends start many forest fires. Help protect

woods, streams, scenery.

BE CAREFUL! Don't start a fire in the woods

when you begin or end your smoke. Be sure your

match, cigarette, or pipe is out.

DON'T START WHAT YOU CAN'T STOP! Be
careful with fire in and near the forest.

FIRE IS DANGEROUS! Be careful when you
smoke in the woods.

LOOK OUT! When you smoke in the woods, don't

start a forest 'fire.

YOUR CO-OPERATION with the company to keep
down forest fires is asked. Break your match in two.

Knock out your pipe ashes into your hand. Don't

drop a burning cigarette.

FOREST FIRES cost millions a year. Don't start

one.

DON'T THOW FIRE AWAY in the woods or along

the road.

HELP PREVENT FIRES
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The Unsung Hero, (To the Ranger)

Otto L. Anderson
Up on his toes, at the break of day,

'

And sometimes during the night,
Always prepared to be on his way,
When there is a fire to fight.

For his is the work, that never rests,
His toil is never done,
Fighting fire and fighting pests,
His battle is never won.

He risks his life, for humanity's cause,
He braves the sleet and snow,
Never a second does he pause,
For he knows just where to go.

Where he is needed for nature's work,
To protect her sons of the soil,

And her's is the cause that he cannot shirk,
Though he gets no praise for his toil.

He lives his life, he finds no fault,
Content to be doing his share,
The reward he gets is his daily salt,

And Nature's tender care.

Let's help him along, let's give him a lift,

And give him the credit he's earned,
Let's help him protect this beautiful gift,

Before all our forests are burned.



From the National Forest Fire Prevention

Committee

A National Conference of State Foresters, Deans

of Schools of Forestry, Lumbermen, "Wood and Paper

Manufacturers, and other interested parties was re-

cently called in Albany, N. Y., by the New York

Conservation Commission in co-operation with the

Massachusetts Forestry Association to consider the

U. S. Forest Service program for forest fire preven-

tion. The deliberations of the conference resulted in

the following decisions:

1. Since forest fires consume over $20,000,000

worth of standing timber annually in this country, it

is a duty of the Federal Government to take active

part in preventing this waste.

2. To accomplish this purpose an appropriation of

not less than $1,000,000 should be made by Congress

to be used in co-operation with the States in prevent-

ing forest fires, the allotment to each state not to

exceed the amount appropriated by the state itself for

this purpose.

3. Supplementary State legislation should be pass-

ed which will enable each State to actively co-operate

with the Federal Government in this work.

4. That a National Forest Fire Prevention Com-

mittee shall be formed to consist of five or more mem-

bers from each State, representing the Forestry pro-

fession, lumbering, wood-using and farming indus-

tries and organizations of commercial interests, "Wom-

en's Clubs and similar associations. The purpose of
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this committee is to inform the public concerning the

need of a National Forest Fire Prevention policy

and to secure Federal and State legislation to that

end.

An Executive Committee was chosen, composed of

the following: Chairman George D. Pratt, Conserva-

tion Commissioner, Albany, N. Y.
; Secretary, Harris

A. Reynolds, Secretary Massachusetts Forestry Asso-

ciation, Boston; Colonel Henry S. Graves, former U.

S. Forester, Washington, D. C.
;
William T. Cox,

State Forester, St. Paul, Minnesota; J. E. Rhodes,

Secretary and Manager Southern Pine Association,

New Orleans, La.

The committee is being rapidly formed with mem-

bership already from thirty-one states including the

leading timber producing states of California, Louis-

iana, Minnesota, Montana, all the New England

States, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,

Washington and Wisconsin.

It takes from 30 to 100 years to grow timber of com-

mercial sizes, and the trees are not yet planted which

will be needed to furnish the American people with

wood when the present dwindling timber supply is

exhausted. Reforestation by planting must soon be

begun on a large scale if we are to avoid a serious

timber famine in this country. There are over 80,-

000,000 acres of cut-over, burned over land in this

country which is now lying idle. This enormous area

is equivalent in size to New England, New York and

New Jersey combined. It is mostly potential forest land

that must be put to work at an early date. But, it is

poor business and little short of folly to spend money
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for the planting of forest trees until the forest fire

hazard has been removed. We must eliminate the

forest fire menace before we can begin to reforest in

earnest. Furthermore, we must stop these fires in

order to save the remaining timber we now have,

and it is only by a united effort throughout the Na-

tion that this can be brought about.

Forestry Conference at London, England

Delegates from all Parts of Empire Discuss Utilization

of Resources.

Between sessions of the conference, tours were

arranged to representative forests in England, Scot-

land and Wales, both natural and planted, in order

that the delegates might become familiar with what

has been done in the past and what is under way
for the future, along forestry lines.

The report of the United Kingdom, presented at the

Conference, bears out the general assertion that de-

mocracies are notoriously backward with regard to

forestry practice, at least until the pinch of necessity

becomes sufficiently felt to stimulate the adoption of

adequate measures looking to the re-establishment of

a forest cover on lands chiefly valuable for that

purpose.

While the British Isles were formerly heavily for-

ested, clearing has progressed until it is estimated

that today there is in all England, Scotland and Ire-

land only 5,180 square miles of forest, or 4.3 per cent
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of the land area. In England the percentage of forest

to the total land area is 5.1, in Scotland 6.0, and in

Ireland 1.5.

Approximately 470 square miles of timber land was
cut over during the war, this comprising a large pro-

portion of the mature coniferous timber in Great

Britain.

As a consequence of this depletion, the United King-
dom has had to rely to a very large extent for its

timber supplies upon imports from other countries.

The shortage of shipping during the war, however,

demonstrated conclusively the extreme undesirability

of having to rely so completely upon foreign supplies.

As a result of careful consideration by the British

Government, measures are now under way which will

in the course of. time, restore the United Kingdom to

a more self-respecting position with regard to for-

estry. Under the Forestry Act of 1919, a Forestry

Commission has been appointed for the United King-

dom, and an appropriation has been granted of 3,-

500,000 for its operations for a period of ten years.

This money is to be used primarily for the purchase

or leasing of land for afforestation, though other

aspects of forestry work will receive attention. Large

forest nurseries have been established, land is being

acquired and the program is already well under way.

Resolutions were adopted by the Imperial Forestry

Conference which should result in much more atten-

tion being given the vitally important matter of per-

petuating the forests by wise use, in all parts of the

Empire. It is expected that the next session of the

Conference will be held in Canada in 1923.



The Nation's Part in Our Forest Policy

By W. B. Greeley, Forester, U. S. Forest Service.

Delivered at Meeting of State Forestry Officials,

Harrisburg, Pa., December 8, 1920.

There is little argument among thoughtful men
that provision for a continuous and sufficient supply
of timber in the United States is one of the real

economic problems which must be worked out by the

present generation. Nor can there be much debate

that sufficient timber for the future can be assured

only by general reforestation of logged-off land.

Three-fourths of our primeval forests are gone ;
and

the United States, like the nations of the Old World

before it, must pass from the mining of virgin forests

to the harvesting of grown timber crops. "We are

a people of timber users and, by one means or an-

other, we must become a people of timber growers.

Never before in the history of the United States

has the need for reforestation been so widely recog-

nized. It has been brought home to many American

manufacturers by real shortages, not merely fluctua-

tions of the market, in the valuable woods essential

to their industries. It has been brought home to the

newspaper publishers of the country through the

shortage and high cost of print paper. It has been

brought home, perhaps most acutely of all, to the

million or more average citizens who want to build

their own homes but have been unable to afford it.

It has been brought home, no less, to forest industries
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which look ahead for a supply of raw material which
will justify their investments in manufacturing plants
and who realize that virgin timber is not much long-

er to be had. I have recently visited a large corpor-
ation in the South which has definitely embarked

upon the reforestation of some 300,000 acres of south-

ern pine lands, as they are cut, to afford a permanent

supply of pulpwood for large paper plants after the

virgin timber has been used up.

As a matter of fact, iwe are already using large

quantities of second growth timber. There are con-

siderable areas in the South Atlantic States which

are now yielding their third cutting of pine lumber.

In our northern coniferous forests, holdings are not

infrequent from which logs or pulpwood ha.ve been

partially cut during three generation and which are

still well stocked timberlands. But the critical point in

the whole situation is that, notwithstanding such in-

stances as I have cited, the United States is taking

timber from its forests three or four times as fast as

timber is being grown. Those few words put the

problem in a nutshell. As against a steady shrink-

age in the stocks of virgin timber, there are enormous

areas of idle logged-off land which are increasing by
the millions of acres every year. Instead of haphazard

second growth or no second growth at all, the nation

must find a way to bring about plan-wise reforestation

on all cut-over lands suited to timber growth, if its

economic necessities are to be supplied adequately.

How shall this end be accomplished? Shall it be

left entirely to economic forces, as many suggest, to

the law of supply and demand, to the enlightened
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self-interest of the forest owner who sees a profit or

commercial advantage in reforestation; or shall re-

forestation be assured by recognizing squarely that

forest lands have the nature of public utilities and
hence that the public shall exercise a voice in their

management and use?

The every-day incentives of business or personal
interest will undoubtedly go part way in growing the

timber which must be had to supply the requirements
of this country. But they will only go part way. In

the weighing of immediate profits, big areas of timber-

growing land would still be left idle. Furthermore,
in many portions of the United States general refor-

estation is not possible without a large degree of pub-
lic co-operation, indeed of public participation. Pub-

lic aid must be had by the forest owner in controlling

the high fire hazard attendant upon an inflammable

investment which must be carried over a long period

of time. Public aid must usually be had through an

adjustment of taxation to the nature and growing

period of forest crops. Farm crops would not be

grown if they were taxed twice a week during the

growing season. Nor can forest crops be generally

grown if subject to the full burden of taxation thirty

or forty times before they become marketable.

In the nature of things, therefore, reforestation can

not be left wholly to private initiative although every

just and reasonable encouragement should be given

the forest owner to utilize it as a business opportun-

ity. The public must, from the very nature of forest

properties, be an active participant. The public must

put around forest lands the conditions which, by and
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large, will permit their owners to grow successive

crops of trees, namely, reasonable security from for-

est fires and taxation of the product while

growing. But the public should not and will

not create these conditions favorable to reforestation

unless it is assured that the forest owner makes good
on his part, and that the land will actually be kept
in the continuous production of timber which the

public interest requires.

In other words, I am convinced that, to get general,

plan-wise reforestation, we must frankly recognize

that forest lands are public utilities, that they are

subject to such forms and degrees of public control

as are needed to keep them continuously in timber

crops, and that under the broad theory of equitable

compensation applicable to public utilities generally,

forest lands must receive such just and special con-

siderations as will enable their owner to obtain a

reasonable return while complying with the require-

ments put upon him in the public interest. This

give-and-take principle, I believe, must inspire our

national forestry policy.

At the same time the public should approach the

forest owner as far as possible in the spirit of assist-

ance rather than of regulation. Every encouragement

should be given to the forest owner, by education

and practical demonstration, to reforest his land by

the ways and means suited to his timber and his re-

quirements. The well tried incentives of competition

and self-interest will accomplish much in reforestation

as in most economic movements. If any one doubts
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this, let him go to Urania, Louisiana, and see the

splendid demonstration of reforestation on 45,000

acres, brought about through the foresightedness of

a lumberman. Other examples could be cited a plenty
in many different states. It should be the effort

of the public to encourage just this sort of initiative,

to give it wider opportunity and greater certainty

of success, and to spread the gospel of reforestation

by effective demonstrations of its value. At the same

time I believe that the public must clothe itself with

the power and must exercise that power as need arises

to see to it that no forest owner fails in keeping his

land at work growing trees, once conditions are es-

tablished which make that a reasonable undertaking
on his part.

"What role should the nation itself, through the

Federal government, play in reforestation? There

is every reason why the Federal government should

do everything that it can do effectively. The timber

supply problem is a national one. It can no more be

restricted to the limits of a State or any other local-

ity than our food supply, our coal supply, our rail-

roads, or our marine transport. Our most densely

populated, industrial States are dependent upon other

parts of the country for from 60 to 90 per cent of

the forest products which they consume. The farm-

ers of the Prairie States, who require on an average

2,000 feet of lumber per year on each farm for

normal improvements and upkeep, are totally depend-

ent upon sources of supply outside of their own

States. Nor is it a national problem alone because a

small percentage of our forest products are con-
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sumed within the State where they were grown. An
assured supply of timber is a matter of national con-

cern because it is vital to the standards and traditions

of American life. Without it the homes we need to

maintain the family life and environment which is

one of the most sacred of American institutions can

not be built. Without it the extension and improve-
ment of our basic national industry, agriculture, will

be critically handicapped. Without it many of our

most distinctive manufacturing industries, like furni-

ture making, and other industries of the most vital

consequence, like our railroads, will sooner or later

be seriously impaired. Reforestation is distinctly a

matter of national concern and the national govern-

ment should do everything it can to accomplish it.

Through the vision of our leaders in conservation,

chief among whom stand President Roosevelt and

the present Forest Commissioner of Pennsylvania, the

Federal government took the first definite step to-

ward an assured supply of timber adequate for the

needs of the country through the creation of Na-

tional Forests. Every day demonstrates more clearly

the wisdom of this step and the need for National

Forest ownership on a much larger scale. For nearly

20 years the National Forests have represented the

only large element of stability in the whole timber

situation. They have been administered through

successive political changes with unwavering ad-

herence to the principles of continuous productivity

of forest lands, a sustained yield of timber, and the

protection of streamflow and other public interests.

Furthermore, every National Forest is like a settle-
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meiit house in a tenement district. It becomes a

center of demonstration and practical education in

forestry methods. Co-operative efforts among tim-

berland owners for the prevention of forest fires

grow up around it. In its demonstration of methods
of cutting and growing timber, of disposing of fire-

breeding slash, and of the actual costs and results

of forest practce, it carries conviction to the

forest owners round about where argument would be

fruitless. It will be true in the United States as it

has been in Frane and Sweden that a core of publicly

owned forests under technical public administration

is the pivotal point in national progress toward the

right use of forest lands.

As the virgin forests in private ownership are more

and more widely depleted, the timbers of high

quality like our old- growth white oak and yellow

poplar, like the ship timbers sawn from virgin long-

leaf pine or Douglas fir, will become increasingly

scarce and dear. The length of time required to pro-

duce such material by reforestation will largely pre-

clude it as a feasible undertaking for the owner of

private forest lands. This is an obligation to the

industries of the country which the national govern-

ment and the states may well assume, the produc-

tion of high class forest products requiring long

periods of time, as it has been assumed by most of

the governments of Europe. I know, for example,

of 110 solution of our waning supply of old growth

hardwoods which has become such a critical matter

for many wood-using industries which would be so
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effective as a large extension of publicly owned
forests in the hardwood region.

Every encouragement should be given to public
forest ownership by our States, in line with the ad-

mirable steps already taken by such states as Penn-

sylvania, New York and Massachusetts. The field

for public forest ownership is so vast that there is

abundant opportunity for the maximum that both

the States and the Federal government can do. The
United States contains 80 odd million acres of idle

forest land, whose original growth has been destroy-
ed by logging or fire. Many of these areas can be

restored to productive forests only by costly methods.

We still have many watersheds upon which manu-

facturing centers depend for sources of power, or

large communities for domestic water, or agricultural

regions for irrigation, or inland waterways for navi-

gability, upon which the protection of water sources

is still left almost wholly to chance. There is no

more well-tried, clear-cut responsibility which should

be discharged by the Federal government than the

extension of the National Forests. I wish today
that there were National Forests in the pineries of

every one of our Southern States. I doubt if any
other single thing would more rapidly crystallize and

carry forward the reforestation of that region, with

its wonderful possibilities, or more effectively en-

courage the development of forestry work by the

States themselves. I wish that we might have National

Forests in every distinctive forest region of the

country, in order that the Federal government might,

through the real test of local forest ownership, exert
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direct leadership in the reforestation of that region.
It is impossible for the public to acquire all of the

forest land in the United States. Four-fifths of our

forests are in private ownership ;
and we must reckon

definitely that the major part of our forest-growing
lands will remain in private ownership. What is the

responsibility of the national government as to these

lands? Here as well the Federal government should

recognize its responsibility for doing everything in

its power to meet the national need for timber; but

we must recognize the practical limitations which de-

termine what it can do effectively. As I have said

before, we can not bring about general reforestation

without recognizing that forest lands have the char-

acter of public utilities. That means two things :

first, that the owner of the land must comply with

certain standards fixed by public agencies for keep-

ing his land in continuous production; and second,

that the public shall create the conditions surround-

ing forest ownership which will make the discharge

of its obligation to the public fair and equitable. The

two must go together. Regulation and equitable as-

sistance to forest owners must emanate from the same

authority. Else the risk will be incurred either of a

public gratuity to a certain class of land owners

without compensating return or of public confiscation

of their property.

To produce an adequate crop of timber on the

average tract of forest land in the United States,

three things must be done. First, the owner must be

given an opportunity to obtain the benefit of a mod-

erate tax while his crop of timber is being grown.
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Secondly, the owner must be protected from forest

fires due to the negligence of his neighbor, either in

leaving dangerous accumulations of slash or in fail-

ing to guard his land during dangerous seasons. He
must be protected from the fire hazard created by
railroads, campers or pedestrians, incendiarism, high-

way traffic, or any other of the thousand and one

possible sources of danger. And third, he must in

return for these specific measures of public assist-

ance conform with equitable requirements as to cut-

ting, slash disposal, and fire protection on his o\vii

land designed to keep it in timber growth. All three

of these factors go together and must be administered

together.

The power of taxation and the police powers upon
which control of the forest fire hazard rests are

definitely vested in the several States. It is hard for

me to conceive of these powers being acquired or

taken over by the Federal government. Nor can I

conceive of an effective scheme of reforestation under

which these three integral and mutually essential

functions of taxation, fire protection, and regulation,

are divided. The owner should not obtain the bene-

fit of special forms of taxing timberland, designed

to encourage reforestation, unless certain regulatory

requirements are met. Fire protection and forest cul-

ture are so inextricably mingled as usually to be

simply part and parcel of the same thing. In some

sections, control, of grazing is another fundamental

of reforestation, leading us again into the field of

local police authority.

In plain terms, I can not conceive of an effective
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I have avoided purposely the constitutional aspects
of this question because I am not competent to dis-

cuss them. It is my conviction that as a practical

question of expediency, of getting results, and of

carrying the United States forward to the stage where
reforestation is the established order of things, Fed-
eral control of private forest lands will not work.
And I hold to this view particularly at the stage in

our progress toward an assured and current supply
of timber when, as at the present time, reforestation

dpeiids so largely upon a reduction in forest fires.

Let me fix your attention for a moment upon the

scheme of reforestation under which its component
parts are divided between the Federal government
and the States, with the national government, let

us say, attempting to exercise regulatory powers
while the State controls taxation and protection. Fed-

eral regulation of methods of cutting might readily

enough be brought to naught unless completely and

adequately supplemented by State laws and adminis-

tration dealing with various phases of the fire hazard;
or might readily enough become confiscatory if the

laws of the particular State did not give the forest

owner an opportunity to obtain an equitable taxation

of growing timber crops. As a matter of fact, any

authority on the part of the Federal government to

regulate the use of forest lands is shared by the

States, an authority which the States are already exer-

cising in certain instances. We would thus have the

definite prospect of two sets of regulations under

State and national enforcement and not necessarily

in Agreement.
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245 million acres of forest land in the United States

which contains cull or second growth timber or

which are more or less completely stocked with young
trees. That is nearly double the acreage of our re-

maining virgin forests. A large part of it lies in our

thickly populated industrial States, within a stone's

throw of the large centers of timber consumption.
These 245 million acres of second growth and young
timber may well represent a forest asset of the United

States of greater value than our remaining virgin
forests and upon their protection rests very largely
our ability to bridge over the gap when virgin timber

ceases to be an important factor in the yearly cut of

forest products. The protection of these 245 million

acres from fire is in my judgment the most import-
ant single forestry problem before the United States

today. When you add to that the necessity of pro-

tecting our remaining stands of old timber and our

enormous areas of land logged off and now being

logged wrhere protection alone will start young
growth, it is difficult to place too much emphasis

upon the primary importance of controlling forest

fire as the first specific objective we set out to ac-

complish. Until the fire hazard has been brought un-

der substantial control, regulation of cutting methods

at the best will be ineffective and precarious. I am

convinced, therefore, that the immediate form which

public forestry efforts should take and the authority

through which it acts should be such as will most ef-

fectively handle the forest fire problem. And this

brings me again to the State as the governmental

agency under whose authority the work must be done
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because it is hard for me to conceive of the Federal

government assuming and exercising police functions

of our States dealing with the many phases of forest

fires; and without such police powers no effort to

control the forest fire problem will be successful.

At the same time fire prevention is not an end in

itself. It is a means for the reforestation and safety
of timber lands; and reforestation is the real ob-

jective which must never be lost sight of. We must
have the kind of fire protection that will actually re-

stock cut-over lands and establish growing forests,

as far as keeping out fire will do so. Success will

be measured by the acres of growing forests which
are actually established; and just as rapidly as the

fire hazard is brought under reasonable control in

this or that forest region, the steps in addition to

keeping out fire which are necessary to put growing
trees upon the land must be brought into play to the

fullest extent that they are equitable to the forest

owner. We must get before us this picture of refor-

estation as a whole
;
and we must work for its realiza-

tion as a whole just as rapidly as each successive

step can in the light of equity and common sense be

taken. It is for this reason that I am opposed to

limiting Federal legislation and plans for Federal

co-operation to fire protection alone. Rather would

I put before the nation as a whole, as one agency,

and the people of each State, as a second agency,

the goal of complete reforestation of lands not needed

for other purposes with woods of economic value, and

work toward that complete goal, step by step, as

rapidly as we can.
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I have said that it does not seem to me possible
for the Federal government to assume the regulation
of private lands. I believe that this must be done by
the States, as a practical matter of getting results,

because the States control the other essential factors

in the whole problem. What then should be the part
of the national government in bringing about the

reforestation of private lands? I believe that the

nation can best lead this great movement, not by man-

date, but by co-operation, by education, by fixing
the requirements essential to reforestation in each

region, and by encouraging their adoption. The Fed-

eral government should be prepared to give generous
financial assistance to any State in protecting all

sorts and conditions of its forest land from fire,

once the State puts into effect the requirements up-
on forest owners which make the joint protective

effort effective. These should include fire-proofing

logged-off lands or some effective control of the

slash hazard. In other words, the States must adopt
such regulatory measures as will make the Federal

funds expended a genuine investment in growing tim-

ber. I know of no better way to insure a future

supply of timber for the prairie and industrial States

than to invest Federal funds in the protection of

growing forests, north, south, and west, with such

safeguards in the use of these funds as will actually

make the protection effective.

The national government should not stop with fire

protection. It should define and recommend to each

State all of the steps essential to reforestation, in-

cluding methods of cutting or extracting forest prod-
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nets, the equitable taxation of growing forests, and

any other factors bearing upon the actual establish-

ment of timber crops on all forest lands. It should

make continued Federal co-operation, from time to

time, conditional upon the adoption of such further

regulations of private forest lands as are shoAvn to be

necessary and equitable under the conditions existing
in that State. And it should aid the States liberally

in the education of forest owners, in the demonstra-

tion of good forest practice, in tree planting, and in

any special phases of the entire movement which the

particular needs of any State call for.

It is far from my thought to assert that such a

plan as I have outlined is the last word in our nation-

al forest policy. To me it is the most direct and

practicable road to immediate results as represented

by acres of growing forests. But whether State rather

than Federal control of private forest lands is the

final word or not, I can see no reason why our States

should not be encouraged to go just as far as they
will in reforestation, or why any State that is pre-

pared to impose restrictions upon its forest owners

should not be given a clear field with the co-opera-

tion and advice of the Federal government in doing

so. Every local interest that can be aroused, every
real development toward better forest practice that

can be brought about through local agencies and

local action, represents so much ground gained. Many
of the States have established forest organizations

which are accomplishing real results in reforestation.

I do not believe that our national policy should dis-

card these organizations, in preventing forest devas-
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tation or bringing about reforestation through any
step which it may be possible for them to take. Nor
should our national policy discard co-operation with

forest owners and forest industries in working out

the practical problems of reforestation in each region.

A policy of national co-operation with local agencies,

working with and through our several States, will

stimulate, in my judgment, the interest and support
of all elements in the country which should take an

active part in this movement, to the most effective

degree.

Let me say further that while I do not advocate

Federal control of private forest lands because I

question its practicability, I can not see that there

is any inconsistency between Federal control and the

exercise of State Jurisdiction in the same field nor

can I see how any plan of Federal control that might
ever be adopted could prevent the States from exer-

cising such jurisdiction as they chose over their forest

owners in the same particulars. We have got to

recognize the right of each State at least to exercise

jurisdiction over the lands within its own borders

not inconsistent with Federal law. Why not build

that right wTith all of the local sentiment, the tradi-

tions of local self-government, the pride of local ini-

tiative which lie behind it right into our national

forest policy/ Why not let the States go just as far

as they will; and if Federal control of forest lands

is the ultimate answer, let it apply in those States

which do not adequately handle the situation them-

selves ?
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Lost in the Wilds of Minnesota

By Albert B. Reagan
It was late in November one fall when I was In-

dian Agent at Nett Lake, Minnesota. I had been to

the Deer Creek Indian Reservation to cruise some

deceased Indians' timber. On returning I found

Pelican lake, which was nine miles long and lay be-

tween Orr, our railway station, and the agency,

frozen over but not yet solid enough to make safe

crossing. So I returned to the railway station of

Gheen and started to walk home around the lake, a

distance of twenty-nine miles.

Well do I remember the day. It was on a Monday
morning at daylight that I started on this trip that

nearly cost me my life. A furious snow storm was

raging. Till about 3 in the afternoon I could follow

the trail quite well. Then the whirling snow wholly

obliterated it. In the meantime it had turned des-

perately cold. Going by gjuess I trudged on. Sud-

denly I found myself in a swamp that bordered Nett

lake, on the northeast margin of which was the

agency. The deep snow had prevented the water of

the marsh from freezing to any great thickness. Con-

sequently I broke through the thin ice and was soon

drenched to my waist. At first I thought it wias only

a narrow neck of the marsh and if I could cross it,

I could get home. But the water got deeper and I

was compelled to retrace my steps. Darkness, how-

ever, closed over the land before I could get clear

of the swampy area.

Realizing that in the darkness it would be impossi-
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ble to get to dry land and stumbling on a large tree

which had fallen partly across a floating bog, I de-

cided to make a fire and chance it till another day.

By this time my clothes from waist down were solid

ice and I was so nervous from exertion and the

realization of the predicament I was in that I could

hardly see or hold a match. Notwithstanding, I suc-

ceeded in getting some dry bark and limbs piled

against this tree on the bog area and, having some

dry matches in a match safe, I luckily got a fire

started with the first match. I then waded about

and secured quite a quantity of wood so as to have
a fire till I could leave the place on the morrow.

I had brought a lunch from Gheen, but this had
been eaten along the trail. So now I had to go

hungry. The fire burned nicely and I sat on the

log about it and thawed myself out by changing from
side to side before the flame while the blizzard that

was raging froze the side from the fire. By care

and persistence I finally got my clothes dry and
found that though I had been terribly cold I had

suffered only the frosting of a part of my left foot.

Getting warm I went to sleep and fell off the log

into the water. I then had to dry myself again.

Becoming sleepy a second time I burned one of my
Arctic boots .

Suddenly then out of the awful stillness there

was a yelp. Then hundreds of yelps. The wolves

had found me. I was wholly unarmed except for

a jack knife, a wholly useless weapon against such

brutes. Hearing the woods full of their yelps I piled

more wood on the fire, praying that the supply would
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hold out till the coming of day would drive the beasts

to their haunts. Soon shiny eyes began to appear
along the margin of the outer circle of light from
the fire. There were dozens, scores, hundreds of

them. They were circling the blazing center trying
to see how close to it they could get, gazing all the

while on their victim as they made the woods re-

sound with their howling. Getting near me a score

rushed down the log with snapping teeth projecting.
I fought them with fire brands and clubs with burn-

ing ends. But they came in such overwhelming
numbers that the rear ones leaped over the front ones

to seize me. With open mouth one sprang at my
throat. I had just seized a fresh club from the fire.

As he sprang I rammed its burning end down his

throat. Seeing the terrible death struggle of the

leader, the rest of the pack fled.

A little later I found that my fire was burning out

the floating bog 'which Avas of a peaty nature and we

were sinking, the log and myself. Soon the fire

would be out and then! The log had so burned that

I finally got it broken in two and by piling one of

the pieces across the other I managed to keep a

fire. At last daylight, though of the hazy sort, be-

gan to appear through the stormy sky, and never

has the coming of the morning looked so good to me.

I started searching for a way to get home. It had

frozen considerable during the night and I found that

by picking places away from the rubbish it would hold

me up. I had not gone more than a half a mile when I

came to an old road half blinded by overgrown brush,

to an old road half blinded by overgrown brush,
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which I later found was the old Koochiching-Duluth
road between lower Lake Superior and Canada dur-

ing the Reil Rebellion. I followed this road and as

is usually the case with a lost person, I went the

wrong way.

All day I traveled. I ate snow to quench my thirst

till my tongue was blistered, but had nothing to

satisfy my hunger. By some means I lost one of my
mittens in crawling over logs and through brush and

consequently came near losing a hand by freezing.

On I traveled. Just before dusk I suddenly came

upon a section corner mark which I carefully examin-

ed and to my great disappointment, I found I was

going around the lake on the opposite side from my
home. I also found by its reading that I was farther

from the agency than I had been at daylight Monday
morning. I also realized that to continue the direction

I was going no house might be encountered in one

hundred miles. I sat down and made a plat in the

snow to- correspond to the directions as given on the

marked tree and, knowing the readings of the land

marks at the agency I definitely located my position.

1 then drew a map of the region and placed the roads

and trails on it as I knew them. I then knew for a

certainty that the road I was on was not given on

recent maps. By careful comparison of the map with

my memory of the region I concluded that about a

half mile to the southward oii the same side of the

lake there was a road that could be traveled back to

the main trail-road that led around the lake to the

agency.

Making myself sure, I started in search of that
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road. In ten minutes or so I was back to the marked
tree again, having lost my bearings and traveled in

a circle. Again I tried it. This time I lined trees

with*my eye and tried to keep in a straight line.

Success crowned the effort. Just at dusk I came out

on the agency road that I had myself traveled. I

knew where I was at once. I was probably forty
miles from home or from where any one lived should

I follow it but as it was unsafe to try a short cut

in the storm that was still raging, I reversed my
course and started down the road eastward at as good
a pace as I could command.

I had traveled about eleven miles when I came to

an abandoned house which had been once occupied

by some "sooners.
" One of the rooms still had its

windows in it. There was also a stove up which

was still connected to the chimney with some old

rusty pipe that looked like they might fall down any
minute. There was also some wood piled in the room.

I never knew who piled the wood there but I wish to

thank him for it, for it probably saved my life. Start-

ing a fire I slept by the stove till daylight, then re-

sumed my journey, now exhausted and so terribly

hungry that I could hardly keep from eating my
fingers.

All day I trudged along with the most possible

pace I could command, and late that evening I was

met by a searching party with government team and

taken to the agency. Let me tell you that warm fire

and something to eat looked awful good to me.

Editors Note The above reminds us of the story of

the Russian who was chased by the pack of one hun-
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dred wolves out on the Steppes. As the first wolf

came up he was shot and eaten by the others. This

process continued till there was only one left. This

one followed him on into town. The Russian admitted

Hint the wolf's sides "wobbled a little."

Careful Cutting Makes Woodlot Profitable-

Neighbors Should Cooperate in Marketing

With the help of the Forest Service and the county

agent, a number of farmers who live in Hangman
Valley, Wash., just north of the Palouse Division of

the St. Joe Forest, are cooperating this year in the

sale of about 300,000,000 feet of timber.

A Request for Aid

Last fall the Forest Service was requested to aid

these farmers in disposing of a considerable amount

of timber on their claims. It developed that there

were approximately 200 settlers who owned about

300,000,000 feet of timber which they desired to dis-

pose of as a unit in order to attract some company

capable of handling the entire proposition. They

were, however, unable to agree upon a satisfactory

price. The project had been worked up by the local

county agent, a former Forest Service man, from

whom the request for help came.

The Forest Service agreed to make an appraisal of

the timber and to assist in drawing up a contract and

sale conditions. The appraisal was made last spring

and a price fixed of about $3.50 per thousand feet.
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Although the land is well adapted to agriculture, it

will not be possible for the owners to put all of it

into cultivation for a number of years. Consequently
it is to their advantage to devote it to growing timber

until such time as it is needed for raising crops. The

stand consists of yellow pine of a good quality and

contains a large number of trees just below merchant-

able size which will make rapid growth when the

old timber is removed. It is distinctly a case where

it will pay the farmers to grow trees. These facts

were explained to the members of the association and

they quickly saw the advantage of handling the

forest in the manner recommended. In order to save

the young growth they agreed to sacrifice 30 cents

per thousand on the stumpage price.

Farmers in general who own small bodies of timber

will find it profitable to cooperate with their neigh-

bors in marketing their grown timber. In many
cases the individual amounts are too small, as in the

above instance, to make it profitable for their own-

ers to advertise for bids or for sawmills to come in.

When care >s taken in selecting and cutting timber

a woodlot may be made a source of income to its

owner for an indefinite period of years.
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Minnesota Is Paying

For the Importation of Wood

There are enough idle, non-producing lands in

the Slate to supply all our own needs

and some of our neighbors'

HOW LONG ARE WE GOING
TO BE BLED IN THIS WAY?
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FIRE PREVENTION SLOGANS FOR SMOKERS

Don't drop FIRE when you smoke in the woods,
nor throw it out along the road. Keep the forests

GREEN.

DANGER! Matches, pipe coals, cigar stubs and

cigarette ends start many forest fires. Help protect

woods, streams, scenery.

BE CAREFUL! Don't start a fire in the woods
when you begin or end your smoke. Be sure your

match, cigarette, or pipe is out.

DON'T START WHAT YOU CAN'T STOP! Be
careful with fire in and near the forest.

FIRE IS DANGEROUS! Be careful when you
smoke in the woods.

LOOK OUT! When you smoke in the woods, don't

start a forest fire.

YOUR CO-OPERATION with the company to keep
down forest fires is asked. Break your match in two.

Knock out your pipe ashes into your hand. Don't

drop a burning cigarette.

FOREST FIRES cost millions a year. Don't start

one.

DON'T THOW FIRE AWAY in the woods or along
the road.

HELP PREVENT FIRES
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The Turn in the Road

The man of today becomes a success through spe-

cialization in one or more things, the degree of his

achievement is in direct proportion to the intensity

of the specialization.

The State also should have definite aims; that of

safe-guarding its resources in order that the people

will be assured a continual supply of the raw mater-

ials that are so essential to their welfare.

The State today has come to "The Turn in the

Road" in one of its chief industries lumber. To

.continue at the present rate of exploitation we
will in a short time spell timber depletion. Minnesota

today is using three times as much timber as it is

growing. Without any other statement this fact

alone should awaken the public to the danger we are

facing.

Future results depend upon timely appreciation of

certain forest principles fire protection forest man-

agement and reforestation.

Minnesota consumers are paying in freight four

millions of dollars each year for lumber Imported from

other States. Shall we continue to pay an increasing

amount in freight or shall we endeavor to again
make Minnesota a self supporting lumber state?

Large saw mills are "going out" every year. Such
mills as the Northland Pine, Nichols & Chisholm, and
Red River Lumber Company, that once played an

important part in the State's industrial development
have ceased operations.
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Through the closing out of these large industries

the State has lost millions of dollars a year in wages.
Lumber that formerly could be purchased in a Min-

nesota mill must now be brought from Oregon and

Washington, or some other distant point. Minnesota

is even importing large quantities of her pulpwood.
Minnesota could and should produce all the lumber

she uses and still have a surplus for exporting.

A long haul from the west coast to the Minnesota

transfer point costs $16.50 per M. for heavy dimen-

sion timber such as fir, etc. From the Inland Em-

pire to the same Minnesota points the freight on

heavy lumber is $11.25 per M.

The average rate from Minnesota mills to Minnesota

points of consumption is $2.00 per M. From these

figures it is seen that a consumer in Minnesota could

pay freight on 5000 to 6000 board feet of home timber

for every 1000 feet of timber imported into the State.

For every thousand feet of lumber we pay freight

on from the west coast in excess of the freight 011

lumber from our own mills we could pay for the

planting of 1500 trees.

We have enough land now lying idle that is un-

suited for agriculture that if put under forestry

practice would assure us a continual timber supply
for all time.

Minnesota once cut seven billion feet yearly, today
that figure nearly represents the available timber that

is left. About one-half of the timber manufactured
in this state is held here, the remainder goes to other

states. During the past fifty years Minnesota has
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produced an enormous quantity of White Pine, most

of it was cut on territory tributary to the Mississippi

river and its branches.

The peak of the output was about the year 1899,

since that time there has been a gradual shrinkage

of Northern Pine production. It was not so long ago

that mills in Minneapolis were manufacturing 500

million feet per year. These mills are now closed

and there are no great mills south of Duluth. The

loss to Minneapolis and surrounding country through

the closing of such a large industry will run into

many millions of dollars, if we consider the men who
were employed and the amount of money these men
would have spent. Since the supply of Minnesota

timber has failed to furnish the needs, the western

lumber has come to take its place with the results

of millions of dollars every year paid in added freight

rates.

Beyond "The Turn in the Road" we are confronted

with the serious problem of restoring our State to the

prominence in the lumber world we once held and

should still hold or in 25 years or less will see nearly

all the remaining large mills go out of business due to

lack of local supply of saw timber, forcing thousands

of men out of work, in fact, affecting the whole state.

The men working in these mills spend their earnings

in the cities where they are employed, thus adding
to the business development of the State. There is

not one single industry that has to do with the things

we eat or clothes we wear in which wood does not

play a very important part. The greatest industry
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ill the State is agriculture but without wood agricul-

ture would stop. Considering all the wood used by all

other industries the farmer is still the largest wood

consumer. He uses fifty per cent of all the wood

and a major portion of our lumber. What a prob-

lem we have before us if we let timber depletion

overcome us. Even today we feel the effect of timber

shortage. Is it any wonder that a state importing

millions of dollars' worth of timber from points 1500

miles away should feel the effect of depending upon
other states for one of its important commodities?

It is high time we took the forest question serious-

ly. Why not restore Minnesota to the place it once

held as a lumber producer? Why not make our idle

acres iwork and contribute once more to the wealth,

prosperity and beauty of Minnesota. We cannot get

along without wood yet we seem to have neglected

to do anything that would assure us of a future

supply.

The first important step the State must take be-

fore forestry can be practiced is to prevent forest

fires. This takes money. A larger field force must be

available so, that fires may be put out when small.

This year over 900 fires were discovered and

none of them were uncontrollable. This suc-

cessful year was the direct result of having at

our disposal sufficient funds that could be utilized

in an emergency to combat just such a danger. This

successful year was not due to helpful weather con-

ditions, mut on the other hand conditions were more

ideal for great fires. The fires ^vvere more threat-
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tlian the fires of 1918 and the territory they
wcic 1 turning in, more dangerous. Due to diligent

work on the part of the field men and the financial

support of the Relief Board in putting funds at the

I'm-cster's disposal he was able to throw many experi-

enced men into the dangerous fire areas in a short

time and combat the fires successfully.

We have strong hope, in view of the work of the

past season (when it was clearly demonstrated that

fires could be prevented if adequate funds were

available) that this legislature will appropriate gen-

erously to stop the curse of forest fires.

We should also purchase additional State Forest

lauds on which to perpetuate our timber supply. This

on the part of the State would be an investment and

not an expense. If we as a state do not provide for our

needs in forest products no one else will do it for

us. Within a generation our timber supply will be

small, even to the point of famine. We must grow
what we need or go without. Every year that we

put off this question means just so much longer be-

fore the future crops are available. The time is now.

Will Minnesota do her duty to her posterity and her

industries ?

A Bit of Creative Reporting

Some years ago several influential men of Duluth,

Minn., concocted the idea that there was coal in Min-

nesota in the region immediately west and adjacent

to the Iron Ranges of Hibbing and Virginia. As
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geologist, I was obtained to make an examination

of the region. On a certain May morning our outfit

crossed the Nett Lake in canoes with a force of In-

dian helpers, and descended Nett river. We spent

diligent, arduous weeks wading swamps, crawling

through brush Woods and canoeing and portaging
down the crooked streams, but not one ounce of black

diamond did we find. Of course, we returned dis-

appointed, but what of the newspaper world? Much
had been expected of our trip and space had been

left in the two dailies of the place. "What were we to

do ? It would not do to report our failure in a

column space. What were we to do? My chief

came to me as we reached the railroad station at

International Falls and said:

"Dutch," (that was my pet name in the region,)

can't you fix up something for the space in those

papers. Those reporters will hang onto me when I

get to Duluth and I must have something to satisfy

them. They must be filled, I mean the space in the

papers, but for God's sake, don't mention that we
were even on a coal prospecting trip. You
know what the boys would say: 'Unghoo, I told

you so,' with a sardonic grin as they would slap me
between the shoulders."

"Leave it to me," I broke in, in an assuring man-

ner The next day each paper published the account

of our trip in bold head lines, but it was not men-

tioned in the article that we had been looking for

coal . Tire heading was "A New Discovery." It

read in part:
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"Messrs. and of Duluth and the noted geolo-

gist have just returned from a vacation trip at

Nett Lake, Minnesota, and westward to Big Fork

rivers. There were thirteen in the outfit, including

the Indian helpers. The boat trip was staged down
across Nett Lake, down the river of the same name,
then up Little Fork river to the rapids. Then the

outfit portaged to Big Fork river at Big Fork, which

they floated down to its junction with Rainy river.

They then pulled up that river to International Falls,

returning home this morning. They had a most en-

joyable trip and also made valuable discoveries.

"Nett river, which drains Nett Lake to Little Fork

liver has 170 feet fall in thirteen miles. It has

numerous rapids and many power sites. Moreover,

along its banks and surrounding Nett Lake are

17,000,000 feet of standing pine ready for the axe.

Furthermore, adjacent to the stream are large stretch-

es of land suitable for farming . The party/' the

article went on to say, "had made a thorough investi-

gation of this power proposition, though on a pleasure

trip. The river, they found, possesses 10,000 horse-

power at normal. Furthermore, by putting in a dam
twelve feet high at a certain point on the river and

thus raising the lake that much higher, the power
could be increased to 50,000 horsepower. The river

could then be dredged out and straightened to the

dam site and the thus enlarged lake could be used

as a saw log reservoir, from which the logs could be

boomed down the river as needed. At the dam site

and at the various falls along the stream, giant saw
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mills, flour mills and electric plants were to erected."

The scheme presented was plausible and was gulped
down by the public. Furthermore, the Indians who
owned the lands surrounding the lake took the matter

to heart. They dug up an old treaty in which it was

stipulated that as a protection of their wild rice

fields, which furnishes their principal support, the

government guaranteed that no dam should ever be

put on Nett river deeper water would submerge
their fields too deep for the rice to grow. Immediate-

ly they began to storm the local Indian office, de-

manding that he take measures to stop the proposed

damming of the river; and also went to Duluth and

consulted lawyers about it. They also petitioned

congressmen and the Indian office to interfere in

their behalf. Bulky correspondence followed, and I

suppose this piece of fake writing has not ceased

to disturb the councils of the natives even yet, though
that was many years ago. It is also believed that

it had considerable to do with throwing the reserva-

tion open for settlement later.

Ahead of the Times

The Akeley Herald-Tribune in its issue of Novem-

ber 19, 1920, is not only ahead of the times, but ahead

of every other newspaper in the Northern part of the

state. "While its contemporaries are howling about

the wonders of their country and lamenting that un-

exampled ignorance and some unseen, malign in-

fluence is preventing an uninterrupted flow of settlers
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into a country of ideal opportunities the Herald has

hi id its finger squarely on the nub of the question,

and offers a solution in a straight-forward article

on which we cannot improve.

\Yr an* printing the article in full with the prophecy
that when nine-tenths of the papers in the north

adopt the same attitude the land question in that

section will be solved and permanent prosperity as-

sured.

"Newspapers and magazines of Minnesota are the

75 M. M. knockers of the state, when it comes to the

sensational forest fire stories," said a well-known im-

migration official who incidentally remarked that he

voiced the opinion of the state and railroad immigra-

ton officals and land men generally, who were ex-

pending hundreds of thousands of dollars in attempt-

ing to attract settlers to this state. "It will take

years to repair the damage done by these newspapers
and magazines in playing up sensational stories of

the Moose Lake disaster of 1918. It is almost im-

possible to pull a prospective settler in the cut-over

and peat land districts of Northern Minnesota." He

thought it was time for the newspapers to put a soft

pedal on forest fire news or 'suppress such news alto-

gether. He did not share the view that the news-

papers might possibly be doing great service for the

state in giving such disasters the widest kind of first-

page, black line publicity, that may be essential to

safeguard life, eliminate waste and suggest a remedy.

Another Moose Lake disaster has been narrowly

averted in the biggest and best fought forest and peat

fire that ever started in Northern Minnesota. Warroad
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did not have the least fraction of a chance that Clo-

quet had for fire fighting, and yet by. almost super-

human effort by State Forester Cox and his efficient

lieutenant E. A. Lmder, in charge of a limited crew

of stalwart men, several of whom had been in the

fiercest fighting in France, the fire was checked in

the nick of time and within two miles of Warroad.

This fire was started on August 16 and was finally

conquered on September 14. It covered an area of

670 acres of timber covered peat lands. The fire

jumped the main road in nine different places on the

afternoon of August 28 and a terrific wind had blown

steadily from the south for seven days fanning the

flames on toward the beautiful village of Warroad
with its 1200 souls, cozy homes and valuable business

block. Men were kept steadily on patrol for days
and nights, facing death and fighting like demons

to save the town. Armed with shovels they built

miles of fire break where it was impossible to use

a plow. The service boys' army training proved
valuable both in endurance and skill and only the

most rugged withstood the test.

To the west and immediately north of the villages

of Rosseau, Mandus and Salol an area of 18,000 acres

of peat land was fire swept, the fire having been

discovered on July 18 and finished September 27.

To the southwest the villages of Badger, Greenbush

and Stratchconia peat fires were within a few miles

of the respective thrifty and steadily growing towns.

Bad fires were in close proximity to Swift and Roose-

velt and stubborn fights were put up to conquer

them. A few miles south of these towns and within
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a mile of Clear River over 20,000 acres of peat lands

were in flames. Over 75 miles of plowed fire break

was made on the edges of the peat lands to stop the

fire when it reached mineral soil. This fire was

started August 3 and was finished September 16.

The fire jumped miles and miles of fire break and

it was necessary to build new ones and widen others

in places. Still farther south fire spread over thou-

sands of acres and it is miraculous that the town of

Shilling escaped destruction.

There was a total of 66 fires in Linder's district

which includes one hundred townships and located

within Rosseau, Marshall and Beltrami counties a

vast empire in itself and only two men, Linder and

O. R. Levin, ranger, who distinguished himself with

the Sixth Marines in France, on the job as a perma-
nent fire fighting force. Linder is described by the

late Carl B. Storrs as
"
cheerful soul, with the pro-

foundly fundamental joyousness of the out-door man,
sometimes a bit crudely expressed, if judged by the

conventional standards of civilization, but beautiful

and justified by sincerity. The eagle eye; the lithe,

slender, erect body; the handsome head poised like

that of a stag at gaze; the quick unconscious grace of

movement and the indescribable something that tells

of senses supernaturally sharpened by communion
with the spirits of sky, woods and waters are not dis-

cernable at all. It is only in story-book heroes and

motion picture actors that these cosmic qualities stick

out for all to see and adore." And like the fire-

trapped moose he never sleeps while danger lurks

in his domain. There is a whole lot of land in one
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perfectly modern township, 22,320 acres, but with

binder's 2,232,000 acres it is too big to grasp unless

one wants to take a fringe trip of 240 miles and

wonder what's on the inside of it.

Down in Syracuse some very considerate edu-

cator has conceived a plan of educating 2500 par

tially disabled ex-service men as expert forest rang-

ers. Better change the detail and select 2500 of the

huskiest men that stood up under 90-pound pack and

a 30-mile hike and fortunate enough not to have re-

ceived a scratch. Prepare those disabled heroes for

positions that will prolong their lives in comfortable

circumstances in the swivel chair positions of the stay-

at-home putteed gentry. Those in search of political

plums will do well to steer clear of the forestry plum
orchard. The plums are loaded. While only the

physically fit will get by, it is a waste of time and

money to employ any man unless he can qualify as

a city mail carrier and specialize with a No. 2 in a

city water works trench.

Arguments pro and con relative to the clearing

timber-covered peat lands by burning will never solve

the question and burning is a most dangerous under-

taking. Settlers usually use a match simply because

they cannot afford a stump puller and dynamite.

The great State of Minnesota might profitably emu-

late the policy of the captains of the steel, lumbering

and other big industries, who are now helping their

army of workers to better living conditions. The

policy pays good dividends in efficiency. Under

present conditions the lot of the Northern Minnesota

settler is not an enviable one. First, if he is not will-
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ing and able to work hard the hardest kind of manu-

al labor and stick to it incessantly and everlastingly,

able to withstand all kinds of privations and over-

come innumerable obstacles, he iwill prove a failure,

in farm development, of the peat and cut-over lands

of Northern Minnesota. Yes, and more, he must

become reconciled to the fact that he is developing

his children's farm, providing he does not wear out

and turn it over to the second and third sturdy

pioneer. This is not a pleasant picture but is Gospel

truth. Burning is his most rapid step to advance-

ment. The average citizen of a Northern Minnesota

town is inclined to sympathize with the struggling

settler to the extent of expressing his opinion that

burning is the best method. The Minnesota Forest

Service might prove the state's trump card in the

game of development, if understood, and given an

opportunity. Until very recently the people of North-

ern Minnesota have failed to recognize the true

worth of
"

this department. In fact considered the

service an obstacle to development and progress.

The policy of the Minnesota Forestry Service is

doubtless one of the most progressive and advanced

of any of the development bodies of the state's ad-

ministration. From the state forester down to the

most humble patrolman, not only is he specifically

instructed to do so, but willingly and cheerfully co-

operates with settler, the township, municipal and

county officials in any movement that will promote

development. The great slogan is "Save a Woodlot,"
"Be a Careful Camper," "Plant Groves and Shelter

Belts," etc. A woodlot constantly furnishes useful
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material, protects and beautifies the farm, and in

addition will produce crop after crop of trees. It is

estimated that an acre of thrifty pine trees will in-

crease at the rate of 500 to 1500 board feet a year.

With lumber at the present prices it will be ob-

served that a crop of trees will compare very favor-

ably with the best agricultural crop. Careless camp-
ers are a menace. Shelterbelts along fields break

'the force of dry winds, check the spread of weeds,

better the farm's appearance and consequently in-

creases its value. A timber famine is at hand and

only the most heroic efforts of an aroused people
can avert it. The settlers of Cass and Hubbard and

other counties are now gladly working hand and

hand with the forest rangers and patrolmen with

gratifying results.

Fire prevention must be made a matter of personal

attention. If the peat land settler of Linder's district

is desirous of burning his land he will be pleased with

the safety first method pursued by the fire ranger

and will accomplish his purpose without greatly en-

dangering his neighbor. Here is where the state

may take a hand in facilitating the work by provid-

ing funds for an available force of men, that the

settler may receive prompt attention and thus help

him to get his land under cultivation. The stereo-

typed program of State Forester Cox will prove a

boon to the settler. There are approximately 7,000,-

000 acres of peat land in Minnesota, most of which

is in the northern counties. Damage wrought by the

late fire would be difficult to compute. It is cer-

tain, however, that thousands of dollars worth of
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pulpwood timber has been destroyed and that addi-

tional thousands of dollars worth of timber will be

wasted unless taken care of soon, as the worms work

fast in such wood. It is alleged that peat fires have

been the cause of 90 per cent of the damage done

by forest and prairie fires in Roseau, Marshall and

Beltrami counties in the last ten years. The destruc-

tion of Baudette and Spooner in 1910, together with

hundreds of settlers' homes and the death of 32

people was caused by peat fires. The nation was

shocked in 1918, when 373 lives were sacrificed in

the Moose Lake fire. Cloquet and nine other towns

were totally destroyed and five others partially burn-

ed. It is estimated that five thousand homes were

reduced to ashes and $25,000,000 worth of property
went up in smoke, all due to peat fires, which were

deliberately set or started by rank carelessness

criminal carelessness. Damage suits involving mil-

lions of dollars followed in the wake. The price

is too high for the comparatively small area of peat

lands that were brought under cultivation.

It is said that there has been too much drainage

done in the Roseau-Marshall-Baltrami county district

with no provision having been made to control the

water level in drainage ditches. This could have

been done by a system of dams so that the watei

could have been held back to the desired heighth,

not only for fire control, but for sub-irrigation as

well. Such a system may well be adopted for the

future.

In the burned over district unless the work done

by the fires is immediately taken advantage of the
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worst kind of a jungle will spring up so thick that

a jackrabbit will be unable to penetrate it. The rich

leaf loam in the wooded areas has been destroyed and

a thin covering of potash and phosphate remains ovei4

the sandy soil. Admitting in the face of American

and European scientific experiments that one or two

crops may be obtained off such land, uncommon
sense might prompt a guess that it would take 20

years of clover crops to get the land back to its 1920

degree of productiveness. If there is any benefit to

be derived in burning peat it is in the open bogs.

All peats are rich in nitrogen, containing up to 4

per cent compared with 0.1 to 0.4 per cent in fertile

mineral lands. Such soils may be cropped indefinite-

ly without fear of exhausting the nitrogen. Fire elim-

inates the nitrogen and leaves nothing but potash and

phosphate. It would seem, then, that clearing stumps
off peat land by fire is done at the sacrifice of the

fertility of land for years to come. It would appear

that the stump puller and dynamite would not only

greatly aid in the prevention of fires, but would help

prepare some of the most fertile land for the plow.

The people of Minnesota have for years clamored

for a soil survey that the state-owned agricultural

and non-agricultural lands might be classified. Scores

of civic organizations, including the biggest state de-

velopment bodies including men and women in all

walks of life, have repeatedly passed resolutions, ap-

pealing, urging and "demanding" that the state

legislature provide for such survey without material

effect. The hidden hand of opposition is at least as

plain as the handwriting on the wall. The crop value
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of peat lands is a problem that is no nearer of solu-

tion tli;m il was four centuries ago. Certain cut-over

lands are proving to be among the most fertile in the

United States for the purpose for which they are

adapted but it is little less than pure, unadulterated

swindle to sell other cut-over lands to settlers for

agricultural purposes and a brazen holdup to cancel

contracts, where a worthy settler has been starved

out, and resell these lands to other settlers regard-

less of whether the State of Minnesota or a private

concern is the owner of such lands. The constant

and consistent clamor for a soil survey of State-

owned lands would seem to have some merit. Thou-

sands of acres that have been stripped of the majestic

pine may again grow two trees where one grew* before

under a practical plan of reforestation, and the crop

per annum will be as valuable as that secured on the

developed agricultural lands, even if the harvest is

prolonged. This will give the speculator a legitimate

opportunity of investing his money instead of preying

off the work of the thrifty, ambitious, hardworking

settler, whose greatest asset is brawn and muscle and

who has the tenacity of a bulldog. The Dunn law

is doing yeomen service. Amendment No. 1 will work

wonders, and now may the State of Minnesota take

an advanced legislative step in emulating the policy

of the great captains of industry and take a personal

interest in the settler. This is not charity, but will

prove the best dividend paying investment that the

state has ever made.
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Control of Forests by Trained Foresters

BY CLYDE LEAVITT

Ontario Places Administration of Forests on Crown
Lands Under Practical Men.

The opportunity for the beginning of a new era in

the forestry situation in Ontario was created by the

recent announcement of the Provincial Government

that henceforth the timber administration on Crown
lands will be under the Provincial Forestry Branch,
instead of comprising- a separate organization in

which no foresters were employed. This is the most

important development which has yet taken place in

the forestry situation in Ontario.

By this action, assuming that its logical conse-

quences will follow, Ontario aligns herself with the

provinces of Quebec, British Columbia and New

Brunswick, which had already recognized the neces-

sity for taking thought for the future by making
foresters responsible for the technical administration

of Crown timber lands. A partial example had been

set by the Dominion Government at a still earlier

date, when the Dominion Forestry Branch was placed

in charge of the timber administration on Dominion

forest reserves in the west,, exclusive of licensed lands

or timber limits.

Nova Scotia has practically no Crown timber lands,

her forests having passed into private ownership many
years ago. The need for a provincial forest service
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there is based upon the opportunity for the develop-
ment of better forestry practice on these privately-

owned timber lands, and upon the urgent need for a

greatly intensified system of forest protection, to

cover all the forested area of the province.

Prince Edward Island is not a forest province, prac-

tically the whole of her land area being under culti-

vation.

Ontario is then the last of the forest provinces to

recognize the necessary and logical connection be-

tween forestry and foresters. The recent action should

and no doubt will, mark the beginning of an era in

which the fullest practicable consideration will be

given to so regulating the methods of cutting on

Crown lands as to leave them in a condition to pro-

duce another crop of valuable timber species. It

has been demonstrated that logging operations in

which cutting is not regulated with an eye to future

productivity are generally destructive to the quality

and quan tity of future growth. Each area requires

to be carefully studied in advance of cutting, that the

method of treatment to be prescribed may be adap-

tive to local conditions and at the same time be prac-

ticable from the operator's viewpoint, to say nothing

of being reasonable from the viewpoint of additional

cost involved.

Ontario is to be congratulated upon the progressive

action taken in thus far recognizing the need for a

technical administration of Crown timber lands. The

Provincial Forestry Branch has a great responsibility

and a great opportunity for public service in the

prospective addition to its previous work of forest
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protection, of the inauguration of forestry practice

upon the great areas of Crown lands which have now
come under its jurisdiction. Progress will necessarily

be slow; economic conditions must be fully recogniz-

ed
;
and it will take time to develop the kind of organi-

zation required for so large a task. Public sentiment

is now undoubtedly fully ripe for the development

of this situation along the most modern lines. It

must, however, make itself actively felt, in support

of a really progressive forest policy.

National Forests Popular as Playgrounds

The use of the National Forests for recreational

purposes is increasing rapidly and bids fair to rank

third among the major services performed by the

National Forests, with only timber production and

stream-flow regulation taking precedence over it.

Many summer homes are being erected on the National

Forests by private individuals, and the use of forests

for other forms of out-of-door recreation was greater

during the past year than ever before.

The summer home business promises to become an

important source of revenue. On the Angeles Forest

in Southern California, for example, a total of 1329

permits for summer residences and commercial re-

sorts were in effect at the close of the past fiscal

year. The revenue from this one item amounted to

approximately $22,000. It is believed that within a

few years the revenues obtained from the various re-

creational settlements within the Angeles Forest will
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pay the entire cost of protection and administration.

Many western communities are recognizing the

rec national resources of near-by National Forests as

one of their greatest assets and privileges, and are

establishing community camps under more or less

formal organization. These camps take every form

from the municipal \acation camps erected on the

Angeles National Forest under permit from the For-

est Service and maintained and managed by the city

of Los Angeles, to the improvement of some favorite

pic iii<; ground in the National Forests by local citi-

zens in cooperation with local forest officers. The

picnic camps are improved by the construction of fire

places, rustic tables and seats, and are made available

to the public without any charge. The city vacation

camps under municipal direction charge merely the

expense of feeding and caring for the successive

uTonps of city people who enjoy their privileges.

The growth of the recreational resources of the

National Forests is so rapid that specially-trained

men are needed to direct and plan for the most effec-

tive development of this service. Any expenditure

along these lines will be good business for the Gov-

ernment, since the increased receipts will return to

the Treasury much more than the total amount ex-

pended.

The protection of wild life and the recognition of

the National Forests as natural breeding grounds of

fish and game is closely related to the development

of the recreational resources. To make more effec-

tive the work of game protection, in cooperation with

the State and local authorities, and to secure better
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development of the fish and game resources of the

National Forests, Congress should make provision for

the establishment of game sanctuaries, within which

wild life may find security. These sanctuaries should

be relatively limited in area but should be established

in considerable number.

Some mention should be made of the fact that

Minnesota has done this in the Superior National

Forest.

Wood Preservative Output in United States

Makes Large Gain

Investigation by the Forest Service of the United

States Department of Agriculture shows that the use

of wood preservative has increased to a large extent in

the United States. Valuable work on wood preserva-

tion has been done at the Forest Products Laboratory

of the department at Madison, Wis.

In 1919 there were 65,556,247 gallons of cresote,

2,412,592 gallons of paving oil, 102,011 gallons of mis-

cellaneous preservatives used in the United States, in

addition to 43,483.000 pounds of zinc chloride, the

largest quantity of this preservative ever reported by
the industry. Of the creosote, 6,493,000 gallons were

imported.

Prior to 1917 the plants of this country depended

upon foreign manufacturers for approximately 50

per cent of the creosote consumed. Most of this oil

came from Germany and England. During the war,

however, this supply was cut off, and the plants
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looked to domestic producers for their supply. Near-

ly all of the importations in 1919 were from England
and Canada.

The material treated consisted of cross-ties, poles,

wood blocks, crossarins, construction timbers, and mis-

cellaneous material, largely for railroads, mines, and

telegraph and telephone companies. The total amount
of wood subjected to preservative treatment by the

lOSplants that were active during 1919 was 139,878,-

584 cubic feet, or 17,265,694 more than the previous

year. About 80 per cent of this wood consisted of

railroad cross ties.

Forests Support Canadian Credit in the U. S.

Public Not Appreciative of Part of Forest Products

in Our Export Trade.

For the first nine months of 1919 paper, wood and

manufactures of wood were exported from Canada to

the United States to the value of $163,941,802. The

total value of exports of Canadian goods to that

country for the same period amounted to $370,246,970.

With our forests supplying over 44 per cent of the

exports to offset our purchases, it is not hard to

realize what position our exchange would be in but

for the forests.

The depreciated value of our money hurts the pat-

riotic pride as well as the pockets of all Canadians.

Those who have occasion to visit the United States

realize the additional cost to them in purchasing
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with Canadian money, but it is hard to make the

general public realize that the forests of Canada are

carrying a tremendous load as the chief support of

our credit in the United States. Every effort should

be made to protect our forests from fire and to pro-

vide efficient forestry management, to enable them

to continue in perpetuity the large part they are

taking in our foreign trade.

So Soon?

Owing to the unprecedented levels to which prices

of railroad cross-ties have risen in this country, the

Pennsylvania Railroad has decided to investigate the

adaptability of the hard woods of Central and South

America for this purpose. Inquiries have been started

along several lines, not only to ascertain how much
more cheaply ties, or the material for ties, can be

purchased in those countries, but also to investigate

the question of the longer life of ties made from the

Southern hard woods, as compared with those made
from the North American native woods heretofore

chiefly used.

Under normal conditions the Pennsylvania Railroad

System uses from five million to six million cross-ties

annually. White oak, the most desirable North Ameri-

can wood for this purpose, is becoming rapidly

scarcer. The other available woods in this country

have a very short life as ties, unless creosoted, which

adds materially to their cost.

The average net cost of railroad ties ready for plac-
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in the roadbed has risen fully 100 per cent since

the beginning of the war. Existing conditions now

compel the railroad to seek out other markets for

Hie purchase of its supply.

Government Receipts From National Forests

In spite of the fact that a depleted and overburden-

ed personnel made it necessary for the Forest Service

to refuse at some places to take on new business, the

receipts from the National Forests in the fiscal year
1920 exceeded those of 1919 by $435,067.42 and set

a new high mark of $4,793,482, according to the

annual report of Chief Forester W. B. Greeley. The

year was also marked by one of the severest and most

protracted fire seasons ever known, which necessitat-

ed the expenditure of considerable sums for the pro-

tection of the National Forests and required a de-

ficiency appropriation of $2,950,000 in addition to the

regular funds provided for the purpose.

"The increase in receipts from timber sales," says
the report, "reflects the increasing demands being
made upon the National Forests as privately owned
timber is exhausted and the forest industries move
westward. If funds are provided for the examination

and sale of National Forest timber now in demand,
the receipts from timber sales may be expected to

increase still more rapidly until the cut reaches the

limit that must be imposed to maintain a continuous

yield from the forests and give stability to the in-

dustries and communities dependent upon them."

It is pointed out that while the receipts of the Na-
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tional Forests have increased 93 per cent from 1915

to 1920, the total appropriation for the Forest Service,

exclusive of deficiency fire fighting funds, has in-

creased only 8 per cent. The receipts for 1920 were

10 per cent greater than for 1919 and an equal in-

crease for the current fiscal year may be expected, the

report states, unless too much new business has to

be rejected on account of lack of funds and trained

employees. The appropriations for the current fiscal

year, it is pointed out, were increased only 3 per cent.

In addition to the actual revenue, according to the

report, there is an enormous return to the public

through the protection of the 500 odd billion feet of

timber for future use, the protection of the headwaters

of innumerable feeders of navigation, irrigation and

hydroelectric power, and the recreational facilities

made available to hundreds of thousands of people.

"There will always be national resources not measur-

able in dollars which in public benefit exceed the

receipts paid into the Treasury," the report says.

More Aid for Fire Fighting

A meeting of the State Forestry officials was held

in Atlantic City on November 12 and 13 for the

purpose of considering the question of national for-

estry legislation. It was attended by representatives

of sixteen of the thirty-four forestry departments.

The so-called Weeks' Law passed by Congress some

years ago appropriated moneys for the purchase of

certain forest lands on the headwaters of navigable

streams in the Eastern mountains and for protecting
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such forests elsewhere. One hundred thousand

dollars of this money was set aside each

year to he spent in cooperation with the different

states for fire protection on the headwaters of navig-

able streams.

Under this law the government has purchased about

a million and a quarter acres of forest in the South-

ern Appalachians and White Mountains, and it is

hoped that this policy may be continued till all the

suitable and available lands in those sections have

been purchased. It is very important that these lands

should be in the hands of the government and made

as productive as possible for it is well recognized

that this region must furnish about seventy-five per
cent of our future supply of hardwoods. It is the

only permanent source of hardwoods outside of the

farm woodlots.

In addition to the establishment of these valuable

hardwood forests the aid this appropriation has given

to the individual states has proved most valuable. So

valuable, in fact, that the U. S. Forester has proposed
the introduction of a new bill increasing the funds

available for such cooperation to one million dollars

in place of the one hundred thousand available in

the past. In addition to increasing the appropriation

the new bill has a much wider scope than the old

Weeks' law. It provides not only for fire prevention,

but for forest investigations, forest planting and the

control of cuttings.

This program received the hearty approval of the

Atlantic City meeting. Much of this work is quite

as important to neighboring States as to the State in
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which the forests are located, and it hereby becomes
an inter-state matter in which the Federal Govern-

ment has a distinct interest. It was the unanimous

opinion that the government would be fully justified

in expending considerable sums for these purposes.

Minnesota now receives $8,000.00 annually from the

Weeks' Law fund. If this could be increased to

$80,000.00 it wrould very materially increase the effi-

ciency of our fire protection and make possible and

justifiable a very^great increase in our forest planting

program.
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